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Course Abstract 
 
Level set methods, an important class of partial differential equation 
(PDE) methods, define dynamic surfaces implicitly as the level set (iso-
surface) of a sampled, evolving nD function.  This course is targeted for 
researchers interested in learning about level set methods, and their 
application to visualization.  The course material will be presented by two 
recognized experts in the field, and will include introductory concepts, 
practical considerations and extensive details on a number of level set 
applications. 
 
The course will be taught at an intermediate to advanced level.  Therefore 
attendees should have a working knowledge of calculus, linear algebra, 
computer graphics and geometric modeling.  Some familiarity with 
differential geometry, differential equations, numerical computing and 
image processing is strongly recommended, but not required. 
 
The course will begin with preparatory material that introduces the 
concept of using deformable implicit models to solve problems in 
visualization.  This will include the structure and behavior of the level set 
differential equation, as well as an introduction to level set software.  This 
stage of the course will also describe the numerical methods, algorithms 
and data structures needed to implement level set methods. The second 
stage will describe in detail a number of level set visualization 
applications, e.g. volume dataset segmentation (including interactive 
segmentation on GPUs), and surface reconstruction from contours and 
point clouds.  
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Abstract

This paperis a setof notesthat presentthe basicgeometryof isosurfacesandthe basic
methodsfor usinglevel setsto modeldeformablesurfaces.It beginswith a shortintroduc-
tion to isosurfacegeometry, including curvature. It continueswith a shortexplanationof
the level-setpartial differentialequations.It alsopresentssomepracticaldetailsfor how
to solvetheseequationsusingup-windschemeandsparsecalculationmethods.Thispaper
presentsa seriesof examplesof how level-setsurfacemodelsareusedto solve problems
in graphicsandvision. Finally, it presentssomeexamplesof implementationsusingVIS-
Pack, an objectoriented,C++ library for doing volume processingand level-setsurface
modeling.



1 Intr oduction

1.1 Moti vation

Thesenotesaddressmechanisms for analyzingandprocessingvolumesin away thatdeals
specificallywith isosurfaces. The underlyingphilosophy is to useisosurfacesasa mod-
eling technologythatcanserve asanalternative to parameterizedmodelsfor a varietyof
importantapplications in visualizationand computergraphics. This paperpresentsthe
mathematicsandnumericaltechniquesfor describingthegeometryof isosurfacesandma-
nipulating their shapesin prescribedways. We start with a basic introduction into the
notationandfundamentalconceptsandthenpresentsthegeometryof isosurfaces.We de-
scribethemethodof level sets,i.e.,moving isosurfaces,andpresentthemathematicaland
numericalmethodsthey entail. This paperconcludeswith someapplicationexamplesand
describesVISPACK, a C++, object-orientedlibrary the performsvolumeprocessingand
level-setmodeling.

1.2 Isosurfaces

1.2.1 Modeling SurfacesWith Volumes

Whenconsideringsurfacemodelsfor graphicsandvisualization,oneis facedwith a stag-
geringvariety of optionsincluding meshes,spline-basedpatches,constructive solid ge-
ometry, implicit blobs,andparticlesystems. Theseoptionscanbedivided into two basic
classes— explicit (parameterized)modelsandimplicit models. With an implicit model,
onespecifiesthemodelasa level setof a scalarfunction,����� ���� 	
������� � � (1)

where
����� 	��

is thedomainof thevolume (andtherangeof thesurfacemodel).Thus,a
surface� is ������� � �"! �$#$� �&%(' (2)

Thechoiceof � is arbitrary, and
�

is sometimescalledtheembedding. Noticethatsurfaces
definedin this way divide

�
into a clear inside and outside—suchsurfacesare always

closedwherever they donot intersecttheboundaryof thedomain.

Choosingthis implicit strategy begs thequestionof how to represent
�
. Historically, im-

plicit modelsarerepresentedusinglinearcombinationsof basisfunctions.Thesebasisor



potentialfunctionsusuallyhave several degreesof freedomincluding 3D position, size,
andorientation. By combining thesefunctions, onecancreatecomplex objects. Typical
modelsmight containseveralhundredto several thousandsof suchprimitives.This is the
strategy behindthe“blobby” modelsproposedby Blinn [1].

While suchan implicit modeling strategy offers a variety of new modelingtools, it has
somelimitations.In particular, theglobalnatureof thepotentialfunctionslimitsonesabil-
ity to model local surfacedeformations.Considera point �*)�� where � is the level
surfaceassociatedwith a model

� �,+.-�/ - , and / - is oneof theindividualpotentialfunc-
tionsthatcomprisethatmodel. Supposeonewishesto move thesurfaceat thepoint � in
a way thatmaintainscontinuity with thesurrounding neighborhood. With multiple,global
basisfunctionsonemustdecidewhich basisfunctionor combination of basisfunctionsto
alterandat thesametime control theeffectson otherpartsof thesurface.Theproblemis
generallyill posed— therearemany waysto adjustthebasisfunctionssothat � will move
in thedesireddirectionandyet it maybeimpossibleto eliminatetheeffectsof thosemove-
mentson otherdisjoint partsof the surface. Theseproblemscanbe overcome,however
they usuallyentailheuristics that tie thebehavior of thesurfacedeformationto thechoice
of representation[2].

An alternative to usinga smallnumberof globalbasisfunctionsis to usea relatively large
numberof local basisfunctions.This is theprinciple behindusinga volume asanimplicit
model. A volume is a discretesampling of theembedding

�
. It is alsoan implicit model

with averylargenumberof basisfunctions, asshown in Figure1. Thetotalnumberof basis
functionsis fixed,asaretheir positions(grid points)andextent. Onecanchangeonly the
magnitudeof eachbasisfunction,i.e.,eachbasisfunctionhasonly onedegreeof freedom.
A typicalvolumeof size 02143 560714385607143 containsoveramillion suchbasisfunctions.The
shapeof eachbasisfunctionis opento interpretation— it dependsonhow oneinterpolates
thevaluesbetweenthe grid points. A trilinear interpolation, for instance,impliesa basis
function that is a piece-wisecubic polynomial with a valueof oneat the grid point and
zeroat neighboring grid points. Anotheradvantageof usingvolumesasimplicit models,
is thatfor thepurposesof analysiswecantreatthevolumeasacontinuousfunctionwhose
valuescanbesetat eachpoint accordingto theapplication.Oncethecontinuousanalysis
is completewe canmapthe algorithminto the discretedomainusingstandardmethods
of numericalanalysis.The sectionsthat follow discusshow to computethe geometryof
surfacesthatarerepresentedasvolumesandhow to manipulatetheshapesof thosesurfaces
by changingthegray-scalevaluesin thevolume.
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Figure1: A volumecanbeconsideredasan implicit modelwith a large numberof local
basisfunctions.



1.2.2 IsosurfaceExtraction and Visualization

This paperaddressesthe questionof how to usevolumesassurfacemodels. Depending
on theapplication, however, a 3D grid of data(i.e. a volume)maynotbea suitablemodel
representation.For instance,if the goal is make measurementsof an objector visualize
its shape,an explicit modelmight be necessary. In suchcasesit is beneficialto convert
betweenvolumesandothermodeling technologies.

For instance,theliteratureproposesseveralmethodsfor scanconvertingpolygonalmeshes
or solidmodels[3, 4]. Likewiseavarietyof methodsexist for extractingparametricmodels
of isosurfacesfrom volumes.Themostprevalentmethodis to locateisosurfacecrossings
alonggrid lines in a volume(betweenvoxelsalongthe3 cardinaldirections)andthento
link thesepoints togetherto form trianglesandmeshes.This is thestrategy of “marching
cubes”[5] andotherrelatedapproaches.However, extractinga parametricsurfaceis not
essentialfor visualization,anda varietyof directmethods[6, 7] arenow computationally
feasibleandarguablysuperiorin quality. Thesenotesdonotaddresstheissueof extracting
or renderingisosurfaces,but ratherstudiesthegeometryof isosurfacesandhow to manip-
ulatethemdirectly by changingthegrey-scalevaluesin theunderlyingvolume. Thus,we
proposevolumesasa mechanismfor studying anddeformingsurfaces,regardlessof the
ultimateform of theoutput. Theiraremany waysof renderingor visualizing themandand
thesetechniquesarebeyondthescopeof thisdiscussion.

2 SurfaceNormals

Thesurfacenormalof anisosurfaceis givenby thenormalizedgradientvector. Typically,
we identify asurfacenormalwith apoint in thevolumedomain9 . Thatis: ! �$#$� ; �<! �$#� ; �<! �$#2� where ��)�9 ' (3)

Theconvention regardingthedirectionof this vectoris arbitrary; thenegative of thenor-
malizedgradientmagnitudeis alsonormal to the isosurface. The gradientvectorpoints
towardthatsideof theisosurfacewhichhasgreatervalues(i.e. brighter).Whenrendering,
theconventionis to useoutward pointing normals,andthesignof thegradientmustbead-
justedaccordingly. However, for mostapplicationsany consistentchoiceof normalvector
will suffice. On adiscretegrid, onemustalsodecidehow to approximatethegradientvec-
tor (i.e., first partialderivatives). In many casescentraldifferenceswill suffice. However,
in thepresenceof noise,especiallywhenvolumerendering,it is sometimeshelpful to com-
putefirst derivativesusingsomesmoothingfilter (e.g.,convolution with aGaussian).When



usingthenormalvectorto solve certainkindsof partialdifferentialequations,it is some-
timesnecessaryto approximatethegradientvectorwith discrete,one-sideddifferences,as
discussedin successivesections.

Notethata singlevolumecontainsfamiliesnestedisosurfaces,arrangedlike the layersof
anonion. We specificthenormalto an isosurfaceasa functionof thepositionwithin the
volume.Thatis, : ! �$# is thenormalof the(single)isosurfacethatpassesthroughthepoint� . The � valueassociatedwith thatisosurfaceis

�"! �=# .
3 Second-Order Structur e

In differentialgeometricterms,thesecond-orderstructureof a surfaceis characterizedby
a quadraticpatchthat sharesfirst- and second-ordercontactwith the surfaceat a point
(i.e., tangentplaneandosculatingcircles).Theprincipal directionsof thesurfacearethose
associatedwith the quadraticapproximation,andtheprincipal curvatures, �?>@�A�CB , arethe
curvaturesin thosedirections.

The second-structureof the isosurfacecanbe computed from the first- andsecond-order
structureof theembedding,

�
. All of theisosurfaceshapeinformationis containedfield of

normalsgiven by : ! �$# . The DE5�D matrixof derivativesof thisvector,F ��GIH :�JK:MLN:�O 'QP (4)

The projectionof this derivative onto the tangentplaneof the isosurfacegivesthe shape
matrix, R . Let S denotenormalprojectionoperator, which is definedas

ST� :KUV: � 0�W� ; � �X� B YZ[ � BJ � J � L � J � O� L � J � BL � L � O� O � J � O � L � BO
\^]_ ' (5)

Thetangentialprojectionoperatoris `aGIS , andthustheshapematrix isR�� Fcb � b8dEe2b � (6)

where
dfe

is theHessianof
�
. Theshapematrix R has3, real,eigenvalueswhicharegh> � �i>A��gjB � �CBj��g � �lk ' (7)

The corresondingeigenvectorsare the principle directions(in the tangentplane)andthe
normal,respectively.



Themeancurvature is themeanof the two principalcurvatures,which is onehalf of the
traceof R , which is equalto thetraceof

F
:d � �i>�m��CB1 � 01on<p !rq #� � BJ !s� L^L m � OtO # m � BL !s� J�J m � OtO # m � BO !s� J�J m � LuL #"Gv1 � J � L � J�L Gv1 � J � O � JAO Gv1 � L � O � LwO1 !s� BJ m � BL m � BO # �tx B (8)

TheGaussian curvature is theproductof theprincipalcurvatures:y � �z>^�{B � gh>^gjB"m�gh>ug � m�gjB�g � �|1 n<p !rq # B G 01 �X� q �X� (9)

� � BO !r� J�J � L^L G � J�L � J�L # m � BL !s� J�J � O^O G � JAO � JAO # m � BJ !r� L^L � OtO G � LwO � LuO #m 1 !r� J � L !s� JAO � LuO G � J�L � OtO # m � J � O !s� J�L � LwO G � JAO � LuL # m � L � O !r� J�L � JAO G � LuO � J�J #w#!s� BJ m � BL m � BO # B '
Thetotalcurvature,alsocalledthedeviationfrom flatness,9 , is therootsumof squaresof
thetwo principalcurvatures,which is theEuclideannormof thematrix R .

Notice,thesemeasuresexist ateverypointin
�

, andateachpointthey describethegeome-
try of theparticularisosurfacethatpassesthroughthatpoint. All of thesequantitiescanbe
computedonadiscretevolumeusingfinite differences,asdescribedin successivesections.

4 Deformable Surfaces

This sectionbegins with mathematicsfor describingsurfacedeformationson parametric
models. The result is an evolution equationfor a surface. Eachof the termsin this evo-
lution equationcanbe re-expressedin a way that is independentof the parameterization.
Finally, theevolution equationfor a parametricsurfacegives riseto anevolution equation
(differentialequation)onavolume,whichencodestheshapeof thatsurfaceasa level set.

4.1 SurfaceDeformation

A regularsurface� �}� 	�� is acollectionof points in 3D thatcanbeberepresentedlocally
asa continuousfunction. In geometricmodeling a surfaceis typically representedasa
two-parameterobjectin a three-dimensional space,i.e.,asurfaceis localamapping~ :~ �t� 5 ���� � 	 �� � 
������� � (10)



where
� 5 ��� 	 B , and the bold notation refers specifically to a parameterizedsurface

(vector-valuedfunction). A deformablesurfaceexhibits somemotion over time. Thus~���~ ! �����{�u� # , where � ) � 	8� . We assumesecond-order-continuous,orientablesurfaces;
thereforeateverypointonthesurface(andin time)thereissurfacenormal � �l� ! �7�A�C�w� # .
Weuse�?� to referto theentiresetof pointson thesurface.

Localdeformationsof ~ canbedescribedby anevolutionequation,i.e.,adifferentialequa-
tion on ~ that incorporatesthe position of the surface,local andglobal shapeproperties,
andresponsesto otherforcing functions. Thatis,� ~� � �l� ! ~ � ~�� � ~�� � ~M��� � ~M�t� � ~��r� ��'j'j' # � (11)

wherethe subscriptsrepresentpartial derivativeswith respectto thoseparameters.The
evolutionof ~ canbedescribedby asumof termsthatdependsonboththegeometryof ~
andtheinfluenceof otherfunctionsor data.

Thereare a variety of differential expressions that can be combinedfor different appli-
cations. For instance,the model could move in responseto somedirectional“forcing”
function[8, 9], � �z���� � 	 �

, thatis � ~� � �l� ! ~�# ' (12)

Alternatively, the surfacecould expandandcontractwith a spatially-varying speed.For
instance, � ~� � �l� ! ~8#u� (13)

where � ��� 	��a�� � 	
is a signedspeedfunction. Theevolution might alsodependon the

surfacegeometryitself. For instance,� ~� � �|~���� m ~8�s� (14)

describesasurfacethatmoves in way thatis becomesmoresmoothwith respectto its own
parameterization.Thismotioncanbecombinedwith themotion of Equation12to produce
amodelthatis pushedby aforcingfunctionbut maintainsacertainsmoothnessin its shape
andparameterization.Therearemyriadtermsthatdependonboththedifferentialgeometry
of thesurfaceandoutside forcesor functionsto controltheevolution of a surface.



Figure2: Level-setmodelsrepresentcurvesandsurfacesimplicitly usinggreyscaleimages:
a) anellipse is representedasthelevel setof an image,b) to changetheshapewe modify
thegreyscalevaluesof theimage.

5 Deformation: The Level SetApproach

Themethodof level-sets,proposedby OsherandSethian[10] anddescribedextensively in
[11], providesthemathematicalandnumericalmechanismsfor computingsurfacedefor-
mationsastime-varyingiso-valuesof

�
by solvingapartialdifferentialequationonthe3D

grid. That is, the level-set formulationprovidesa setof numericalmethods thatdescribe
how to manipulatethegreyscalevaluesin a volume,sothattheisosurfacesof

�
move in a

prescribedmanner(shown in Figure2).

We denotethemovementof a point on a surfaceasit deformsas ���=�h� � , andwe assume
that this motion canbeexpressedin termsof theposition of ��) � andthegeometryof
thesurfaceat thatpoint. In this case,therearegenerallytwo optionsfor representingsuch
surfacemovementsimplicitly:

Static: A single,static
�<! �=# containsa family of level setscorrespondingto surfacesas

differenttimes � . Thatis,�<! � ! � #u#$� � ! � #�� ; �<! �=#"� � �� � � � ! � #� � ' (15)



To solve this staticmethodrequiresconstructing a
�

thatsatisfiesequation15. This
is aboundaryvalueproblem,whichcanbesolvedsomewhatefficiently startingwith
a singlesurfaceusingthefastmarchingmethodof Sethian[12]. This representation
hassomesignificantlimitations,however, because(by definition) a surfacecannot
passbackover itself over time,i.e.,motionsmustbestrictly monotonic — inwardor
outward.

Dynamic: The approachis to usea one-parameterfamily of embeddings,i.e.,
�"! � �w� #

changesover time, � remainson the � level setof
�

as it moves, and � remains
constant.Thebehavior of

�
is obtainedby settingthetotalderivativeof

�<! � ! � # �w� #$�� to zero.Thus, �"! � ! � # �u� #=� � � � �� � ��G ; � � ���� � ' (16)

Thisapproachcanaccommodatemodelsthatmoveforwardandbackwardandcross
backover their own paths(over time). However, to solve this requiressolving the
initial valueproblem(usingfinite forward differences)on

�<! � �w� # — a potentially
largecomputationalburden.Theremainderof thisdiscussionfocusesonthedynamic
case,becauseof its superiorflexibili ty.

All surfacemovementsdependon position andgeometry, and the level-set geometryis
expressedin termsof the differentialstructureof

�
. Thereforethe dynamicformulation

from equation16givesageneralform of thepartialdifferentialequationon
�
:� �� � ��G ; � � ���� � ��G ; � ��� ! � ��� � ��� B � �j'j'j' # � (17)

where 9�� � is thesetof order- � derivativesof
�

evaluatedat � . Becausethis relationship
appliesto every level-setof

�
, i.e. all valuesof � , this equationcanbeappliedto all of

�
,

andthereforethemovementsof all thelevel-set surfacesembeddedin
�

canbecalculated
from Equation17.

Thelevel-setrepresentationhasanumberof practicalandtheoreticaladvantagesovercon-
ventional surfacemodels,especiallyin thecontext of deformationandsegmentation. First,
level-setmodelsaretopologically flexible, they caneasilyrepresentcomplicatedsurface
shapesthatcan,in turn, form holes,split to form multiple objects,or mergewith otherob-
jectsto form asinglestructure.Thesemodelscanincorporatemany (milli ons)of degreesof
freedom,andthereforethey canaccommodatecomplex shapes.Indeed,theshapesformed
by thelevel setsof

�
arerestrictedonly by theresolutionof thesampling. Thus,thereis no

needto reparameterizethemodelasit undergoessignificantdeformations.

Suchlevel-setmethodsarewell documentedin theliterature[10, 13] for applicationssuch
ascomputational physics[14], imageprocessing[15, 16], computervision [17, 18], medi-
cal imageanalysis[19, 18], and3D reconstruction[20, 21]. For instance,in computational



physics level-setmethodsarea a powerful tool for modeling moving interfacesbetween
differentmaterials(seeOsherandFedkiw[14] for a niceoverview of recentresults).Ex-
amplesarewater-air andwater-oil. In suchcases,level-setmethodscanbeusedto compute
deformationsthatminimizesurfaceareawhile preservingvolumesfor materialsthatsplit
and merge in arbitraryways. The methodcanbe extendedto multiple, non-overlapping
objects.

Level-setmethodshave alsobeenshown to be effective in extractingsurfacestructures
from biological andmedicaldata. For instanceMalladi et al. [18] proposea methodin
which the level-setsform an expandingor contractingcontourwhich tendsto “cling” to
interestingfeaturesin 2D angiograms.At thesametime thecontouris alsoinfluencedby
its own curvature,andthereforeremainssmooth.Whitaker etal. [19, 22] haveshown that
level setscanbe usedto simulateconventional deformablesurfacemodels,anddemon-
stratedthisby extractingskinandtumorsfrom thick-sliced(e.g.clinical) MR data,andby
reconstructinga fetal facefrom 3D ultrasound.A varietyof authors[23, 24, 16, 25] have
presentedvariationson themethodandpresentedresultsfor 2D and3D data.Sethian[11]
givesseveralexamplesof level-set curvesandsurfacefor segmentingCT andMR data.

5.1 Deformation Modes

In thecaseof parametricsurfaces,onecanchoosefrom a varietyof differentexpressions
to constructanevolutionequationthat is appropriatefor a particularapplication.For each
of thoseparametricexpressions,thereis acorrespondingexpressionthatcanbeformulated
on
�
, thevolumein which the level-setmodelsareembedded.In constructing evolutions

on levelssets,therecanbeno referenceto theunderlyingsurfaceparameterization(terms
dependingon � and � in Equations10 through14). This hastwo importantimplications:
1) only thosesurfacemovementsthatarenormalto thesurfacearerepresented—any other
movement is equivalent to a reparameterization2) all of the derivatives with respectto
surfaceparameters� and � mustbeexpressedin termsof invariantsurfacepropertiesthat
canbederivedwithoutaparameterization.

Considertheterm ~���� m ~8�r� from equation14. If �7�A� is anorthonormalparameterization,
the effect of that term is basedpurely on surfaceshape,not on theparameterization,and
theexpression~���� m ~8�s� is twicethemeancurvature, H, of thesurface.Thecorresponding
level-setformulationis givenby Equation8.

Table1 shows a list of expressionsusedin the evolution of parameterizedsurfacesand
their equivalents for level-setrepresentations.Also given are the assumptionsaboutthe
parameterizationthatgiveriseto thelevel-setexpressions.



Effect Parametric Evolution
Level-Set
Evolution

Parameter
Assumptions

1 Externalforce � ��� ; � None

2
Expansion/
contraction

� ! �=#w� � ! �$#7� ; �"! � �w� #7� None

3
Mean

curvature   ��� m   �r� d � ; � � Orthonormal

4
Gauss

curvature   ����5   �r� y � ; � � Orthonormal

5 Secondorder   ��� or   �s� ¡ d£¢¥¤ d B G y�¦ � ; � � Principal
curvatures

Table1: A list of evolution termsfor parametricmodelshasacorrespondingexpressionon
theembedding,

�
, associatedwith thelevel-setmodels.

6 Numerical Methods

By takingthestrategy of embeddingsurfacemodelsin volumes,we have convertedequa-
tions that describethe movementof surfacepointsto nonlinear, partial differentialequa-
tionsdefinedonavolume,which is generallya rectilineargrid. Theexpression § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª refers
to the � th timestepatposition « �¬C�A� , whichhasanassociatedvaluein the3D domainof the
continuousvolume

�"! 
 - �� © ��� ª # . Thegoalis to solve thedifferentialequationconsisting of
termsfrom Table5.1on thediscretegrid § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª .
The discretization of theseequationsraisestwo important issues.First is the availability
of accurate,stablenumericalschemesfor solving theseequations.Secondis theproblem
of computational complexity andthe fact that we have converteda surfaceproblemto a
volumeproblem,increasingthe dimensionality of the domainover which the evolution
equationsmustbesolved.

Thelevel-settermsin Table1 arecombined,basedon theneedsof theapplication, to cre-
ateapartialdifferentialequationon

�"! � �w� # . Thesolutionsto theseequationsarecomputed
usingfinite differences.Along thetimeaxissolutionsareobtainedusingfinite forward dif-
ferences,beginning with aninitial model(i.e., volume) andsteppingsequentiallythrough
a seriesof discretetimessteps(which aredenotedassuperscriptson § ). Thustheupdate
equationis: § � � >-X¨ ©^¨ ª ��§ �-X¨ ©^¨ ª m�®¯�^® § �-W¨ ©^¨ ª � (18)

Theterm ® §&�-X¨ ©t¨ ª is a discreteapproximationto
� � � � � , which consistsof a weightedsum



of termssuchasthosein Table5.1.Thosetermsmust,in turn,beapproximatedusingfinite
differenceson thevolumegrid.

6.1 Up-wind Schemes

Thetermsin Table1 fall into two basiccategories:thefirst-orderterms(items1 and2 in
Table1) andthesecond-orderterms(items3 through5). Thefirst-ordertermsdescribea
moving wave front with a space-varying velocity (expression1) or speed(expression2).
Equationsof this form cannotbe solved with a simplefinite forward differencescheme.
Suchschemestendto overshoot, andthey areunstable.To addressthis issueOsherand
Sethian[26] haveproposedanup-windscheme.Theup-windmethodreliesonaone-sided
derivative thatlooksin theup-winddirectionof themoving wavefront, andtherebyavoids
theover-shootingassociatedwith finite forwarddifferences.

We denotethe typeof discretedifferenceusingsuperscriptson a differenceoperator, i.e.,°C± ��²
for forward differences,

°C±´³ ²
for backward differences,and

°
for centraldifferences.

For instance,differencesin the 
 directionon a discretegrid, § -X¨ ©t¨ ª , with domain µ and
uniformspacing¶ aredefinedas° ± ��²J § -X¨ ©^¨ ª ·� ! § - � > ¨ ©^¨ ª GK§ -X¨ ©^¨ ª #w�C¶ � (19)° ±W³ ²J § -X¨ ©^¨ ª ·� ! § -X¨ ©^¨ ª GI§ - ³ > ¨ ©^¨ ª #w�C¶ � and (20)° J § -X¨ ©^¨ ª ·� ! § - � > ¨ ©^¨ ª GK§ - ³ > ¨ ©^¨ ª #w� ! 1C¶&# � (21)

(22)

wherewe have left off thetime superscriptfor conciseness.Second-ordertermsarecom-
putedusingthetightest-fittingcentraldifferenceoperators.For example,° J�J § -X¨ ©^¨ ª ·� ! § - � > ¨ ©^¨ ª m § - ³ > ¨ ©^¨ ª Gv1h§ -X¨ ©^¨ ª #¸�C¶ B � (23)° OtO § -X¨ ©^¨ ª ·� ! § -X¨ ©^¨ ª � >�m § -X¨ ©^¨ ª ³ > Gv1h§ -X¨ ©^¨ ª #¸�C¶ B � and (24)° J�L § -X¨ ©^¨ ª ·� ° J ° L § -X¨ ©^¨ ª (25)

The discreteapproximation to the first-order termsof in Table 5.1 are computedusing
the up-wind proposedby OsherandSethian[10]. This strategy avoids overshooting by
approximating the gradientof

�
usinga one-sideddifferencesin the directionthat is up-

wind of the moving level-set therebyensuringthat no new contoursare createdin the
processof updating § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª (asdepictedin Figure3). The schemeis separablealongeach
axis(i.e., 
 ,  , and � ).
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Figure3: Theup-windnumericalschemeusesone-sidedderivativesto preventovershoot-
ing andthecreationof new level sets.

ConsiderTerm1 in Table5.1. If weusesuperscriptsto denotethevectorcomponents,i.e.,� ! 
������� #$� !º¹ ± J ² ! 
������� # � ¹ ± L ² ! 
������� # � ¹ ± O ² ! 
������� #w# � (26)

theup-windcalculationfor agrid point §»�-X¨ ©^¨ ª is

� ! 
 - �� - ��� - #"� ; �"! 
 - �� © ��� ª �w� #$¼ ½¾u¿2À J ¨ L ¨ OwÁ ¹ ± ¾ ² ! 
 - �� - ��� - #<Â ° �¾ § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ¹ ± ¾ ² ! 
 - �� - ��� - #ÄÃÅk° -¾ §��-X¨ ©^¨ ª ¹ ± ¾ ² ! 
 - �� - ��� - #ÄÆÅk
(27)

Thetimestepsarelimited—thefastestmovingwave front canmoveonly onegrid unit per
iteration.Thatis ®¯� �*Ç 0+ ¾^¿7À J ¨ L ¨ OuÁzÈwÉ¸Ê -X¨ ©t¨ ª ¿�Ë ��� ; ¹ ± ¾ ² ! 
 - �� © ��� ª #7� % ' (28)

For Term 2 in Table5.1 the directionof the moving surfacedependson the normal,and
thereforethesameup-windstrategy is appliedin a slightly differentform.� ! 
 - �� © ��� ª #7� ; �"! 
 - �� © ��� ª �w� #2�h¼½¾^¿7À J ¨ L ¨ OuÁ � ! 
 - �� - ��� - #<ÂVÌÎÍ7Ï B ! ° �¾ §��-X¨ ©^¨ ª � k{# m ÌÑÐWÒ B ! °{³¾ §&�-W¨ ©^¨ ª � k{#Ó� ! 
 - �� - ��� - #ÔÃ}kÌÑÐWÒ B ! ° �¾ §&�-W¨ ©^¨ ª � k{# m ÌÎÍ�Ï B ! °{³¾ §&�-W¨ ©^¨ ª � k{#Ó� !ÖÕ # ! 
 - �� - ��� - #ÄÆ}k(29)

Thetimestepsare,again,limitedby thefastestmoving wave front:®¯�^× Ç 0D ÈwÉzÊ -X¨ ©^¨ ª ¿ØË ��� ; � ! 
 - �� © ��� ª #2� % (30)



To computeapproximation theupdateto thesecond-ordertermsin Table5.1requiresonly
centraldifferences. Thus,themeancurvatureis approximatedas:d �-X¨ ©^¨ ª � 01ÚÙ ¡ ° J § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ¦ B m ¡ ° L § �-X¨ ©t¨ ª ¦ B m ¡ ° O § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ¦ B�Û ³ >�Ü Ù ¡ ° L § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ¦ B m ¡ ° O § �-W¨ ©^¨ ª ¦ B�Û ° J�J § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª(31)m Ù ¡ ° O § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ¦ B m ¡ ° J § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ¦ B Û ° LuL § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª m Ù ¡ ° J § �-W¨ ©^¨ ª ¦ B m ¡ ° L § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ¦ B Û ° OtO § �-X¨ ©^¨ ªG 1 ° J § �-X¨ ©t¨ ª ° L § �-W¨ ©^¨ ª ° J�L § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª Gv1 ° L § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ° O § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ° LwO § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª Gv1 ° O § �-X¨ ©t¨ ª ° J § �-X¨ ©^¨ ª ° OtJ § �-W¨ ©^¨ ª�Ý
Suchcurvaturetermscanbecomputing by usinga combination of forwardandbackward
differencesasdescribedin [27]. In somecasesthis is advantageous—but the detailsare
beyondthescopeof thispaper.

Thetimestepsarelimited, for stability, to®¯�^Þ Ç 0ß ' (32)

Whencombiningterms,themaximum time stepsfor eachtermsis scaledby oneover the
weightingcoefficient for thatterm.

6.2 Narr ow-Band Methods

If oneis interestedin only a singlelevel set, the formulationdescribedpreviously is not
efficient. This is becausesolutionsareusuallycomputedover theentiredomainof

�
. The

solutions,
�<! 
�������z�u� # describetheevolution of anembeddedfamilyof contours.While this

densefamily of solutionsmight be advantageousfor certainapplications,thereareother
applicationsthat requireonly a singlesurfacemodel. In suchapplicationsthecalculation
of solutionsover adensefield is anunnecessarycomputationalburden,andthepresenceof
contourfamiliescanbea nuisancebecausefurtherprocessingmightberequiredto extract
thelevel setthatis of interest.

Fortunately, theevolutionof asinglelevel set,
�"! � �w� #à� � , is notaffectedby thechoiceof

embedding.Theevolution of thelevel setsis suchthatthey evolveindependently(to within
theerrorintroducedby thediscretegrid). Furthermore,theevolution of

�
is importantonly

in thevicinity of that level set.Thus,oneshouldperformcalculationsfor theevolution of�
only in a neighborhoodof thesurface �l�á���â� �"! �$#M� ��% . In thediscretesetting,there

is a particularsubsetof grid pointswhosevaluescontrola particularlevel set(seeFigure
4). Of course,asthesurfacemoves, thatsubsetof grid pointsmustchangeto accountfor
its new position.



Figure4: A level curve of a 2D scalarfield passesthrougha finite setof cells. Only those
grid pointsnearestto thelevel curvearerelevantto theevolution of thatcurve.

Adalsteinson andSethian[28] proposea narrow-bandapproachwhich follows this line of
reasoning.Thenarrow-bandtechniqueconstructsanembeddingof theevolving curve or
surfacevia asigneddistancetransform.Thedistancetransformis truncated,i.e, computed
overafinite width of only ã pointsthatlie within aspecifieddistanceto thelevel set.The
remainingpointsaresetto constantvaluesto indicatethatthey donot lie within thenarrow
band,or tubeasthey call it. Theevolution of thesurface(they demonstrateit for curves
in theplane)is computedby calculatingthe evolution of § only on the setof grid points
thatarewithin a fixeddistanceto the initial level set,i.e. within thenarrow band. When
theevolving level setapproachestheedgeof theband(seeFigure5), they calculatea new
distancetransformandanew embedding,andthey repeattheprocess.Thisalgorithmrelies
on thefactthattheembeddingis nota critical aspectof theevolution of thelevel set.That
is, theembedding canbetransformedor recomputedat any point in time, so long assuch
a transformationdoesnotchangethepositionof the � th level set,andtheevolution will be
unaffectedby thischangein theembedding.

Despitethe improvementsin computation time, thenarrow-bandapproachis not optimal
for severalreasons.First it requiresabandof significantwidth ( ãä��071 in theexamplesof
[28]) whereonewould like to haveabandthatis only aswideasnecessaryto calculatethe
derivativesof § nearthe level set(e.g. ãå�á1 ). Thewider bandis necessarybecausethe
narrow-bandalgorithmtradesoff two competingcomputational costs.Oneis the costof
stopping theevolution andcomputing theposition of thecurve anddistancetransform(to
sub-cellaccuracy) anddeterminingthedomainof theband.Theotheris thecostof com-
putingtheevolution processover theentireband.Thenarrow-bandmethodalsorequires
additionaltechniques,suchassmoothing, to maintainthestability at theboundariesof the
band,wheresomegrid pointsareundergoingtheevolution andnearbyneighborsarestatic.
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Figure5: Thenarrow bandschemelimits computationto thevicinity of thespecificlevel
set. As the level-setmovesneartheedgeof thebandtheprocessis stoppedandtheband
recomputed.



6.3 The Sparse-FieldMethod

Thebasicpremiseof thenarrow bandalgorithmis thatcomputingthedistancetransform
is socostly that it cannotbedoneat every iterationof theevolution process.Thestrategy
proposedhereis to usean approximation to thedistancetransformthatmakesit feasible
to recomputetheneighborhoodof the level-setmodelat eachtime step. Computation of
the evolution equationis computedon a bandof grid points that is only on point wide.
Theembeddingis extendedfrom theactive pointsto a neighborhood aroundthosepoints
that is preciselythewidth neededat eachtime. This extensionis donevia a fastdistance
transformapproximation.

This approachhasseveral advantages.First, the algorithm doespreciselythe numberof
calculationsneededto compute the next position of the level curve. It doesnot require
explicitly recalculatingthe positionsof level setsandtheir distancetransforms.Because
thenumberof pointsbeingcomputedis sosmall, it is feasibleto usea linked-list to keep
track of them. Thus,at eachiteration the algorithmvisits only thosepointsadjacentto
the � -level curve. For large3D datasets,thevery processof incrementinga counterand
checkingthestatusof all of thegrid pointsis prohibitive.

Thesparse-fieldalgorithmis analogousto alocomotiveenginethatlaysdown tracksbefore
it andpicksthemup from behind.In this way thenumberof computationsincreaseswith
thesurfaceareaof themodelratherthantheresolutionof theembedding.Also, thesparse-
field approachidentifiesasinglelevel setwith aspecificsetof pointswhosevaluescontrol
thepositionof thatlevel set.Thisallowsoneto computeexternalforcesto anaccuracy that
is betterthanthe grid spacingof the model,resultingin a modelingsystemthat is more
accuratefor variouskindsof “modelfitting” applications.

Thesparse-fieldalgorithmtakesadvantageof thefactthata � -level surface,  , of adiscrete
image § (of any dimension) hasa setof cells throughwhich it passes,asshown in Figure
4. Thesetof grid pointsadjacentto thelevel setis calledtheactiveset, andtheindividual
elementsof this setarecalledactivepoints. As a first-orderapproximation,the distance
of thelevel setfrom thecenterof any activepoint is proportional to thevalueof § divided
the gradientmagnitudeat that point. Becauseall of the derivatives(up to secondorder)
in this approacharecomputed usingnearestneighbordifferences,only the active points
andtheir neighborsarerelevant to the evolution of the level-setat any particulartime in
the evolution process.The strategy is to computethe evolution given by equation17 on
the active set and then updateneighborhoodaroundthe active set usinga fast distance
transform.Becauseactivepointsmustbeadjacentto thelevel-setmodel,theirpositions lie
within a fixeddistanceto themodel. Thereforethevaluesof § for locationsin theactive
setmustlie within acertainrange.Whenactive-point valuesmoveoutof thisactiverange



they arenolongeradjacentto themodel.They mustberemovedfrom thesetandothergrid
points,thosewhosevaluesaremoving into the active range,mustbe addedto take their
place.Thepreciseorderingandexecutionof theseoperationsis importantto theoperation
of thealgorithm.

The valuesof the points in the active setcanbe updatedusing the up-wind schemefor
first-ordertermsandcentraldifferencesfor the mean-curvatureflow, asdescribedin the
previous sections. In order to maintainstability, onemustupdatethe neighborhoodsof
active grid pointsin a way thatallows grid pointsto enterandleave theactive setwithout
thosechangesin statusaffecting their values. Grid pointsshould be removed from the
activesetwhenthey areno longerthenearestgrid point to thezerocrossing.If weassume
that the embedding§ is a discreteapproximation to the distancetransformof the model,
thenthedistanceof a particulargrid point, 
oæ � ! « �¬C�A� # , to the level setis given by the
valueof § at thatgrid point. If thedistancebetweengrid pointsis definedto beunity, then
weshouldremoveapointfrom theactivesetwhenthevalueof § atthatpointnolongerlies
in theinterval HçG >B � >B P (seeFigure6). If theneighborsof thatpointmaintaintheir distance
of 1, thenthoseneighborswill move into theactive rangejust 
�æ is readyto beremoved.

Thereare two operationsthat aresignificantto the evolution of the active set. First, the
valuesof § at activepointschangefrom oneiterationto thenext. Second,asthevaluesof
active pointspassout of theactive rangethey areremoved from the active setandother,
neighboringgrid pointsareaddedto the active setto take their place. In [21] the author
givessomeformaldefinitionsof activesetsandtheoperationsthataffect them,whichshow
thatactive setswill alwaysform a boundarybetweenpositive andnegative regionsin the
image,evenascontrolof thelevel setpassesfrom onesetoff activepointsto another.

Becausegrid pointsthatareneartheactivesetarekeptat afixedvaluedifferencefrom the
activepoints,activepointsserve to controlthebehavior of non-activegrid pointsto which
they areadjacent.Theneighborhoodsof theactive setaredefinedin layers, è � >@�j'j'j' è ��é
and è ³ >@�j'j'j' è ³ é , wherethe « indicatesthedistance(city block distance)from thenearest
active grid point, and negative numbersare usedfor the outsidelayers. For notational
conveniencetheactivesetis denotedè=ê .
Thenumberof layersshouldcoincidewith thesizeof thefootprint or neighborhoodused
to calculatederivatives.In thisway, theinside andoutsidegrid pointsundergonochanges
in their valuesthataffector distorttheevolutionof thezeroset.Mostof thelevel-setwork
relieson surfacenormalsandcurvature,which requireonly second-orderderivativesof

�
.

Second-orderderivativesarecalculatedusinga DÎ5ëDÑ5ìD kernel(city-block distance2 to
thecorners).Thereforeonly five layersarenecessary(2 inside layers,2 outsidelayers,and
theactiveset).Theselayersaredenotedè > , è B , è ³ > , è ³ B , and èàê .
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Figure6: Thestatusof grid pointsandtheirvaluesat two differentpointsin timeshow that
asthezerocrossingmoves,activity is passedonegrid point to another.

Theactive sethasgrid point valuesin the range HçG >B � >B P . Thevaluesof thegrid pointsin
eachneighborhoodlayerarekept1 unit from thenext layerclosestto theactive set(asin
Figure6). Thusthevaluesof layer è - fall in theinterval H « G >B � « m >B P . For 1 F m 0 layers,
the valuesof the grid points that are totally insideandoutside are

F m >B and G F G >B ,
respectively. The procedurefor updatingthe imageand the active setbasedon surface
movementsis asfollows:

1. For eachactivegrid point, 
&æ � ! « �¬C�A� # , do thefollowing:

(a) Calculatethelocalgeometryof thelevel set.

(b) Computethenetchangeof § J < , basedontheinternalandexternalforces,using
somestable(e.g.,up-wind)numericalschemewherenecessary.

2. For eachactivegrid point 
 © addthechangeto thegrid pointvalueanddecideif the
new value §&� � >J < falls outsidethe HõG >B � >B P interval. If so,put 
�æ on lists of grid points
thatarechangingstatus,calledthestatus list;   > or   ³ > , for §�� � >J < Ã|0 or §�� � >J < Æ|G�0 ,
respectively.

3. Visit thegrid pointsin thelayersè - in theorder «<� ¢ 0 �j'j'j' ¢ F , andupdatethegrid
pointvaluesbasedon thevalues(by addingor subtractingoneunit) of thenext inner
layer, è ->= > . If morethanone è ->= > neighborexiststhenusetheneighborthatindicates
a level curve closestto thatgrid point, i.e., usethemaximumfor theoutside layers
andminimumfor theinside layers.If a grid point in layer è - hasno è ->= > neighbors,
thenit getsdemotedto è ->? > , thenext level away from theactiveset.

4. For eachstatuslist   ? >A�   ? Bj�j'�'j'��   ? é do thefollowing:
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Figure7: Linked-listdatastructuresprovideefficientaccessto thosegrid pointswith values
andstatusthatmustbeupdated.

(a) For eachelement
 © on thestatuslist   - , remove 
 © from thelist è ->= > , andadd
it to the è - list, or, in thecaseof «<� ¢ ! F m 07# , remove it from all lists.

(b) Add all è ->= > neighborsto the   ->? > list.

This algorithmcanbe implementedefficiently usinglinked-list datastructurescombined
with arraysto storethe valuesof the grid points and their statesas shown in Figure 7.
This requiresonly thosegrid pointswhosevaluesarechanging,theactivepoints andtheir
neighbors,tobevisitedateachtimestep.ThecomputationtimegrowsasãN� ³ > , whereã is
thenumberof grid pointsalongonedimensionof § (sometimescalledtheresolution of the
discretesampling). Computation timefor dense-fieldapproachincreasesas ã � . The ã6� ³ >
growth in computation time for the sparse-fieldmodelsis consistentwith conventional
(parameterized)models,for which computation timesincreasewith the resolution of the
domain,ratherthantherange.

Anotherimportantaspectof theperformanceof thesparse-fieldalgorithmis thelargertime
stepsthatarepossible.Thetimestepsarelimited by thespeedof the“f astest”moving level
curve, i.e., themaximumof theforcefunction.Becausethesparse-fieldmethodcalculates
themovementof level setsover a subsetof theimage,time stepsareboundedfrom below
by thoseof thedense-fieldcase,i.e.,ÈuÉ¸ÊJ ¿¾½À¿ Ë !�Á»! 
 #w# Ç ÈwÉzÊJ ¿ØË !�Á�! 
 #w# � (33)



where
Á»! 
 # is thespacevaryingspeedfunctionand Â is theactiveset.

Resultsfrom previouswork [21] havedemonstratedseveralimportantaspectsof thesparse-
field algorithm.First, themanipulationsof theactive setandsurrounding layersallow the
active setto “track” thedeformablesurfaceasit moves. Theactive setalwaysdividesthe
insideandoutsideof theobjectsit describes(i.e., it staysclosed).Empirical resultsshow
significantincreasesin performancerelative to both the computation of full domainand
thenarrow-bandmethod,asproposedin theliterature.Empirical resultsalsoshow thatthe
sparse-fieldmethodis aboutasaccurateasboththefull, discretesolution, andthenarrow-
bandmethod. Finally, becausethe methodpositions level setsto sub-voxel accuracy it
avoidsaliasingproblemsandis moreaccuratethentheseothermethodswhenit comesto
fitting level-setmodelsto othersurfaces.Thissub-voxel accuracy is importantaspectof the
implementation,andwill significantlyimpactthequalityof theresultsfor theapplications
thatfollow.

7 Applications

Thissectiondescribesseveralexamplesof how level-setsurfacemodelscanbeusedto ad-
dressproblemsin graphics,visualization,andcomputervision. Theseexamplesareasmall
selectionof thoseavailablein theliterature.All of theseexampleswhereimplementedus-
ing the sparse-fieldalgorithmandthe VISPack library, which is describedin the section
thatfollows.

7.1 SurfaceMor phing

This sectionsummarizesthe work of [29], which describesthe useof level-setsurface
modelsto perform3D shapemetamorphosis. Themorphingof 3D surfacesis theprocess
of constructingaseriesof 3D modelsthatconstitute asmooth transition from oneshapeto
another(i.e.,ahomotopy). Suchacapabilityis interestingfor creatinganimationsandasa
tool for geometricmodeling. Thereis not yet a single,generalmethodfor generatingsuch
transitional shapes.However, thereareseveral desirableaspectsof morphing algorithms
thatallow usto comparetheadequacy of differentapproachesto surfacemorphing.Several
desirablepropertiesof 3D surfacemorphingare:

1. The transitionprocessshouldbegin with an initial surfaceandendwith a specified
targetsurface.



2. Themorphing algorithmshouldapplyto awide rangeof shapesandtopologies.

3. Intermediatesurfacesshouldundergo continuous3D transitions(ratherthanconti-
nuity only in theimagespace).

4. A 3D morphingalgorithmshouldincorporateuserinput easilybut shoulddegrade
gracefullywithout it.

5. Transitional shapesshoulddependonly on the surfacegeometryof the two input
shapesanduserinput.

Theserequirementsarenot exhaustive, but they capturemany of the practicalaspectsof
3D morphing.

In thissectionweshow how level-setmodelsprovideanalgorithmfor 3D morphingwhich
meetsmostof thesecriteriaandcomparefavorablywith existing algorithms. Furthermore,
this algorithmis a naturalextensionof themathematicalprinciplesdiscussedin previous
sections.Thestrategy is to allow a free-formdeformationof onesurface(calledthe initial
surface)usingthesigneddistancetransformof a secondsurface(the target surface).This
free-formdeformationis combinedwith anunderlyingcoordinatetransformationthatgives
eithera roughglobalalignmentof thetwo surfaces,or one-to-onerelationships betweena
finite setof landmarksonboththeinitial andtargetsurfaces.Thecoordinatetransformation
canbecomputedautomaticallyor usinguserinput (asin [30]).

Much of the previous 3D morphing work hasfocusedon morphingparametricmodels
[31, 32] andappliesto only very limited classesof shapesandtopologies.Severalauthors
havedescribedvolumetrictechniques.Hughes[33] demonstrateshow volumescanprovide
topological flexibili ty in surfacemorphing.Lerioset al. [30] followedup with a volume-
basedschemewhich incorporatesuserinput via underlyingcoordinatetransformations(a
known generalizationtheimagewarpingtechniquethatis oftenusedin imagemorphing).
Neitherof theseapproacheshave dealtwith the deeperissueof deformingthe level sets
of a volume, but ratherrely on the propertiesof the embedding. Payneand Toga [34]
aswell asCohen-Or et al. [35] fix the embeddingproblemby usinga signeddistance
transformto createvolumesfrom surfaces.However, interpolatingdistancetransformscan
introduceartifactsthatviolatethepreviously statedproperties,andbothof thesemethods
useadiscretedistancetransformwhich introducesvolumealiasing.



7.1.1 Free-Form Deformations

The distancetransformgives the nearestEuclideandistanceto a setof points, curve, or
surface.For closedsurfacesin 3D, thesigneddistancetransformgivesa positive distance
for points insideandnegative for pointsoutside (onecanalsochoosethe oppositesign
convention).

If two connectedshapesoverlapthenthe initial surfacecanexpandor contractusingthe
distancetransformof thetarget. Thesteadystateof sucha deformationprocessis a shape
consisting of thezerosetof thedistancetransformof thetarget. That is, the initial object
becomesthetarget.This is thebasisof theproposed3D morphingalgorithm.

Let 9 ! �$# bethesigneddistancetransformof thetargetsurface,Ã , andlet Ä betheinitial
surface.Theevolution processwhich takesamodel   from Ä to Ã is definedby� �� � �|� 9 ! �$# � (34)

where � ! � #.)|��� and ���)Å¸ê6�ÆÄ . The free-formdeformationscanbe combinedwith an
underlyingcoordinatetransformation.The strategy is to usea coordinatetransformation
(for instancea translationandrotation)to position thetwo surfacesneareachother. These
transformationscancapturegrosssimilarities in shapeaswell asuserinput. A coordinate
transformationis given by �ÈÇz� b ! � � / # � (35)

where k Ç / Ç 0 parameterizesa continuousfamily of thesetransformationsthatbegins
with identity, i.e. �I� b ! � � k{# . Theevolution equationfor aparametricsurfaceis� �� � �l� 9 ! b ! � � 02#w# � (36)

andthecorrespondinglevel-setequationis�ÊÉ ! � �w� #� � �á� ; É ! � �w� #2��9 ! b ! � � 07#w# ' (37)

This processproducesa seriesof transitionshapes(parameterizedby � ). The coordinate
transformationcanbe a global rotation,translation,or scaling,or it might be a warping
of theunderlying3D spaceaswasusedby [30]. Incorporatinguserinput is important for
any surfacemorphingtechnique,becausein many casesfinding the bestsetof transition
surfacesdependson context. Only userscanapply semanticconsiderations to the trans-
formationof oneobject to another. However, this underlyingcoordinatetransformation



Figure8: A 3D modelof a jet thatwasbuilt usingClockworks,aCSGmodelingsystem.

can,in general,achieveonly somefinite similarity betweenthe“warped”initial modeland
the target,andeventhis mayrequirea greatdealof userinput. In theevent thata useris
not ableor willin g to defineevery importantcorrespondencebetweentwo objects,some
othermethodmust“fill in” the gapsremainingbetweenthe initial andtarget surface. In
[30] they proposealphablendingto achieve that smoothtransition—really just a fading
from onesurfaceto the other. We areproposingthe useof the free-formdeformations,
implementedwith level-setmodels,to achieve a continuoustransitionbetweentheshapes
thatresultfrom theunderlyingcoordinatetransformation.Wehavealsoexperimentedwith
waysof automaticallyorientingandscalingobjects,using3D moments,in orderto achieve
asignificantcorrespondencebetweentwo objects.

Figure8 showsa3D modelof a jet thatwasbuilt usingClockworks[36], aCSGmodeling
system.Lerioset al. [30] demonstratethe transitionof a jet to a dart,which wasaccom-
plishedusing37user-definedcorrespondences,roughlyahundreduser-definedparameters.
Figure9 shows theuseof level-setmodelsto constructasetof transition surfacesbetween
ajet andadart.Thetrianglemeshis extractedfrom thevolumeusingthemethodof march-
ing cubes[5]. Theseresultsareobtainedwithout any userinput. Distancetransformson
the CSGmodelsarecomputednearthe level surfaceusingan analyticaldescriptionand
extendedinto thevolumeusinga level-setmethod[37].

Theapplicationin this sectionshows how level-setmodelsmoving accordingto thefirst-
ordertermgivenin expression2 in Table1 can“fit” otherobjectsby moving with a speed
thatdependson thesigneddistancetransformof the targetobject. Theapplicationin the



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure9: Thedeformationof thejet to a dartusinga level-setmodelmoving with a speed
definedby thesigneddistancetransformof thetargetobject.



next sectionrelieson expression5 of Table1, a second-orderflow that dependson the
principalcurvaturesof thesurfaceitself.

7.2 Filleting and Blending Solid Objects

The construction of blendingsurfacesis an important tool in solid modeling. Geometric
solidprimitivesandtheir intersectionsoftenproducesharpcornersor creasesthatareoften
not consistentwith thereal-world objectsthatthey areintendedto represent.This section
showshow blendingcanbedescribedasadeformationprocess,wheresurfacesmoveunder
ageometricflow thatcanaddor removematerialbasedonlocalcurvatureinformation.The
resultis a methodfor solid objectblendingthatdoesnot dependon any particularmodel
representation.Thusthismethodis notrestrictedto aspecificclassof shapesor topologies.
Additionally, theresultsareinvariant; they donotdependonarbitrarychoicesof coordinate
systemsor bases.Theonly requirementis thattheblendedobjectsmustbeclosedsurfaces
with someknown inside-outsidefunction.

Surfaceblendingtechniquesaretypically tiedverycloselyto thechoiceof geometricprimi-
tives. For instance,MiddleditchandSears[38] proposeaset-theoreticmethodfor blending
solidswhich relieson low-orderalgebraicprimitives. A fillet at the joint of two tori re-
quiresthe solution of a degree32 polynomial. BloomenthalandShoemake [39] propose
a modelingsystembasedon convolutions, which relieson a skeletonizedrepresentation
of objects. In generalthe useof convolution to achieve deformationson implicit shapes
resultsin shapesthatreflect boththeshapeof themodelandtheembedding,

É
.

Theblendingmethodproposedin this sectionimplements aninterativesmoothingscheme
that smoothsonly along the level set; the final result is independentof the embedding.
Considerthecaseof fillets. We proposethata fillet canbeconstructedfrom a processof
“filling in” materialin placesof high curvature.Thecurvatureof a level-setmodelcanbe
calculatedfrom theembedding, andthedeformationof thelevel setis well definedby the
curvaturetermsin Table1.

Thestrategy is to constructa curvatureterm, �ÌË , thatconsists of only positive curvatures.
1 Theprincipalcurvaturesof thelevel setsof

É
arefunctionsof

É
andits derivatives.For

a specific
É

theprincipalcurvaturesarefunctionsof 3-space�z> ! �(# and �CB ! �=# . For adding
materialthejoint betweentwoobjects,weconsideronly thepositivecurvaturecomponents,

1The sign of curvatureis definedby the direction of the normals— in this work normals point into the
volumeenclosedby theobject.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure10: Two rectangularsolid modelsare joined by a volumetricfillet that is created
from apositivecurvatureflow.



i.e., �ÊÉ� � �á� ; É � �ÍË �£� ; É � � �> m � ; É � � �B � (38)

where � � consistsof only thepositivepartsof � andis definedaszeroelsewhere.Because
theuseof separatecurvaturetermscancauseover-shooting, theup-windscheme(treating�ÎË asaspace-varyingvelocity in thenormaldirection)is usedfor thisevolution.

Figure10showshow thepositive-curvatureflow canbeusedto constructfillets. No knowl-
edgeof the underlyingmodelsis necessary. The fillets grow larger asmoretime passes.
Thephysical extentor positionof thefillet canbecontrolledby eitherspecifyinga region
of actionor by placingasmallblobof deformablematerialin thejoint thatrequiresafillet.
Figure11 shows how sucha blendingcapabilitycanbeusefulin animation. In this casea
pair of superquadricsundergo a rigid transformation thatcontrolstheir relative positions.
Level-setmodelswith a positive-curvatureflow areusedto createa smooth joint between
thesetwo primitives. Notice that the positive curvaturemethoddoesnot suffer from the
growth or expansion artifactsthatareoftenassociatedwith distance-basedblendingmeth-
ods[40].

Thus,a second-orderflow cancreatesmooth blendsbetweenobjectsin a way that does
not requirespecificknowledgeof the shapesor topologies of the object involved. The
applicationin thenext section,3D scenereconstruction,showshow acombinationof first-
orderandsecond-ordertermsfromTable1arecombinedtocreatetechniquethatfitsmodels
to datawhile maintainingcertainsmoothnessconstraintsandtherebyoffsettingtheeffects
of noise.

7.3 3D Reconstructionfr om Multiple RangeMaps

Level-setmodelsareusefulfor problemsrelatedto 3D reconstruction.Previouswork has
presentedlevel-setresultsderived from noisy 3D datasuchasMRI [19] andultrasound
[41]. In [42] we have shown how thereconstructionof objectsfrom multiple rangemaps
canbeformulatedasaproblemof findingthesurfacethatoptimizestheposteriorprobabil-
ity given asetof measurements(noisyrangemaps)andsomeinformation aboutthea-priori
probability of differentkindsof surfaces.Thatoptimizationproblemcanbeexpressedasa
volumeintegral whichcanbesolvedwith level-setmodels.Thissectionpresentsthemath-
ematicalexpressionsthat result from thoseformulationsandpresentssomenew results:
the reconstructionof entirescenesby fitting level-setmodelsto thedatafrom a scanning
LADAR (laserranginganddetection)system.

A range mapis a collectionof rangemeasurementstakenalongdifferentdirections(lines
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Figure 11: A short animationis createdby specifyingthe relative motion betweentwo
superquadriccomponentsof anobject.A positive-curvatureflow (appliedframeby frame
to thejoint betweenthetwo 3D models)createsasmooth, flexible object.



of sight)but from asinglepointof view. Rangemapscouldcomefrom any numberof dif-
ferentsourcesincludinglaserscanners,structuredlight depthsystems,shapefrom stereo,
or shapefrom motion.We assumethatsuchrangemapsarenoisyanduncertain.Thegoal
is to combineanumberof rangemapsfrom differentpointsof view to createa3D structure
thatreflects thecollectiveconfidenceanddepthmeasures.

Several examplesin the literaturehave appliedparametricmodelsto this task. Turk and
Levoy [43], for instance,“zip” togethertrianglemeshesin orderto construct3D objects
from sequencesof rangemapsfrom a laserrangefinder. They performminor adjustments
to thesurfacepositionin orderaccountfor ambiguity in the rangemaps.Their approach
assumesvery littl e noisein the input, which is reasonablegiven the high quality of their
rangemaps.ChenandMedioni[44] useaparametric(trianglemesh)modelwhichexpands
insidea sequenceof rangemaps.CurlessandLevoy [45] describea volume-basedtech-
niquefor combiningrangedata.They usethesigneddistancetransformto encodevolume
elementswith datathat representtheaverages(with someallowancefor outliers)of mul-
tiple measurements.Surfacesof objectsarethelevel setsof volumes.Relatedapproaches
aregiven in [46, 47]. Bajaj et. al. [48] usea Delaunaytriangulationto imposea topol-
ogy on a setof unordered3D points andthenfit trivariateBernstein-Bezierpatches—i.e.
a higher-orderimplicit model—to thedata.Muraki [2] usesimplicit or blobbymodelsto
reconstructobjectsfrom rangedata. The individual blobsaresphericallysymmetric 3D
potentialsthat arecombinedlinearly so that they blendtogether. The resultingmodels,
with approximately400primitivesarequitecoarse.

This work differsfrom previouswork in two ways.First, ratherthanheuristics,our recon-
structionstrategy is basedon a strategy thatsolvesfor theoptimal surfaceestimate. This
optimalestimateincludesinformationaboutone’s expectationsof thelikelihood of differ-
entsurfaces.Theresultis nota closed-formsolution,but aniterativeprocessthatseeksto
fit a level-setmodelto thedatawhile enforcinga kind of smoothnesson thedata.

7.3.1 Objective function for multiple range maps

Theevolution equationfor theestimation of optimal surfacesis shown in [42] to consistof
two parts: � �� � ��G8� ! �(#u� mÐÏ ! �Ä# ' (39)

This first part, G8� ! �(#u� , is the dataterm, which is a movementwith variablespeed(as
in expression2 from Table1) that is thecumulative effect from all of theindividualrange
maps.Thesecondpart is theprior, which describesthelikelihood of thesurfaceindepen-



dentof thedata.Thedatatermis� ! �=#à�|½ © Ñ ± © ² ! �$#$9 ± © ² ! �=#ÓÒ ¡ 9 ± - ² ! �(# ¦ÕÔ ± © ² ! �=# � (40)

where 9 © is thesigneddistancealongtheline of sightfrom a rangemeasurementin range
map ¬ associatedpassingthrough � . The function Ò ��� 	á�� � 	

is a windowing function
that limits the penaltyof any onerangemeasurement,and Ñ ! �ñ# is a confidencefunction,
which is inverselyproportional to the level of noisein the rangemeasurementassociated
with thesameline of sight.Theterm

Ô"! �ç# is anintegrationconstantthattakesinto account
thecurvilinearcoordinatesystemof therangescanner.

Thus,asetof rangemapscreatesascalarfunctionof 3D,whichdescribesthemovementof
asurfacemodelasit seekstheoptimalsurfaceposition. In theabsenceof aprior, Ï �lk , the
zerosetof this functionis thefinal position(steadystate)of thatevolving surface.Thus,in
theabsenceof a prior, onecouldsample

Á»! �$# andobtainanapproximationto theoptimal
surfaceestimate.Thisstrategy resultsin analgorithmthatis verymuchlike thatof [45].

Thereareseveral reasonsfor going to an iterative schemefor finding optimal solutions.
First is the useof a prior. In surfacereconstruction,even a very low level of noisecan
degradethe quality of the renderedsurfacesin the final result, and in suchcasesbetter
reconstructionscanbe obtainedby introducinga prior. Secondis aliasing. DiscretizingÁ»! �$# andfinding thezerocrossingswill causealiasingin thoseplaceswherethetransition
from positive to negative is particularlysteep.A deformablemodelcanplacethesurface
muchmoreprecisely. Thethird reasonfor goingto aniterative schemeis thatdespitethe
windowing function Ò ! �$# thereis interferencebetweendifferentrangemapsat placesof
highcurvature.Thisproblemis addressedby introducinganonlinearitywhich is solvedin
aniterativeschemegiven by equation39. In thework describedin [21], thesolutionof the
linearproblem,thezerosetof

Á»! �$# , servesastheinitial estimatefor thenonlinear, iterative
optimizationstrategy that resultsfrom the inclusionof a prior anda nonlinear term that
compensatesfor lackof any explicit modelof self occlusions.

Equation39includesaprior, whichis a likelihoodfunctiononsurfaceshape.A reasonable
choiceof prior is onethatmodelsobjectswith lesssurfaceareaasmorelikely thanobjects
with moresurfacearea. Alternatively, onecould saythat given a setof surfacesthat are
nearthe data, the algorithmshouldchoosea surfacethat haslessarea. Often, but not
always,thiswill bethesmoothersurface.The Ï ! �Ä# thatresultsfrom thisprior is themean
curvature.Thereforetheevolution of thesurface,usingthelevel-set formulation, thatseeks
to maximizetheposteriorprobability (givena setof rangemapsanda prior thatpenalizes



(a) (b)

Figure12: Rangemaps:Syntheticrangedata2005 200 pixelswith 20%Gaussianwhite
noiseof a torusend(a) andside(b).

surfacearea)is�ÊÉ ! � �w� #� � �£� ; É ! �=#2� ½ ©
YZ[z9 ± © ²^! �=#ÓÒK¡�9 ± - ²u! �$# ¦ 5 Ô ± © ²^! �(# Ñ ± © ²u! �$# ¡ ; É � : ± © ² ! �$# ¦ �; É � : ± © ² ! �=# \^]_ m R d �

(41)
where: ± © ² ! �$# is theline of sightfrom arangefinderto a3D point, � , R is a freeparameter
that controlsthe level of smoothing in the model,and

d
is the expressionfor the mean

curvaturegivenin equation8.

Figure12showsapairof simulatedrangemapsconstructedfrom ananalyticaldescription
of atorus.These2005 200pixel rangemapsarecorruptedwith additiveGaussiannoisethat
hasastandarddeviationof 20%(asafunctionof thesmallerof thetwo radii). Six synthetic
noise-corruptedviewpoints of a torusarecombined to createa level-setreconstructionof
a torus. Figure13(a)shows the initial model(80 5 80 5 40 voxels)usedfor fitting a level-
setmodelsto the rangedata. Figure13(b) shows the resultof the level-setmodelsthat
uses13(a)asan initial stateandhasa valueof R equalto k '×Ö . The resultis a reasonable
reconstructionof thenoiselessmodel(Figure13(c))whichcombinesthesix pointsof view
andthesmoothing function.

Figure14(a)showsarangemaptakenwith thePerceptronmodelP5000,aninfra-red,time-
of-flight laserrangefinderwith a pan-tilt mechanism. Figure14(b)shows theamplitudes
associatedwith thereturnsignal(an intensity), and14(c)showsa surfaceplot of therange



(a) (b) (c)

Figure13: (a) An analytically-definedmodelof a torus. (b) An initial model(80 5 80 5 40
voxels)is constructedby combining six pointsof view of a torusandsolvingfor

Á»! �$#$��k .
(c) The model,which is attractedto the rangedatabut subjectto internalforces,evolves
andsettlesinto asmoothersteadystate.

map to demonstratethe degreeof noise(additive andoutliers). Figure14(d) shows the
confidencevaluesassociatedwith thoserangemeasurements.Theseconfidencevaluesare
derived from empiricaldataaboutthe level of noisein the rangefinder (which depends
on the return amplitude), and someanalysis,from first principles,about the effects of
uncertaintyin the 3D positionsof the scansandthe model— which resultsin the lower
confidenceat edgesasdescribedin [42]. We combinedtwelve suchviews from different
locationsin theroomto generatetheresultsthatfollow.

Figure15(a)showstheinitial estimatebasedonthezerocrossingsof
Á�! �$# , and15(b)shows

theresultof 32iterationswith theprior termandthecorrectionfor thesurfacenormaldirec-
tion. Thesizeof thevolumeis DCk4ka5�0 Ö k�5 023Ck voxels, andtheresolutionis 1.8cm/voxel.
Theseresultsshow theability of thestatistically-basedapproachto overcomethenoisein
thescanner, andthey show thattheinclusion of iterative, model-fittingschemehelpscreate
moreaccuratereconstructions.The resolutionof the modelfalls below thatof thescans,
becauseit waslimited by therandom-access-memoryavailableon our workstation. Some
small features,suchasthe arm restsof the chairs,arelost becauseof the inaccuraciesin
theregistrationof theindividualrangemaps.



(a) (b)
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Figure14: (a) Oneof twelve rangemaps(b) Theassociatedamplitudemap(c) A surface
plot of therangedatato show the level of noise. (d) Theconfidencemeasuresassociated
with thoserangevalues.



Figure15: (top) The 3D reconstructionresultingfrom the zerocrossingsof
Á�! �$# gives

someaveraging,but includesnoprior. (bottom) Theresultof 32iterationswith theiterative
schemeincludestheprior andexcludesinfluencesof dataon surfacesthatfaceaway from
thescanner.



8 VISPACK

8.1 Intr oduction

VISPACK is a setof C++, object-orientedlibrariesfor imageprocessing,volumeprocess-
ing, andlevel-setsurfacemodeling. It consistsof five libraries: Matrix, Image,Volume,
Util, andVoxmodel(level-setmodeling). Theselibrariescanbeusedseparatelyor together
whencreatingapplications.

VISPACK incorporateseightbasicdesignattributes.Theseare

Data Handles/Copyon Write: VISPack is an object-orientedlibrary, andassuchwe
allow the objectsto handlememorymanagement,andrelieve the programmer(in
mostcases)from having to worry pointersand the correspondingmemoryalloca-
tion/deallocationproblems.For this we usethe datahandleswith a copyon write
protocol. Copy constructorsperforma shallow copy with referencecountinguntil a
nonconstoperationon theunderlyingbuffersforcesa deepcopy. Thusdeepcopies
areperformedonly whennecessary, but all memoryis maintainedby theobjectsand
objectsbehaveas“variables”ratherthanpointers.

Modified Data Hiding: Accessto datain objectsis generallythroughaccessmethods,
however, pointersto buffersfor fastimplementationsareavailable.

Templates: VISPackutilizesthetemplatingconstructof C++virtually throughout. Many
of theobjects,including images,volumes,lists, andarrays,areintendedto support
a wide rangeof datatypes.Thus,via templating programmerscandefinethepixels
of differentimagesof differenttypes,suchasfloatingpoint,24-bit color, and16-bit
greyscale.

Useof Standard File Formats: WhenappropriateVISPackusesstandardfile formats.
Wechooseformatsthatarewell known andhavepublicly availablelibrariesthatcan
bedistributedwith our libraries. Thematrix library usesa simpletext format. The
imagelibrary usesTIFF andFITS file formats. Becauseno standardformat exists
for saving volumesof datawedousea rawfile format.

Operator Overloading: Properuseof operatoroverloadinggivesusersa convenient
way to executeoperationson an object. When compinedwith the copy-on-write
convention, operatoroverloading allows programmersto treatmany heavy-weight
objects(e.g. imagesandvolumes)asvariables. For instance,the following code
computesnon-maximal edgesin aonafilteredvolume.



Volume<float> dx, dy, dz;
Volume<float> vol gauss = vol.gauss(0.5);
Volume<float> vol out = (((dx = vol gauss.dx()).power(2)

*vol gauss.dx(2)
+ ((dy = vol gauss.dy()).power(2)*vol gauss.dy(2)
+ ((dz = vol gauss.dz()).power(2)*vol gauss.dz(2)
+ dx*dy*(dx).dy() + dx*dz*(dx).dz())
+ dy*dz*(dy).dz()) )).zeroCrossings()

&& ((dx.power(2) + dy.power(2)) > T*T));

8.2 Level-SetSurface-Modeling Library

The Level-SetSurface-Modeling(LSSM) Library is an implementationof the level-set
technique[10, 13] specificallyfor deformingsurfacemodelsembeddedin volumes.The
implementationusesthesparse-fieldmethoddescribedin [20]. Thelibrary implementsall
of thebasicnumericalalgorithmsandhandlesall of thedatastructuresrequiredto perform
LSSM. The strategy for usingthis library is to subclassthe objectVoxModel, setsome
parameters,definea setof simplevirtual functionsthat control the deformationprocess,
initialize the model, and then direct the model to iteratively deform accordingto those
equations.This sectiondescribesthe relationship betweenthe mathematicsof previous
sectionsandtheVISPack library. Its alsopresentsanexample of usingVISPack libarary
to do3D shapemetamorphosis asdescribedin Section7.1.

8.2.1 SurfaceDeformation

TheLSSM library allows oneto solve for surfacedeformations,asa functionof time, for
generallevel-setsurfacemovementsof theform:� �� � ��/ � ! � � � ! �=#w# m R � ! � � � ! �=#w#w� ! �(# m Ô � ! �$# mÙØÛÚ ! �i> ! �$# �A�CB ! �(#u#w# � (42)

where� is apointonthesurface.Thisequationis solvedby representingthesurfaceasthe� th level setof animplicit function
�"! � �u� # �{� 	 � 5 � 	 � �� � 	

. Thisgives� �� � ��/ � ! � � ; � #w#<� ; � m R � ! � � ; � #7� ; � � m Ô � ; � � mÐØÜÚ ! 9 � ��� B � # � (43)



where � � and � B � are collectionsfirst and secondderivatives of
�
, respectively. This

equationis solvedonadiscretegrid usinganup-windschemegradientcalculations,central
differencesfor thecurvature,andforwardfinite differencesin time. TheLSSMlibrary uses
thesparse-fieldmethoddescribedin Section6.3andin [21].

Thus,theLSSM library offersthefollowing capabilities:

1. Createsaninitial model(with associatedactiveset)from avolume.

2. Calculates® §&�-W¨ ©^¨ ª and ®¯� using virtual functions(definedby subclasses)that de-
scribe � and � , andparameters(valuessetby thesubclass)/ , R ,

Ô
, and Ø .

3. Performsanupdateon thevaluesof §��-X¨ ©^¨ ª .
4. Maintainsthelist of active grid pointsandupdatesthe layers aroundthosepointsin

orderto maintainaneighborhoodfrom which to calculatesubsequentupdates.

5. Providesaccessto the volume that defines §o�-X¨ ©^¨ ª and the linked list of active grid
points.

Giventhevolumedefining§o�-X¨ ©t¨ ª , onecanthenrelyonthefunctionalityof thevolumelibrary
for subsequentprocessing,file I/O, or surfaceextraction.

8.2.2 Structureand Philosophy of the LSSM Library

Thelibrary is organized(mostly for easeof development) into a baseclass,LevelSet-
Model, anda derived class,VoxModel. The baseclassdoesall of the book keeping
associatedwith the active setandsurroundinglayers, the link lists associatedwith those
sets,andinitializing themodel. Thusit addsandremoves voxelsfrom theactive set(and
surroundinglayers)in responseto an updateoperation.The baseclassassumesthat the
subclassesknow how to updateindividual voxels. Applications arebuilt by subclassing
VoxModel andredefiningasmallsetof virtual functionsthatcontrolthemovementof the
model.

Thesubclass,VoxModel, performsupdateon thegrid pointsin theactivesetof theform
givenin Equation18,usingfunctions� and � andparameters/ , R ,

Ô
, and Ø . It alsocalcu-

latesthemaximum ®¯� thatensuresstability. Thusa userwho wishesto performa surface
deformationusingtheLSSM library, would createsubclassof VoxModel anddefinethe
appropriatevirtual functionsandsettheparametersto achieve thedesiredbehavior.



8.2.3 The LevelSetModel Object

The LevelSetModel containsa volume of values,a volume of statusflags,five lists
(oneactive list, two insidelists, andtwo outsidelists), andthreeparametersthatdetermine
theorigin of thecoordinatesystemform which themodelperformsits calculations.

There are two constructors,LevelSetModel() and LevelSetModel( const
VISVolume<float> &). Thefirst simply initializesthedatastructure,andthesecond
alsosetthevaluesof themodelvolume( values) to theinput. Oncethevalueshavebeen
set,onecancreateaninitial volume from thosevaluesby callingconstructLists(),
whichcanalsotakeafloating-pointargumentthatcontrolsthescalingof theinput relative
to a localdistancetransformnearthezeroset.

Thelist thatkeepstrackof theactiveset,called active list, keepstrackof thelocation
of thosegridpointsandasinglefloating-pointvalue,whichstoresthechangein theirvalues
from oneiterationto thenext.

Anotherimportantmethodsfor usersof this objectis update(float), which changes
the grey-scalevaluesof the grid for the active set accordingto the valuesstored in
active list, andupdatesthe statusof elementson the active list aswell asthe val-

uesandstatusof nearbylayers(2 insideand2 outside). The floating point argumentis
the valueof ®f� from Equation18, andthe returnvalueis the maximumchangethat oc-
curredon theactive set. Finally, themethoditerate() calls thevirtual methodcal-
culate change, avirtual functionwhichsetsthevaluesof ® §��-X¨ ©^¨ ª andreturnsthemax-
imum valueof ®f� for stability, andthencallsupdate. For this objectthefunctioncal-
culate change performssometrivial (i.e.,useless)operation.

8.2.4 The VoxModel Object

TheVoxModel objectis a subclassof LevelSetModel, andit addthreethings to the
baseclass.

1. calculate change() is redefinedto implement the surface deformationde-
scribedin Equation43.

2. Thevirtual functionsaredeclaredfor
¹

(calledforce) and � (calledgrow). These
functionsaredefinedto returnzerofor thisobject.



3. Theparametersthatcontroltherelative influenceof thevarioustermsarereadfrom
file by a routineload params.

4. A methodrescale(float) is defined,whichresamplesthevolumeof grid-point
valuesinto anew volumewith differentresolution andredefinesthelists(andthereby
themodel)in this new volume. This methodis for performingcoarse-to-finedefor-
mationprocedures.

8.3 Example: 3D ShapeMetamorphasis

TheMorph objectallowsoneto constructa sequenceof volumesor surfacemeshesusing
the3D shapemetamorphasis techniquedescribedin Section7.1,which wasfirst proposed
by Whitaker andBreen[20]. This techniquereliesdistancetransformsfor boththesource
andtargetobjectsandusesa LSSMsto manipulatetheshapeof thesourcesothat it coin-
cideswith thetarget.Thesurfacedeformationthatdescribesthisbehavior is� �� � ��R � ! b ! �$#w#�� ! �=# � (44)

where � ! �=# is simply thedistancetransform(or somemonotonic functionthereof)of the
target,and

b
is a coordinatetransformationthatalignsthesourceandtargetobjects.The

level-setformulationof this is � �"! � �w� #� � �¥R<� ! b ! �$#u#<� ; � � ' (45)

Themorphing processconsistsof severalsteps:

1. Readin distancetransforms(in theform of volumes)for bothsourceandtarget.

2. Initialize theLSSM by fitting it to thezerosetof thesourcedistancetransform.

3. UpdatetheLSSM accordingto Equation45.

4. Save intermediatevolumes/surfacesat regularintervals.

Theremainderof this sectionlists thecodeandcommentsfor threefiles, morph.h(which
declaresthe Morph object), morph.C(which definesthe methods) and main.C (which
performsall of theI/O andusestheMorph objectto constructasequenceof shapes.



8.4 Mor ph.h

//
// morph.h
//
//

#ifndef iris_morph_h
#define iris_morph_h

#include "voxmodel/voxmodel.h"
#include "matrix/matrix.h"

#define INIT_STATE 0
#define MORPH_STATE 1
//
// This is the morph object. It uses all of the machinery of the base
// class to manipulate level sets. It needs to have an initial volume
// and a final volume (which would typically be the distance transform,
// it might need a 3D transformation, and it needs to redefine the
// virtual function "grow", which takes 6 floats as input, the position
// followed by the normal vectors (all will calculated and passed into
// this method by the base class). It might also have a state, that
// indicates whether or not it’s been initialized.
//
// Functions not defined here should be defined in "morph.C"
//
class Morph: public VoxModel
{

protected:
VISVolume<float> _dist_source;
VISVolume<float> _dist_target;
VISMatrix _transform;

//
// This is the function that is used by the base class to manipulate the
level
// set. You can define it to by anything you want. For this object, it
will
// return a value from the distance transform of the target.
//



virtual float grow(float x, float y, float z,
float nx, float ny, float nz);

// There are two states. In the first state, the model is trying to fit
// to the input data. In this way the models starts by looking just like

// the input data
int _state;

public:

Morph(const Morph& other)
{

_dist_target = other._dist_target;
_initial = other._initial;
_state = MORPH_STATE;
_transform = VISVISMatrix(3, 3);
_transform.identity();

// initialize();
}

Morph(VISVolume<float> init, VISVolume<float> d)
:VoxModel()

{
_dist_target = d;
_initial = init;
_state = MORPH_STATE;
_transform = VISVISMatrix(3, 3);
_transform.identity();

// initialize();
}

void initialize();

// for this object I assume that the transform is just a matrix.
// but it could be anything

void transform(const VISVISMatrix& t)
{ _transform = t;}

const VISVISMatrix& transform()
{ return(_transform);}



void distance(const VISVolume<float> d)
{ _dist_target = d;}
VISVolume<float> distance()
{ return(_dist_target);}

};
#endif

8.5 Mor ph.C

#include "morph.h"
#include "util/geometry.h"
#include "util/mathutil.h"

//
// this is the virtual function, that is the guts of it all.
//

float Morph::grow(float x, float y, float z,
float nx, float ny, float nz)

{

// this says you are in the morph state (things have been initialized)
if (_state == MORPH_STATE)

{
float xx, yy, zz;
VISPoint p(4u);
p.at(0) = x;
p.at(1) = y;
p.at(2) = z;
p.at(3) = 1;
VISPoint p_tmp;

// this is where you could put some other transform.
p_tmp = _transform*p;

xx = p_tmp.x();
yy = p_tmp.y();



zz = p_tmp.z();

// make sure you are not out of the bounds
// of your distance volume.
if (_dist_target.checkBounds(xx, yy, zz))

// if not, get the distance (use trilinear interpolation).
return(_dist_target.interp(xx, yy, zz));

else
return(0.0f);

}
else

{
// if you are still initializing, then move toward the zero set of
// your initial case
if (_initial.checkBounds(x, y, z))

return(_initial.interp(x, y, z));
else

return(0.0f);
}

}

// this makes the model look like the input.
#define INIT_ITERATIONS 5
void Morph::initialize()
{

_values = _initial;
int state_tmp = _state;
_state = INIT_STATE;
construct_lists(DIFFERENCE_FACTOR);

// these couple of iterations are required to make sure that the zero
// sets of the model match the zero sets of the
//

for (int i = 0; i < INIT_ITERATIONS; i++)
{

// limit the dt to 1.0 so that the model settles in to a solution
update(::min(calculate_change(), 1.0f));

}
_state = state_tmp;

}



8.6 Main.C

#include "vol/volume.h"
#include "vol/volumefile.h"
#include "image/imagefile.h"
#include "morph.h"
#include <string.h>

const int V_HEIGHT = (40);
const int V_WIDTH = (40);
const int V_DEPTH = (40);

#define XY_RADIUS (12) // this matches the 2.5D data generated in
torus.C
#define T_RADIUS (4) // this matches the 2.5D data generated in torus.C
#define S_RADIUS (12) // radius of a sphere

#define B_WIDTH (20.0f)
#define B_HEIGHT (60.0f)
#define B_DEPTH (20.0f)

#define B_CENTER_X (12.0f)
#define B_CENTER_Y (32.0f)
#define B_CENTER_Z (12.0f)

float sphere(unsigned x, unsigned y, unsigned z);
float torus(unsigned x, unsigned y, unsigned z);
float cube(unsigned x, unsigned y, unsigned z);

// This is a program that does the morph. If you give it two
// arguments, it reads the initial model and the dist trans for the
// final model from the two file names given, otherwise, it makes a
sphere
// and deforms it into a torus

main(int argc, char** argv)
{



VISVolume<float> vol_source, vol_target;
VISVolumeFile vol_file;
int i;
char fname[80];

vol_source = VISVolume<float>(25,65,25);
vol_source.evaluate(cube);

if (argc > 2)
{

// read in the sourceing model
vol_source = VISVolume<float>(vol_file.read_float(argv[1]));

// read in the dist trans of the final model
vol_target = VISVolume<float>(vol_file.read_float(argv[2]));

}
else
// make up some volumes

{
vol_source = VISVolume<float>(V_WIDTH, V_HEIGHT, V_DEPTH);
vol_source.evaluate(sphere);
vol_target = VISVolume<float>(V_WIDTH, V_HEIGHT, V_DEPTH);
vol_target.evaluate(torus);

}

// create morph object
Morph morph(vol_source, vol_target);
// loads in some parameters (for morphing these are all zero but one)
// i.e.
//
//
//
//
morph.load_parameters("morph_params");
morph.initialize();
vol_file.write_float(morph.values(), "morph0.flt");

float dt;

// do 150 iterations for your model to get from start to finish
// probably don’t need this many iterations



for (i = 0; i < 150; i++)
{

dt = morph.calculate_change();
// limit dt to 0.5 so that model never overshoots goal
dt = min(dt, 0.5f);
morph.update(dt);

printf("iteration %d dt %f\n", i, dt);

if (((i + 1)%10) == 0)
{

// save every tenth volume
sprintf(fname, "morph_out.%d.dat", i + 1);
vol_file.write_float(morph.values(), fname);

}
}

// save a surface model (i.e. marching cubes).
vol_file.march(0.0f, morph.values(), ‘‘morph_final.iv’’);

printf("done\n");

}
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The Level Set Equation
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Mean Curvature of Level Sets

( ) [ ] [ ]( )nnKKK ee
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rr
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DivDiv2
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212
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( ) ( )( )neenee rrrrrr •∇•+•∇•= 22112
1
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2211

( )( ) nnnK rrr •∇•−∇= 2
1

( ) 0=•∇• nnn rrr

φ
φ

∇
∇•∇=•∇= 2

1
2
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Other Properties of Level Sets

• Consider a closed region Ω with a boundary Γ
• Size of Ω (area in 2D and volume in 3D):

( ) ( )∫∫
ΩΩ

∇=∇=Γ xdxd rr φφδφH

( )∫
Ω

−=Ω xdrφH ( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

≥
<

=
0if1
0if0

H
φ
φ

φ Heaviside function

• Size of Γ (arc-length in 2D and area in 3D):
Dirac’s Delta function

( ) ( )[ ]φ
φ

φδ H
d
d≡

Numerical Implementation

• Smeared out 1’th order approximations 
(band-limited)

( ) ( )
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

>
≤≤−++

−<
=

εφ
εφε

εφ
φ ε

πφ
πε

φ

if1
ifSin

if0
H 2

1
22

1

( ) ( )
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

>
≤≤−+

−<
=

εφ
εφε

εφ
φδ ε

πφ
εε

if0
ifCos

if0

2
1

2
1

Properties of Level Sets
• Closest distance

• Interface normal

• Closest Distance Transform

• Mean curvature (3D)

• Volume (3D)

• Area (3D)

( )∫
Ω

−=Ω xdrφH ( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

≥
<

=
0if1
0if0

H
φ
φ

φ

( )∫
Ω

∇=Γ xdrφφδ ( ) ( )[ ]φ
φ

φδ H
d
d≡

φ
φ

∇
∇•∇= 2

1K

( ) ( ) ( )xxxx rrrr φφ ∇−=CPT

φ
φ
φ ∇=

∇
∇=nr

( )xrφ

Advection vs. Diffusion 

Heat diffusionWaves propagation

• Sound propagates
• with a finite speed
• in a certain direction

• Heat diffuses
• with a infinite speed 
• in all direction

Two Types of Level Set Equations

• Diffusion level set equations:
• Parabolic PDE’s
• Infinite domain of dependence
• Information has no particular direction
• Information is propagated at infinite velocity
• Use central-difference finite difference schemes!

• Advection level set equations:
• Hyperbolic PDE’s
• Finite domain of dependence
• Information has a direction
• Information is propagated at finite velocity
• Use upwind finite difference schemes!
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Advection example:
• Advection by vector field:

• Numerical implementation
• It’s hyperbolic so use upwind finite difference!

• Or higher order schemes like WENO [Liu et al., JCP 94]

φφ ∇•−=
∂
∂ V

t
r

( ) ( )
( ) ( )⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

>Δ+Δ−=
<Δ+Δ−=

=
∂
∂

−
−

+
+

0if
0if

,,1,,

,,,,1

xkjikjix

xkjikjix

VxOx
VxOx

x φφφ
φφφφ

1+iφiφ1−iφ

1+iφiφ1−iφ

Advection example:
• Advection in normal direction:

• Numerical implementation:
• It’s hyperbolic so use upwind finite difference!

• This is called Godunov’s Method 

φφ ∇−=
∂
∂ a

t

( )22
0,)(Sign,)(SignMax +−−=⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

∂
∂

xx aa
x

φφφ

Diffusion example: 
Geometric Heat EQ

• Mean Curvature flow in normal direction:

• Numerical implementation
• It’s parabolic so use central finite difference!

φκφ ∇=
∂
∂

t

( )2
2

,,1,,,,1
2

2 2
xO

xx
kjikjikji Δ+

Δ

+−
=

∂
∂ −+ φφφφ

( )2,,1,,1

2
xO

xx
kjikji Δ+

Δ
−

=
∂
∂ −+ φφφ

φ
φ
φ ∇⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
∇
∇•∇=

2
1 φφ Δ=∇•∇≈

Re-normalization
• Direct static approach – solve Eikonal EQ:

• Fast Marching Method - O(N log N)
• Fast Sweeping Method - O(N)

• Direct dynamic approach – solve LS EQ:

• Indirect approach – velocity extension!

1=∇φ

( )( )φφφ ∇−=
∂
∂ 1Sign

t

• The key observations:
• The Eikonal EQ is a hyperbolic PDE!
• Information is propagated from the interface and out
• Characteristics are straight lines along the normals

of the interface!
• Partition characteristics into groups according to 

their direction

Fast Sweeping Method

• Strategy: 
• Compute distances in alternating sweeps of groups of 

characteristics 

• Initialization
• Define boundary condition:
• Freeze boundary values
• Set remaining points to large values

• Main Loop
• Solve Godunov’s upwind-scheme by Gauss-Seidel 

iterations
• When updating use:
• Alternating sweeping orderings: 2dim

Fast Sweeping Method

( ) Γ∈= xx rr for0φ

( ) ( ) ( )( )xxx oldnew
rrr φφφ ,Min=

O(N)
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FSM: 1D example
( )2

11 0,,Max1 +− −−= iiii VVVV

FSM: 1D example
( )2

11 0,,Max1 +− −−= iiii VVVV

FSM: 2D example
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FSM: 2D example
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Direct dynamic approach

10 =∇⇒=
∂
∂ φφ

t

( ) ( )[ ] ( )( )txx
t

tx ,1Sign, rr
r

φφφ ∇−=
∂

∂

( ) ( )
( ) 22

0

0Sign
hx

xx
+

= r

r
r

φ
φ

( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )22 ,,

,,Sign
htxtx

txtx rr

r
r

φφ
φ

∇+
=

Hyperbolic PDE!

Can move interface!

Trick: Velocity Extension

0)()(0)( =Γ∇•∇⇔=Γ xx
nd
xd rr
r

r
φ

( )xrΓ

)CPT()( xxx rrr −=φ

( ))CPT(xrΓ=

1=∇φCharacteristic of

)()()CPT( xxxx rrrr φφ ∇−=

( ) ( ))CPT(xx rr φφ ∇=∇

[ ] φφφφ ∇Γ∇•∇+∇∇Γ•∇= 222φ∇
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∂∇•∇= φφ2
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∂
∂

t

0=
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∂
Γ∂ φφ)Sign(
t
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Explicit Time Integration

• Forward Euler:

• 2. Runge-Kutta:

• 3. Runge-Kutta:

( )φφ H
t

=
∂
∂

( ) ( )21 tOtH nnn Δ+Δ+=+ φφφ

( )
( ) ( )[ ] ( )311

1

~
2

~
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Δ+=
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+

φφφφ

φφφ
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( ) ( )[ ]

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )411

1

1

~~4
6

~
4

~

~

2
1

2
1

tOHHHt

HHt
tH

nnnnn

nnnn

nnn

Δ+++Δ+=

+Δ+=

Δ+=

+++

++

+

φφφφφ

φφφφ

φφφ

CFL Condition

• Most explicit time integration schemes are only 
conditionally stable! 

• Stability requires that the slowest numerical 
wave is faster then the fastest physical wave:

• Level set front can only move one grid cell per 
iteration!

φφ ∇•−=
∂
∂ V

t
r { } { }V

t
zyxMin r

Max,, >
Δ

ΔΔΔ
{ }V
xt r

Max
Δ<Δ

Parabolic Stability condition

• CFL is a necessary but not sufficient 
stability condition for parabolic PDE’s!

• Von Neumann stability analysis of explicit 
integration of parabolic curvature flow:

φακφ ∇=
∂
∂

t ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

α
ααα

6
222 21

222
x

zyx
t Δ≈⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

Δ
+

Δ
+

Δ
<Δ

−

Implicit Time Integration
( )φφ H

t
=

∂
∂

( ) ( )211 tOtH nnn Δ+Δ+= ++ φφφ

( ) ( ) ( )3
1

1

2
tOHHt

nn
nn Δ+⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ +Δ+=

+
+ φφφφ

• Backward Euler:

• Crank-Nicolson:

• Implicit integrations schemes are unconditionally stable
• However still inaccurate for large time-steps!
• Complex to implement and often slow due to the necessity 

to solve a linear system

Semi-Lagrangian Integration

• This is a hyperbolic advection PDE 
• Can be integrated by the method of characteristics!
• Let’s look at a stream-line             going through     at

• Value is constant along such stream-lines (characteristics):

φφ ∇•−=
∂
∂ V

t
r

( )txp ,0
rr

0xr 0=t

( ) ( )( ) ( ) 0000 0,,,, xxptxpVtxp
dt
d rrrrrrrr ==

( ) ( )( )ttxptx ,,,~
00
rrr φφ ≡ 0

~
=∇•+

∂
∂=∇•+

∂
∂= φφφφφ V

tdt
pd

tdt
d rr

• We simply track each point on the grid backward in time 
and use simple (tri-linear) interpolation! 

0 tΔ−

( )txp Δ−,rr( )0,xp rr

Semi-Lagrangian Integration
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• We simply track each point on the grid backward in time 
and use simple tri-linear interpolation! 

• Since stream-lines correspond to tracking of (Lagrangian) 
mass-less particle this technique is call Semi-Lagrangian!

• Explicit and yet unconditionally stable!
( ) ( )( )ttxpttx ,,, Δ−=Δ+ rrr φφ

0 tΔ−

( )txp Δ−,rr( )0,xp rr

Semi-Lagrangian Integration

Implementation of Level Sets

Ken Museth
Graphics Group

Linköping University

Outline

1. Narrow Band Methods 
2. Dynamic Tubular Grid (DT-Grid)
3. Hierarchical Run-Length-Encoded 

level sets (H-RLE)
4. Streaming and compressed level sets

Level Set Implementations
• Stability

• Explicit integration scheme => CFL
• Implicit integration scheme => unconditionally stable
• Parabolic: infinite domain-of-dep. => central difference
• Hyperbolic:  finite domain-of dep. => upwind schemes

• Accuracy
• 1’th order forward Euler or higher order Runge-Kutta
• Parabolic: 2’nd or higher order central difference
• Hyperbolic: Gudonov with 1’th order FD or (W)ENO

• Efficiency
• Computational: Narrow band
• Storage: ADF or uniform octrees

Narrow Band Methods

),,( tjiΓ ),,( tjiφ

positive

negative

zero

Solve PDE’s in narrow band embedding the interface [Peng et al., J. of Comp. Phys., 155, pp. 410-438, 1999] 

β
γ

δδ

{ }γφ <= ),,(:),,( kjikjiT

{ }γφ <±±±= )1,1,1(:),,( kjikjiN

Tubes  embedding zero-crossing

Accurate Level Set Implementation
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for each grid point

// outside both tubes

if 

// inside both tubes

else if

// inside N tube

( )γφ <),( ji

),( ji
;0),( =jimask

;2),( =jimask
;)( idimindex1 =

;)( jdimindex2 =++
( )γφ <±± )1,1( ji

;1),( =jimask
;)( idimindex1 =

;)( jdimindex2 =++

;1=dim

( )2NO

Narrow Bands With Arrays
for 

if

);(   );( kindex2jkindex1i ==
;    to1 dimk =

( )2),( =jimask
;),( K=jiφ

• Run over T tube:

for 

if

);(   );( kindex2jkindex1i ==
;    to1 dimk =

( )1),( ≥jimask
;),( K=jiφ

• Run over N tube:

( )NO

Accessing Tube Elements

• Fast, O(N), re-build: [Nilsson, Breen and Museth, Vis05]

Outline of Algorithm
• Update in T tube:
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• Re-initialize in N tube:
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φ
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)(if)(
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r
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22
)Sign(

εφ
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+

≈

LS Data Structures

Imbalance between efficiency of computation and memory usage!

• Fast Narrow Band Methods [Peng et al., JCP ’99]
– Computational complexity  linear in size of interface (area)
– Memory usage linear in size of the embedding (volume)!
– Efficient data structures – fast stencil access operations

• Adaptive Distance Fields [Frisken et al., SIGGRAPH ‘00]
– Memory usage scales with geometric features of interface!
– Relatively complex data structure - slow access operations
– Level set upwind schemes are limited to uniform sampling!

• Uniformly sampled Octrees [Losasso et al., SIGGRAPH 04]
– Computation and memory scales with size of interface
– Relatively complex data structure – slow access operations
– Doesn’t utilize main advantage of hierarchical tree structure

Outline

Extremely High Resolution Level sets
• DT-Grid: Dynamic Tubular Grid [J. Sci. Comp. 2005]
• H-RLE: Run-Length-Encoded Level Sets [TOG 2006]
• Out-of-core and compressed Level Sets [In submission]

[Model from Frantic Films]

Deforming Geometry

DT-Grid 67 MB vs 5.2 GB 10243Old method 2 (1003)

)(Sin)2Sin()2Sin()Sin(),,,(

)2Sin()(Sin)2Sin()Sin(),,,(

)2Sin()2Sin()(Sin)Sin(2),,,(

2

2

2

zyxttzyxV

zyxttzyxV

zyxttzyxV

z

y

x

ππππ

ππππ

ππππ

−=

−=

=

Old method 1 (1003)
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A New Benchmark ☺

10243 (96MB vs. 5GB!) 1003

Look at the size!

30K30K×12K×12K×10K×10K

Look at the size!

2048204833
deformationdeformation

Look at the size!

1024102433
fluid simulationsfluid simulations

1024102433
simulationssimulations

Dynamic Tubular Grids

• Based on “Compressed Row Storage” (CRS)
• Computational complexity linear in size of interface
• Memory usage linear in size of interface < octrees!
• Fast cache-coherent data structures – fast than octrees!
• Can employ standard FD-HJ schemes in any dimensions
• Out-Of-The-Box simulations!!!!

[Nielsen & Museth, Journal of Scientific Computing,  2006] 

DT-Grid 3:
Yellow: Y-index, value
Blue: Value
Cyan: Value-Index
Magenta: X-index, 

value-index

CRS Format  
(Sparse Matrices):
Blue: Y-index, value
Cyan: Value-index
White: NULL index

DT-Grid 1:
Yellow: Y-index, value
Blue: Value
Cyan: Value-Index
White: NULL index

DT-Grid 2:
Yellow: Y-index, value
Blue: Value
Cyan: X-index,

value-index

DT-Grid Data Structure

Narrow Band Level
Set
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DT-Grid of a 3D Sphere

Values P-column,
Connected
Component

X-coordinates
Y-coordinates
Z-coordinates

Values

DT-Grid in 3D

Random Access

Time Complexity:
O(logC0+ logCx)

Look up (x,y)

x

Neighbor Access in Y-direction

Time Complexity: O(1)

Locators : uniquely defines  
grid points in data structure.

Neighbor Access in X-direction
Again we assume
we have a locator
to the grid point.

Time Complexity:
O(logCx+1)

x

Sequential and Stencil Access

Time Complexity: O(1)

All level set operations 
are essentially sequential
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Out-Of-The-Box Level Sets

Previous narrow band metoder and Octrees

DT-Grid

Time and memory performance
Volume conserving mean curvature flow

Time and memory performance

Smoothing away the Stanford Bunny (256 x 256 x 256) :

(using very accurate but slow numerical schemes!)

Solutions 2: H-RLE Level Sets

• Combines benefits of DT-Grid with more flexibility for CG!
• Based on Run-Length-Encoding of scan-lines (p-column)!
• Allows for the representation of unclosed surfaces
• Can be augmented with arbitrary data fields like textures etc.
• Can encode non-symmetric narrow bands

[Houston, Nielsen, Batty, Nilsson & Museth, 
ACM Transactions on Graphics,  2006] 

Un-closed surfaces

DT-Grid:

H-RLE LS:

Shape Metamorphosis

• H-RLE level set morph at high resolution
• Source: Human model with resolution 512x797x145
• Target: Thai statuette with resolution 1000x1676x865
• Conversion Volume: 26 billion voxels

[TOG ‘06]
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Shape Metamorphosis

[TOG ‘06]

Mesh To Level Set Scan Conversion

• Linear time complexity and memory consumption.
• Examples:

Mesh to Level Set Scan Converter

• High-resolution compact RLE level set scan 
converted from 724 unclosed tri-mesh components
– Effective Resolution: 1691x1223x839
– Volume: 1.74 billion voxels
– Total memory usage: 229.6 MB (as oppose to 7GB!)

Mesh to Level Set Scan Converter

Compact Fluid Simulations Fluid In Non-Convex “Box”
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Hierarchical RLE in Hollywood

Frantic Films

• Framework based on DT-Grids:
– Separation of topology and value information

• Application specific out-of-core streaming (blue)
– Near optimal page replacement and prefetching

• Highly efficient compression (yellow)
– Prediction based statistical encoding

Virtually Unlimited Resolution
[Nielsen, Nilsson, Soderstrom & Museth]

Benchmarks: on PC with 1GB RAM

Not 
Possible

Not 
Possible

18%100%DT-Grid

80003

11 GB
(1907GB)

60003

3.2 GB
(805GB)

25003

1.2 GB
(58.2GB)

20003

700 MB
(29.8GB)

Level Set Erosion of the Stanford Bunny

• We measure throughput (processed grid points/second).
• Compare to peak in-core DT-Grid performance (state-of-the-art)

56%66%66%64%Values out-
of-core, 
topology in-
core

Not 
Possible

Not 
Possible

18%100%DT-Grid

80003

11 GB
60003

3.2 GB
25003

1.2 GB
20003

700 MB

Level Set Erosion of the Stanford Bunny

Benchmarks: on PC with 1GB RAM

53%55%55%54%Values out-
of-core, 
topology 
compressed 
in-core

Not 
Possible

Not 
Possible

18%100%DT-Grid

80003

11 GB
60003

3.2 GB
25003

1.2 GB
20003

700 MB

Level Set Erosion of the Stanford Bunny

Benchmarks: on PC with 1GB RAM

51%54%57%58%Values out-
of-core, 
topology in-
core

Not 
Possible

Not 
Possible

18%100%DT-Grid

80003

11 GB
60003

3.2 GB
25003

1.2 GB
20003

700 MB

Level Set Erosion of the Stanford Bunny

Benchmarks: on PC with 1GB RAM
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Out-Of-Core Shape Metamorphosis
- On a Machine with 1GB Memory

• 203 lattice of Stanford Bunnies in 
resolution 1283 (total 7.5GB)

• CSG intersect with Stanford Bunny in 
resolution 20483 (total 1.6GB)

• Morph: Bunny    CSG Bunny
• Peak Storage: 5GB
• Throughput: 65%

Out-Of-Core Scan Conversion
- High Res Meshes to High Res Level Sets

1. Partition mesh into lattice of sub-
submeshes using a series of out-
of-core sorts.

2. For each non-empty sub-mesh: 
Scan convert into sub-volume in-
core. Stream result to disk.

3. Lexicographic sort of grid points 
out-of-core.

4. Construct out-of-core DT-Grid.
Lucy @ 35000 x 20000 x 11000

Streaming Particle Level Set 

59%88%89%95%Out-Of-Core (Q)

21%23%31%34%Out-Of-Core

Not 
possible

Not 
possible

10%100%In-Core

4096315003102438003

• Particle-in-cell approach
• Quantization to minimize throughput
• Renforces sequnetial storage during deformation

Enright test on PC with 2GB RAM

High-Reso Fluid Animation

Simulation I
471x787x471 voxels

Simulation II
931x1567x931 voxels

Seriously Out-Of-The-Box Fluids ☺

1024

Solving PDE’s on Large Surfaces

• The wave equation embedded on a surface

• Rewriting the surface Laplacian [Xu and Zhao, 2003 ]

• Extending the scalar quantity along surface normals
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Waves on the Stanford Bunny
10243 voxels Thank You!

• Check out our upcoming paper for all the details!

Acknowledging Students

http://www.gg.itn.liu.se

M. Nielsen O. Nilsson A. Söderström

Variational Level Sets

Ken Museth
Graphics Group

Linköping University

• Given a functional (cost-function) J:

• A stationary value (         ) is given by

Euler-Lagrange PDE’s
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• We parameterize the descent direction by 
time and rescale, replacing the common 
factor       by
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Minimization of Volume
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• Separate interesting regions from background 
(uninteresting region) !

• Extract interface or geometric structures
• E.g. interface between broken bone and tissue

• Segmentation with edges
• Based on intensity changes, i.e. derivative 

information!
• Edge detection

• Segmentation without edges 
• Separate regions with smoothly varying intensities
• Mumford-Shan segmentation [Chan-Vese]

Segmentation
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Minimal Variance
• Decompose image into segments with piece-

wise constant intensities
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Segmentation With Edges

• Interface between boundary is located 
at edges – where the image gradient 
has an extrema:
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Level-Set Segmentation From 
Multiple Non-Uniform Volume 
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Abstract
Level set models combine a low-level volumetric representation, the mathematics of deformable implicit surfaces,
and powerful, robust numerical techniques to produce a novel approach to shape design. While these models offer
many benefits, their large-scale representation and numerical requirements create significant challenges when de-
veloping an interactive system. This paper describes the collection of techniques and algorithms (some new, some
pre-existing) needed to overcome these challenges and to create an interactive editing system for this new type of
geometric model. We summarize the algorithms for producing level set input models and, more importantly, for lo-
calizing/minimizing computation during the editing process. These algorithms include distance calculations, scan
conversion, closest point determination, fast marching methods, bounding box creation, fast and incremental mesh
extraction, numerical integration, and narrow band techniques. Together these algorithms provide the capabilities
required for interactive editing of level set models.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM
CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Geometric Algorithms,
Languages, and Systems

1. Introduction

Level set models are a new type of geometric model for cre-
ating complex, closed objects. They combine a low-level
volumetric representation, the mathematics of deformable
implicit surfaces, and powerful, robust numerical techniques
to produce a novel approach to shape design. During an edit-
ing session a user focuses on and conceptually interacts with
the shape of a level set surface, while the level set methods
“under the hood” calculate the appropriate voxel values for a
particular editing operation, completely hiding the volumet-
ric representation of the surface from the user.

More specifically, level set models are defined as an iso-
surface, i.e. a level set, of some implicit function φ. The
surface is deformed by solving a partial differential equa-
tion (PDE) on a regular sampling of φ, i.e. a volume dataset
[OS88]. Thus, it should be emphasized that level set meth-
ods do not manipulate an explicit closed form representation
of φ, but only a sampling of it. Level set methods provide
the techniques needed to change the voxel values of the vol-
ume in a way that moves the embedded iso-surface to meet
a user-defined goal.

Defining a surface with a volume dataset may seem un-
usual and inefficient, but level set models do offer numerous
benefits in comparison to other types of geometric surface
representations. They are guaranteed to define simple (non-
self-intersecting) and closed surfaces. Thus level set editing
operations will always produce a physically-realizable (and
therefore manufacturable) object. Level set models easily
change topological genus, making them ideal for represent-
ing complex structures of unknown genus. They are free of
the edge connectivity and mesh quality problems common
in surface mesh models. Additionally, they provide the ad-
vantages of implicit models, e.g. supporting straightforward
solid modeling operations and calculations, while offering a
powerful surface modeling paradigm.

1.1. Level Set Model Editing System

We have developed an interactive system for editing level
set models. The modules and the data flow of the system is
diagramed in Figure 1. The blue modules contain the types
of models that may be imported into the system. The yel-
low modules contain the algorithms for converting the input
models into level set models. The orange, red and purple
modules are the editing operations that can be performed on
the models. The final (green) module renders the model for
interactive viewing.

In a previous paper [MBWB02] described the mathemat-

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2005. Published by Blackwell
Publishing, 9600 Garsington Road, Oxford OX4 2DQ, UK and 350 Main Street, Malden,
MA 02148, USA.
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Figure 1: Level set modeling system modules. The system
consists of: input models (blue), pre-processing (yellow),
CSG operations (orange), local LS operators (red), global
LS operators (purple) and rendering (green).

ical details of the editing operators, some of which were
based on concepts proposed in [WB98]. The cut-and-paste
(orange) operators give the user the ability to copy, remove
and merge level set models (using volumetric CSG opera-
tions) and automatically blend the intersection regions (1st
red module). Our smoothing operator (2nd red module) al-
lows a user to define a region of interest and smooths the
enclosed surface to a user-defined curvature value. We have
also developed a point-attraction operator. A regionally con-
strained portion of a level set surface may be attracted to a set
of points to produce a surface embossing operator (3rd red
operator). As noted by others, the opening and closing mor-
phological (purple) operators [Ser82] may be implemented
efficiently in a level set framework [ST93, Mar96]. We have
also found them useful for global blending (closing) and
smoothing (opening).

1.2. Challenges and Solutions

The volumetric representation and the mathematics of level
set models create numerous challenges when developing an
interactive level set editing system. Together they indicate
the need for an enormous amount of computation on large-
scale datasets, in order to numerically solve the level set
equation at each voxel in the volume. In this paper, we ad-
dress these issues, focusing on the implementation details of
our level set editing work and describing the collection of
algorithms (some new, some pre-existing) needed to create
an interactive level set model editing system.

The first challenge encountered when editing level set
models is converting conventional surface representations
into the volumetric format needed for processing with level
set methods. Our goal has been to connect level set editing
with other forms of geometric modeling. The user may uti-
lize pre-existing modeling tools to create a variety of models.
Developing a suite of model conversion tools allows those
models to be imported into our system for additional modi-
fications using editing operations unique to level set models.

We therefore have implemented several 3D scan conversion
algorithms. The essential computation for most of these al-
gorithms involves calculating a closest point (and therefore
the shortest distance) from a point to the model.

The second major challenge of interactive level set model
editing is minimizing the amount of computation needed
to perform the individual operations. The mathematics of
level set models is defined globally, but in practice most
level set operators only modify a small portion of the model.
We therefore employ a variety of techniques to localize the
level set computations in order to make the editing sys-
tem interactive. Since we are only interested in one level
set (iso-surface) in the volume, narrow band techniques
[AS95, Whi98, PMO∗99] may be used to make the compu-
tation proportional to the surface area of the model. Addi-
tionally, the extensive use of bounding boxes further limits
the region of computation on the surface. Some of our op-
erators require a closest-point-in-set calculation. Here K-D
trees [dBvKOS97, AMN∗98] are utilized. Finally, interac-
tive viewing is made possible by an incremental, optimized
mesh extraction algorithm. Brought together, all of these
techniques and data structures allow us to import a variety
of models and interactively edit them with level set surface
editing operators.

1.3. Related Work

Two areas of research are closely related to our level set sur-
face editing work; volumetric sculpting, and implicit model-
ing. Volumetric sculpting provides methods for directly ma-
nipulating the voxels of a volumetric model. CSG Boolean
operations [Hof89, WK94] are commonly found in volume
sculpting systems, providing a straightforward way to cre-
ate complex solid objects by combining simpler primitives.
One of the first volume sculpting systems is presented in
[GH91]. Incremental improvements to the concept of vol-
ume sculpting soon followed. [WK95] introduced tools for
carving and sawing, [AS96] developed a haptic interface for
sculpting, [FCG00] introduced new sculpting tools and im-
proved interactive rendering, and [CDM∗02] provide proce-
dural methods for defining volumetric models. Physical be-
havior has been added to the underlying volumetric model
in order to produce virtual clay [ATTY99]. [MQW01] im-
proved upon this work by representing the virtual clay with
subdivision solids [MR96]. More recently sculpting sys-
tems [PF01, FCG01] have been based on octree represen-
tations [Mea82, FPRJ00], allowing for volumetric models
with adaptive resolution.

There exists a large body of surface editing work based
on implicit models [B∗97]. This approach uses implicit sur-
face representations of analytic primitives or skeletal offsets.
The implicit modeling work most closely related to ours is
found in [WGG99]. They describe techniques for perform-
ing blending, warping and boolean operations on skeletal
implicit surfaces. An interesting variation of implicit mod-
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eling is presented by [RE00], who use a forest of trivariate
functions [CS85] evaluated on an octree to create a multires-
olution sculpting capability.

Level set methods have been successfully applied
in computer graphics, computer vision and visu-
alization [Set99, Sap01, OF02, OP03], for example
medical image segmentation [MSV95, WBMS01],
shape morphing [DC98, BW01], 3D reconstruction
[MBZW02, Whi98, ZOF01], volume sculpting [BC02], and
the animation of liquids [EMF02].

Our work stands apart from previous work in several
ways. We have not developed volumetric modeling tools.
Our editing system acts on surfaces that happen to have an
underlying volumetric representation, but are based on the
mathematics of deforming implicit surfaces. In our system
voxels are not directly modified by the user, instead voxel
values are determined numerically by solving the level set
equation, based on user input. Since level set models are not
tied to any specific implicit basis functions, they easily rep-
resent complex models to within the resolution of the sam-
pling. Our work is the first to utilize level set methods to per-
form a variety of interactive editing operations on complex
geometric models.

It should also be noted that several of the algo-
rithms described in this paper have been implemented
in graphics hardware, e.g. solving level set equations
[RS01a, LKHW03], evaluating other types of differential
equations [RS01b, BFGS03, SHN03], morphological opera-
tors [HE00, YW02], and voxelization [FC00, SPG03]. This
work predominantly focuses on coping with the issues
that arise from mapping general algorithms onto hardware-
specific GPUs with restrictive memory sizes, data types and
instruction sets in order to shorten computation times.

2. Level Set Models

Level set models implicitly represent a deforming surface as
an iso-surface (or level set),

S = {x | φ(x) = k} , (1)

where k ∈ R is the iso-value, x ∈ R3 is a point in space
on the iso-surface and φ : R3 → R is an arbitrary scalar
function. To allow for deformations of the level set surface
we assume that S can change over time. Introducing time
dependence into the right-hand side of Eq. (1) produces two
distinct types of level set surface representations. In the first,
the iso-value k can be considered time-dependent and the
level set function φ is only implicitly time-dependent, lead-
ing to the so called static level set formulation,

S(t) = {x(t) | φ(x(t)) = k(t)} . (2)

In the second, the iso-value k is fixed in time and the level set
function explicitly depends on time, leading to the dynamic

level set formulation,

S(t) = {x(t) | φ(x(t), t) = k} . (3)

These two level set formulations are not equivalent and of-
fer very distinct advantages and disadvantages. A detailed
discussion of level set methods is beyond the scope of this
paper, but since both formulations play important roles in
our work each is briefly described. For more details we refer
the interested reader to [OF02, Set99].

2.1. Equation Formulations

The static formulation of Eq. (2) describes the deforming
surface as a family of level sets, S(t), of a static func-
tion φ(x), that evolves according to a time-dependent iso-
function, k(t). Without loss of generality we can limit our-
selves to the simple cases k(t) = ±t as this leads to intuitive
interpretations of φ(x) as the forward or backward time of
arrival of the level set surface at a point x. The correspond-
ing equation of motion for a point, x(t), on the surface is
easily derived by differentiating both sides of φ(x(t)) = ±t
with respect to time t, and applying the chain rule giving:

∇φ(x(t)) · dx(t)

dt
= ±1. (4)

Before interpreting this equation it is first necessary to de-
fine the term level set speed function. Throughout this paper
we assume a positive-inside/negative-outside sign conven-
tion for φ, i.e. normal vectors, n, of any level set of φ point
outwards and are simply given by n ≡ −∇φ/|∇φ|. This
allows us to define the following speed function

F(x, n, φ, . . . ) ≡ n · dx

dt
= − ∇φ

|∇φ| ·
dx

dt
, (5)

which in general is a user-defined scalar function that can
depend on any number of variables including x, n, φ and
its derivatives evaluated at x, as well as a variety of external
data inputs. The geometric interpretation of this function is
straightforward; since dx/dt denotes the velocity vectors of
a point x on a level set surface, the speed function F defines
the projection of this vector onto the local surface normal.
In other words, F is a signed scalar function that defines the
motion (i.e. speed) of the level set surface in the direction of
the local normal n at a point x on a level set S.

Using the definition of a speed function in Eq. (5), Eq. (4)
may be simplified to

|∇φ|F = ±1. (6)

which only depends implicitly on time and therefore de-
scribes a simple boundary value problem. Eq. (6) is
known as the fundamental stationary level set equation
and can be efficiently solved using fast marching methods
[Tsi95, Set96], which will be described in detail in Sec-
tion 3.1.6. We point out that the Eikonal equation

|∇φ| = 1, (7)
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which produces a signed distance field to an initial sur-
face S0, can be considered a special case of the stationary
level set equation (Eq. (6)) with a unit speed function and
the boundary condition {x ∈ S|φ(x) = 0}. Therefore fast
marching methods may be used to efficiently compute the
signed distance field to an arbitrary (closed and orientable)
surface.

The stationary level set representation has a significant
limitation, however. It follows directly from Eq. (6) that the
speed functions, F , has to be strictly positive or negative
depending on the sign of the right-hand side. Consequently
surface deformations are limited to strict monotonic mo-
tions - always inward or outward, similar to the layers of
an onion. This limitation stems from the fact that φ(x) by
definition has to be single-valued (time-of-arrival), i.e. the
level set surface resulting from the stationary formulation
cannot self-intersect over time. The inherit limitation of the
static formulation can be overcome by adding an explicit
time-dependence to φ, which leads to the dynamic level set
Eq. (3).

Following the same steps as the stationary case, the dy-
namic equation of motion may be derived by differentiating
the right-hand side of Eq. (3) with respect to time and apply-
ing the speed function definition (Eq. (5)), giving

∂φ

∂t
= −∇φ · dx

dt
(8a)

= |∇φ| F(x, n, φ, . . . ). (8b)

These fundamental equations are referred to as “the level
set equations” in the literature, even though they are strictly
speaking the dynamic counterpart to the stationary level set
Eq. (6). In contrast to the stationary form the dynamic sur-
face representation of Eq. (8b) does not limit the sign of the
speed function F , and therefore allows for arbitrary surface
deformations. The speed function is usually based on a set of
geometric measures of the implicit level set surface and data
inputs. The challenge when working with level set methods
is determining how to combine these components to produce
a local motion that creates a desired global or regional sur-
face structure. [MBWB02] defines several such speed func-
tions that may be used to edit geometric objects.

2.2. Geometric Properties

The speed function, F , introduced in the previous section
typically depends on different geometric properties of the
level set surface. These properties can conveniently be ex-
pressed as either zero, first or second order derivatives of
φ. Examples include the shortest distance from an arbitrary
point to the surface, the local surface normal and different
curvature measures. Assuming φ is properly normalized, i.e.
satisfies Eq. (7), the distance is simply the numerical value of
φ, and as indicated above the normal vector is just a normal-
ized gradient of φ. The latter is easily proved by noting that
all directional derivatives in the tangent plane of the level set

function by definition vanish, i.e.

dφ

dT
≡ T · ∇φ = 0, (9)

where T is an arbitrary unit vector in the tangent plane of the
level set surface. There are many different curvature mea-
sures for surfaces, but as we shall see (at the end of this sec-
tion) geometric flow based on the mean curvature is very
useful since it can be proven to minimize surface area, i.e.
equivalent to smoothing. From the definition of the mean
curvature in differential geometry [dC76] we have

K ≡ (K1 + K2)/2 ≡ (Dive1 [n] + Dive2 [n])/2 (10a)

= (e1(e1 · ∇) · n + e2(e2 · ∇) · n) /2 (10b)

where {K1, K2} are the principle curvatures and Dive1 [n]
denotes the divergence of the normal vector n in the prin-
ciple direction e1. Next, resolving the gradient operator in
the orthonormal frame of the principle directions {e1, e2}
in the tangent plane and the normal vector n gives

∇ = e1(e1 · ∇) + e2(e2 · ∇) + n(n · ∇). (11)

Eq. (10b) simplifies to

K = (∇ · n− n(n · ∇) · n)/2 (12a)

=
1

2
∇ · n =

1

2
∇ · ∇φ

|∇φ| , (12b)

where we have also made used of the fact that n(n·∇)·n =
0 which follows from the relationX

j

nj

X
i

ni∇inj =
X
ij

ni
1

2
∇i[n

2
j ] = 0 (13)

since the normal vector is always normalized to one. Note
that the factor one-half in Eq. (12b) is often (but incorrectly)
ignored in the level set literature. In section 3.2.2 we shall
discuss two different ways to compute the mean curvature,
as well as other types of surface curvature, directly from
Eq. (12b).

Finally we note that global properties like volume, V , and
area, A, of level set surfaces, φ, can easily be computed as

V =

Z
Ω

H(φ(x))dx (14a)

A =

Z
Ω

δ(φ(x))|∇φ(x)|dx (14b)

where Ω denotes the domain of definition, H(x) is a Heavi-
side function and δ(x) ≡ dH(x)/dx is a Dirac’s delta func-
tion. For numerical implementations it’s convenient to use
the following “smeared-out” and continuous approximations

H(φ) ∼

8<:
0 if φ < −ε
1
2

+ φ
2ε

+ 1
2π

sin(πφ
ε

) if |φ| ≤ ε
1 if φ > ε

(15a)

δ(φ) ∼


0 if |φ| > ε
1
2ε

+ 1
2ε

cos(πφ
ε

) if |φ| ≤ ε.
(15b)
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Figure 2: A slice through a narrow band distance volume.

It is interesting to note that the following two fundamen-
tal Euler-Lagrange equations result from first-order time-
variations of the functionals in Eq. (??) [CV00]

∂φ

∂t
= |∇φ| (16a)

∂φ

∂t
= ∇ · ∇φ

|∇φ| |∇φ|. (16b)

Eq. (16a), which corresponds to minimization of volume, is
simply a dynamic level set equation with a unit speed func-
tion, i.e. simple erosion of the level set surface. The second
Euler-Lagrange equation, Eq. (16b), states that surface area
is minimized by mean curvature flow, i.e. F = K. The last
observation is especially important since our blending opera-
tors correspond to localized mean curvature flow, i.e. surface
smoothing by area minimization.

3. Types of Computation

The main algorithms employed by our level set modeling
system may be placed in three categories: distance computa-
tions, level set evolutions and efficient mesh extractions.

3.1. Distance Computations

A level set model is represented by a distance volume, a vol-
ume dataset where each voxel stores the shortest distance
to the surface of the object being represented by the vol-
ume. The inside-outside status of the point is defined by its
sign, positive for inside and negative for outside. Since we
are only interested in one level set (iso-surface) embedded in
the volume, distance information is only maintained around
one level set (usually of iso-value zero). Depending on the
accuracy of the integrations scheme this “narrow band” is
typically only a five voxels wide (two voxels on each side of
the zero level set). See Figure 2.

Before an object can be edited in our system, it must

first be converted into a narrow-band distance volume. Cur-
rently we are able to convert polygonal, NURBS, implicit
and CSG models, as well as general volumetric models into
the appropriate volumetric format. The fundamental opera-
tion performed in the conversion process is the calculation
of the shortest distance from an arbitrary point to the geo-
metric model being scan converted. Since the calculation is
performed repeatedly, efficient computation is essential to
minimizing the time needed for conversion.

3.1.1. Narrow Bands and Re-Normalization

All of our level set editing operators assume that our models
are represented as ”narrow-band” distance volumes. Unfor-
tunately, our operators do not necessarily produce this rep-
resentation, signed distance in a narrow band and constant
values outside of the band.† The level set equation (Eq. (8))
contains no explicit constraints that maintain φ as a signed
distance function as time evolves. This is however a serious
problem since stability of the finite difference schemes, to be
discussed soon, is only guaranteed if |∇φ| = 1 for all times.
We address this problem with a technique known as veloc-
ity extension [ZCMO96]. Here, the speed function off of the
interface is defined as the speed function at the closest-point-
transform (CPT) on the surface

Fext(x) ≡ F(CPT [x]) = F(x− φ(x)∇φ(x)). (17)

We can now show that the corresponding level set propaga-
tion, ∂φ

∂t
= Fext|∇φ|, is in fact norm-conserving

∂

∂t
|∇φ|2 = 2∇φ ·∇ ∂

∂t
φ (18a)

= 2∇φ · [∇Fext |∇φ|+ Fext∇ |∇φ|] (18b)

= 2∇φ ·∇F(x− φ∇φ) (18c)

= 2∇φ ·∇F
ˆ
1− |∇φ|2 + φ∇∇φ

˜
(18d)

= 2∇φ ·∇Fφ∇∇φ (18e)

= ∇Fφ∇|∇φ|2 = 0 (18f)

where we have assumed that φ is initialized as a Euclidian
distance function (i.e. |∇φ| = 1) in Eqs. (18b), (18d) and
(18f). This is used in our interactive (but approximate) level
set solver to avoid costly explicit re-normalization at each
iteration.

However, the CSG operations used extensively in our edit-
ing system are also known not to produce true distance val-
ues for all circumstances [PF01, BMW00]. We must there-
fore reset the volumetric representation of our models after
each editing operation in order to ensure that φ is approxi-
mately equal to the shortest distance to the zero level set in
the narrow band.

Such re-normalization after each editing operation can be

† They do properly produce the correct zero crossings in the result-
ing volumes.
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implemented in a number of ways. One option is to directly
solve the Eikonal equation, |∇φ| = 1 using algorithms
such as Sethian’s Fast Marching Method [Set96]. Alterna-
tively one can solve the following time-dependent Hamilton-
Jacobi equation until it reaches a steady state,

∂φ

∂t
= S(φ)(1− |∇φ|), (19)

where S(φ) returns the sign of φ [PMO∗99]. Both ap-
proaches are accurate but in the context of an interactive
implementation they are too slow. Instead we use a faster
but approximate solution where points on the zero level set
(iso-surface) of the embedded surface are found by linearly
interpolating the voxel values along grid edges that span the
zero crossings. These “zero-crossing” edges have end-points
(voxels) whose associated φ values have opposite signs. The
first step in rebuilding φ in the narrow band after an edit-
ing operation consists of creating the list of “active” voxels,
those adjacent to a zero crossing. Euclidian distance values
are computed for these active voxels and an approximate dis-
tance metric is then used for the remaining voxels. If x1 de-
notes an off-surface point and x0 the corresponding closest
point on the level set, CPT[x1] ≡ x0 then the Taylor expan-
sion around x0 reads as

φ(x1) = φ(x0) + h
dφ

dn

˛̨̨̨
x0

+
h2

2

d2φ

dn2

˛̨̨̨
x0

+ . . . (20a)

= φ(x0) + h (n · ∇φ)|x0
+ O(h2) (20b)

∼ φ(x0) + h |∇φ|x0
= h |∇φ|x0

(20c)

where dkφ
dnk |x0

denotes the k’th order directional derivative
of φ evaluated at x0. Hence for the active voxels we can
approximate

φnew(x) = φold(x)/|∇φold(x)|, (21)

which is clearly most accurate near the zero level set.

The φ values of the next N layers of voxels that form a
narrow band on either side of the active list voxels are ap-
proximated by a simple city block distance metric. First, all
of the voxels that are adjacent to the active list voxels are
found. They are assigned a φ value that is one plus the small-
est φ value of their 6-connected neighbors in the active list.
Next all of the voxels that are adjacent to the first layer, but
not in the active list are identified and their φ values are set
to be one plus the smallest value of their 6-connected neigh-
bors. This process continues until a narrow band ` voxels
thick has been created.

3.1.2. Polygonal Mesh Models

This section describes an algorithm for calculating a dis-
tance volume from a 3D closed, orientable polygonal mesh
composed of triangular faces, edges, vertices, and normals
pointing outwards. The algorithm computes the closest point
on and shortest signed distance to the mesh by solving
the Eikonal equation, |∇φ| = 1, derived in Section 2,

ξ

x

Figure 3: Strips containing points with negative (left) and
positive (right) distance to edges.

x

ξ

Figure 4: Wedges containing points with negative (left) and
positive (right) distance to vertices.

by the method of characteristics. The method of charac-
teristics is implemented‡ efficiently with the aid of com-
putational geometry and polyhedron scan conversion pro-
ducing an algorithm with computational complexity that is
linear in the number of faces, edges, vertices and voxels
[Mau00, Mau03].

Let ξ be the closest point on a manifold to the point x. The
distance to the manifold is |x−ξ|. x and ξ are the endpoints
of the line segment that is a characteristic of the solution
of the Eikonal equation. If the manifold is smooth then the
line connecting x to ξ is orthogonal to the manifold. If the
manifold is not smooth at ξ then the line lies “between” the
normals of the smooth parts of the manifold surrounding ξ.

Based on this observation, a 3D Voronoi diagram is built
for the faces, edges and vertices of the mesh, with each
Voronoi cell defined by a polyhedron. Scan conversion is
then utilized to determine which voxels of the distance vol-
ume lie in each Voronoi cell. By definition the face, edge
or vertex associated with the Voronoi cell is the closest el-
ement on the mesh to the voxels in the cell. The closest
point/shortest distance to the element is then calculated for
each voxel.

Suppose that the closest point ξ to a grid point x lies on a
triangular face. The vector from ξ to x is orthogonal to the
face. Thus the closest points to a given face must lie within
a triangular prism defined by the edges and normal vector of

‡ The scan conversion algorithm presented
here is available in the CPT library at
http://www.acm.caltech.edu/∼seanm/projects/cpt/cpt.html.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) The polyhedron for a single edge. (b) The poly-
hedra for the vertices.

Figure 6: Scan conversion of a polygon in 2D. Slicing a
polyhedron to form polygons.

the face. Faces produce prisms of both positive and negative
distance depending on their relationship to the face’s normal
vector. The sign of the distance value in the prism in the di-
rection of the normal (outside the mesh) is negative and is
positive opposite the normal (inside the mesh). A 2D exam-
ple is presented in Figure 3. In two dimensions the Voronoi
cells are defined as strips with negative and positive distance.

Consider a grid point x whose closest point ξ is on an
edge. Each edge in the mesh is shared by two faces. The
closest points to an edge must lie in a wedge defined by the
edge and the normals of the two adjacent faces. We define
only one Voronoi cell for each edge in the direction where
the angle between the faces is greater than π. Finally, con-
sider a grid point x whose closest point ξ is on a vertex.
Each vertex in the mesh is shared by three or more faces.
The closest points to a vertex must lie in a faceted cone de-
fined by the normals to the adjacent faces. Similar to the
edge Voronoi cells, we only define one polyhedron for each
vertex. The cone will point outwards and contain negative
distance if the surface is convex at the vertex. The cone will
point inwards and contain positive distance if the surface is
concave at the vertex. Figure 4 may be thought of as a 2D
cross-section of an edge or a vertex Voronoi cell and demon-
strates the conditions for defining one positive or negative
polyhedron. Figure 5a shows a Voronoi cell (polyhedron) for
a single edge. Figure 5b shows all of the vertex polyhedra of
an icosahedron.

Once the Voronoi diagram is constructed, the polyhedra

associated with each cell is scan converted in order to asso-
ciate the closest face, edge or vertex with each voxel for the
shortest distance calculation. Each polyhedron is intersected
with the planes that coincide with the grid rows to form poly-
gons. This reduces the problem to polygon scan conversion.
See Figure 6. For each grid row that intersects the result-
ing polygon we find the left and right intersection points and
mark each grid point in between as being inside the polygon.
The polyhedra that define the Voronoi cells must be enlarged
slightly to make sure that grid points are not missed due to
finite precision arithmetic. Therefore, some grid points may
be scan converted more than once. In this case, the smaller
distance and thus the closer point is chosen.

3.1.3. Superellipsoids

Superellipsoids are used as modeling primitives and region-
of-influence (ROI) primitives for some of our operators. In
both cases, a scan-converted representation is needed. The
parametric equation for a superellipsoid is

S(η, ω) =

24 a1cos
ε1(η)cosε2(ω)

a2cos
ε1(η)sinε2(ω)

a3sin
ε1(η)

35 (22)

where η ∈ [−π/2, π/2] and ω ∈ [−π, π] are the longitu-
dinal and latitudinal parameters of the surface, a1, a2, a3

are the scaling factors in the X , Y , and Z directions, and
ε1 and ε2 define the shape in the longitudinal and latitudinal
directions [Bar81].

The distance to a point on the surface of a superellipsoid
defined at [η, ω] from an arbitrary point P is

d(η, ω) = ||S(η, ω)−P||. (23)

Squaring and expanding Eq. (23) gives

d̂(η, ω) = (a1cos
ε1(η)cosε2(ω)− Px)2

+ (a2cos
ε1(η)sinε2(ω)− Py)2

+ (a3sin
ε1(η)− Pz)

2. (24)

The closest point to the superellipsoid from an arbitrary
point P can then be calculated by determining the values
of [η, ω] which minimize Eq. (24). In general Eq. (24) is
minimized with a gradient descent technique utilizing vari-
able step-sizes. The values of [η, ω] may then be plugged
into Eq. (22) to give the closest point on the surface of the
superellipsoid, which in turn may be used to calculate the
shortest distance.

Finding the values of η and ω at the closest point with a
gradient descent technique involves calculating the gradient
of Eq. (24),

∇d̂ = [∂d̂/∂η, ∂d̂/∂ω]. (25)

Unfortunately, superellipsoids have a tangent vector singu-
larity near [η, ω] values that are multiples of π/2. To over-
come this problem, we re-parameterize S by arc length
[dC76]. Once our steepest descent (on d̂) is redefined so
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that it is steepest with respect to the normalized parameters
(α, β) we can use the gradient of the re-parameterized d̂,

∇d′ = [∂d̂/∂α, ∂d̂/∂β], (26)

to find the closest point with greater stability. For more de-
tails see [BMW00].

The general formulation of Eq. (26) significantly simpli-
fies for values of η and ω near multiples of π/2. Instead of
deriving and implementing these simplifications for all re-
gions of the superellipsoid the calculation is only performed
in the first octant (0 ≤ η ≤ π/2, 0 ≤ ω ≤ π/2). Since a
superellipsoid is 8-way symmetric, point P may be reflected
into the first octant, the minimization performed, and the so-
lution point reflected back into P’s original octant.

It should be noted that for certain values of ε1 and ε2 the
normals of a superellipsoid become discontinuous, produc-
ing special degenerate primitives that must be dealt with sep-
arately. The most common cases are the cuboid (ε1 = ε2 =
0), and the cylinder (ε1 = 0, ε2 = 1). The shortest dis-
tance to these primitives may be determined by calculating
the shortest to each individual face (6 for the cuboid, 3 for
the cylinder), and choosing the smallest value.

A faster, but less accurate, alternative for scan-converting
any implicit primitive involves utilizing the approximation
from Section 3.1.1 at the voxels adjacent to the primitive’s
surface. Given these voxel values, the distance values at the
remaining voxels may be calculated with a Fast Marching
Method [Set96, Tsi95]. See Section 3.1.6. Also, once short-
est distance can be calculated for any closed primitive, dis-
tance to a Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) model con-
sisting of combinations of the primitive may also be com-
puted [BMW00].

3.1.4. Trimmed NURBS Models

A trimmed NURBS model has portions of its domain, and
thus portions of the surface, trimmed away [SC88, PT98].
The trimming data structure is commonly a piecewise lin-
ear curve in the parameter space and a companion piecewise
curve in the space of the surface. A set of trimmed surfaces
may be joined together into a solid model with topological
connectivity maintained by the trimming curves (Figure 7).
Our approach to converting a trimmed NURBS model con-
sists of three stages: 1) compute the minimum distance to
the Euclidean trimming curves, 2) compute local distance
minima to the NURBS surface patches, discarding solutions
that lie outside the trimmed domain, and 3) perform an in-
side/outside test on the resulting closest point.

3.1.4.1. Distance to Trimming Curves Models typically
contain thousands of trimming segments and computing the
closest point on these segments is very similar to finding the
minimum distance to polygonal models, except the primi-
tives are line segments instead of triangles. We have modi-

Figure 7: A trimmed NURBS teapot model. The trimming
curves remove portions of each surface’s domain and main-
tain topological connectivity between adjacent surfaces.

fied the publically available PQP package §, which computes
swept sphere volume hierarchies around triangulated mod-
els, to use line segments. This reduces the query time for the
distance to trimming loops from O(n) closer to O(log(n)).

3.1.4.2. Local Distance to NURBS Surfaces Similar to
a superquadric the distance between a point and parametric
surface is described by

D2(u, v) = ||S(u, v)−P||2. (27)

Minimizing Equation (27) corresponds to finding the pa-
rameter values of the local closest point on that surface and
can be done by finding the simultaneous roots of the partial
derivatives of D2(u, v),

(S(u, v)−P) · Su = 0 (28)

(S(u, v)−P) · Sv = 0 (29)

We search for local minima in distance until the closest
local minimum inside the trimmed domain is found. Multi-
dimensional Newton’s method can quickly find a local mini-
mum when given a reasonable starting point. However, New-
ton’s method does not always converge. For robustness, we
use Newton’s method at multiple starting locations around
a potential local minimum. As a preprocess, each original
polynomial span of the model’s original surfaces are refined
into a new sub-surfaces. These refined sub-surfaces provide
multiple starting locations for each potential minimum.

The algorithm initializes Newton’s method by projecting
the query point onto the control polygon of the tested sur-
face. This projection is used to compute a surface point us-
ing nodal mapping. Nodal mapping associates a parameter
value (the node) to each control point of that surface piece,
and then linearly interpolates between node values using the
projection onto the control mesh. Evaluating the surface at

§ http://www.cs.unc.edu/∼geom/SSV/
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Figure 8: A slice through a 232x156x124 distance volume
of the Utah teapot. The zero level set is highlighted in red.

this interpolated value produces a first order approximation
to the closest point on the surface and a reasonable starting
value for Newton’s method to improve.

The closest point returned by Newton’s method may be
outside of the trimmed domain. Again, a modified PQP al-
gorithm for planar line segments is used to find the closest
point on the parametric trimming segments of that surface.
Valid parametric solutions are to the right of the closest trim-
ming line segment. Average normals are stored at the ver-
tices of the trimming curve in order to correctly perform the
inside/outside domain test.

The closest valid point on the surface is compared with the
distance to the spatial representation of the trimming loops,
and the closest is used as the closest point on the model.
If the closest point is on a surface patch, the inside/outside
status of the query is determined by dotting the vector from
the query point to the closest point with the surface normal
at the closest point. The sign of the dot product gives the sign
of the distance. If the closest point is on a trimming loop, we
use a classic ray shooting algorithm and count the number of
crossing of the model to determine whether the query point
is inside or outside.

3.1.4.3. Acceleration Techniques NURBS surfaces have
a local convex hull property when the homogeneous coordi-
nate of the control points have positive values. These convex
hulls provide a natural means of computing a lower bound
on the minimum distance from the query point to the con-
tained portion of surface. We use the GJK package¶ as a ro-
bust implementation of Gilbert’s algorithm [GJK88, Cam97]
to efficiently compute a lower bound on distance. Refined
surfaces with a lower distance bound larger than the current
minimum distance cannot contribute a closer point, so they
can be ignored.

We note that the minimum distance from one query to the
next cannot vary more than the distance between the two
query points. We therefore initialize the minimum distance

¶ URL: http://web.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/work/stephen.cameron/distances/

Figure 9: An embossed level set teapot model.

for a new query as the last minimum distance plus the space
between query points. This helps to quickly remove surfaces
to be tested using the convex hull technique. Finally, the ray
intersection inside/outside test can be accelerated by noting
that if the last query point was outside, then the new query
cannot be inside if the last minimum distance was larger than
distance between query points, and vice versa when the last
query was inside. This efficiently removes the need to test
the sign of many queries. Figure 8 presents a slice from a
signed distance volume produced from a trimmed NURBS
models containing 20 patches and four trimming curves. It
was calculated in 25 minutes on a 2.7 GHz Pentium4 com-
puter.

3.1.5. Point Sets

Some level set editing operators need to determine the clos-
est member in a point set to another arbitrary point. This
capability is used during level set blending (when calculat-
ing the distance to an intersection “curve”, see Figure 15)
and embossing (moving a level set surface towards a point
set, see Figure 9). We utilize the ANN library of Mount and
Arya.‖ The library calculates closest point queries of a point
set in O(log N) time by first storing the point set in a hi-
erarchical data structure that partitions the space around the
point set into non-overlapping cells. Given an input point,
the hierarchical structure is traversed and candidate cells are
identified and sorted [AMN∗98]. A priority search technique
is then utilized to find the closest point (within some tol-
erance ε) in the list of candidate cells [AM93]. When the
points are uniformly distributed, we have found that stor-
ing the point set in a K-D tree [dBvKOS97] provides the
best performance. For clustered points, storing the point set
in the balanced box decomposition (BBD) tree described in
[AMN∗98] produces the fastest result.

‖ URL: http://www.cs.umd.edu/∼mount/ANN
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3.1.6. Fast Marching Method

We utilize a Fast Marching Method (FMM) to generate dis-
tance volumes when given distance values only at voxels im-
mediately adjacent to the zero level set. This can occur when
scan-converting implicit primitives, and generating distance
volumes from a level set segmentation [WBMS01]. The
FMM is also used to calculate the distance values needed
for our morphological operators.

The solution of the Eikonal Eq. (7) with the boundary con-
dition φ|S = 0 (a zero level set) is the distance from the
manifold S. The characteristics of the solution are straight
lines which are orthogonal to S. We call the direction in
which the characteristics propagate the downwind direction.
More than one characteristic may reach a given point. In this
case the solution is multi-valued. One can obtain a single-
valued weak solution by choosing the smallest of the multi-
valued solutions at each point. This is a weak solution be-
cause φ is continuous, but not everywhere differentiable. The
equation may be efficiently and directly solved by ordering
the grid points of the volume, so that information is always
propagated in the direction of increasing distance. This is the
Fast Marching Method [Set96]. It achieves a computational
complexity of O(N log N).

The Fast Marching Method is similar to Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm [Dij59, CLRS01] for computing the single-source
shortest paths in a weighted, directed graph. In solving this
problem, each vertex is assigned a distance, which is the sum
of the edge weights along the minimum-weight path from
the source vertex. As Dijkstra’s algorithm progresses, the
status of each vertex is either known, labeled or unknown.
Initially, the source vertex in the graph has known status and
zero distance. All other vertices have unknown status and
infinite distance. The source vertex labels each of its adja-
cent neighbors. A known vertex labels an adjacent vertex
by setting its status to labeled if it is unknown and setting
its distance to be the minimum of its current distance and
the sum of the known vertices’ weight and the connecting
edge weight. It can be shown that the labeled vertex with
minimum distance has the correct value. Thus the status of
this vertex is set to known, and it labels its neighbors. This
process is repeated until no labeled vertices remain. At this
point all the vertices that are reachable from the source have
the correct shortest path distance. The performance of Dijk-
stra’s algorithm depends on quickly determining the labeled
vertex with minimum distance. One can efficiently imple-
ment the algorithm by storing the labeled vertices in a binary
heap. Then the minimum labeled vertex can be determined
in O(log n) time where n is the number of labeled vertices.

Sethian’s Fast Marching Method differs from Dijkstra’s
algorithm in that a finite difference scheme is used to label
the adjacent neighbors when a grid point becomes known.
If there are N grid points, the labeling operations have a
computational cost of O(N). Since there may be at most N
labeled grid points, maintaining the binary heap and choos-

ing the minimum labeled vertices makes the total complexity
O(N log N).

3.2. Solving the Level Set Equation

Several editing operators modify geometric objects, repre-
sented by volume datasets (a 3D grid), by evolving the level
set partial differential equation (PDE) (Eq. (8)). As was first
noted by Osher and Sethian [OS88] this PDE can be solved
using finite difference (FD) schemes originally developed
for Hamilton-Jacobi type equations. This corresponds to dis-
cretizing Eq. (8) on a regular 3D spatial grid and a 1D tempo-
ral grid. The use of such grids raises a number of numerical
and computational issues that are important to the accuracy
and stability of the implementation. The two central issues
are the proper choice of a numerical integration scheme with
respect to time, and the development of an appropriate nar-
row band algorithm for localizing computation in the spatial
dimensions. The details of these schemes/algorithms will ul-
timately affect the stability, accuracy and efficiency of the
system.

There exists a large number of implicit and explicit inte-
grations schemes that can be used to propagate Eq. (8) for-
ward in time [BF01]. The implicit schemes have the advan-
tage of being unconditionally stable with respect to the time
discretization, but typically at the cost of large truncation er-
rors. They also require massive matrix manipulations which
make them hard to implement and more importantly increase
the computation time per time step. This is in strong contrast
to explicit methods like forward Euler or the more accurate
TVD Runge-Kutta scheme [SO88] that are relatively simple
to set up and program. Unfortunately explicit schemes often
have stability constraints on their time discretization given
a certain space discretization. One exception to this rule is
the semi-Lagrangian integration scheme that can be consid-
ered an unconditionally stable explicit scheme. However the
semi-Lagrangian scheme is developed specifically for trans-
port (i.e. advection) equations and as such it is unclear how
to generalize it to diffusion problems like mean curvature
flow used extensively in our level set framework.

It is our experience that for the level set problems con-
sidered in this paper the stability constraints associated with
a simple explicit integration scheme like the “forward Euler
method”

un+1
i,j,k = un

i,j,k + ∆t∆un
i,j,k, (30)

offer a good balance of speed, fast update times and simplic-
ity. In this equation un denotes the approximation of φ(x, t)
at the nth discrete time step, ∆t is a time-increment that is
chosen to ensure stability, and ∆un

i,j,k is the discrete approx-
imation to ∂φ/∂t evaluated at grid point xi,j,k and time-
step tn. We shall assume, without a loss in generality, that
the grid spacing is unity. The initial conditions u0 are es-
tablished by the scan conversion algorithms discussed in the
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previous sections and the boundary conditions produce zero
derivatives toward the outside of the grid (Neumann type).

The next step expresses the time-increment, ∆un
i,j,k of

Eq. (30), in terms of the fundamental level set Eq. (8b)

∆un
i,j,k = F(i, j, k)

˛̨
∇un

i,j,k

˛̨
(31a)

≈ F(i, j, k)

s X
w∈x,y,z

“
δwun

i,j,k

”2

(31b)

where δwun
i,j,k approximates ∂un

i,j,k/∂w, i.e. the discretiza-
tion of the partial derivative of u with respect to the spatial
coordinate w ∈ x, y, z. The final step expresses these spatial
derivatives as well as the speed function, F(i, j, k), in terms
of finite differences (FD) on the spatial 3D grid. Many dif-
ferent FD schemes with varying stencil and truncation error
exist. For accurate level set simulations the ENO [OS91] or
WENO [LOC94] schemes are very popular, but we are more
concerned with computational efficiently in which case the
following simple FD schemes are preferred

∂un
i,j,k

∂w
= δ+

wun
i,j,k + O(∆w) (32a)

= δ−w un
i,j,k + O(∆w) (32b)

= δ±w un
i,j,k + O(∆w2) (32c)

where short-hand notations are defined for the following FD
expressions

δ+
x un

i,j,k =
un

i+1,j,k − un
i,j,k

∆x
(33a)

δ−x un
i,j,k =

un
i,j,k − un

i−1,j,k

∆x
(33b)

δ±x un
i,j,k =

un
i+1,j,k − un

i−1,j,k

2∆x
. (33c)

The explicit choice of an FD scheme for the first order
derivatives in the term

˛̨
∇un

i,j,k

˛̨
turns out to be closely re-

lated to the functional expression of the speed-term. This is
a consequence of the fact that the corresponding solutions
to the level set PDE with different speed-functions can ex-
hibit very different mathematical behavior. This is formu-
lated more precisely by the CFL condition for the two im-
portant classes of level set PDEs, namely hyperbolic and
parabolic.

3.2.1. Upwind Schemes for Hyperbolic Advection

Two versions of the fundamental level set equation, Eq. (8),
are

∂φ

∂t
= V · ∇φ = a|∇φ| (34)

which correspond to advection (i.e. transport) of a level set
surface by a vector field, V , or by a scalar, a, in the normal
direction of the surface. Examples hereof are the embossing
operator described in [MBWB02, MBW03] or constant nor-
mal flow when performing surface dilation or erosion. In the
case of embossing the level set surface being advected in a

flow field generated by attraction forces to other geometry
like a surface or a set of points. Such advection problems are
also common in computational fluid dynamics and the corre-
sponding hyperbolic PDEs have the mathematical property
of propagating information in certain characteristic direc-
tions. The explicit finite difference scheme used for solving
the corresponding hyperbolic level set equations should be
consistent with the information flow direction. Indeed, this is
nothing more than requiring the numerical scheme to obey
the underlying “physics” of the level set surface deforma-
tion.

The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition
[CFL28] states that the domain of dependence of the dis-
cretized FD problem has to include the domain of depen-
dence of the differential equation in the limit as the length
of the FD steps goes to zero. Loosely speaking this means
the stencil used for the FD approximation of the spatial
derivatives in Eq. (31a) should only include sample points
(or more correctly information) from the domain of depen-
dence of the differential equation, i.e. from the side of the
zero-crossing opposite to the direction in which it moves -
or simply up-wind to the level set surface. This amounts to
using an up-wind scheme that employs anisotropic FD like
the single-sided derivatives in Eqs. (33a) and (33b). The par-
tial derivatives in the term |∇φ| of Eq. (31b) are computed
using only those derivatives that are up-wind relative to the
movement of the level set. In our initial work we used the
upwind scheme described in [Whi98], but we now use the
more accurate Godunov’s method [RT92]:

If F(i, j, k) ≤ 0 then

(δwun
i,j,k)2 = max(min(δ+

wun
i,j,k, 0)2, max(δ−w un

i,j,k, 0)2)
(35a)

else if F(i, j, k) > 0 then

(δwun
i,j,k)2 = min(max(δ+

wun
i,j,k, 0)2, min(δ−w un

i,j,k, 0)2)
(35b)

Note that Eq. (35) assumes F|∇φ| to be a convex function.

Another consequence of the CFL condition is that for the
numerical FD scheme to be stable the corresponding numer-
ical wave has to propagate at least as fast as the level set
surface. Since the maximum surface motion is defined by
the speed-function F(i, j, k) and the FD scheme (by defini-
tion) propagates the numerical information exactly one grid
cell (defined by {∆x, ∆y, ∆z)}) per time iteration, an upper
bound is effectively imposed on the numerical time steps, ∆t
in Eq. (30). This can be expressed in a conservative time step
restriction

∆t <
Min(∆x, ∆y, ∆z)

supi,j,k∈S |F(i, j, k)| , (36)

which can be derived by Von Neumann stability analysis
[Str89] assuming F can be approximated as a linear func-
tion in φ.
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3.2.2. Central-Difference for Parabolic Diffusion

Another fundamental level set equation is the geometric heat
equation

∂φ

∂t
= αK|∇φ| ≈ α∇2φ, (37)

where α is a scaling parameter and K is mean curvature,
Eq. (10b). As discussed in section 2.2 mean curvature flow
corresponds to minimization of surface area, Eq. (16b). In
our level set framework [MBWB02, MBW03], such cur-
vature based flow is used extensively in the blending and
smoothing/sharpening operators. If the level set function is
normalized to a signed distance function, i.e. |∇φ| = 1, the
geometric heat equation simplifies to the regular (thermo-
dynamic) heat equation as indicated in Eq. (37). Thus the
physical interpretation of Eq. (37) is diffusion, and the cor-
responding parabolic PDE has a mathematical behavior that
is very different from the hyperbolic transport equations in
Eq. (34). As oppose to the latter, Eq. (37) does not prop-
agate information in any particular direction. More specifi-
cally, the parabolic PDE has no real characteristics associ-
ated with it and hence the corresponding solution at a partic-
ular time and position depends (in principle) on the previous
global solutions. Consequently parabolic PDEs have infinite
domain of dependence and one needs to use ordinary central
finite difference schemes to discretize the spatial derivatives.
So, for the first order partial derivatives in Eq. (31b) we sim-
ply use Eq. (33c). Discretization of the mean curvature will
be the topic of the next section.

Since parabolic PDEs have infinite mathematical domain
of dependence the propagation speed is also infinite and the
CFL stability condition described in the previous section
does not apply - or more correctly is not sufficient. Instead
one has to perform a Von Neumann stability analysis [Str89]
on the FD scheme described above. This is an error anal-
ysis in Fourier space which leads to the following stability
constraint on the time steps,

∆t <

„
2α

∆x2
+

2α

∆y2
+

2α

∆z2

«−1

. (38)

It should be noted that in this stability constraint ∆t is
O(∆w2), which is significantly more stringent than in the
hyperbolic case in Eq. (36) where ∆t is only O(∆w). This
is a consequence of the fact that the CFL condition is a nec-
essary but not always sufficient stability condition for a nu-
merical FD scheme.

3.2.3. Computing Mean Curvature

According to Eq. (12b) the mean curvature, appearing in
Eq. (37), can be expressed as

K =
1

2
∇ · ∇φ

|∇φ| =
φ2

x(φyy + φzz)− 2φyφzφyz

2
`
φ2

x + φ2
y + φ2

z

´3/2

+
φ2

y(φxx + φzz)− 2φxφzφxz

2
`
φ2

x + φ2
y + φ2

z

´3/2

+
φ2

z(φxx + φyy)− 2φxφyφxy

2
`
φ2

x + φ2
y + φ2

z

´3/2
, (39)

using the short-hand notation φxy ≡ ∂2φ/∂x∂y. For the
discretization we can use the following second order central
difference schemes

∂2un
i,j,k

∂x2
=

un
i+1,j,k − 2un

i,j,k + un
i−1,j,k

∆x2
+ O(∆x2)

(40a)

∂2un
i,j,k

∂x∂y
=

un
i+1,j+1,k − un

i+1,j−1,k

4∆x∆y
(40b)

+
un

i−1,j−1,k − un
i−1,j+1,k

4∆x∆y
+ O(∆x2, ∆y2).

We found this direct discretization of mean curvature by
central FD to occasionally produced instabilities and small
oscillations. As an alternative we developed a different FD
scheme based on staggered normals that proved more sta-
ble and also had the added benefit of easily allowing for the
computation of other types of curvature. The principle curva-
tures and principle directions are the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of the shape matrix [dC76]. For an implicit surface,
the shape matrix is the derivative of the normalized gradient
(surface normals) projected onto the tangent plane of the sur-
face. If we let the normals be n = ∇φ/|∇φ|, the derivative
of this is the 3× 3 matrix

N ≡ ∇⊗ n =

»
∂n

∂x

∂n

∂y

∂n

∂z

–T

, (41)

where ⊗ is the exterior (tensor) product. The projection of
this derivative matrix onto the tangent plane gives the shape
matrix B = N(I − n ⊗ n). The eigenvalues of the matrix
B are k1, k2 and zero, and the eigenvectors are the prin-
ciple directions and the normal, respectively. Because the
third eigenvalue is zero, we can express mean curvature as
Tr[∆]/2 where ∆ denotes the diagonalization of the shape
matrix, B. However, since the trace of a matrix is invariant
under orthogonal transformations we also have

K =
1

2
Tr[B] =

1

2
Tr [∇⊗ n(I − n⊗ n)] . (42)

We directly compute Eq. (42) by the method of differences
of normals [ROF92, WX01] in lieu of central differences.
This approach computes normalized gradients at staggered
grid points and takes the difference of these staggered nor-
mals to get centrally located approximations to N. See Fig-
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Figure 10: The normal derivative matrix N, defined in
Eq. (41), is computed by using the central finite differences
of staggered (i.e. not grid-centered) normals. For instance,
the normal vector centered at the green triangle is approxi-
mated using Eqs. (43a) (43b) and (43c).

ure 10. The shape matrix B is computed with gradient esti-
mates based on central differences. The resulting curvatures
are treated as speed functions (motion in the normal direc-
tion), and the associated gradient magnitude is computed us-
ing the up-wind scheme. For instance the normal vector cen-
tered at the green triangle in Figure 10 is approximated using
the following first order difference expressions

∂un
i+ 1

2 ,j,k

∂x
= δ+

x un
i,j,k + O(∆x) (43a)

∂un
i+ 1

2 ,j,k

∂y
=

1

2

`
δyun

i+1,j,k + δyun
i,j,k

´
+ O(∆y) (43b)

∂un
i+ 1

2 ,j,k

∂z
=

1

2

`
δzun

i+1,j,k + δzun
i,j,k

´
+ O(∆z) (43c)

which involve the six nearest neighbors (18 in 3D).

3.2.4. Sparse-Field Narrow Band Method

In the original level set formulation of [OS88] the funda-
mental PDE, Eq. (8), is solved in the full embedding space of
the surface leading to a computational complexity of O(n3),
where n is the side length of a bounding volume. This sub-
optimal computational complexity was improved with the
introduction of a narrow band method in [AS95] which re-
stricted (most) computations to a thin band of active vox-
els immediately surrounding the interface, thus reducing the
time complexity to O(n2). This work was later followed
up with more advanced narrow band methods like accurate
scheme of [PMO∗99] and the fast but approximate sparse

Figure 11: Linked-list data structures provide efficient ac-
cess to those grid points with values and status that must be
updated.

fields method of [Whi98]. These narrow band method all
rely on the assumption that only one level set solution (typ-
ically the zero level set) is of interest, which is exactly the
case in our editing framework. Since our focus is on interac-
tivity rather then accuracy we found the latter sparse fields
method to be most useful. Below we briefly outline the main
ideas behind this narrow band method and refer the reader to
[Whi98] for more details and experimental validations. We
shall present the sparse field algorithm in 2D and simply note
that the generalization to 3D (or higher) is trivial.

Figure 11 illustrates the discrete sampling of a level set,
φ(i, j), for a closed (black) curve on a uniform 2D grid. If
we assume the grid size to be one we can define layers, Ln,
of grid points embedding the curve

Ln =


(i, j)

˛̨̨̨
φ(i, j) ∈

»
n− 1

2
, n +

1

2

– ff
, (44)

where we have made use of the fact that φ(i, j) is (ini-
tially) defined as a signed Euclidian distance function to the
curve. A convenient data structure for these layers are linked
lists. This is illustrated in Figure 11 for the zero crossing
layer, L0, and the first inner layer, L−1, shaded respectively
green and red. It then follows that the set of 2N + 1 layers,
Ln, n = 0,±1,±2, . . . ,±N effectively defines a narrow
band of grid points with values [−N− 1

2
, N + 1

2
] embedding

the curve. The number of layers in the narrow band should be
determined by the footprint of the finite difference stencils
used to calculate derivatives. Since our editing framework
extensively uses mean curvature it follows from the discus-
sion in section 3.2.3 that at least five layers are necessary (2
inside layer, 2 outside layer, and the zero crossing layer).

The sparse field method approximately solves the level set
equation, Eq. (8), only in the narrow band of 2N + 1 layers
in a self-consistent way, i.e. Eq. (44) should remain valid af-
ter each iteration of the time integration. In fact, to improve
speed and preserve normalization (i.e. |∇φ| = 1) the sparse
field method only explicitly solves Eq. (8) in L0 using ve-
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foreach (i, j) ∈ L0 do
compute F(i, j) using Eq. (17) and Eq. (21);

end
compute ∆t using Eq. (36) or Eq. (38);
foreach (i, j) ∈ L0 do

compute |∇φ(i, j)| using Eq. (33c) or Eq. (35);
φ(i, j) = φ(i, j) + ∆tF(i, j)|∇φ(i, j)|;
if φ(i, j) /∈ [− 1

2
, 1

2
] then add to list S0;

end
foreach Ln, n = ±1,±2, . . . ,±N do

foreach (i, j) ∈ Ln do
find closest neighbor (i′, j′) ∈ Ln∓1;
φ(i, j) = φ(i′, j′)± 1;
if φ(i, j) /∈ [n− 1

2
, n + 1

2
] then add to Sn;

end
end
foreach Sn, n = ±1,±2, . . . ,±N do

foreach (i, j) ∈ Sn do
remove (i, j) from Ln;
if |n| < N then

add (i, j) to Ln−1 or Ln+1;
else if |φ(i, j)| < N − 1

2
then

add (i, j) to LN−1 or L−N+1;
add to Ln all neighbors /∈ narrow band;

end
end

end
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for the sparse-fields method
of [Whi98]. As illustrated in Figure 11 Ln denotes
linked lists of grid points in the n’th layer of the
narrow band and Sn are simply auxiliary lists of
grid points that change layer. An implementation of
this algorithm is available in the VISPACK library at
http://www.cs.utah.edu/∼whitaker/vispack.

locity extension, Eq. (17), and then uses simple ‘city-block”
distances to update φ in the remaining layers. To improve ac-
curacy it further employs the first-order accurate distance ap-
proximation in Eq. (21). (See discussions related to Eqs. 18
and 20). For the temporal and spatial discretizations we use
Eqs. (35) and (36) with advection (hyperbolic speed func-
tions) whereas Eqs. (33c) and (38) are used for diffusion (e.g.
parabolic mean curvature flow). As grid points in a layer Ln

pass out of the range [n − 1
2
, n + 1

2
] they are removed and

other neighboring grid points are added. The overall struc-
ture of the sparse field method is outline in Algorithm 1.

3.2.5. Level Set Subvolumes

One of the most effective techniques for increasing interac-
tivity in our level set editing system involves restricting com-
putations to a subregion of the volume dataset. This is feasi-
ble because many of the editing operators by their very na-
ture are local. The selection of the proper subvolume during

the editing process is implemented with grid-aligned bound-
ing boxes. Having the bounding boxes axis-aligned makes
them straightforward to compute and manipulate, and hav-
ing them grid-aligned guarantees that intersections directly
correspond to valid subvolumes. The bounding box position
and size are based on the geometric primitive, e.g. superel-
lipsoid, triangle mesh or point set, utilized by a particular
operator.

Employing bounding boxes within the local level set edit-
ing operators (blending, smoothing, sharpening and emboss-
ing) significantly lessens the computation time during the
editing process. These operators are defined by speed func-
tions (F()) that specify the speed of the deformation on the
surface. For the smoothing, sharpening and embossing oper-
ators, the user specifies the portion of the model to be edited
by positioning a region-of-influence (ROI) primitive. The
speed function is defined to be zero outside of the ROI prim-
itive. During a blending operation a set of intersection voxels
(those containing both surfaces being blended) are identified
and blending only occurs within a user-specified distance of
these voxels. The speed function is zero beyond this dis-
tance. In both cases no level set computation is needed in
the outer regions. Given the ROI primitive and the distance
information from the set of intersection voxels, a grid/axis-
aligned bounding box that contains only those regions where
the speed function is non-zero can be defined. A subvolume
is “carved” out from the complete model by performing a
CSG intersection operation with the signed distance field as-
sociated with the bounding box and the model’s volume. The
resulting subvolume is then passed to the level set solver, and
inserted back into the model’s volume after processing.

3.3. Efficient Mesh Extraction

As indicated by the green box in Figure 1 level set surfaces
may either be rendered directly by means of ray casting or
indirectly by a simple two-step procedure (a polygonal mesh
is extracted from the volume dataset and displayed on graph-
ics hardware). We have successfully tested both (See Figures
12 and 15.) and found the latter to perform and scale better
with the size of our volumes. Implementing a few straight-
forward mesh extraction procedures make the overhead of
the indirect rendering approach insignificant. Conventional
graphics hardware is then capable of providing interactive
frame-rates for all of the models presented in this paper.

3.3.1. Fast Marching Cubes

Much work has been presented over the years on improv-
ing the quality of the triangle meshes extracted from vol-
ume datasets, the fundamental data structure of level set
models [WDSB00, GCBB01, KBSS01]. However, these im-
provements come at a cost, and sacrifice speed for improved
mesh structure. Fortunately, the simplicity of the original
Marching Cubes (MC) algorithm [LC87] allows us to eas-
ily optimize mesh extraction in the level set editing system.
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Figure 12: Volume renderings (left & center) of a winged, two-headed dragon created by merging pieces from a griffin and
dragon model. A physical model (right) manufactured from the level set model.

The first optimization relies on the fact that level set mod-
els are represented by a signed distance field. This allows us
to easily leap-frog through the volume as opposed to march-
ing through the entire volume. An effective implementation
of this idea increments the inner-most loop in the triple-
nested for-loop of the MC algorithm by the distance of the
current voxel value (i.e. floor[|φi, j, k|]). While more so-
phisticated space-pruning schemes can certainly be designed
we found this straightforward step balances the potential
complexity of leap-frogging and the relatively fast triangu-
lation table look-up of the MC algorithm.

Another variation of the MC algorithm that works effec-
tively with our level set models utilizes the sparse-field rep-
resentation presented in Section 3.2.4. Since the sparse-field
method implements a narrow-banded distance field with a
linked list of active voxels, we know at each step which vox-
els contain the level set of interest. The list is traversed and
only those voxels needed to generate the MC mesh are pro-
cessed.

3.3.2. Incremental Mesh Extraction

Even though the procedures described so far significantly
improve the original MC algorithm they still do not make
our indirect rendering approach truly interactive. Fortunately
there are other algorithms that can be employed to achieve
the goal of interactive rendering of the deforming level set
surfaces. Mesh extraction can be significantly accelerated by
incrementally updating the mesh only in regions where the
level set surface changes.

We start by making the following observations about the
bounding boxes introduced in Section 3.2.5. First, the defini-
tion of the speed functions that utilize bounding boxes guar-
antees that the mesh outside of the bounding boxes is un-
changed after a local editing operation. Second, the bound-
ing boxes are by definition grid-aligned and all vertices of
a MC mesh lie, by construction, on grid edges. These ob-
servations lead to the following incremental mesh extraction
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Input Model Generation X X X X
CSG Operations X

LS Blending X X X X
LS Smoothing/Sharpening X X X X

LS Embossing X X X X X
Morphological Operations X X

Mesh Extraction X X
Modules

Table 1: Distribution of algorithms used in each module in
our interactive level set model editing system.

algorithm. Given a complete global mesh we first trim away
all triangles with vertices inside a bounding box. Next, for
each subsequent iteration of the level set calculation, new
triangles are only extracted from the sub-volume defined by
the bounding box. The resulting new triangles are then in-
crementally added to the trimmed mesh, which by construc-
tion properly connect without the need for additional triangle
clipping.

Given the collection of these procedures the mesh of the
deforming level set surface may be interactively displayed
while the level set equation is being iteratively solved, al-
lowing the user to view the evolving surface and terminate
processing once a desired result is achieved.
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4. System Modules

Table 1 identifies the specific algorithms utilized in each of
the modules in our interactive level set model editing system.
Since a wide variety of geometric models may be imported
into our system, many algorithms are needed to perform the
necessary conversions, including shortest distance calcula-
tions (Sections 3.1.3, 3.1.4), scan conversion (Section 3.1.2)
and the Fast Marching Method (Section 3.1.6). All of the
level set deformation operators (blending, smoothing, sharp-
ening and embossing) use bounding boxes (Section 3.2.5),
numerical integration (Section 3.2) and the sparse-field tech-
niques (Section 3.2.4). The blending and embossing oper-
ators use K-D trees (Section 3.1.5) to quickly find closest
points. The smoothing, sharpening and embossing operators
utilize shortest distance calculations (Section 3.1.3) for lo-
calizing computation. The morphological operators employ
the Fast Marching Method (Section 3.1.6) to calculate the
needed distance information. Our mesh extraction algorithm
also extensively utilizes bounding boxes and the active list
of the level set solver to implement an incremental version
of the Marching Cubes algorithm [LC87]. All of the mod-
ules use some kind of narrow band calculation to either limit
computation to only those voxels near the level set of in-
terest (Section 3.2.4), or to re-establish proper distance in-
formation in the narrow band after performing its operation
(Section 3.1.1).

5. Results

We have produced numerous models with our level set edit-
ing system. The teapot (NURBS surface), dragon (scanned
volume), human head and bust (polygonal surfaces) and eye-
let on the winged dragon’s back (superquadric) in Figures
9, 12, 13, 15 demonstrate that we are able to import sev-
eral types of models into our system. The CSG operators
with blending were utilized to produce the winged, double-
headed dragon and repaired bust in Figures 12 and 15. The
images of the dragon are volume rendered and were inter-
actively produced by VTK’s Volview program utilizing Ter-
aRecon’s VolumePro 1000 volume rendering hardware. The
smoothing operator is used to fix problems in a model pro-
duced by an early, unfinished version of the NURBS scan
conversion code in Figure 14. The embossing operator pro-
duced the result in Figure 9. The results of our morpholog-
ical operators [Ser82] are presented in Figure 13. It should
be noted that the images in Figure 15 are screen shots from
an interactive editing session with our system, running on a
Linux PC with an AMD Athlon 1.7GHz processors. All of
the following timing information is produced on this com-
puter.

A level set editing session, as illustrated in Figure 15, be-
gins by first importing a level set model into our system. The
process of generating an initial level set model, e.g. with
scan conversion, is not incorporated into the system. It is

considered a separate preprocessing step. Once a model∗∗ is
brought into the system, it and the tools to modify it may
be interactively (at ∼30Hz) manipulated and viewed. Once
a level set editing operation (e.g. blending, smoothing, em-
bossing, and opening) is invoked, an iterative computational
process modifies the model. After each iteration the current
state of the model is displayed, allowing the user to stop the
operation, once a desired result is produced. We have found
that most operations need approximately 10 iterations to pro-
duce a satisfactory result. Each iteration takes approximately
1/2 to 1 second, this includes level set evolution, mesh ex-
traction and display. Therefore most level set operations take
5 to 10 seconds to complete. The CSG operations are not it-
erative and require less than one second of computation time.
These computation times provide an environment that allows
a user to quickly specify an operation, and then wait just a
few seconds for it to complete. Our system includes an undo
facility, giving the user the ability to rapidly try numerous
editing operations until the best result is found.

6. Conclusions

This paper has described the collection of techniques and al-
gorithms (some new, some pre-existing) needed to create an
interactive editing system for level set models. It has sum-
marized the algorithms for producing level set input mod-
els and, more importantly, for localizing/minimizing compu-
tation during the editing process. These algorithms include
distance calculations, scan conversion, closest point determi-
nation, fast marching methods, bounding box creation, in-
cremental and fast mesh extraction, numerical integration,
and narrow band techniques. Together these algorithms pro-
vide the capabilities required for the interactive editing of
level set models.

In the near future we plan to implement our editing frame-
work with the advanced and compact level set data structure
of Nielsen and Museth [NM04]. This will allow us for the
first time to edit high resolution level set surfaces.
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Figure 13: Applying a morphological opening to a laser scan reconstruction of a human head (left). The opening performs
global smoothing by removing protruding structures smaller than a user-defined value d. First an offset surface a distance
d outwards (dilation) is created (center). Then the signed distance is computed to this d level set using the Fast Marching
Method[Set96] and next it is used define an offset surface distance d inwards (erosion) to produce the smoothed result (right).

Figure 14: Scan conversion errors near the teapot spout (left). These errors were produced by an early pre-debugged version
of our software. Placing a (red) superellipsoid around the errors (middle). The errors are smoothed away with a level set
smoothing operator (right).
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This article introduces the Hierarchical Run-Length Encoded (H-RLE) Level Set data structure. This novel data structure

combines the best features of the DT-Grid (of Nielsen and Museth [2004]) and the RLE Sparse Level Set (of Houston et al. [2004])

to provide both optimal efficiency and extreme versatility. In brief, the H-RLE level set employs an RLE in a dimensionally

recursive fashion. The RLE scheme allows the compact storage of sequential nonnarrowband regions while the dimensionally

recursive encoding along each axis efficiently compacts nonnarrowband planes and volumes. Consequently, this new structure

can store and process level sets with effective voxel resolutions exceeding 5000×3000×3000 (45 billion voxels) on commodity PCs

with only 1 GB of memory. This article, besides introducing the H-RLE level set data structure and its efficient core algorithms,

also describes numerous applications that have benefited from our use of this structure: our unified implicit object representation,

efficient and robust mesh to level set conversion, rapid ray tracing, level set metamorphosis, collision detection, and fully sparse

fluid simulation (including RLE vector and matrix representations.) Our comparisons of the popular octree level set and Peng
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tational fluid dynamics, geometric modeling, shape, morphology, mesh scan conversion

1. INTRODUCTION

Modeling and animation of geometry lie at the very heart of many computer graphics applications. As
such, the field of geometric modeling has been the subject of many research articles in recent years.
Efficient, high-quality representation of deforming surfaces, however, remains a major challenge. In
this article, we offer a solution to this challenge by introducing a novel data structure and algorithms
that allow for implicit but compact representations of deforming geometry at very high resolutions. We
demonstrate the usefulness of this data structure with a series of important graphics applications.

While polygonal meshes are very popular in many graphics applications, when they are used to
represent deformable surfaces they are hampered by issues like self-intersections and degeneracy of
the polygons. These limits are most apparent in the animation of fluid and fire as well as during
shape metamorphosis. For such dramatic surface deformations, level set models have been increasingly
popular [Foster and Fedkiw 2001; Breen and Whitaker 2001; Enright et al. 2002; Museth et al. 2002;
Losasso et al. 2004]. Level sets, originally developed by Osher and Sethian[1988] for use in interface
tracking, are essentially time-dependent isosurfaces (typically Euclidian distance fields) sampled on a
three-dimensional (3D) grid. The surface deformations are described implicitly by solving an associated
time-dependent partial differential equation (PDE). Several robust mathematical schemes exist for
solving this PDE, which together allow for virtually any type of surface deformation. As such, it would
seem advantageous to adapt this implicit geometry representation for many graphics applications.
Most current level set implementations, however, suffer from either poor computational or memory
efficiency. Consequently, the majority of applications have been limited to effective voxel resolutions no
greater than 5123. Two exceptions are the recently and independently proposed RLE Sparse Level Set
[Houston et al. 2004] and DT-Grid [Nielsen and Museth 2006]. In this article, we combine these level
set representations into the Hierarchical Run Length Encoded (H-RLE) level set representation and
hence form a novel, versatile, compact, and fast data structure and toolbox of algorithms specifically
suited for computer graphics. The Hierarchical RLE level set allows for very high-resolution level sets
without compromising computational or memory efficiency and at the same time offers a very high level
of flexibility, which is a necessity for computer graphics applications. We stress that to the best of our
knowledge no other existing data structure offers all of these advantages.

Our general approach is to use a compact run-length-encoding (RLE) of sampled level sets by means
of hierarchical dimensional decomposition. This approach generalizes to any dimensions through recur-
sive definitions and allows for the H-RLE level set to scale proportionally to the area of the geometric
surface. Furthermore, our versatile grid representation has the advantage that it is truly dynamic; it
is unbounded and can expand indefinitely (within machine precision). We finally note that our data
structure can be used to store any volume-defined fields such as volume textures, fluid velocity fields,
elastic tensor fields, and sparse matrices. We illustrate the significant value of this data structure with
several different challenging graphics applications.

2. RELATED WORK

The powerful level set method is due to Osher and Sethian [1988]. However, both time and storage
complexity of this original formulation is O(n3), where n is the side length of a bounding volume for
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the corresponding surface deformation. Adalsteinsson and Sethian [1995] introduced a narrowband
method which restricted most computations to a thin band of active voxels immediately surrounding
the interface, thus reducing the time complexity to O(n2). However, the storage complexity for this
narrowband scheme was still O(n3). Additionally, periodic updates of the narrowband structure re-
quired an O(n3) operation in which voxels over the entire volume were accessed to rebuild the list
of active voxels. This O(n3) time complexity was eliminated in the approximate sparse field level set
method of Whitaker [1998]. The sparse field level set method employs a set of linked lists to track the
active voxels around the interface. This allows incremental extension of the active region as needed
without incurring any significant overhead. While consistently efficient in time, O(n3) storage space
is still required by the sparse field level set method. Peng et al. [1999] next introduced a narrow-
band scheme tailored for more accurate finite difference schemes and without the need for slow linked
lists. However, their method did not overcome the O(n3) storage requirements and the O(n3) periodic
update.

These narrowband methods [Adalsteinsson and Sethian 1995; Whitaker 1998; Peng et al. 1999] all
require O(n3) storage even though computations are restricted to the O(n2) subset of the voxels around
the interface. In fact additional storage is required in order to track the actual grid poins present in
the narrowband. The presence of this dichotomy has thus pushed research toward reducing the storage
requirements of level sets without significantly affecting the O(n2) computational efficiency. Two such
recent approaches are sparse block grids and octrees.

The sparse block grid method of Bridson [2003] divides the entire bounding volume of size n3 into
small cubic blocks of m3 voxels each. A coarse grid of size ( n

m )3 then stores pointers only to those blocks
that intersect the narrowband of the level set. Block allocation and deallocation occur as the surface
propagates to accommodate to the deformations. This method has a suboptimal storage complexity of
O(( n

m )3 + m3n2), but retains the constant time access inherent to dense grids.
Octrees have, in recent years, been applied to narrowband level sets [Strain 1999; Bridson 2003;

Guendelman et al. 2003; Losasso et al. 2004, 2005; Enright et al. 2004] and signed distance fields
[Frisken et al. 2000]. The octree level set method uses a tree of nested cubes of which the leaf nodes
contain signed distance values. This representation is efficient in terms of storage, O(n2), and rela-
tively efficient in terms of access queries, O(log n). However, as stated in Bridson [2003], there are
hidden costs associated with the pointer structure of the octree, and a single random access can result
in O(log n) cache misses. Implementing most finite difference-based level set methods using octrees
requires uniform refinement along the interface in order to obtain sufficient precision [Losasso et al.
2005]. In particular, it is difficult to accurately solve hyperbolic advection with high-order methods like
ENO [Osher and Shu 1991] or WENO [Liu et al. 1994] and parabolic diffusion problems like curvature
based flow on a non-uniform octree. Hence one of the most advantageous features of octrees, that is,
adaptiveness, is rarely exploited in level set simulations. However, octrees have proven very efficient for
adaptive representations of velocities in computational fluid simulations [Losasso et al. 2004]. It should
be noted, though, that these solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations on an adaptive octree grid ignore
parabolic diffusion (i.e., they are inviscid) and use simple semi-Lagrangian integration techniques for
the self-advection term.

The work most related to ours is the RLE sparse level set representation of Houston et al. [2004] and
the Dynamic Tubular Grid (DT-Grid) of Nielsen and Museth [2006].

In the past, Run-Length-Encoding (RLE) has been successfully applied to volumes, for example,
Curless et al. [1996]. While Bridson [2003] mentioned the potential value of applying RLE to level set
volumes, Houston et al. [2004] were the first to implement an RLE compressed level set volume data
structure. Using a two-dimensional look-up table, their RLE sparse level set also provided a very fast,
O(logr), random access method, where r is the number of runs in a level set cross section.
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The DT-Grid of Nielsen and Museth [2006] is a level set representation that employs a hierarchical
(with respect to dimension) compression scheme inspired by the “compressed row storage” technique
known from sparse matrix representations. Their data structure and algorithms focus on space- and
time-efficient level set representations of deforming closed interfaces. The memory consumption of the
DT-Grid is proportional to the surface area, and it is verified to be near optimal in practice. Furthermore,
their experiments show that it is faster than previous methods.

Our novel data structure, the Hierarchical RLE level set (H-RLE level set) representation, presented
in this article and previewed as the Compact RLE Level Set1 in the sketch of Houston et al. [2005],
combines ideas from both the RLE sparse level set and the DT-Grid to obtain a general scalar field
representation and set of algorithms that make the H-RLE level set tailored for computer graphics
and level set applications. Contrary to previous work, it offers both a high level of flexibility and good
performance with respect to both memory consumption and running times.

The next section outlines the main contributions of this article, including the novel features of the
H-RLE level set, and points out the key differences between this work and the DT-Grid.2

3. CONTRIBUTIONS

Our H-RLE level set representation combines ideas from the RLE sparse level set [Houston et al.
2004] and the DT-Grid [Nielsen and Museth 2006]. In particular, our H-RLE level set uses the idea of
hierarchical compression from the DT-Grid. Instead of applying it to a compressed-row storage scheme,
we integrate it with the explicit RLE compression scheme introduced with the RLE sparse level set.
More specifically, the H-RLE level set differs from the DT-Grid via the following four contributions:

—Run codes. As will be explained in Section 4, the H-RLE data structure employs RLE to encode the
domain into a series of runs, each associated with a specific run code. The run code categorizes a run
as being either defined (inside the narrowband), or undefined. An undefined run can be identified
by any of the possible run codes3 and hence offers great flexibility in encoding undefined regions.
This feature is not shared by the DT-Grid, which only stores what corresponds to defined runs and
distinguishes inside regions from outside regions based solely on the sign of adjacent level set values.
One of the unique benefits of the H-RLE data structure implied by using run codes and having an
explicit bounding box is that it allows us to easily store, access, and manipulate unenclosed level sets
(see Section 6.5 and Figure 9 for more details) and in general unenclosed scalar or vector fields. (In
contrast, the DT-Grid requires that the narrowband forms a closed domain.) The usability of this
feature shows up frequently in computer graphics as it can be used to perform collision tests, do CSG
operations, and so on with open level sets that are in fact part of a more complex level set model,
hence speeding up these applications. Finally, note that a DT-Grid can be represented by an H-RLE
level set, but that the opposite is not the case.

—Flexible encoding. The H-RLE level set is able to both represent narrowbands of varying width (i.e.,
the width of the narrowbands varies along the surface of an implicitly represented object) as well
as nonsymmetric narrowbands (narrowbands that are wider on one side of the zero-set than the
other). These two abilities are derived from the H-RLE grid’s support for the encoding of arbitrary
run configurations—the location and length of runs can be whatever one desires. We discuss our
practical application of this feature to level set metamorphosis in Section 6.4.

1After submission of this sketch, we decided to change the name of the structure from the original Compact RLE level set name

to the more descriptive Hierarchical RLE level set. We apologize for any confusion this may cause.
2Since [Houston et al. 2004] is an ACM SIGGRAPH sketch, it should be interpreted as a preview, and thus we will refrain for

the remainder of this article from making comparisons between our current work and the RLE sparse level set.
3Any of the possible run codes, that is, within the bit-precision of the run code pointer, that is, (231 − 1).
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—Decoupling. Contrary to the DT-Grid, the H-RLE data structure decouples the RLE-compressed grid
structure from the array specifying the values in the narrowband. This can save storage (compared
to the DT-Grid approach) and gives optimal flexibility in storing and combining several scalar fields
as part of an augmented level set representation (see Section 6.1) using the same compressed H-
RLE structure. It is also possible to not store an array of values at all, but simply use the H-RLE
compression to efficiently store regions of constant values.

—Explicit bounding box. The H-RLE level set has an explicitly defined bounding box. In contrast, the
DT-Grid only has the implicit bounding box of the defined narrowband. Because of this, the H-RLE
level set allows for O(1) culling of occlusion queries that fall outside of the explicit bounding box. We
exploit this fast culling of occlusion queries for detecting collisions between our FEM tetramesh and
our level set-based occlusions (see Section 6.5). Note that the existence of the explicit bounding box
still allows for level set simulations to go “out-of-the-box” on the H-RLE level set, as the bounding
box is recomputed dynamically by the dilation algorithm described in Section 5.

This article introduces several applications of the H-RLE level set in computer graphics and adds
the following contributions to the new features outlined above:

—a robust and a fast technique for polygonal mesh scan conversion into our new level set data structure;
both methods are memory-efficient, and the robust method handles both open and self-intersecting
meshes with grace.

—a level set-based unified implicit object representation that provides a simplifying abstraction with
wide applicability;

—an efficient RLE data structure for fluid simulation in which all computation and storage are restricted
to the volume of the fluid, not to its bounding volume.

In addition, the H-RLE level set representation inherits the following features from combining the RLE
sparse level set and the DT-Grid:

—fast, sequential traversal of the narrowband elements with O(1) access time to elements within the
finite difference stencil, thus leading to efficient level set propagation;

—rapid logarithmic time random access (and neighbor access) to any voxel within the bounding volume,
thus leading to efficient ray tracing, collision detection, and other similar algorithms;

—both the encoding computational complexity and the overall memory consumption proportional to
and scaling with the area of the geometric surface;

—compatibility with all existing mathematical finite difference schemes used to solve the level set
partial differential equation on regular (i.e., equidistant) grids;

—“out-of-the-box” dynamic grid representation that frees surface deformations from dealing with any
fixed boundaries of the computational domain, hence allowing surfaces to expand and contract freely
without encountering boundaries and without any extra bookkeeping.

4. DATA STRUCTURE

Run-Length Encoding (RLE) is a popular lossless data compression algorithm based on the simple idea
of replacing sequences (runs) of identical data values by a count number and a single value (run code).
A sequence of level set values, φ1, . . , φn, can be considered as a stream of data to which one can apply
RLE. To facilitate efficient compression of a narrowband level set of width β, we introduce the following
three run codes: negative (interior region with φ < −0.5β), positive (exterior region with φ > 0.5β), and
defined (within the narrowband, |φ| ≤ 0.5β ). Each continuous sequence of adjacent values not within
the narrowband is compressed to just a single run, whereas values within the narrowband are stored
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Fig. 1. Left: 1D RLE encoding of a level set function with two zero crossings. The width of the narrowband is β = 3 and

corresponds to the region of the green guidelines. Right: The corresponding one-level hierarchical RLE level set data structure.

Note the 1D RLE block illustrated by the gray box. See Section 4 for details.

explicitly. In our implementation, the defined run code for grid points inside the narrowband will be an
index into a separate array storing the corresponding values of φ.

4.1 Taxonomy of the RLE Data Structure

As a prelude to the presentation of our dimensionally hierarchical data structure, it is convenient to
introduce the following terms. A run is a sequence of connected values with the same run code. An RLE
segment is a collection of adjacent runs corresponding to a single axis-aligned scan-line through the
level set. An RLE block represents the encoding of a collection of segments, not necessarily immediately
adjacent to each other, and serves as a fundamental building block in our hierarchical data structure. A
hierarchical RLE grid is a recursive entity composed of n RLE blocks in Rn, and, finally, a hierarchical
RLE level set is a hierarchical RLE grid together with the separate array of defined values (see Figure 1).
Within the hierarchical RLE grid, it is convenient to think of the hierarchy of RLE blocks as beginning
with the top RLE block and proceeding to lower RLE blocks until the bottom RLE block is encountered.
In 3D, the top and bottom RLE blocks are, respectively, the z-axis and the x-axis RLE blocks.

Let us first consider the simple 1D level set function, φ(x), illustrated on the left in Figure 1. The
rectangle at the bottom shows the RLE segment containing five (colored) runs corresponding to β = 3.
The right-hand side of Figure 1 illustrates the corresponding hierarchical RLE level set and its two
components: an RLE block that encodes the topology of the segment (gray), and an array with discrete
values of φ(x) within the narrowband (bottom). This decoupling of values and topology is essential in
our data structure as it facilitates great flexibility. In fact, this separation is somewhat analogous to
the separation of topology and geometry common in mesh data structures.

Each RLE block consists of the following four separate arrays:

—Start indices for each segment are stored as pointers into the run-codes array (in 1D a single pointer
since the block only has one segment).

—Extents of the absolute coordinates along the encoding axis are stored as a [min, max +1) pair.

—Run codes define how each segment is divided into different runs. Negative and positive run codes
denote compressed runs while defined run codes are pointers into an associated defined data array
or the start indices array of the next lower RLE block if it exists.

—Run breaks contain, in an order mirroring that of the run codes, the absolute coordinates along the
encoding axis at which each run starts, except for the first run in each segment. The start coordinates
of the first run of each segment are determined by the above-defined minimum extents.
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Fig. 2. Top left: A triangle shape overlaid on a coarse voxel grid. Middle left: The triangle interface is now indicated. The voxels

are categorized based on a narrow bandwidth of �x into narrowband (green), interior (red) and exterior (blue) voxels. Top right:

A schematic representation of a 2D H-RLE level set. The top-level y-axis encoding is given in the 1 × 12 grid and the x-axis

encoding is the 12 × 12 grid. Along the y-axis encoding, the ranges 0–1 and 10–11 are categorized as fully exterior, while the

range 2–9 is defined. The defined values of the y-axis encoding indicate the offset of the corresponding x-axis encoding segment.

The x-axis encoding contains no information for regions not encoded by the y-axis as defined. The values of the defined ranges

of the x-axis encoding are the level set values of the narrowband. Bottom: The layout and contents of the H-RLE level set data

structure corresponding to the schematic representation above. The defined values of the y-RLE grid’s defined runs are stored

in the x-RLE grid’s start indices table. The defined values of the x-RLE grid’s defined runs are stored in the decoupled defined

values arrays. See Section 4 for further explanation.

Note that although the hierarchical RLE grid coincides with the RLE block in 1D this is not the case
for higher dimensions (see Figure 2.)

4.2 The Hierarchical Data Structure

Our data structure generalizes to any dimensions through dimensionally hierarchical encoding [Nielsen
and Museth 2006] based on the taxonomy introduced above. We stress that doing a hierarchical
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encoding, as opposed to only encoding in a single direction (as in Houston et al. [2004]), ensures that the
memory requirements of the data structure will be proportional to the area of the geometric surface.
Let us consider the 2D example in the top of Figure 2 illustrating a 12 × 12 bounding box containing a
subset of a level set function.

In the bottom of Figure 2 is the corresponding 2D H-RLE level set. It is composed of two RLE blocks
related hierarchically, the top RLE block encoded along the y-axis and the bottom RLE block encoded
along the x-axis. First, each linear traversal of the 2D level set function along the x-axis is encoded
resulting in the x-block shown in the bottom-right part of Figure 2. Note that traversals resulting in a
single nondefined run are not stored but rather offloaded to the next higher RLE block. The higher RLE
block is encoded along the y-axis leading to the y-RLE block shown in the bottom-left part of Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2 (bottom), the RLE blocks store the run-codes sequentially. Run-codes in the
x-RLE block reference into the single array of defined values and indicate where that particular run of
defined values begins. The run-codes of defined runs in the y-RLE block reference into the x-RLE block
start index array. This is related to the fact that the lowest level RLE block encodes level set values,
whereas all higher RLE blocks are actually encoding the results of the previous RLE encoding.

The storage format for the H-RLE level set readily generalizes to higher dimensions, in which case
it stores one RLE block for each axial direction as well as an array of defined values. As a result, the
storage requirement of our data structure is O(D), where D is the number of defined voxels inside
the narrowband. We point out that the bounding box associated with the H-RLE block extents is very
useful for many graphics applications and is fully dynamic. In fact, the rebuild algorithm described in
Section 5 applies a dilation algorithm that dynamically expands or shrinks this bounding box as the
interface moves. We finally note that our data structure is versatile and allows for the representation of
both closed and open surfaces, which has important practical applications for graphics, such as collision
detection with fluids and geometric modeling.

5. ALGORITHMS

In this section we describe a set of efficient algorithms for the use of our H-RLE level set in graphics
applications. To ease the description, we introduce the following notational conventions:

—n: the side length in voxels of a dense cubical bounding volume,

—N : the total number of voxels in the dense volume,

—D: the total count of defined voxels within the narrowband,

—si: the number of segment indices,

—ri: the number of runs, and

—di: the number of defined values in the ith dimension RLE block.

5.1 Random Access

A fast random access operation is essential in many graphics applications, such as ray tracing, collision
detection, signed distance function generation using fast marching [Sethian 1996], and so on. The
random access algorithm of the H-RLE level set operates recursively:

(1) The random access operator begins as a procedural call on the top RLE block with two parameters:
A vector of query coordinates, Q = (q1, . . , qn), and a segment index, sn, initialized to zero. The vector
of query coordinates is split to isolate the first query coordinate, qn.

(2) From the given segment index, si, one can determine the indices of both the first run and the first
run break as well as the total number of runs in the segment (the segment length). The run code
of the run containing qi can be determined via a binary search within the run breaks array in the
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region of the current segment (defined by the first run, first run break and the segment length).
If the run code is negative or positive, then return the corresponding run code value. Otherwise,
compute the defined data index by adding together the run code with the offset of qi from the start
coordinate of the run.

(3) If a lower RLE block exists, then this procedure is recursively called on it (go to Step 2 above), using
the remaining vector of query coordinates and the defined data index as the respective values of
its vector of query coordinates and segment index parameters. If no lower RLE block exists, return
the defined data index or the corresponding value in the associated defined data array.

The computational complexity of the random access algorithm is as follows: step 1 above takes con-
stant time. Step 2 takes time logarithmic in the number of runs (as opposed to the number of elements
within the runs) in a single segment in an RLE block. Note that a binary search is possible since the
run breaks are sorted in increasing order within each segment as part of the encoding. Step 3 calls
recursively on a lower level RLE block of which there are at most k, where k is the dimension of the
H-RLE grid. The total time required amounts to O(

∑
i=1..k log2 rsi ), where rsi is the number of runs in

the segment identified by segment index si and contained in the ith-dimension RLE block.
Also note that the time complexity depends only on the number of runs within a total of k segments

in the compression—one segment at each level of the encoding. Hence the efficiency of the random
access operation is not affected, even if a model projects to a large lower-dimensional area. In the worst
case, the number of runs will be equal to the number of elements in the grid and, in that case, the
random access operation will be logarithmic in the total number of elements stored in the grid, but in
all practical cases it will be better.

5.2 Neighbor Access

Efficient neighbor search is of great importance in, for example, the fast marching method. When doing
neighbor search in an H-RLE, the structure of the encoding can be exploited to make the neighbor search
more efficient than its random access alternative. Imagine doing a neighbor search in the X -direction
in the H-RLE depicted in Figure 2. In this case, neighbor search can be done in constant time, since the
X direction is at the lowest level of compression. Finding a neighbor in the Y -direction would require a
binary search (as described in step 2 of the random access operation above) in the neighboring segment
in the Y -direction (Y ± 1). In general, the time complexity of a neighbor search in the jth direction
(where X is the first direction, Y is the second, and so on) is O(1 + ∑

i=1..( j−1) log2 rsi ), where again rsi is
the number of runs in the segment identified by segment index si and contained in the ith-dimension
RLE block.

5.3 Sequential Access

Most existing surface deformation schemes access the level set sequentially, and the H-RLE level set
has been specifically optimized for this. This algorithm also operates recursively.

The sequential access iterator also begins as a procedure call on the top RLE block with two param-
eters: a segment index initialized to zero, and an empty vector of parent coordinates. The procedure
begins by traversing the runs of the specified segment. Nondefined runs are ignored when encoun-
tered. When a defined run is encountered, both its length and its start coordinate along the current
encoding axis are determined. Then an iteration along the individual coordinates of this run com-
mences. At each coordinate, the defined data index is computed by adding together the run code with
the current coordinate’s offset from the start of the run. Also, a vector of current coordinates is cre-
ated by concatenating the input vector of parent coordinates with the current coordinate. If the RLE
block is the bottommost, then append both the current coordinate vector and the defined data index
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Fig. 3. Dilation of an RLE segment by one grid point. Top: original segment with existing defined grid points labeled e. Bottom:

dilated segment with new grid points labeled n.

to the resulting enumeration. Otherwise, the above described procedure is called recursively on the
next lower RLE block using the defined data index and the constructed current coordinate vector as
the respective values of its segment index and parent coordinates parameters. This sequential access
iterator traverses each defined run in each of the RLE blocks in addition to enumerating each of the
defined data indices. The resulting computational complexity is O(D) and hence O(1) per defined data
element.

In order to obtain constant time access to all elements within the finite difference stencils typically
used in level set deformations, one can iterate an entire stencil of iterators over the narrowband. It
is possible to exploit the movement of the center of the stencil to further improve the practical access
time. All iterators within the stencil pass over the grid once, so—on average—access to elements within
the stencil is O(1) if the entire grid is visited.

5.4 Rebuilding the Hierarchical RLE Level Set

This ensures that it contains, at all time steps, the grid points defining the zero-level set and a sur-
rounding band wide enough to support the finite difference stencils used in the level set computations.
Logically, rebuilding the H-RLE level set is comprised of two steps: first, grid points that are too far
from the interface are removed. Next, the remaining subset of the original H-RLE level set is dilated by
effectively adding grid points that pass under a hypercube-shaped stencil being iterated over the subset.
Any existing method for reinitializing a level set function can then be used to reinitialize the resulting
H-RLE level set to a signed distance function. While the dilation may seem trivial, we note that a direct
implementation is very inefficient and slow. Hence, we have developed a much faster algorithm that
dilates a narrowband in O(D) time and space. This algorithm is recursive in the dimensionality of the
H-RLE level set and takes advantage of its hierarchical RLE definition.

The dilation of a 1D H-RLE level set simply corresponds to dilating the corresponding 1D RLE
segment as illustrated in Figure 3. It consists of two steps: first, each defined run in the segment is
dilated independently. Next, a new RLE segment is constructed by forming the union of each dilated
run and keeping the remaining inside/outside runs consistent with the original segment.

The dilation algorithm of a 2D H-RLE level set operates in each coordinate direction independently
and proceeds as follows:

(1) Dilate the y-axis RLE block as a 1D RLE segment. The y-axis RLE block corresponds to the
projection of the 2D H-RLE level set onto the y-axis, and the dilated y-axis RLE block corresponds
to the projection of the dilated 2D H-RLE level set.

(2) To dilate the x-axis RLE block, the defined elements of the dilated y-axis RLE block are processed
iteratively: let the current element have y-coordinate ym. The corresponding dilated x-axis RLE
segment is computed by first dilating all defined x-axis RLE segments in the original x-axis RLE
block with y coordinate in the range ym −n to ym +n, where n is the number of dilation grid points.
Next, the union is taken of these individually dilated x-axis RLE segments.
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Fig. 4. A simple augmented level set data structure supporting three optional fields in addition to the shared H-RLE grid and

required level set values. The augmented level set structure, a unified implicit object representation, greatly simplifies the design

and implementation of algorithms that involve both level sets and other related data fields in areas such as level set-based fluid

simulation, object deformation, collision detection and especially rendering.

(3) Allocate storage for the decoupled value array of the dilated 2D H-RLE level set. In a single pass,
the value of grid points also existing in the original 2D H-RLE level set can be set to their original
value and the value of grid points added as a result of the dilation can be initialized, if necessary.

We finally note that the dilation algorithm readily generalizes to higher dimensions.

6. APPLICATIONS

We now present a series of applications in order to fully demonstrate the usefulness of the techniques
we have outlined. These examples include mesh conversion, rendering, morphing, and simulation.

6.1 Unified Implicit Object Representation

It is appropriate to begin the applications section by describing the compatibility of the H-RLE level
set with the augmented level set (Figure 4), our unified implicit object representation. As the name
augmented level set suggests, it is a level set (not necessarily an H-RLE level set) defining a implicit
surface that is augmented with a set of subordinate fields of various types. The primary benefit of the
augmented level set is that it provides an abstraction layer on top of many common level set operations
such that the subordinate fields can be automatically handled appropriately. The H-RLE level set is
well suited to the augmented level set because of the decoupled nature of the H-RLE grid and the array
storing the level set distance values. It is a trivial matter to associate other arrays representing other
data fields with the H-RLE grid of the level set. Besides efficient storage, this configuration also allows
efficient access to the subordinate fields since the defined data index, resulting from an iteration or
random access, can be reused to retrieve the corresponding value or values of any of the other fields. In
addition to subordinate fields that align exactly with the level set grid structure, our augmented RLE
level set can handle, with some loss of storage and access efficiency, fields with more complex lattice
structures such as the staggered velocities of the MAC-grid (see Foster and Fedkiw [2001]) or the tensor
fields required for viscoelastic fluids (see Goktekin et al. [2004].)

We have applied the augmented level set representation to our mesh-to-level set scan converter
(to optionally capture texture coordinates, surface velocities and arbitrary map channels), construc-
tive solid geometry (such as the union, subtraction, and intersection operators), advection (we use
semi-Lagrangian methods to advect the subordinate fields where necessary), outward extrapolation
of quantities from the level set interface (which we use for free surface fluid velocity extrapolation,
and occlusion constrained velocity extrapolation), and rendering (where shading often requires texture
coordinates or color data and motion blur requires the surface velocities). In addition, in our simulation
systems (see Figures 10, 11 and 13) we represent both the fluid and the occlusions as augmented level
sets—a choice which significantly reduced both the design and implementation complexity.
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6.2 Mesh To Level Set Conversion

6.2.1 Rapid Scan Conversion of Closed Meshes. The scan conversion technique of Mauch [2000] for
computing the signed distance transform to a closed and non-self-intersecting mesh has gained wide
acceptance. It sequentially scan converts a set of characteristic polyhedra, resembling a set of widened
Voronoi cells, derived from the mesh. In theory it has a near optimal speed, O(cD + F ) (when ignoring
the O(n3) initialization time), where D is the number of defined voxels, F is the number of faces and
c is a constant that depends on the overlap of the characteristic polyhedra (see Mauch [2000]). In
practice the method is very fast and compares favorably with the fast marching method [Sethian 1996].
Furthermore, the result is accurate to within machine precision. The method as originally proposed has
memory requirements that are O(n3 + F ). Here we describe how to augment the algorithm to only use
O(D + F ) memory, and how to use it in the context of H-RLE level set representations. Furthermore,
this new technique has a total time complexity of O(cD + F ), whereas the original formulation has
a time complexity O(n3 + F ) when including the initialization time. As a prelude to introducing our
H-RLE scan converter, let us first consider a modified “dense-grid” scan converter of a triangular mesh
into a clamped signed distance function (|φ| ≤ β/2):

(1) Partition the bounding volume of the mesh into P×Q×R (nonoverlapping) rectangular axis-aligned
subvolumes and initialize the values in each of these to β/2.

(2) Partition the mesh into P × Q × R sub-meshes, where the (p, q, r)th submesh contains all polygons
of the original mesh that lie within a distance of β/2 from the (p, q, r)th subvolume.

(3) Scan convert each submesh into the corresponding subvolume.

Our approach is similar to the one above, except that, in order to ensure the O(cD+F ) time-complexity
and the O(D+F ) memory complexity, only one representative subvolume of size O(D) is kept in memory.
In addition, this sub-volume is only initialized once. When scan converting the (p, q, r)th submesh into
the representative subvolume, the coordinates of each grid point—for which a distance is computed—
are stored in a data structure that compresses the coordinates on-the-fly. When the submesh has been
scan converted, the values of the grid points that were updated are saved and the corresponding grid
points in the representative subvolume reinitialized to β/2. This procedure is then repeated for the
remaining submeshes, after which three linear time bucket sorts are performed on the compressed
coordinates of the recorded grid points. This ensures they are lexicographically ordered. Finally, the
sorted grid points are stored in an H-RLE level set. The outlined scan conversion algorithm retains the
speed of the original method. In practice, the relative time usage of the partitioning and bucket sorting
steps is negligible, for example, scan converting the Happy Buddha with a tight-fitting bounding box
into a 600 × 1445 × 600 volume with β = 6 takes only 59 s on a 1.5-GHz Pentium Mobile.

6.2.2 Disambiguating Imperfectly Closed Meshes. To robustly resolve meshes with holes or self-
intersections, we adopt the efficient ray casting-based visibility sampling approach of Houston et al.
[2003]. Our method more closely resembles the ray casting parity-counting method of Yngve and Turk
[2002] rather than the local surface reconstruction method of Ju [2004] or the methods cited therein.
Unlike Yngve and Turk [2002], we do not use parity-counting to determine interior regions but rather we
integrate in a additive fashion surface orientation (i.e., normal) information. Our approach is adapted
to the way that CG artists create their models. CG artists do not think about parity- counts, or whether
their models are solid, but rather concentrate on how good a model appears in the viewport of their
modeling tool. We thus embraced a visibility-based approach to determining surfaces, interiors, and
exteriors that attempts to mimick the quick, context-based, “best-fit” judgments of artists.

From each voxel, we cast a number of rays, and used the normals of the nearest ray-mesh intersections
to determine whether the voxel was inside the mesh. For imperfectly closed geometry, some voxels
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Fig. 5. A demonstration of our robust scan conversion algorithm described in Section 6.2. Top: The original Tar Monster character

mesh (red) was often ill-posed. The white arrows denote regions of self-intersections. The yellow arrows point at crevasses or sharp

ridges. Bottom: The RLE level sets (blue) resulting from the scan conversion of the Tar Monster’s 69,120 faces and 69,153 vertices.

The original conversion, at a resolution of 624 × 554 × 488, was able to resolve the mesh and its regions of self-intersections into

a closed level set. The subsequent down-sampling, to a resolution of 312 × 277 × 244, reduced the temporal aliasing artifacts

caused by the original mesh’s moving sharp ridges and crevasses. The whole process of scan conversion, down-sampling, and

subsequent rendering took an average of 7 min frame.

will return contradictory results; we therefore employed a “majority wins” rule to decide the sign
of the voxel value. Each ray also provides the distance from the voxel to the geometry surface in
the direction it is cast. This information was used to determine the magnitude of the voxel value, by
selecting the minimum magnitude distance from the set of rays corresponding to the “winning” sign.
In our implementation, we employed a structured sampling approach that utilizes the results from a
single ray cast to provide sample results for all voxels that it intersects.

Employing the above algorithm directly may result in undefined regions of opposite sign being im-
mediately adjacent, with no defined narrowband in between. This can occur in regions where a mesh
has a significant hole or opening. In these situations, we simply assumed that the zero level set passes
between the two adjacent signed regions and created an initial narrowband having a width of one or
two voxels at this location. Finally, in order to produce a smooth signed distance field with a uniform
defined narrowband width, we dilated the defined narrowband region as necessary and performed a
reinitialization.

This method will always extract accurately the implicit surface of a closed mesh in addition to pro-
ducing a guaranteed closed implicit surface for imperfectly closed or self-intersecting meshes.

Both the spider model in Figure 6 and the character meshes used in Figures 5, 13 and 14 were
produced using this algorithm. In the case of the spider model, 724 hand-crafted trimesh components,
a large number of which were nonclosed or highly self-intersecting, were converted at a bounding
resolution of 1691 × 1223 × 839 (1.74 billion voxel volume) in 7.5 h on a single-processor Athlon 1600
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Fig. 6. Two large H-RLE level sets produced by the scan converters of Section 6.2 and rendered via direct ray tracing as described

in Section 6.3. Left: The Lucy Statue level set was rapidly scan converted from a 14-M vertex and 23-M triangle mesh retrieved

from the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository. The resulting level set had a minimum bounding voxel resolution of 3000×1726×5144

(26-B voxels) and consumed 738 MB of memory. Right: The Spider Mech level set was robustly derived from a Frantic Films

0.5-M triangle mesh composed of 724 unclosed components. The resulting level set had a minimum bounding voxel resolution of

1691 × 1223 × 839 (1.74-B voxels) and consumed 229.6 MB of memory. The defined interface contained 44.7 million voxels.

computer. The resulting defined interface consisted of 44.7 million voxels. The complete H-RLE level
set representation of the spider model required only 229.6 MB.

6.2.3 Extra Fields. Often applications require additional properties of a mesh to be captured. For
example, interface velocities are required when integrating level set-based occlusions into soft-body
(see Section 6.6) or fluid simulations (see Section 6.7.) Also, the creation of the Tar Monster effect (see
Section 6.5) required capturing both the grayscale vertex channel and the UVW texture coordinates of
the artist animated character mesh.

We captured additional properties of a source mesh, such as the ones listed above, as a postprocess
to the mesh to H-RLE level set scan conversion. First, a new defined value array, appropriate for the
new fields data type, was allocated and paired, as an augmented field, with with H-RLE grid of the
H-RLE level set resulting from the scan conversion. Then the narrowband was traversed. For each voxel
immediately adjacent to the mesh surface (i.e., φi ≤ �c, where c is the voxel width), the relevant property
of the mesh at its surface location closest to the current voxel was determined. If the relevant property
of the mesh was only defined on the vertices, the subface value could be calculated via Barycentric
interpolation. After completion of the narrowband traversal, we then extrapolate newly set quantities
off the immediate interface voxels into the remainder of the narrowband.

6.2.4 Antialiasing. Many meshes, especially those of traditional animated characters, often have
subvoxel features such as sharp folds or edges. When animated across a regular grid of insufficient
resolution, these features can result in visually displeasing aliasing artifacts. To remove these artifacts
without artist intervention, a basic supersampling approach can be employed. First, the mesh is scan
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converted to an H-RLE level set at twice the desired resolution and then subsequently down-sampled
with a low-pass filter to remove the smaller features that otherwise would cause aliasing (see Figure 5).

6.3 Direct Ray Tracing

When rendering the surface embedded in the H-RLE level set, we prefer to use direct volumetric ray
tracing over mesh extraction. Standard ray tracing techniques are directly applicable, with two major
advantages:

—The H-RLE grid is not only a data representation, but an acceleration structure as well; it offers
fast random access without the additional build (and memory consumption) of external acceleration
structures (e.g., Kd-tree, octree).

—Voxel values are samples of a signed distance function that allows for efficient ray leaping.

To abstract the ray tracing algorithm from the details of the defined and undefined regions, we render
the results of all (random access) queries as scalar level set values, which are then interpreted without
additional discrimination to extract the surface profile. If a query is to a defined region, the actual level
set value is used. When a query is to an undefined region, an approximate level set value is constructed
by multiplying the sign of the undefined region by the narrowband’s maximum allowable level set
value—usually half of the interface bandwidth used during dilation.4

Our ray tracing algorithm achieves its efficiency by adaptive stepping based on the magnitude of the
level set values encountered along the ray’s path. Given an accurate signed distance field, it is possible
to take discrete steps along the ray’s path as large as the magnitude of the level set values encountered
until either a voxel immediately adjacent to the interface is discovered (which can be inferred from
the level set value being less than the voxel width) or the ray exits the bounding domain of the level
set. When near the interface, an analytic solution to the ray-interface crossing is found with a cubic
polynomial root finder. The normal is computed as the derivative of the cubic interpolation function.
If no surface is found in the current narrowband region, ray tracing can once again begin taking large
steps through the +/− regions.

A crude efficiency estimate can be written based on random access to voxel values. For a grid of
width n, with narrowband width β, approximately n/β such operations are needed per ray. This makes
tracing of R rays O((n/β)R log2 r). Memory footprint is O(Cr + D) where Cr is the ray tracer and D is
the number of defined voxels in the grid.

In practice, this allows us to efficiently ray trace very large models on ordinary desktop machines. We
have scanned converted and ray traced models with effective grid resolutions up to 5000×3000×3000.
This corresponds to a full grid with more than 45 billion voxels, but required less than 1 GB of RAM.
For examples, see Figures 6, 7 and 8.

6.4 Deformation of High-Resolution Interfaces

6.4.1 Shape Metamorphosis. Morphological operations with level sets have previously been re-
stricted to relatively low-resolution models (see Breen and Whitaker [2001].) This is primarily due
to the unfavorable memory requirements of the applied level set schemes. However, using our scalable
H-RLE level set, we can easily perform high-resolution morphs between geometric models with fine
surface details.

4These approximate undefined region level set values, while useful for both this ray tracing algorithm and other applications,

are not useful for calculating gradients since they are constant within contiguous undefined regions and cannot properly account

for situations where the narrowband is of widely varying bandwidth (such as the situation described in Section 6.4.)
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Fig. 7. A level set shape metamorphosis. The human figure (left), courtesy of Frantic Films, has a bounding box of 512×797×145.

The Thai Statuette (left), retrieved from the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository, has a bounding box 1000 × 1676 × 865.

Fig. 8. Extreme level set deformation of a high-resolution model exhibiting very thin walls. The Stanford bunny is advected by a

divergence-free and periodic vector field [LeVeque 1996; Enright et al. 2002]. The maximum bounding grid is 10243, but memory

requirements never exceed 97 MB. From left to right the simulation times are (in units of the period) 0, 1/15, 1/2, 1.

The morphing process from source to target can elegantly be achieved by a propagation of the source
level set according to

∂φsource

∂t
= (φsource − φtarget)|∇φsource|. (1)

This PDE is propagated in time until steady state, when the two level sets completely overlap. Figure 7
shows the result of morphing a human model 512 × 797 × 145 into a statuette at resolution 1000 ×
1676 × 865. This morph uses an H-RLE level set to represent both the source and the target distance
field, resulting in a clamped speed function. Since the target level set is static, it could also be encoded
by the adaptive distance field structure of Frisken et al. [2000].

Alternatively, it is possible to exploit the H-RLE level set’s flexible encoding to optimize morphing
between objects with similar profiles. This avoids the “speed limit” effect, visible in Figure 7, for morphs
between level sets whose defined narrowbands do not overlap. If the gaps between the narrowbands are
not prohibitively large, one can adjust the narrowbands via reencoding and subsequent reinitialization,
of one or both level sets, to ensure complete overlap. This is possible since the H-RLE level set allows,
unlike the DT-Grid, for variable and nonsymmetric narrowbandwidths. Once the region through which
the morph will occur is defined, and the newly defined voxels are reinitialized to proper signed dis-
tance values, the morph can proceed without any “speed limiting” clamping artifacts. This method of
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reencoding the source and target level sets to ensure their respective narrowbands overlap was em-
ployed twice in the final cut of Scooby Doo 2.

6.4.2 3D Deformation Test. As a benchmark test with dramatic surface deformations, we advected
the Stanford bunny in the following time-dependent velocity field (from LeVeque et al. [1996] and
Enright et al. [2002]):

vt(x, y , z) = (2 sin(πt) sin2(πx) sin(2π y) sin(2πz)

− sin(πt) sin(2πx) sin2(π y) sin(2πz)

− sin(πt) sin(2πx) sin(2π y) sin2(πz)). (2)

Since it is periodic and divergence free (i.e., without sources or sinks), a geometric surface should return
to its original shape after one period. However, very high grid resolutions are required to faithfully cap-
ture the thin level set surface resulting from this deformation. Figure 8 shows results from a simulation
on an effective bounding grid of 10243 using a third order accurate TVD Runge-Kutta [Shu and Osher
1988] for time integration and a fifth order accurate HJ-WENO [Liu et al. 1994] for space discretization.
Using our compact scalable data structure, this high resolution was easily achieved with a dynamic
memory footprint never exceeding 97 MB.

6.5 Collision Detection

Guendelman et al. [2003] described a rigid body system that employs a dual level set-triangle mesh
representation. This dual representation allows for quick collision detection by querying the level set.
The same collision detection paradigm is also encountered in the cloth simulations of Bridson et al.
[2003] and the finite element simulations of Irving et al. [2004]. Guendelman et al. [2003] recommended
using octrees where memory is an issue, and dense level sets otherwise due to their faster access speeds.
Our experience using RLE level sets for collision detection, as we relate below, indicate that they are a
preferrable alternative to octree level sets when working with large and detailed occlusions.

For these collision detection tests, we used the RLE sparse level set of Houston et al. [2004]. The RLE
sparse level set can be understood as a variant of the H-RLE level set in which the recursive encoding
is halted after a single dimension. This choice offers faster random access times by eliminating two
of the three binary searches, at the cost of more memory. The tradeoff between space and time for a
particular problem can thus dictate the level of recursion that is appropriate.

In situations where large occlusions only have portions of their surface in close proximity to the body
under simulation, it is advantageous to clip the occlusions to only these simulation-relevant regions,
especially if the whole occlusion object requires significant memory or requires per-frame scan conver-
sion because of its dynamic properties. When clipping the level sets of occlusion objects, the RLE level
set’s ability to store unenclosed level set domains (which is not shared by the DT-Grid) significantly
reduces memory consumption (see Figure 9).

Additionally, both the H-RLE level set and the RLE sparse level set allow O(1) culling of occlusion
queries that fall outside of the structures’ explicit bounding boxes. Similar occlusion queries into the DT-
Grid, because it does not contain a bounding box, must rely on the logarithmic random access operation.

Figure 10 shows a finite element sphere going through a set of gears represented as RLE sparse level
sets. This simulation was created using the method of Irving et al. [2004].

6.6 Liquid Simulation

Using the particle level set method-(PLSM-) based fluid simulation system presented in Enright et al.
[2002] as a theoretical foundation, we have created our own fully sparse RLE-based system. Our RLE-
based fluid simulator employs the RLE structure for both the fluid and occlusion surfaces (represented
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Fig. 9. Left: A sphere DT-Grid level set is depicted before and after clipping by a plane oriented to the right and aligned along

the vertical axis. Note the need to allocate additional defined (green) voxels along the vertical axis in order to capture the effect of

the clipping plane. Right: An equivalent sphere H-RLE level set is depicted before and after clipping by a similarly oriented plane

along the same vertical axis. The resulting level set does not require the addition of any newly allocated defined (green) voxels

because it is able to represent “unenclosed” level sets via the combination of its bounding box and its explicit categorization of

non-narrowband regions as either positive or negative.

Fig. 10. A sequence of frames from a FEM soft body simulation of a deformable sphere (orange) interacting with two animated

hard-body gears (blue.) The collision detection between the deformable sphere and the gears was performed using an augmented

RLE level set. The augmented level set (which included a velocity field to capture the rotational motion of the gears) was generated

from the gear meshes only within the immediate domain of the deformable sphere.

as level sets), the interior physical properties of the fluid (such as velocity and pressure), and the
properties of the occlusions (such as slip coefficients and surface velocities). In this way, the memory
and computational requirements of our RLE fluid simulation scale proportional to the volume of the
fluid even though we maintain a regular grid structure. This is in contrast to the fixed uniform grids
of [Stam 1999; Foster and Fedkiw 2001; Enright et al. 2002], the dynamic uniform grids of Shah et al.
[2004] and Rasmussen et al. [2004], in which the cost scales with the bounding volume of the simulation
grid, and the scalable, but nonregular grid fluid simulation method of Losasso et al. [2004]. Additionally,
our RLE-based fluid simulator, because of the H-RLE level set’s “out-of-box” nature, does not limit the
domain of the fluid in terms of bounding volume or location. As best as we can determine, the scalable
octree level set method described in Losasso et al. [2004] is still limited by the bounds of the root
octree node. And, even though the methods of Shah et al. [2004] and Rasmussen et al. [2004] do permit
something similar to our “out-of-box” feature via the ability to translate and resize the simulation
domain, both of them still suffer from the fundamental volume limitations of a bounding uniform grid.
Using our method, a moving, resizing, and unbounded grid is an inherent element of the data structure,
and requires no additional code.
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Our method involves the following:

—Fluid surface. We employ the RLE level set to represent the deformable fluid surface. Computational
and memory requirements of this representation scale with the area of the fluid surface. In some
situations, we have further augmented the level set of the fluid surface with auxiliary fields storing
for example texture coordinates or RGB color values. The fluid surface is rendered using direct ray
tracing, or if polygon representations of the fluid level set are required by third-party renderers or
other tools, we use the adaptive polygonization method of de Araujo and Jorg [2004].

—Fluid volume. The properties of the fluid volume, such as those of the standard MAC grid, are also
stored in a sparse RLE representation. Centered, per-voxel quantities such as fluid pressure, external
forces, or RGB color values all share a single RLE grid that is defined across both the narrowband
of the fluid surface and the interior volume of the fluid. The RLE MAC grid, used to store the fluid
velocities, is constructed from three appropriately offset RLE scalar fields, one field for each of the
three orthogonal velocity components. Like the RLE grid for fluid pressure, the RLE scalar fields of
the MAC grid are defined throughout the fluid volume in addition to being defined in the surface
narrowband region. The computational complexity and memory usage of the fluid simulation based
on these RLE representations are proportional to the volume of the fluid.

—Occlusions. For occlusions, we use an augmented level set representation that captures the occlusion
surface as well as the instantaneous surface velocities in an auxiliary RLE velocity field. The occlu-
sions are integrated into the fluid simulation using the constrained velocity extrapolation approach in-
troduced in Houston et al. [2003] and further developed in Rasmussen et al. [2004]. In addition, the use
of “unenclosed” level sets allowed us in many cases to store only the regions of occlusions in close prox-
imity to the fluid, reducing the memory overhead and processing time required by large occlusions.

—Linear systems. Two steps of the stable fluids algorithm of Stam [1999] require the solution of large
sparse systems of linear equations: The viscosity diffusion step and the pressure projection step.
Our approach is premised on the three following attributes of the linear system in our context:
First, as a result of our uniform 3D simulation grid, the coefficient matrix A is both symmetric
and heptadiagonal (i.e., it contains just six nonzero off-center diagonals.) Second, directly mapping
from our uniform simulation grid to the system of linear equations results in a large nullspace—the
pressure in voxels outside of the fluid domain are irrelevant to our free surface fluid calculations.
Third, unless calculating the variable viscosity solution as discussed in Carlson [2004], the coefficients
in the six nonzero off-center diagonals are restricted to two values, either 0 or −1. Because of the
symmetric, heptadiagonal nature of the matrix, we need only store the central and three upper (or
lower) diagonals. Fourth, in simulations that do not require complex occlusion or surface boundaries,
the central diagonal elements are restricted to the integral range of 0 to 6 and is the negative sum of
the row’s diagonal elements. This results in reducing the required matrix storage to O(n) from O(n2),
where n is the total volume of the fluid domain bounding box. Our matrices and vectors also exclude
the nonfluid volume null-space elements via undefined runs using the RLE scheme. This reduces the
storage further to O(v), where v is proportional to the fluid volume, from O(n). Additionally, since
the null space is a property of the linear system as a whole, in our system, all vectors and matrices
in a time step share the same RLE run data structure (i.e., the H-RLE grid.) When not computing
a variable viscosity solution, we dispense with the full storage of the three noncentral diagonals.
Instead, we use a single byte per defined (i.e., non-null-space) central diagonal element whose first
6 bits indicate whether the corresponding noncentral diagonal element is 0 or −1. In the situation
where neither complex occlusion or surface boundaries are required, the integer central and off-
center diagonal elements can be compressed into runs. While this optimization precludes sharing the
common H-RLE grid with the matrix diagonals, the storage of the matrix by itself is reduced to O(v1/2)
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Fig. 11. Two fluid simulations using RLE level sets to achieve a large simulation bounding volume without incurring a similarly

large memory burden. Left: The bounding volume is 136 × 136 × 320 (6 million voxels) while the memory usage is only 20 MB,

77% less than the 90 MB of memory required by a corresponding dense field fluid simulation. Right: The bounding volume is

444 × 178 × 102 (8 million voxels) while memory usage is only 30 MB, 75% less than the 130 MB of memory required by a

corresponding dense field fluid simulation. See Section 6.6 for details.

Fig. 12. Four frames of an animation featuring a fully sparse RLE-based elastic fluid interacting with an augmented RLE level

set-based occlusion. The simulation of fluid with elastic or viscoelastic properties necessitated development of an RLE-based

tensor field to compliment our RLE-based MAC grid. See Section 6.6 for full explanation.

in most cases. Last, whether or not the last two conditional optimizations are implemented, all vector
and vector-matrix operations employed by the standard conjugate gradient algorithm (see Shewchuk
[1994]) require only O(v) computation since all operations can be computed via a single-pass linear
traversal through the defined regions of the involved RLE-vector and/or RLE-matrix data structures.

This RLE-matrix and RLE-vector approach is roughly equivalent to that of Carlson [2004] in terms
of efficiency and storage. It should also be noted that since the memory improvements discussed above
require the use of multiple classes of nondefined runs they cannot readily be implemented with the
DT-Grid structure.

It should be mentioned that, while we are considering implementing an octree fluid velocity grid
similar to Losasso et al. [2004] to pair with our RLE fluid surface level set representation, our current
regular RLE fluid velocity grid has the advantage of allowing trivial solution of the parabolic PDE
viscosity equation which has proved problematic (according to Losasso et al. [2004]) on octree velocity
grids such that octree fluids are limited to inviscid fluids.
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Table I. Results for Smoothing Away the Stanford Bunny (Using Mean Curvature

Flow) on a Grid of Size 256 × 256 × 256 (The octree stores only a uniformly refined

narrowband. Peng-I refers to the full rebuild method described in Peng et al. [1999],

and Peng-II refers to the recent sparse rebuild optimization of Breen et al. [2004].

The Sparse RLE LS is the Sparse Run Length Encoded Level Set of Houston et al.

[2004] and DT-Grid is the Dynamic Tubular Grid of Nielsen and Museth [2006].

The benchmarks were performed on a 2.4-GHz AMD Athlon 4000+).

H-RLE Sparse RLE LS DT-Grid Octree Peng-I Peng-II

Min mem (MB) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.0 80.0

Max mem (MB) 4.20 4.39 4.00 8.60 85.1 85.1

Avg. time/iteration (s) 0.727 1.050 0.600 1.47 3.22 1.41

Table II. A Comparison of the Memory Required by Various Level Set Representations to

Represent the Larger Models of the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository (A narrowbandwidth

of 6 voxels was used. The octree stores only a uniformly refined narrowband. Peng refers to

the method described in Peng et al. [1999].)

Model Bounding Box H-RLE Sparse RLE LS DT-Grid Octree Peng

Thai Statue 1800 × 3023 × 1556 402 MB 436 MB 378 MB 836 MB 41.0 GB

Lucy 3000 × 1726 × 5144 738 MB 769 MB 700 MB 1.60 GB 128 GB

Buddha 1800 × 4367 × 1802 816 MB 847 MB 765 MB 1.63 GB 68.0 GB

Asian Dragon 5000 × 2781 × 3329 750 MB 843 MB 700 MB 1.48 GB 222 GB

On one frame of the 136 × 136 × 320 scene, shown on the right in Figure 11, the level set and velocity
field consumed roughly 20 MB, whereas a comparable dense grid simulation would require 90 MB. The
bounding resolution of the fluid simulation depicted in Figure 10(b) was 448 × 178 × 102. The storage
required for the fluid level set and the MAC grid velocity field was only 30 MB, a savings of 75% over
the 100-MB storage required by a comparable dense grid simulation. As Figure 12 demonstrates, it is
not a difficult matter to further extend our RLE-based representations to tensor fields, thus allowing
for the simulation of elastic or viscoelastic fluids (for more information on viscoelastic fluid simulation
see Goktekin et al. [2004]).

7. BENCHMARK RESULTS

Below we compare the performance of the H-RLE data structure to other existing state-of-the art level
set representations with respect to time and memory usage. The performances of the H-RLE and the
DT-Grid are comparable, although the H-RLE sacrifices a bit of the efficiency due to the high level of
flexibility of the data structure.

7.1 Memory and Time Usage for Level Set Propagation

Table I lists the time usage and the minimum and maximum memory consumption for smoothing away
the Stanford bunny (using mean curvature flow) on a 256 × 256 × 256 grid using several different
level set representations. The relevance of this benchmark test is justified by for example, the use of
smoothing in blending of geometric models (as demonstrated in Museth et al. [2002].) As can be seen
from this test, the performance of the H-RLE level set is comparable to the performance of the DT-Grid.
Due to the unique and extreme flexibility of the H-RLE, a bit of the efficiency is sacrificed, but it still
uses considerably less memory and time than the other state-of-the-art representations. Even though
the H-RLE level set operations are more complex, the good results are attributable to the cache coherent
memory layout of the data structure and the ability of the associated algorithms to exploit this.
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Fig. 13. Right: The Tar Monster from Scooby Doo 2 immediately after completing a RLE level set shape metamorphosis (see

Section 6.4) from a large claw object. Left: The Tar Monster holding the actress Sarah Michelle Gellar captive while speaking and

gesturing—making use of both the robust mesh to level set converter (see Section 6.2) and a surface deformation algorithm (see

Wiebe and Houston [2004]) to ensure his facial features are properly resolved. Scooby Doo 2 production images c©2004 Warner

Brothers. Images provided by Frantic Films.

Fig. 14. A production still from the movie Cursed containing a prominent trail of wispy smoke. Augmented RLE level sets were

employed to accurately integrate the contours and motions of the actors into the smoke simulation. See Batty and Houston [2005]

for more details. Cursed production image c©2005 Dimension Films. Image provided by Frantic Films.

7.2 Memory Usage for High-Resolution Models

We have scan-converted several of the high-detail models from the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository.
In Table II, we compare the memory required by various level set data structures to represent these
models. Again, the memory usage of the H-RLE is comparable to that of the DT-Grid. The deviations
are between 5 and 7% which, given the flexibility that comes with the H-RLE, is a reasonable price to
pay. As also mentioned earlier, when storing unenclosed level sets, the performance of the H-RLE will
be better than the DT-Grid, which is forced to close the level set by introducing articifical boundaries
(see Figure 9). Clearly, the H-RLE level set is more memory efficient than the other state-of-the-art
representations. It should be noted that an adaptive distance field of Frisken et al. [2000] probably would
be more memory efficient than the representations listed here in some cases. However, as mentioned
earlier, current octree-based level set implementations refine uniformly near the interface.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Due to their ability to describe arbitrary topological changes, level sets have gained increasing pop-
ularity not only in academia but also in real-life production settings. As a result, existing level set
technology is constantly pushed to its limits as the demand for larger and more detailed simulations
becomes ubiquitous. At the same time, a high level of flexibility is required of a level set data structure
in order to be useful in a wide range of computer graphics applications. In this article, we addressed
these issues by presenting the hierarchical run-length encoded (H-RLE) level set that combines ideas
from two recently proposed level set representations, the RLE sparse level set and the DT-Grid. The
H-RLE is a novel and very versatile data structure and toolbox of algorithms that enable very high-
resolution level set deformations with a near optimal memory footprint. To the best of our knowledge,
no other existing level set data structure has all of these features. Also, the performance of the method
presented proved comparable to the performance of the DT-Grid and more time-efficient than other
existing state-of-the-art approaches, due to its cache optimized memory layout and algorithms. The
H-RLE level set and the H-RLE grid, due in large part to their versatile underlying RLE encoding
scheme, are easily tailored to many applications in computer graphics, as we demonstrated: fluid simu-
lation, collision detection, level set surface editing, morphing, and geometric modeling. We also focused
on developing a level set pipeline in computer graphics by proposing the augmented level set unified
implicit object representation, a fast and robust mesh to level set converter and an efficient method for
direct ray tracing. This allowed us to scan-convert, deform, and render several very detailed models
represented as level sets with effective voxel counts on the order of billions.

The move from theory to practice has been swift. Already, RLE level sets have played key roles in two
Hollywood productions: in the creation of the CG Tar Monster effect, described in Wiebe and Houston
[2004], for Warner Brothers’ 2004 release of Scooby Doo 2 (see Figure 13), and in the wispy smoke
simulation technology, described in Batty and Houston [2005], developed for Dimension Films’ 2005
release of Cursed (see Figure 14).
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LS Framework Conclusion

• Level set methods can be used to solve
real problems.
– Segmentation of a variety of noisy

biological volume datasets

7/29/06 3

The Main Point

• Level set methods are not sufficient by themselves
for segmentation

• For successful segmentations
– They should be accompanied by powerful initialization

techniques
– Combined in a flexible framework

• General approach
– Fit to (noisy, incomplete) data
– Apply smoothing
– Find the right balance between the two

7/29/06 4

LS Segmentation Framework

• Extract closed, smooth models from volumes
• Rough estimate + Fine tuning (sub-voxel)
• Initialization + Level Set Deformation
• Initial conditions + Evolve Level Set PDE
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Computational Initialization

• Gaussian low-pass filter
– Blurs data and removes noise

• Voxel classification
– Low and high thresholding

• Topological/logical operations
– Flood fill (image & gradient magnitude values)

• Morphological filtering
– Opening and closing
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Interactive Initialization

• Interactively fit primitives to input data
• Scan convert CSG model into initial volume

Marching Cubes Scan Conversion LS Deformation
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Level Set Deformation (1)

• Define components of velocity term F( )
• Smooth surface based on mean curvature H

– Smooths regions of high curvature
• Given distance to Canny edges            ,  define

velocity term
– Pulls level set from a distance toward edges in data
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Level Set Deformation (2)

• Greyscale features
– Gradient of gradient magnitude
– With smoothing, can move level set to edges

with subvoxel accuracy
• Distance to isosurface ~
• Smooth distance
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Results - MRI Head

• Goal - single, smooth outer surface
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Results - MRI Head

• Initialization
– Gaussian blur
– Threshold
– Flood fill
– Closing
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Results - MRI Head

                      Fit to isosurface with smoothing
7/29/06 12

Results - MRI Mouse Liver

• Goal - extract structures from an MRI scan
of a mouse embryo

• Liver especially difficult
– surrounded by brighter and darker regions

• Gaussian blur, threshold, flood fill, opening
followed by closing

• Move to Canny edges
• Fit to gradient magnitude Liver
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Results - MRI Mouse Liver

Liver
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Results - MRI Mouse Liver

 Initialization      edge fitting       gradient mag
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 Mouse Embryo Segmentation

Liver

Ventricles

Eye
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Results - ET Dendrite

• Goal - extract spiny dendrite structure from
an electron tomogram
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Results - ET Dendrite

• Initialization
– Gaussian blur
– Threshold
– Flood fill
– Opening followed by closing
– Move to Canny edges

• Fit to gradient magnitude with smoothing
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Results - ET Dendrite

     Initialization  LS Deformation
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Results - ET Dendrite

•                                                          LS

                                                          Manual
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Results - MRI Frog Embryo

• Interactive
initialization

• Gradient magnitude
• Smoothing

7/29/06 21

LS Framework Summary

• Level set methods can be used to successfully
segment noisy volume datasets

• Level set methods (iso-surface deformation) are
not sufficient by themselves

• For successful segmentations
– They should be accompanied by powerful

initialization techniques
– Combined in a flexible framework

7/29/06 22

Level Set Segmentation
of Diffusion Tensor MRI

Brain Data

7/29/06 23

Goal

• Extract 3D structures from diffusion tensor
MRI volume datasets

• Regions with similar diffusion properties
• Visualization
• Modeling and analysis

– Surface area
– Curvature
– Volume

7/29/06 24

0.1234

MRI

• T1,T2, spin density
• Intensity image
• Voxel - scalars
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Diffusion Tensor MRI

• Voxel - rank 2 tensor

0.359  0.023  0.076
0.023  0.432 0.354
0.076 0.354 0.251
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0.359  0.023  0.076
0.023  0.432 0.354
0.076 0.354 0.251

Diffusion Tensor MRI

• “raw data”

• 3 × 3 matrix

7/29/06 27

• Diffusion equation

• Isotropic/anisotropic

• D dependent on orientation

Diffusion Tensor
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How to Visualize?

• Direct volume rendering (Kindlmann)
• Streamlines based on diffusion properties

(Zhukov)
• Probability ellipsoids (Laidlaw)
• Calculate scalar diffusion invariants

– Create “invariant” volumes
– Visualize  and segment invariants
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Invariants

Diffusivity Anisotropy

DT MRI
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Eigenvalues/vectors

• Eigenvalues/eigenvectors basis

• Eigenvalue computations

• Eigenvalue/eigenvector diagonalization, LAPACK

e1
e2

e3

! 

(D" #I)e = 0
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Diffusion ellipsoids

e1
e2

e3
Isotropic

Anisotropic
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Spinal Cord Diffusion Tensor
Imaging: Laidlaw et al.

7/29/06 33

Traditional measures

• Mean diffusivity:

• Fractional anisotropy:

Basser 96, Westin 97

7/29/06 34

Difficulties

• Computationally expensive
– Solve cubic equation
– Solve linear system

• Sensitive to noise
– May change order of eigenvalues/vectors
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Invariants
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New Invariants

• Instead of using eigenvalues, use
coefficients of characteristic eq. (I1,I2, I3)

• Less computation
• Rotationally invariant
• Combinations of coefficients are invariant
• Less sensitive to noise
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In eigen-frame-of-reference

• I1 = λ1 + λ2 + λ3
• I2 = λ1λ2 + λ1λ3 + λ2λ3
• I3 = λ1λ2λ3

• Proportional to
– sum of radii
– surface area
– volume

   of “diffusion” ellipsoid
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New Invariants

• Diffusivity:





• Anisotropy:
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 New Invariants

trace ( )    =trace (T)  =
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Invariants – 2D slice
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Isosurface

Mean diffusivity Di Anisotropy Da
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Isosurface
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Level Set Segmentation

Isosurface Initialization LS Deformation
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Isotropic
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Isotropic
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Anisotropic
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Corpus Callosum
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Same Dataset -
Different Models
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Exploded View
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Different Dataset
Same Parameters

Isosurface Initialization LS Deformation
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Abstract

This paper presents a framework for extracting surface models from
a broad variety of volumetric datasets. These datasets are produced
from standard 3D imaging devices, and are all noisy samplings of
complex biological structures with boundaries that have low and
often varying contrasts. The level set segmentation method, which
is well documented in the literature, creates a new volume from
the input data by solving an initial-value partial differential equa-
tion (PDE) with user-defined feature-extracting terms. Given the
local/global nature of these terms, proper initialization of the level
set algorithm is extremely important. Thus, level set deforma-
tions alone are not sufficient, they must be combined with powerful
initialization techniques in order to produce successful segmenta-
tions. Our level set segmentation approach consists of defining a
set of suitable pre-processing techniques for initialization and se-
lecting/tuning different feature-extracting terms in the level set al-
gorithm. This collection of techniques forms a toolkit that can be
applied, under the guidance of a user, to segment a variety of vol-
umetric data. Users can combine these methods in different ways
and thereby access a wide range of functionalities, several of which
are described in this paper and demonstrated on noisy volume data.

1 Introduction

As visualization tasks grow in size and complexity, the problem of
presenting data effectively is accompanied by another, potentially
more difficult problem—how to extract presentable data from the
flood of raw information produced by large simulations and high
resolution instruments. Thus, the field of data visualization is in-
timately tied to more traditional studies of data analysis such as
signal and image processing, pattern recognition, artificial intelli-
gence, and computer vision. However, in contrast to more conven-
tional areas of data analysis, the field of visualization explicitly in-
cludes the user in the process of filtering, extracting, and rendering
meaningful data.

This paper deals with a specific visualization problem—that is,
how to build meaningful 3D models of complex structures from
noisy datasets generated from 3D imaging devices. In certain cir-
cumstances such data can be visualized directly [1, 2, 3, 4]. While
direct techniques can provide useful insights into volume data,
they are insufficient for many problems. For instance, direct vol-
ume rendering techniques typically do not remove occluding struc-
tures, i.e., they do not allow one to “peel back” the various layers
of the data to expose the inner structures that might be of inter-
est. They also do not generate the models needed for quantitative
study/analysis of the visualized structures. Furthermore, direct vi-
sualization techniques typically do not perform well when applied
directly to noisy data, unless one filters the data first. Techniques
for filtering noisy data are abundant in the literature, but there is
a fundamental limitation—filtering that reduces noise tends to dis-
tort the shapes of the objects in the data. The challenge is to find
methods which present the best tradeoff between fidelity and noise.

Level set segmentation relies on a surface-fitting strategy, which
is effective for dealing with both small-scale noise and smoother

intensity fluctuations in volume data. The level set segmentation
method, which is well documented in the literature [5, 6, 7, 8],
creates a new volume from the input data by solving an initial-
value partial differential equation (PDE) with user-defined feature-
extracting terms. Given the local/global nature of these terms,
proper initialization of the level set algorithm is extremely impor-
tant. Thus, level set deformations alone are not sufficient, they
must be combined with powerful initialization techniques in or-
der to produce successful segmentations. Our level set segmen-
tation approach consists of defining a set of suitable pre-processing
techniques for initialization and selecting/tuning different feature-
extracting terms in the level set algorithm. We demonstrate that
combining several pre-processing steps with level set deformations
produces a powerful toolkit that can be applied, under the guidance
of a user, to segment a wide variety of volumetric data.

There are more sophisticated strategies for isolating meaningful
3D structures in volume data. Indeed, the so called segmentation
problem constitutes a significant fraction of the literature in image
processing, computer vision, and medical image analysis. For in-
stance, statistical approaches [9, 10, 11, 12] typically attempt to
identify tissue types, voxel by voxel, using a collection of measure-
ments at each voxel. Such strategies are best suited to problems
where the data is inherently multi-valued or where there is sufficient
prior knowledge [13] about the shape or intensity characteristics of
the relevant anatomy. Alternatively, anatomical structures can be
isolated by grouping voxels based on local image properties. Tra-
ditionally, image processing has relied on collections of edges, i.e.
high-contrast boundaries, to distinguish regions of different types
[14, 15, 16]. Furthermore deformable models, incorporating differ-
ent degrees of domain-specific knowledge, can be fitted to the 3D
input data [17, 18]. The work of this paper demonstrates a mathe-
matical and computational framework which effectively combines
or unifies classification, filtering, and surface-fitting approaches to
modeling and visualizing 3D data.

2 Example Datasets

Our work is largely motivated by the desire to produce a semi-
automatic segmentation approach which can partly or fully replace
the tedious and extremely time-consuming process of manual data
segmentation – a solution which to our initial surprise is widely
used by colleagues in biology and medicine. Thus, to scientists
working in these fields even an approximate scheme which can
segment out approximately 90% of the model is immensely use-
ful because it reduces the manual labor needed to produce a final
result. We stress that there exists no fully automatic solution to
the segmentation problem typically encounter in 3D imaging. For
example, Figure 1(a) shows one of 270 slices of an electron tomog-
raphy (ET) volume of a spiny dendrite provided by the National
Center for Microscopy and Imaging Research, at UC San Diego.
The complex structure of the dendrite and the noisy nature of the
data make the rendering of such volume data difficult. Figure 1(b)
shows the results of attempting to isolate the relevant structures in
this dataset by extracting isosurfaces at greyscale value of 129. For
this example we have blurred the data with a small Gaussian ker-



(a) (b)

Figure 1: a) One slice of a 154�586�270 ET scan of a spiny den-
drite shows low contrast and high noise content in a relatively com-
plex data set. b) An isosurface rendering, with prefiltering, shows
how noise and inhomogenieties in density interfere with visualizing
the 3D structure of the dendrite.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: a) One slice of a 130� 128� 128 magnetic resonance
(MR) volume of a human head shows high-contrast, relatively
noise-free data with numerous internal structures. b) An isosurface
rendering, with a small wedge removed for visualization, shows
aliasing and internal structures that are not appropriate for the ap-
plication.

nel (σ = 1:0) to try to improve the appearance of the isosurfaces.
Despite the smoothing the isosurfaces are quite noisy, and contain
many small, disconnected pieces that are not indicative of the struc-
ture of the dendrite. Furthermore, fluctuations in the tissue density
both within and outside of the dendrite create a large number of dis-
tortions which prevent the isosurface from accurately representing
the underlying shape of that structure.

Note that the image shonw in Figure 1(b) is produced in two
stages: First, we compute the isosurface with the Marching Cubes
algorithm [19] for a given isovalue. Next, the polygonal mesh
is displayed using conventional graphics hardware. Alternatively
we could visualize structures within the volume data using a one-
stage direct method such as volume-rendering (e.g. ray casting with
transfer functions or maximum intensity projection). Our choice of
Marching Cubes for rendering isosurfaces of this and other datasets
in this paper is not essential to the proposed method. The problems
of noise and aliasing, present in the examples in this paper, would
exist even if we used a direct volume rendering technique.

A second example, shown in Figure 2(a), is a magnetic reso-
nance (MR) scan of a human head. Here the problem is not so
much the quality of the data—isosurfaces can be used to visual-

(a) (b)

Figure 3: a) One slice of a 130� 128� 128 magnetic resonance
(MR) volume of a human head shows high-contrast, relatively
noise-free data with numerous internal structures. b) An isosurface
rendering, with a small wedge removed for visualization, shows
aliasing and internal structures that are not appropriate for the ap-
plication.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: a) One slice of a 44�45�43 MR scan of a frog embryo.
b) A Marching Cubes isosurface from the frog embryo volume. Iso-
value = 60.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: a) Level set models represent curves and surfaces implic-
itly using greyscale images. For example an ellipse is represented
as the level set of an image shown here. b) To change the shape of
the ellipse we modify the greyscale values of the image by solving
a certain PDE.



ize the skin or skull. In this case the particular application [20]
requires a relatively smooth, simple, closed surface, and will not
tolerate significant aliasing. The application also requires that the
fairly complicated structure of the inner head (usually unseen) be
removed. Figure 2(b) shows a isosurface rendering, at a greyscale
value of 30, which demonstrates the aliasing in the data. A small
wedge has been removed to show the complex internal structures in
this volume.

The third example, shown in Figure 3(a), is a 256� 128� 128
MR scan of a 12-day-old mouse embryo. Colleagues in the Caltech
Biological Imaging Center (BIC) are using such images to develop
a detailed atlas for the gestational development of these organisms.
For this paper we will consider the specific task of isolating the
liver, which is the dark, kidney-shaped area on the right. The liver,
however, is not a single grey-scale value, and it is bordered by both
more dense and less dense regions. Furthermore, the data contains
noise. Therefore, the liver is not easily isolated by simple greyscale
classification or isovalue schemes. Figure 3(b) shows an isosurface
rendering which accommodates high and low thresholds associated
with the liver, i.e., the zero crossings of I0 = min(I � tlo;thi � I),
where I is the input volume, and t

hi=lo
are the thresholds. The

model constructed from the isosurface shows significant artifacts
from noise and low-frequency fluctuations in the tissue. It also
shows artifacts from the greyscale classification, which captures a
large number of voxels in the transition between the skin and the
surrounding regions. Smoothing further aggravates this problem.

The final example, shown in Figure 4(a), is a 44�45�43 in vivo
MR scan of a frog embryo. This is one slice from one scan of a
sequence of 22 volumes taken over a 24-hour period. Colleagues at
the Caltech BIC are acquiring time-lapsed MR volume sequences in
order to generate the first 3D staging sequence of a developing frog
embryo. They require models of the dynamic structures that appear,
move, change shape, merge and/or disappear over time within the
embryo, as well as the outside shell. The individual structures do
not necessarily have distinct signals in the MR scans, thus making
it difficult to computationally isolate them. Figure 4(b) presents a
polygonal isosurface (isovalue = 60) generated with the Marching
Cubes algorithm [19]. At this isovalue two internal structures are
produced, as well as a significant part of the outer shell.

3 Level Set Surface Models

When considering deformable models for segmenting 3D volume
data, one is faced with a choice from a variety of surface rep-
resentations, including triangle meshes [20, 21], superquadrics
[22, 23, 24], and many others [18, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Another
option is an implicit level set model, i.e., specifying the surface as a
level set of a scalar volumetric function, φ : U 7! IR, where U � IR3

is the range of the surface model. Thus, a surface S is

S = fsjφ(s) = kg ; (1)

and the choice of the isovalue, k, is arbitrary. In other words, S is
the set of points s in IR3 that composes the k isosurface of φ . The
embedding φ can be specified as a regular sampling on a rectilinear
grid.

Our overall scheme for segmentation is largely based on the
ideas of Osher and Sethian [31] that model propagating surfaces
with (time-varying) curvature-dependent speeds. The surfaces are
viewed as a specific level set of a higher-dimensional function φ –
hence the name level set methods. These methods provide the math-
ematical and numerical mechanisms for computing surface defor-
mations as isovalues of φ by solving a partial differential equation
on the 3D grid. That is, the level set formulation provides a set of
numerical methods that describes how to manipulate the greyscale
values in a volume, so that the isosurfaces of φ move in a prescribed

manner (shown in Figure 5). This paper does not present a compre-
hensive review of level set methods, but merely introduces the basic
concepts and the notation used in successive sections. See [7] for
more details.

There are two different approaches to defining deformable sur-
face from a level set of a volumetric function as described in Equa-
tion 1. Either one can think of φ(s) as a static function and change
the isovalue k(t) or alternatively fix k and let the volumetric func-
tion dynamically change in time, i.e. φ(s;t). Thus, we can mathe-
matically express the static and dynamic model respectively as

φ(s) = k(t) (2a)

φ(s;t) = k: (2b)

To transform these definitions into partial differential equations
which can easily be solved by standard numerical techniques, we
differentiate both sides of Equation 2 with respect to time t, and
apply the chain rule:

∇φ(s)
ds
dt

=
dk(t)

dt
(3a)

∂φ(s;t)
∂ t

+∇φ(s;t) � ds
dt

= 0 (3b)

The static Equation 3a is often referred to as the “Eikonal” equa-
tion and defines a boundary value problem for the time-independent
volumetric function φ . This static level set approach has been
solved [32, 33] using a “Fast Marching Method”. However, it has
some inherent limitations following the simple definition in Equa-
tion 2a. Because φ is a function (i.e. single-valued), isosurfaces
cannot self intersect over time, i.e. shapes defined in the static
model are strictly expanding or contracting over time. The dynamic
level set approach of Equation 3b is much more flexible and shall
serve as the basis of the segmentation scheme in this paper. Equa-
tion 3b is sometimes referred to as a “Hamilton-Jacobi-type” equa-
tion and defines an initial-value problem for the time-dependent φ .
Throughout the remainder of this paper we shall for simplicity refer
to this dynamical approach as the level set method – and completely
ignore the static alternative.

Thus, to summarize the essence of the (dynamic) level set ap-
proach; let ds=dt be the movement of a point on a surface as it
deforms, such that it can be expressed in terms of the position of
s 2 U and the geometry of the surface at that point, which is, in
turn, a differential expression of the implicit function, φ . This gives
a partial differential equation on φ : s � s(t)

∂φ
∂ t

=�∇φ � ds
dt
��∇φ �F(s;Dφ ;D2φ ; : : :); (4)

where F is a user-defined “speed” term which depends on a set of
order-n derivatives of φ , Dnφ , evaluated at s, as well as other func-
tions of s. Because this relationship applies to every level set of φ ,
i.e. all values of k, this equation can be applied to all of U , and
therefore the movements of all the level set surfaces embedded in
φ can be calculated from Equation 4. Such level set methods are
well documented in the literature for applications such as compu-
tational physics [34], image processing [35, 36], computer vision
[6, 37], medical image analysis [6, 38], shape morphing[39], and
3D reconstruction [40].

The level set representation has a number of practical and theo-
retical advantages over conventional surface models, especially in
the context of deformation and segmentation. First, level set models
are topologically flexible, they easily represent complicated surface
shapes that can, form holes, split to form multiple objects, or merge
with other objects to form a single structure. These models can in-
corporate many (millions) of degrees of freedom, and therefore they
can accommodate complex shapes such as the dendrite in Figure 1.
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Figure 6: Level set segmentation stages – initialization and surface
deformation.

Indeed, the shapes formed by the level sets of φ are restricted only
by the resolution of the sampling. Thus, there is no need to repa-
rameterize the model as it undergoes significant changes in shape.

Level set methods have been shown to be effective in extracting
surface structures from biological and medical data. For instance
Malladi et al. [6] propose a method in which the level sets form an
expanding or contracting contour which tends to “cling” to inter-
esting features in 2D angiograms. At the same time the contour is
also influenced by its own curvature, and therefore remains smooth.
Whitaker has shown [38, 41, 42] that level sets can be used to simu-
late conventional deformable surface models, and demonstrated this
by extracting skin and tumors from thick-sliced (e.g. clinical) MR
data, and by reconstructing a fetal face from 3D ultrasound. A vari-
ety of authors [36, 43, 44] have presented variations on the method
with results for 2D and 3D data. Sethian [7] gives several examples
of level set curves and surface for segmenting CT and MR data.

The purpose of this paper is to present a collection of initializa-
tion and level set mechanisms which form a “toolbox” for volume
dataset segmentation. We also show how these methods can be
combined to solve the problems presented in Figures 1–4. These
tools provide a set of techniques that are not as direct as simple
thresholding or volume rendering but are more powerful than the
“hand-contouring” that is currently the state-of-the-art in many ap-
plications, such as the dendrite example in Figure 1.

4 Segmentation Stages

Our level set segmentation process has two major stages, initializa-
tion and level set surface deformation, as seen in Figure 6. Each
stage is equally important for generating a correct segmentation.
Within our framework a variety of operations are available in each
stage. A user must “mix-and-match” these operations in order to
produce the desired result.

4.1 Initialization

Because the deformable models move using gradient descent, they
seek local solutions, and therefore the results are strongly depen-
dent on the initialization, i.e., the starting position of the surface.
Thus, one controls the nature of the solution by specifying an ini-
tial model from which the surface deformation process proceeds.
We have implemented both computational (i.e. “semi-automated”)
and manual/interactive initialization schemes; each offers distinct
advantages in different situations.

4.1.1 Computational Initialization

Because the level set modeling technology is based on the isosur-
faces of volumes, we can, for many different types of problems,
computationally construct reasonable initial estimates directly from
the input data. We do this by combining a variety of techniques.

Linear filtering: We can filter the input data with a low-pass
filter (e.g. Gaussian kernel) to blur the data and thereby reduce

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: a) [color] Interactively positioning a CSG model relative
to a Marching Cubes mesh. b) Isosurface of a binary scan con-
version of the initialization CSG model. c) Final internal embryo
structures.

noise. This tends to distort shapes, but the initialization need
only be approximate.

Voxel classification: We can classify pixels based on the filtered
values of the input data. For greyscale images, such as those
used in this paper, the classification is equivalent to high and
low thresholding operations. These operations are usually ac-
curate to only voxel resolution (see [12] for alternatives), but
the deformation process will achieve sub-voxel results.

Topological/logical operations: This is the set of basic voxel
operations that takes into account position and connectivity.
It includes unions or intersections of voxel sets to create bet-
ter initializations. These logical operations can also incorpo-
rate user-defined primitives. Topological operations consist
of connected-component analyses (e.g. flood fill) to remove
small pieces or holes from objects.

Morphological filtering: This includes binary and greyscale
morphological operators on the initial voxel set. For the re-
sults in the paper we implement openings and closings using
morphological propagators [45, 46] implemented with level
set surface models. This involves defining offset surfaces of φ
by expanding/contracting a surface according to the following
PDE,

∂φ
∂ t

=�j∇φ j; (5)

up to a certain time t. The value of t controls the offset dis-
tance from the original surface of φ(t = 0). A dilation of size
α , Dα , corresponds to the solution of Equation 5 at t = α us-
ing the positive sign, and likewise erosion, Eα , uses the neg-
ative sign. One can now define a morphological opening op-
erator Oα by first applying an erosion followed by a dilation
of φ , i.e. Oα φ = Dα Æ Eα φ , which removes small pieces or
thin appendages. A closing is defined as Cα φ = Eα ÆDα φ ,
and closes small gaps or holes within objects. Both opera-
tions have the qualitative effect of low-pass filtering the iso-
surfaces in φ—an opening by removing material and a closing
by adding material. Both operations tend to distort the shapes
of the surfaces on which they operate, which is acceptable for
the initialization because it will be followed by a surface de-
formation.

4.1.2 Interactive Initialization

Computational initialization may not always produce a reasonable
starting model that deforms into an acceptable final result. Such is
the case with the frog-embryo data shown in Figure 4. For volumes
that do not allow one to automatically generate an initial model, it



is desirable and easier for the user to interactively specify the initial
model which is then deformed to fit to the input data. The interac-
tive initialization process has four steps and is presented in Figures
4(b), and 7(a-c). First, the user generates a Marching Cubes mesh
from the input volume. This gives some indication of the structures
present in the data (Figure 4(b)). The user then creates a Construc-
tive Solid Geometry (CSG) model which defines the shape of the
initial surface. The CSG model in blue is interactively positioned
relative to the Marching Cubes mesh (Figure 7(a)). The CSG model
is scan-converted into a binary volume, with voxels simply marked
as inside (1) or outside (0), using standard CSG evaluation tech-
niques [47] within our modeling system [48]. An isosurface of the
initialization volume dataset generated from the torus and sphere in
Figure 7(a) is presented in Figure 7(b), isovalue = 0.5. This volume
dataset is then used as the starting model for the level set deforma-
tion stage, which produces the final result seen in Figure 7(c).

4.2 Level Set Surface Deformation

The initialization should position the model near the desired so-
lution while retaining certain properties such as smoothness, con-
nectivity, etc. Given a rough initial estimate, the surface deforma-
tion process moves the surface model toward specific features in the
data. One must choose those properties of the input data to which
the model will be attracted and what role the shape of the model
will have in the deformation process. Typically, the deformation
process combines a data term with a smoothing term, which pre-
vents the solution from fitting too closely to noise-corrupted data.
There are a variety of surface-motion terms that can be used in suc-
cession or simultaneously, in a linear combination to form F(x) in
Equation 4.

Curvature: This is the smoothing term. For the work presented
here we use the mean curvature of the isosurface H to form a
vector in the direction of the surface normal n given by

F(x) = Hn =

�
∇ � ∇φ

j∇φ j
�

∇φ
j∇φ j : (6)

The mean curvature is also the normal variation of the sur-
face area (i.e., minimal surface area). There are a variety of
options for second-order smoothing terms [41], and the ques-
tion of efficient, effective higher-order smoothing terms is the
subject of on-going research [7]. For the work in this paper,
we combine mean curvature with one of the following three
terms, weighting it by a factor β , which is tuned to each spe-
cific application.

Edges: Conventional edge detectors from the image process-
ing literature produce sets of “edge” voxels that are associ-
ated with areas of high contrast. For this work we use a gra-
dient magnitude threshold combined with non-maximal sup-
pression, which is a 3D generalization of the method of Canny
[16]. The edge operator typically requires a scale parameter
and a gradient threshold. For the scale, we use small, Gaus-
sian kernels with standard deviation σ = [0:5��1:0] voxel
units. The threshold depends on the contrast of the volume.
The distance transform on this edge map produces a volume
that has minima at those edges. The gradient of this volume
produces a field that attracts the model to these edges. The
edges are limited to voxel resolution because of the mecha-
nism by which they are detected. Although this fitting is not
sub-voxel accurate, it has the advantage that it can pull mod-
els toward edges from significant distances, and thus inaccu-
rate initial estimates can be brought into close alignment with
high-contrast regions, i.e. edges, in the input data. If E is

the set of edges, and D
E
(x) is the distance transform to those

edges, then the movement of the surface model is given by

F(x) = ∇D
E
(x): (7)

Greyscale features—gradient magnitude: Surface models can
also be attracted to certain greyscale features in the input
data. For instance, the gradient magnitude indicates areas of
high contrast in volumes. By following the gradient of such
greyscale features, surface models are drawn to minimum or
maximum values of that feature. Typically greyscale features,
such as the gradient magnitude are computed with a scale op-
erator, e.g., a derivative-of-Gaussian kernel. If models are
properly initialized, they can move according to the gradi-
ent of the gradient magnitude and settle onto the edges of an
object at a resolution that is finer than the original volume.

If G(x) is some greyscale feature, for instance G(x) = j∇I(x)j,
where I(x) is the input data (appropriately filtered—we use
Gaussian kernels with σ � 0:5), then

F(x) =�∇G(x); (8)

where a positive sign moves surfaces towards maxima and the
negative sign towards minima.

Isosurface: Surface models can also expand or contract to con-
form to isosurfaces in the input data. To a first order approxi-
mation, the distance from a point x 2U to the k-level surface
of I is given by (I(x)� k)=j∇Ij. If we let g(α) be a fuzzy

threshold, e.g., g(α) = α=
p

1+α2, then

F(x) =
∇φ
j∇φ jg

�
I(x)� k
j∇Ij

�
(9)

causes the surfaces of φ to expand or contract to match the
k isosurface of I. This term combined with curvature or one
of the other fitting terms can create “quasi-isosurfaces” that
also include other considerations, such as smoothness or edge
strength.

5 Results

This section describes how our approach may be used to extract
structures from the data described in Section 2. We present surface
renderings of the resulting models and detail the specific methods
needed to construct each model.

Figure 10 shows 3D renderings of the sequence of steps per-
formed on the ET dendrite data from Figure 1. The first two are
the initialization steps, generating a smoothed isosurface and filling
gaps with topological and morphological operations. The second
two are surface deformation steps, first fitting to discrete edges and
then to the gradient magnitude. Figure 8 shows a slice with the
boundary of the solution drawn in red, that confirms the accuracy
of the results—the red boundary is only an indicator of the solution
because it is limited to voxel resolution while the level set model
has sub-voxel resolution. This figure also shows the same result
for a smoothed isosurface—which is significantly affected by den-
sity fluctuations in the data. Figures 9 and 11 show the results of
the proposed method compared to the results of a manual segmen-
tation, which took approximately 10 hours of slice-by-slice hand
contouring. The manual method suffers from slice-wise artifacts,
and, because of the size and complexity of the dataset, the manual
segmentation is unable to capture the level of detail that we obtain
with the surface-fitting results. Manual segmentation can, however,
form connections that are not well supported by the data in order
to complete the “spines” that cover this dendrite. These types of



(a) (b)

Figure 8: [color] a) Voxel-resolution contours of a dendrite using
our level set approach. b) Voxel-resolution contours of the isosur-
face of the smoothed sampling of the same dendrite.

“judgments” that humans make when they perform such tasks by
hand are a mixed blessing. Humans can use high-level knowledge
about the problem to fill in where the data is weak, but the expec-
tations of a trained operator can interfere with seeing unexpected
or unusual features in the data. Our future work will attempt to in-
corporate user input to guide the surface-fitting results to obtain a
better blend of user expectations and data-driven modeling.

Figure 12 shows the results of fitting a surface model to the MR
head data shown in Figure 2. Figure 12(a) is a rendering of the
initial model which is the result of smoothing the data, using a flood
fill on the exterior to remove isolated holes or bubbles within the
head, and treating the model with a closing, C5:0. Figure 12(b)
shows the results of fitting to the isosurface with a curvature term
to ensure smoothness. Some detail is lost around the lips and ears,
but overall the fidelity is good and the smoother, simpler surface
model suites our application quite well [20].

Figure 13 presents 3D renderings of the sequence of steps per-
formed on the mouse MR data from Figure 3. The first step is the
initialization, and the second two are the surface deformation, first
fitting to discrete edges and then to the gradient magnitude. This is
a significant improvement over the result in Figure 3(b) which suf-
fers from noise and misclassifications. Figure 13(d) presents sev-
eral other structures that were segmented from the mouse embryo
dataset. The skin (grey) and the liver (blue) were isolated using
computational initialization. The brain ventricles (red) and the eyes
(green) were segmented with interactive initialization.

Figure 14 presents models from four samples of the MR series
of the developing frog embryo. The top left image (Hour 9) shows
the first evident structure, the blastocoel, in blue, surrounded by the
outside casing of the embryo in grey. The top right image (Hour 16)
demonstrates the expansion of the blastocoel and the development
of the blastoporal lip in red. In the bottom left image (Hour 20)
the blastoporal lip has collapsed, the blastocoel has contracted, and
the archenteron in green has developed. In the bottom right image
(Hour 30) the blastocoel has collapsed and only the archenteron is
present. As can been seen from Figure 4(b) that it may be difficult to
isolate structures using only their voxel values. We therefore used
our interactive techniques to isolate (during initialization) most of
the structures in the frog embryo samples.

Table 1 describes for each dataset the specific techniques and
parameters we used for the results in this paper. These parameters
were obtained by first making a sensible guess based on the con-
trasts and sizes of features in the data and then using trial and error
to obtain acceptable results. Each dataset was processed between
4 and 8 times to achieve these results. More tuning could improve
things further, and once these parameters are set, they work moder-
ately well for similar modalities with similar subjects. The method
is iterative, but the update times are proportional to the surface area.
On an SGI 180MHz MIPS 10000 machine, the smaller mouse MR
dataset required approximately 10 minutes of CPU time, and the
dendrite dataset ran for approximately 45 minutes. Most of this
time was spent in the initialization (which requires several com-
plete passes through the data) and in the edge detection. The frog

(a) (b)

Figure 9: [color] a) Rendering of a dendrite segmented using our
the proposed method. b) Rendering of the same dendrite, but this
time segmented manually.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: a) The steps in the surface fitting process: An isosurface
of smoothed data. b) Morphological operators fill in gaps and re-
move smaller, disconnected pieces. c) Fitting to edges brings the
model closer to high-contrast regions in the data. d) Fitting to max-
imal gradient magnitude gives more detail.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: [color] a) Close-up view of the final result of the dendrite
rendering using our scheme – note the level of details. b) Close-up
view of the manual segmentation – note the lack of detail compared
to the proposed method.

(a) (b)

Figure 12: a) This image shows the rough initialization surface used
for a level set segmentation of an MR scanned head. A small section
of the surface has been removed to show that it does not contain in-
ternal structures. b) The final result is smoothed (almost no aliasing
from the scanning slices), but with good fidelity.

embryo datasets needed only a few minutes of processing time, be-
cause they did not require computational initialization and are sig-
nificantly smaller than the other example datatsets.

6 Conclusions

This paper describes a system that uses level set surface models
in conjunction with a suite of initialization techniques to segment
structures in volume data. Level set surface modeling is a tech-
nology that allows one to manipulate or deform the isosurfaces of
a volume toward interesting features in the input data. Because
the technology is volumetric, it provides opportunities to combine
voxel-based techniques, such as filtering, classification, and mor-
phology with surface-fitting methods based on deformable models.
We have shown that combining level set methods with a variety of
initialization techniques produces a powerful framework capable of
segmenting many different types of volume datasets. In the case
of the ET dendrite data, our approach offers significant advantages
in both time and quality over hand-contoured segmentations, which
are currently the state-of-the-art.

Currently there are two significant drawbacks of the proposed
method. First is the choice of parameters. There are a number of
parameters that must be tuned, and their settings affect the final
solution. The second drawback is the computation time, which is
quite long for large datasets. The second problem aggravates the
first, because exploring the parameter space by trial and error is a
potentially lengthy process. Future work will focus on increasing
the update rates by parallelizing the computation. This is feasible
because the numerical methods lend themselves to a spatial decom-
position of the model domain. If the updates were sufficiently fast,
users can explore the parameter space interactively by turning var-
ious knobs and evaluating the quality of the results. This would
greatly increase the effectiveness of the method.
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Dataset Initialization Surface Fitting

Dendrite

1. Gaussian blur σ = 0:5
2. Threshold: I < 127

3. Fill isolated holes
4. Morphology: O0:5 ÆC1:5

1. Edge fitting: σ = 0:75, threshold = 6, β =
0:1

2. Gradient magnitude fitting: σ = 0:5, β = 1:0

Head

1. Gaussian blur σ = 1:0
2. Threshold: I > 30

3. Fill isolated holes
4. Morphology: C5:0

1. Isosurface fitting: β = 5:0, k = 30.

Mouse

1. Gaussian blur σ = 0:5
2. Threshold: I > 3, I < 60

3. Fill isolated holes
4. Morphology: O2:0 ÆC3:0

1. Edge fitting: σ = 0:75, threshold = 20, β = 2
2. Gradient magnitude fitting: σ = 0:5, β =

16:0

Frog 1. Interactive
1. Gradient magnitude fitting: σ = 1:25, β =

1:0

Table 1: Parameters for processing example datasets.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13: a) The initialization of a mouse liver dataset using mor-
pholog to remove small pieces and holes. b) Surface fitting to dis-
crete edges. c) The final fit to maxima of gradient magnitude. d)
[color] Final mouse embryo model with skin (grey), liver (blue),
brain ventricles (red), and eyes (green).

Figure 14: [color] Geometric structures extracted from MRI scans
of a developing frog embryo, with blastocoel (blue), blastoporal lip
(red), and archenteron (green). Hour 9 (top left). Hour 16 (top
right). Hour 20 (bottom left). Hour 30 (bottom right).
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GPU Narrow-Band Solver
• Goals

1. Leverage GPU parallelism
2. Perform sparse computation
3. Minimize GPU memory usage
4. Fast update of sparse data structures
5. Interactive visualization

Algorithm Goals
AlgorithmAlgorithm
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Algorithm Solutions
Pack Active Voxels Into 2D Texture

Increase parallelism, reduce computation and memory use

Efficient GPU-to-CPU Message Passing
Fast update of packed data structure

On-The-Fly Decompression Volume Rendering
Interactive visualization without increasing memory use

AlgorithmAlgorithm
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Multi-Dimensional Virtual Memory
3D virtual memory
2D physical memory
16 x 16 pixel pages

Algorithm

A Dynamic, Sparse GPU Data Structure
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A Dynamic, Sparse GPU Data Structure
GPU: Computes PDE

Level-set computation (2D physical memory)
Issues memory requests

CPU: Manages memory
Memory manager
Page table (3D virtual memory)

Algorithm

CPU GPU

Physical Addresses for 
Active Memory Pages

Memory Requests

PDE 
Computation

15-250 passes

Algorithm
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A Dynamic, Sparse GPU Data Structure
Problem

Neighbor lookups across page boundaries
Branching slow on GPU

Solution
Substreams

Create homogeneous data streams
Resolve conditionals with geometry
Lefohn 2003, Goodnight 2003, Harris 2003
Optimizes cache and pre-fetch performance

AlgorithmAlgorithm
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GPU-to-CPU Message Passing

Problem: Active Voxel Set is Time-Dependent
GPU memory request mechanism
Low bandwidth GPU-to-CPU communication

Solution
Compress GPU memory request
Use GPU computation to save GPU-to-CPU bandwidth

Algorithm

Mipmapping

s +x -x +y -y +z -z φ
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Overview

Why?
Motivation and previous work

How?
Streaming level-set algorithm
Real-time visualization (with Joe Kniss)
Segmentation application

Does it work?
Live demonstration
User study
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Direct Volume Rendering of Level Set
Reconstruct 2D Slice of Virtual Memory Space

On-the-fly decompression on GPU
Use 2D geometry and texture coordinates

Visualization
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Direct Volume Rendering of Level Set

Deferred Filtering: Volume Rendering Compressed Data
2D slice-based rendering: No data duplication
Tri-linear interpolation
Full transfer function and lighting capabilities

Visualization
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Overview

Why?
Motivation and previous work

How?
Streaming level-set algorithm
Real-time visualization
Segmentation application

Does it work?
Demonstration
User study
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Level-Set Segmentation Application

Idea: Segment Surface from 3D Image
Begin with “seed” surface
Deform surface into target segmentation

Application
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Demo
Segmentation of MRI volumes

1283 scalar volume

Hardware Details
ATI Radeon 9800 Pro
1.7 GHz Intel Pentium 4
1 GB of RAM

Results
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Movie
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GPU Narrow-Band Performance

Performance
10x – 15x faster than optimized CPU version (Insight Toolkit)
Linear dependence on size of narrow band

Bottlenecks
Fragment processor (~80%)
Conservative time step

Need for global accumulation register (min, max, sum, etc.)

Results
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Overview

Why?
Motivation and previous work

How?
Streaming level-set algorithm
Real-time visualization
Segmentation application

Does it work?
Demonstration
User study (with Josh Cates)
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Evaluation User Study
Goal

Can a user quickly find parameter settings to create an
accurate, precise 3D segmentation?

Relative to hand contouring

Evaluation
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User Study Results
Efficiency

6 ± 3 minutes per segmentation (vs multiple hours)
Solver idle 90% - 95% of time

Precision
Intersubject similarity significantly better
94.04% ± 0.04% vs. 82.65% ± 0.07%

Accuracy
Within error bounds of expert hand segmentations
Compares well with other semi-automatic techniques

Kaus et al., Radiology, 2001

Evaluation
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Summary
Interactive Level-Set System

10x – 15x speedup over optimized CPU implementation
Intuitive parameter tuning
User study evaluation

Algorithm Developments
Multi-dimensional virtual memory
GPU-to-CPU Message passing
Volume rendering packed data

Conclusions
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That was two years ago…
GPUs have quadrupled in speed
New sparse-field CPU level-set methods

Template library for generic GPU data structures
“Glift : Generic, Efficient, Random-Access GPU Data
Structures.”

ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG)
Greatly simplifies implementing data structures like this

Research on octree-based GPU PDE solver is in-
progress…
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Future Directions

Other Level-Set Applications
Surface processing, surface reconstruction, physical simulation

Integrate GPGPU Code Into Open Source Software
The Insight Toolkit (www.itk.org)?

“Interactive Visualization”
User-controllable PDE solvers
Combine automatic and by-hand methods
New visualization and computation challenges

Conclusions
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Questions?
For More Information

Google “Lefohn level set”
http://graphics.cs.ucdavis.edu/~lefohn/
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A Streaming Narrow-Band Algorithm: Interactive
Computation and Visualization of Level Sets

Aaron E. Lefohn, Joe M. Kniss, Charles D. Hansen, Ross T. Whitaker

(Invited Paper)

Fig. 1. Interactive level-set segmentation of a brain tumor from a 256 ×
256 × 198 MRI with volume rendering to give context to the segmented
surface. A clipping plane shows the user the source data, the volume rendering,
and the segmentation simultaneously. The segmentation and volume rendering
parameters are set by the user probing data values on the clipping plane.

Abstract— Deformable isosurfaces, implemented with level-set
methods, have demonstrated a great potential in visualization and
computer graphics for applications such as segmentation, surface
processing, and physically-based modeling. Their usefulness has
been limited, however, by their high computational cost and
reliance on significant parameter tuning. This paper presents
a solution to these challenges by describing graphics processor
(GPU) based algorithms for solving and visualizing level-set
solutions at interactive rates. The proposed solution is based on
a new, streaming implementation of the narrow-band algorithm.
The new algorithm packs the level-set isosurface data into
2D texture memory via a multi-dimensional virtual memory
system. As the level-set moves, this texture-based representation
is dynamically updated via a novel GPU-to-CPU message passing
scheme. By integrating the level-set solver with a real-time volume
renderer, a user can visualize and intuitively steer the level-set
surface as it evolves. We demonstrate the capabilities of this
technology for interactive volume segmentation and visualization.

Index Terms— Deformable Models, Image Segmentation, Vol-
ume Visualization, GPU, Level Sets, Streaming Computation,
Virtual Memory

All authors are associated with the Scientific Computing and Imaging
Institute at the University of Utah.

e-mail:{lefohn|jmk|hansen|whitaker}@sci.utah.edu

I. INTRODUCTION

Level-set methods [1] rely on partial differential equations
(PDEs) to model deforming isosurfaces. These methods have
applications in a wide range of fields such as visualization, sci-
entific computing, computer graphics, and computer vision [2],
[3]. Applications in visualization include volume segmenta-
tion [4], surface processing [5], and surface reconstruction [6].

The use of level sets in visualization can be problematic.
Level sets are relatively slow to compute and they typically
introduce several free parameters that control the surface
deformation and the quality of the results. Setting these free
parameters can be difficult because, in many scenarios, a
user must wait minutes or hours to observe the results of a
parameter change. Although efforts have been made to take
advantage of the sparse nature of the computation, the most
highly optimized solvers are still far from interactive. This
paper proposes a solution to the above problems by mapping
the level-set PDE solver to a commodity graphics processor.

While the proposed technology has a wide range of uses
within visualization and elsewhere, this paper focuses on a
particular application: the analysis and visualization of volume
data. By accelerating the PDE solver to interactive rates and
coupling it to a real-time volume renderer, it is possible to
visualize and steer the computation of a level-set surface as it
moves toward interesting regions within a volume. The volume
renderer provides visual context for the evolving level set due
to the global nature of the transfer function’s opacity and color
assignment. Also, the results of a level-set segmentation can
specify a region-of-interest for the volume renderer [7].

The main contributions of this paper are:

• An integrated system demonstrating that level-set compu-
tations can be intuitively controlled by coupling a real-
time volume renderer with an interactive solver

• A GPU-based 3D level-set solver that is approximately
15 times faster than previous optimized solutions

• A multi-dimensional virtual memory scheme for GPU
texture memory that supports computation on time-
dependent, sparse data

• Real-time volume rendering directly from a packed, 2D
texture format. The technique also enables volume ren-
dering from a data set represented as a single set of 2D
slices.

• A message passing scheme between the GPU and CPU
that uses automatic mipmap generation to create compact,
encoded messages

• Efficient computation of a volumetric distance transform
on the GPU
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Level Sets

This paper describes a new solver for an implicit repre-
sentation of deformable surface models called the method
of level sets [1]. The use of level sets has been widely
documented in the visualization literature, and several works
give comprehensive reviews of the method and the associated
numerical techniques [2], [3]. Here we merely review the
notation and describe the particular formulation that is relevant
to this paper.

An implicit model represents a surface as the set of points
S = {x̄|φ(x̄) = 0}, where φ : R

3 �→ R. Level-set methods
relate the motion of that surface to a PDE on the volume, i.e.

∂φ/∂t = −∇φ · v̄, (1)

where v̄ describes the motion of the surface. Note that v̄
can vary in both space and time. Within this framework one
can implement a wide range of deformations by defining an
appropriate v̄. This velocity term is often a combination of
several other terms, including data-dependent terms, geometric
terms (e.g. curvature), and others. In many applications, these
velocities introduce free parameters, and the proper tuning
of those parameters is critical to making the level-set model
behave in a desirable manner. Equation (1) is the general form
of the level-set equation, which can be tuned for wide variety
of problems and which motivates the architecture of our solver.

The proposed solver addresses the issues surrounding the
solutions of (1). For this paper, however, we restrict the
discussion on the particular form of this equation that is
suitable for the segmentation application described in Sect. VI-
A. This special case of (1) occurs when v̄ = G(x̄, t̄)n̄, where
n̄ is the surface normal and G is a scalar field, which we refer
to as the speed of the level set. In this case (1) becomes

∂φ/∂t = −|∇φ|G. (2)

Equation (2) describes a surface motion in the direction of the
surface normal, and thus the volume enclosed by the surface
expands or contracts, depending on the sign and magnitude of
G.

Another important special case occurs when G, in (2), is the
mean curvature of the level-set surface. The mean curvature
of the level sets of φ are expressed as

H =
1
2
∇ · ∇φ

|∇φ| . (3)

In volume segmentation and surface reconstruction this mean
curvature term is typically combined with an application-
specific data term in order to obtain a smooth result that
reflects interesting properties in the data.

There is a special case of (1) in which the surface mo-
tion is strictly inward or outward. In such cases the PDE
can be solved somewhat efficiently using the fast marching
method [3] and variations thereof [8]. However, this case
covers only a very small subset of interesting speed functions.
In general, we are concerned with solutions that allow the
model to expand and contract as well as include a curvature
term.

Initiallize
Computational 

Domain

Execute
Kernel

Update
Computational 

Domain

1
2

3

Fig. 2. The three fundamental steps in a sparse-grid solver. Step 1 initializes
the sparse computational domain. Step 2 executes the computational kernel
on each element in the domain. Step 3 updates the domain if necessary. Steps
2 and 3 are repeated for each solver iteration.

Efficient algorithms for solving the more general equation
rely on the observation that at any one time step the only
parts of the solution that are important are those adjacent
to the moving surface (near points where φ = 0). This
observation places level-set solvers as part of a larger class
of solvers that efficiently operate on time-dependent, sparse
computational domains—i.e. a subset of the original problem
domain (Figure 2).

Two of the most common CPU-based level-set solver tech-
niques are the narrow-band [9] and sparse-field [6], [10]
methods. Both approaches limit the computation to a narrow
region near the isosurface yet store the complete computational
domain in memory. The narrow-band approach implements the
initialization and update steps in Figure 2 (Steps 1 and 3) by
updating the embedding, φ, on a band of 10-20 pixels around
the model, using a signed distance transform implemented with
the fast marching method [3]. The band is reinitialized when-
ever the model (defined as a particular level set) approaches
the edge. In contrast, the sparse-field method only traverses the
complete domain during the initialization step of the algorithm
in Figure 2. The sparse-field approach keeps a linked list of
active data elements. The list is incrementally updated via a
distance transform after each iteration. Even with this very
narrow band of computation, update rates using conventional
processors on typical resolutions (e.g. 2563 voxels) are not
interactive. This is the motivation behind our GPU-based
solver. Although the new solver borrows ideas from both
the narrow-band and sparse-field algorithms, it implements a
new solution that conforms to the architectural restrictions of
GPUs.

B. Scientific Computation on Graphics Processors

Graphics processing units have been developed primarily
for the computer gaming industry, but over the last several
years researchers have come to recognize them as a low cost,
high performance computing platform. Two important trends
in GPU development, increased programmability and higher
precision arithmetic processing, have helped to foster new non-
gaming applications.

For many data-parallel computations, graphics processors
out-perform central processing units (CPUs) by more than an
order of magnitude because of their streaming architecture [11]
and dedicated high-speed memory. In the streaming model of
computation, arrays of input data are processed identically by
the same computation kernel to produce output data streams.
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In contrast to vector architectures, the computation kernel
in a streaming architecture may consist of many (possibly
thousands) of instructions and use temporary registers to hold
intermediate values. The GPU takes advantage of the data-
level parallelism inherent in the streaming model by having
many identical processing units execute the computation in
parallel.

Currently GPUs must be programmed via graphics APIs
such as OpenGL or DirectX. Therefore all computations must
be cast in terms of computer graphics primitives such as
vertices, textures, texture coordinates, etc. Figure 3 depicts the
computation pipeline of a typical GPU. Vertices and texture
coordinates are first processed by the vertex processor. The
rasterizer then interpolates across the primitives defined by
the vertices and generates fragments (i.e. pixels). The fragment
processor applies textures and/or performs computations that
determine the final pixel value. A render pass is a set of data
passing completely through this pipeline. It can also be thought
of as the complete processing of a stream by a given kernel
(i.e. a ForEach call).

Grid-based computations are solved by first transferring
the initial data into texture memory. The GPU performs the
computation by rendering graphics primitives that access this
texture. In the simplest case, a computation is performed on all
elements of a 2D texture by drawing a quadrilateral that covers
the same number of grid points (pixels) as the texture. Memory
addresses that identify each fragment’s data value as well as
the location of its neighbors are given as texture coordinates.
A fragment program (the kernel) then uses these addresses
to read data from texture memory, perform the computation,
and write the result back to texture memory. A 3D grid
is processed as a sequence of 2D slices. This computation
model has been used by a number of researchers to map
a wide variety of computationally demanding problems to
GPUs. Examples include matrix multiplication, finite element
methods, multi-grid solvers, and others [12]–[14]. All of these
examples demonstrate a homogeneous sequence of operations
over a densely populated grid structure.

Strzodka et al. [15] were the first to show that the level-
set equations could be solved using a graphics processor.
Their solver implements the two-dimensional level-set method
using a time-invariant speed function for flood-fill-like image
segmentation, without the associated curvature. Lefohn and
Whitaker demonstrate a full three dimensional level-set solver,
with curvature, running on a graphics processor [16]. Neither
of these approaches, however, take advantage of the sparse
nature of level-set PDEs and therefore they perform only
marginally better (e.g. twice as fast) than sparse or narrow
band CPU implementations.

This paper presents a GPU computational model that sup-
ports time-dependent, sparse grid problems. These problems
are difficult to solve efficiently with GPUs for two reasons. The
first is that in order to take advantage of the GPU’s parallelism,
the streams being processed must be large, contiguous blocks
of data, and thus grid points near the level-set surface model
must be packed into a small number of textures. The second
difficulty is that the level set moves with each time step,
and thus the packed representation must readily adapt to the

Vertex & Texture
Coordinate data

Vertex Program

Rasterize

Fragment

Program

Texture data

Frame/Pixel Buffer

Fig. 3. The modern graphics processor pipeline.

changing position of the model. This requirement is in contrast
to the recent sparse matrix solvers [17], [18] and previous
work on rendering with compressed data [19], [20]. Recent
work by Sherbondy et al. [21] describes an alternative time-
dependent, sparse GPU computation model which is discussed
in Section VI-C.

C. Hardware-Accelerated Volume Rendering

Volume rendering is a flexible and efficient technique for
creating images from 3D data [22]–[24]. With the advent of
dedicated hardware for rasterization and texturing, interactive
volume rendering has become one of the most widely used
techniques for visualizing moderately sized 3D rectilinear
data [25], [26]. In recent years, graphics hardware has become
more programmable, permitting rendering features with an
image quality that rival sophisticated software techniques [27],
[28]. In this paper, we describe a novel volume rendering
system that leverages programmable graphics hardware to
render the packed level-set solution data.

III. A VIRTUAL MEMORY ADDRESS SCHEME FOR SPARSE

COMPUTATION

The limited computational capabilities of modern GPUs,
their data-parallel streaming architecture, and our goal of
interactive performance impose some important design re-
strictions on the proposed solver. For instance, the data-
parallel computation model requires homogeneous operations
on the entire computational domain, and memory constraints
require us to process and store only the active domain on the
computational processor (i.e. the GPU). Furthermore, GPUs do
not support scatter write operations, and the communication
bandwidth between the GPU and CPU is insufficient to allow
transmission of any significant portion of the computational
domain. Our new streaming, narrow-band level-set solver
works efficiently within these restrictions and leverages GPU
capabilities by packing the active computational domain into
2D texture memory. The GPU solves the 3D, level-set PDE
directly on this packed format and quickly updates the packed
representation after each solver iteration.

Re-mapping the computational domain (a subset of a vol-
ume) to take advantage of the GPU’s capabilities has the unfor-
tunate effect of making the computational kernels extremely
complicated—that is difficult to design, debug, and modify.
The kernel programmer must take the physical memory layout
into consideration each time the kernel addresses memory.
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Other researchers have successfully re-mapped computational
domains to efficiently leverage the GPU’s capabilities [12],
[17], [18], [29], but they invariably describe these complex
kernels in terms of the physical memory layout. This section
presents a solution to this problem for level-set computation
that allows kernels to access memory as if it were stored in the
original, 3D domain—irrespective of the 2D physical layout
used on the GPU. Our solution is an extension to the virtual
memory systems used in modern operating systems.

A. Traditional Virtual Memory Overview

Nearly all modern operating systems contain a virtual
memory system [30]. The purpose of virtual memory is to give
the programmer the illusion that the application has access
to a contiguous memory address space, while allowing the
operating system to allocate memory for each process on
demand, in manageable increments, from whatever physical
resources happen to be available. Note that there are two
meanings of virtual memory. The first is the mapping from a
logical address space to a physical address space. The second
is the mechanism for mapping logical memory onto a physical
memory hierarchy (e.g. main memory, disk, etc). For this
discussion, virtual memory only refers to the former definition.

Virtual memory works by adding a level of indirection
between physical memory and the memory accessed by an
application. Most conventional virtual memory systems divide
physical and virtual memory into equally sized pages. The
data addressed by an application’s contiguous virtual address
space will often be stored in many, disconnected physical
memory pages. A page table tracks the mapping from virtual
to physical memory pages. When an application requests
memory, the system allocates physical memory pages and
updates the page table. Note that the virtual and physical pages
are identically sized.

When an application accesses memory via a virtual address,
the system must first perform a virtual-to-physical address
translation. The virtual address, VA, is first converted to a
virtual page number, VPN. The system uses the page table to
convert the VPN to a physical page address, PPA. The PPA is
the physical address of the first element in a page. Finally, the
memory system obtains the physical address, PA, by adding
the PPA to the offset, OFF. The OFF is the linear distance
between the virtual address and the beginning of the virtual
page which contains it. The address computation is

VPN ← VA
S[P]

PPA ← PageTable(VPN)
OFF ← mod(VA,S[P])
PA ← PPA + OFF,

(4)

where S[P] is the size of a memory page.

B. Multi-Dimensional Virtual Memory for GPUs

The virtual memory system used in our solver is a multi-
dimensional extension of the traditional virtual memory sys-
tem described in Section III-A.

Traditional virtual memory systems use one-dimensional
virtual and physical address spaces. Our system uses a 3D

Virtual Data (
�

) Virtual Page (
�

)

Physical Memory ( � ) Physical Page ( �   )

Page
Table

Inverse
Page
Table

Virtual Space

Physical Space

�

�

Fig. 4. The multi-dimensional virtual and physical memory spaces used
in our virtual memory system. The original problem space is V, the virtual
address space. The virtual page space, VP, is a subdivided version of V.
Virtual memory pages are mapped to the physical page space, GP, by the
page table. The inverse page table maps physical pages in GP to virtual
pages in VP. The collection of all elements in GP constitute G, the physical
memory of the hardware.

virtual and a 2D physical memory address space. We use a
3D virtual memory space because the level-set computation is
inherently volumetric. The 2D physical memory address space
is motivated by the fact that GPUs are optimized to process
2D memory regions. By using a 2D physical address space,
we are able to process the entire active volumetric domain
simultaneously. This maximizes the benefit of the parallel,
SIMD architecture of the GPU. We also make the simplifying
assumption that virtual and physical pages are identical in
dimension and size. Thus, the virtual space is not partitioned
equally in all axes: 2D pages must be stacked in 3D to populate
the problem domain as seen in Figure 4. Our system uses
pages of size S[P] = (16, 16). This size represents a good
compromise between a tight fit to the narrow computational
domain and the overhead of managing and computing pages.
Empirical results validate this choice.

We now introduce notation for the various address spaces
in our system. We notate the space of K-length vectors of
integers as Z

K . The set of all voxels in the 3D virtual address
space (i.e. the problem domain) is defined as V ⊂ Z

3. Each
of the virtual memory pages is a set of contiguous voxels in
V; the space of all virtual pages is VP (Figure 4). Similarly,
the physical address space, G ⊂ Z

2, is subdivided into pages
to form the physical page space, GP. The elements within
a virtual or physical page are addressed identically using
elements of P ⊂ Z

2. We also define a size operator for the 2D
and 3D spaces described above. For X in {V,VP,G,GP,P},
we define S[X] to be a 2-vector or 3-vector (according to
the dimension of X) giving the number of elements along
each axis of the space X . Note that S[VP] = S[V]/S[P] and
S[GP] = S[G]/S[P] (using component-wise division).

Virtual-to-physical address translation in a multi-
dimensional virtual memory system works analogously
to the 1D algorithm. Virtual addresses are now 3D position
vectors in V and physical addresses are 2D vectors in G.
The page table is a 3D table that returns 2D physical page
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� � � �� � �� � �� � �

Virtual memory space Physical memory space

Page Table

� � 

� � �

 �

Fig. 5. The virtual-to-physical address translation scheme in our multi-
dimensional virtual memory system. A 3D virtual address, VA, is first
translated to a virtual page number, VPN. A page table translates the VPN
to a physical page address, PPA. The PPA specifies the origin of the physical
page containing the physical address, PA. The offset is then computed based
on the virtual address and used to obtain the final 2D physical address, PA.

addresses. With these multi-dimensional definitions in mind,
Eq (4) still applies to the vector-valued quantities. Figure 5
shows an example multi-dimensional address translation.

For the level-set solver in this paper, the multi-dimensional
virtual memory system is implemented in part by the CPU and
in part by the GPU. The CPU manages the page table, handles
memory allocation/deallocation requests, and translates VPNs
to PPAs. The GPU issues memory allocation/deallocation re-
quests and computes physical addresses. We further divide the
GPU tasks between the various processors on the GPU. The
fragment processor creates memory allocation/deallocation re-
quests. The address translation implementation uses the vertex
processor and rasterizer to compute all PAs. Sections III-C
and III-D describe the architectural and efficiency reasons
for assigning the various virtual memory tasks to specific
processors.

C. Virtual-to-Physical Address Translation

This section explains the details of the virtual-to-physical
address scheme used in our GPU-based virtual memory sys-
tem. Because the translation algorithm is executed each time
the kernel accesses memory, its optimization is fundamental
to the success of our method.

The simplest and most general way to implement the
virtual-to-physical address translation for a GPU-based virtual
memory system is to directly implement the computation in
(4) and store the page table on the GPU as a 3D texture. A
significant benefit of this approach is that it is completely gen-
eral. Unfortunately, without dedicated memory-management
hardware to accelerate the translation, this scheme suffers from
several efficiency problems. First, the page table lookup means
that a dependent texture read is required for each memory
access. A dependent texture is defined as using the result
of one texture lookup to index into another. This may cause
a significant loss in performance on current GPUs. Second,
storing the page table on the GPU consumes limited texture
memory. The third problem is that a divide, modulus, and
addition operation are required for each memory access. This
consumes costly and limited fragment program instructions.
Note that Section III-D discusses other problems with storing
the page table on the GPU related to the limited capabilities
of current GPU architectures.

Interior

Edge

Corner

Interior

Edge Corner

�

� � � �

� � � �

�

A B

C D

Fig. 6. The substream boundary cases used to statically resolve the
conditionals arising from 3 × 3 × 3 neighbor accesses across memory page
boundaries. The nine substream cases are: interior, left edge, right edge, top
edge, bottom edge, lower-left corner, lower-right corner, upper-right corner,
and upper-left corner (a). The interior case accesses its neighbors from only
three memory pages (b). The edge cases require six pages (c), and the corner
cases require twelve memory pages (d). Note that for reasonably large page
sizes, the more cache-friendly interior case has by far the highest number of
data elements.

We can avoid the memory and computational inefficien-
cies that arise from storing the page table on the GPU by
examining the pattern of virtual addresses required by the
application’s fragment program. In the case of our level-set
solver, the fragment programs only use virtual addresses within
a 3 × 3 × 3 neighborhood of each active data element. This
means that each active memory page will only access adjacent
virtual memory pages (Figure 6). Moreover, we show that this
simplified translation case makes it possible to lift the entire
address translation from the fragment processor to the vertex
processor and rasterizer.

Once we resolve the virtual addresses used by a fragment
program, we can determine which virtual pages each active
page will access. With this relative page information, the
GPU can perform the virtual-to-physical address translation
without a page table in texture memory. The CPU makes this
possible by sending the PPAs for all required pages to the
GPU as texture coordinates. The GPU can then use the relative
neighbor offset vectors to decide which adjacent page contains
the requested value (see Figure 6(a)).

The GPU’s task of deciding which adjacent page contains
a specific neighbor value unfortunately requires a significant
amount of conditional logic. This logic must classify each
data element into one of nine boundary cases: one of the four
corners, one of the four edges, or an interior element (see
Figure 6). Unfortunately current fragment processors do not
support conditional execution. This logic could alternatively
be encoded into a texture; however, this would again force
the use of an expensive dependent texture read. Just as
statically resolving virtual addresses allowed us to optimize
the GPU computation, all active data elements can be pre-
classified into the nine boundary cases. The result is that all
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memory addresses used in each case will lie on the same
pages relative to each active page (see Figure 6). In other
words, the memory-page-locating logic has been statically
resolved by pre-classifying data elements into their respective
boundary cases. The data elements for these substream cases
are generated by drawing unique geometry for each case. The
corner substream cases are represented as points, the edges as
lines, and the interior regions as quadrilaterals.

Kapasi et al. [31] describe an efficient solution to con-
ditional execution in streaming architectures. Their solution
is to route stream elements to different processing elements
based on the code branch. Substreams are merely a static
implementation of this data routing solution to conditional
execution. The advantage is that the computation kernel run on
each substream contains no conditional logic and is optimized
specifically for that case. Our solution additionally gains from
optimized cache behavior for the most common, interior, case
(77% of the data points in a 16 × 16 page). The interior
data elements require only three memory pages to access all
neighbors (Figure 6(b)). In comparison, reading all neighbors
for an edge element requires loading six pages (Figure 6(c)).
The corner cases require twelve pages from disparate regions
of physical memory(Figure 6(d)). The corner cases account
for less than 2% of the active data elements.

With the use of substreams, the GPU can additionally
optimize the address computation by computing physical ad-
dresses with the vertex processor rather than the fragment
processor. Because all data elements (i.e. fragments) use
exactly the same relative memory addresses, the offset and
physical address computation steps of (4) can be generated by
interpolating between substream vertex locations. The vertex
processor and rasterizer can thus perform the entire address
translation. This optimization distributes computational load
to under-utilized processing units and reduces the number of
limited and expensive fragment instructions.

D. Bootstrapping the Virtual Memory System

This section describes the steps required to initialize the
GPU virtual memory system. To begin, the application speci-
fies the page size, S[P], the virtual page space size, S[VP], and
the fundamental data type to use (i.e. 32-bit floating point, 16-
bit fixed point, etc.). The virtual memory system then allocates
an initial physical memory buffer on the GPU. It also creates
a page table, an inverse page table, a geometry engine, and
a stack of free pages on the CPU. The decision to place the
aforementioned data structures on the CPU is based on the
efficiency concerns described in Section III-C as well as GPU
architectural restrictions. These restrictions include: the GPU’s
lack of random write access to memory, lack of writable 3D
textures, lack of dynamically sized output buffers, and limited
GPU memory.

The page table is defined to store a MemoryPage object
that contains the vertices and texture coordinates required by
the GPU to access the physical memory page. The inverse page
table is designed to store a VPN vector for each active physical
page. Figure 5 shows these mappings. Note that the page table
and inverse page table were referred to as the unpacked map
and packed map respectively in Lefohn et al. [32].

The vertices and texture coordinates stored in the
MemoryPage object are actually pointers into the geometry
engine. The geometry engine has the capability of quickly
rendering (i.e. processing) any portion of the physical mem-
ory domain. Thus the geometry engine must generate the
substreams for the set of active physical pages. The last
initialization step is the creation of the free-page stack. The
virtual memory system simply pushes all physical pages (i.e.
pointers to MemoryPage objects) defined by the geometry
engine onto a stack.

The application issues GPU physical memory allocation
and deallocation requests to the virtual memory system. Upon
receiving a virtual page request, the system pops a physical
page from the free-page stack, updates the page tables, and
returns a MemoryPage pointer to the application. The reverse
process occurs when the application deallocates a virtual
memory page.

The level-set solver generates memory page allocation and
deallocation requests after each solver iteration based on the
form of the current solution. Section IV-D describes how
the solver uses the GPU to efficiently create these memory
requests.

IV. SPARSE GPU LEVEL-SET SOLVER

This section now explains our GPU level-set solver im-
plementation using the virtual memory system and level-set
equations presented in Section III and Section II-A. Note that
the details of the level-set discretization are found in Lefohn
et al. [33].

A. Initialization of Computational Domain

The solver begins by initializing the sparse computational
domain (Step 1 in Figure 2). An initial level-set volume
is passed to the level-set solver by the host application.
The sparse domain initialization involves identifying active
memory pages in the input volume, allocating GPU memory
for each active page, then sending the initial data to the GPU.

The solver identifies active virtual pages by checking each
data element for a non-zero derivative value in any of the six
cardinal directions. If any element in a page contains non-
zero derivatives, the entire page is activated. The initialization
code then requests a GPU memory page from the virtual
memory system for each active page. The level-set data is
then drawn into GPU memory using the vertex locations in
each MemoryPage object.

This scheme is effective only because the input level-set
volume is assumed to be a clamped distance transform–
meaning that regions on or near the isosurface have non-
zero gradients while regions outside or inside the surface
have gradients of zero. The outside voxels have a value of
zero (black) and the inside ones have a value of one (white).
Section IV-B explains how the distance transform embedding
is maintained throughout the level-set computation.

The inactive virtual pages do not need to be represented in
physical memory. If an active data element queries an inactive
value, however, an appropriate value needs to be returned.
Because all inactive regions are either uniformly black or
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Fig. 7. The level-set solver’s use of the paged virtual memory system. All
active pages (i.e. those that contain non-zero derivatives) in the virtual page
space (a) are mapped to unique pages of physical memory (b). The inactive
virtual pages are mapped to the static inside or outside physical page. Note
that the only data stored on the GPU is that represented by (b).

white, we solve this boundary condition problem by defining
a special, inactive page state. A virtual page in this state is
mapped to one of two static physical pages. One of these
static pages is black, representing regions outside of the level-
set surface. The other static page is white and represents
regions inside the level-set surface. The page table contains
these many-to-one mappings, but the inverse page table does
not store a valid entry for the static pages. Note that we could
have alternatively solved this boundary problem using single
pixels instead of entire pages. We also could have solved the
problem by creating substreams for the active elements on the
boundary of the active set.

B. Distance Transform on the GPU

In order to take advantage of the sparse nature of level-
set solutions, algorithms must maintain a somewhat consistent
level-set density, which is defined as the number of level sets
per unit volume. If the level-set density becomes too low
(spread out) it can become difficult to efficiently isolate the
computation to the desired interface. Alternatively, a level-
set density that becomes too high (close together) can cause
aliasing and numerical problems. The most common way
of maintaining a desired level-set density is to keep the
embedding, φ, resembling a distance transform [6], [9], [34].

The new streaming level-set solver maintains the distance
transform by introducing an additional speed term, Gr, to the
level-set PDE (1) that controls the surface motion. This speed
term pushes the level sets of φ, either closer together or farther
apart, so that they resemble a clamped distance transform
(CDT). The CDT has a constant level-set density within a
predefined band and ensures that voxels near the isosurface
have finite derivatives while those farther away have gradient
magnitudes of zero. As described in Sections IV-A and IV-
D, the identification of zero-derivative regions is critical for
an efficient solver implementation. This rescaling speed term,
Gr, is computed as

Gr = φgφ − φ|∇φ|, (5)

where gφ is the target gradient magnitude within the compu-
tational domain, and |∇φ| is the gradient magnitude in the
direction of the level-set model isosurface. The target param-
eter, gφ, can be set based on the numerical precision of the

level-set data. By setting gφ sufficiently high, numerical errors
caused by underflow can easily be avoided. It is important to
note that Gr is strictly a numerical construct; it does not affect
the movement of the zero level set, i.e. the surface model. Also
note that the solver can be used to compute only the distance
transform (i.e. no surface movement) by setting gφ to one and
making Gr the only speed term.

C. Level-Set Computation

The GPU next performs the level-set computation (Step
2 of the sparse algorithm in Figure 2). The details of the
level-set discretization used by our solver are given in Lefohn
et al. [33]. This section gives a high-level overview of the
computation. The level-set update proceeds in the following
steps:

A. Compute 1st and 2nd partial derivatives.
B. Compute N level-set speed terms.
C. Update level-set PDE.

The derivative computation in Step A above uses the
substream-based, virtual-to-physical address scheme described
in Section III-C. The derivatives are computed in nine sub-
stream render passes, each of which outputs to the same four,
4-tuple buffers. The speed function computations in Step B
are application-dependent. Example speed terms include the
curvature computation described in (3), the rescaling term
described in (5), and the thresholding term described in (7).
There will be zero or more render passes for each speed
function. The level-set update (Step C) is the up-wind scheme
described in Lefohn et al. [33]. This is computed in a single
pass. Note that additional GPU memory must be allocated
to store the intermediate results accumulated in Steps A and
B before they are consumed in Step C. Our solver performs
register allocation of temporary buffers to minimize GPU
memory usage.

D. Update of Computational Domain

After each level-set update, the solver determines which
virtual pages need to be added-to or removed-from the active
domain. The solver accomplishes this by aggregating gradient
information from all elements in each active page. In our
solver, the GPU must compute this information because the
level-set solution exists only in physical memory. The active
set must be updated by the CPU, however, because the page
table and geometry engine exist in CPU main memory. In
addition, the amount of information passed from the GPU to
the CPU must be kept to a minimum because of the limited
bandwidth between the two processors. This section gives an
overview of an algorithm that works within these constraints.
Lefohn et al. [33] explains the full details of the algorithm.

The GPU creates a memory allocation/deallocation request
by producing a small image (of size S[GP]) with a single-byte
pixel per physical page. The value of each pixel is a bit code
that encapsulates the activation or deactivation state of each
page and its six adjacent neighbors (in VP). The CPU reads
this small (< 64kB) message, decodes it, and submits the
allocation/deallocation requests to the virtual memory system
(Figure 8).
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Fig. 8. The GPU’s creation of a memory allocation/deallocation request.
Step A uses solver-specific data to create two buffers containing the active
state of each data element and its adjacent neighbors. Step B uses automatic
mipmapping to reduce the buffers from size S[G] to the physical page space
size, S[GP]. Step C combines the information from the two down-sampled
state buffers into an eight-bit code for each pixel. This code encapsulates
whether or not each active virtual memory page and its adjacent neighbors
should be enabled. In step D, the CPU reads the bit-code buffer, decodes it,
and allocates/deallocates pages as requested.

The GPU creates the bit-code image by first computing two,
four-component neighbor information buffers of size S[G]
(Step A of Figure 8). This computation uses the previously-
computed, one-sided derivatives of φ to identify the required
active pages. A page must be activated if it contains elements
with non-zero gradient magnitudes. The automatic mipmap-
ping GPU feature is then used to down-sample the resulting
buffers (i.e. aggregate data samples) to the page-space image
(Step B in Figure 8). The final GPU operation combines the
active page information into the bit code (Step C in Figure 8).
A fragment program performs this step by emulating a bit-
wise OR operation via conditional addition of powers of two.
Finally, in step D of Figure 8, the CPU reads this message
from the GPU.

Note that the use of automatic mipmapping places some
restrictions on the maximum memory page size due to quan-
tization rounding errors that arise when down-sampling 8-bit
values. This limitation can be relaxed by using a 16-bit fixed-
point data type. Alternatively, floating-point values can be used
if the down-sampling is performed with fragment program
passes instead of automatic mipmapping.

E. GPU Implementation Details

The level-set solver and volume renderer are implemented
in programmable graphics hardware using vertex and frag-
ment programs on the ATI Radeon 9800 GPU. The pro-
grams are written in the OpenGL ARB vertex program and
ARB fragment program assembly languages.

There are several details related to render pass output buffers
that are critical to the performance of the level-set solver. First
is the ability to output multiple, high-precision 4-tuple results
from a fragment program. Writing sixteen scalar outputs from
a single render pass enables us to perform the expensive 3D
neighborhood reconstruction only once and use the gathered
data to compute the derivatives in a single pass. Second, we
avoid the expensive change between render targets [35] (i.e.
pixel buffers) by allocating a single pixel buffer with many
render surfaces (front, back, aux0, etc.) and using each surface
as a separate output buffer.

Lastly, there is a subtle speed-versus-memory trade-off that
must be carefully considered. Because the physical-memory
texture can be as large as 20482, storing intermediate results
(e.g. derivatives, speed values, etc.) during the computation
can require a large amount of GPU memory. This memory
requirement can be minimized by performing the level-set
computation in sub-regions. The intermediate buffers must
then be only the size of the sub-region. This partitioning
does reduce computational efficiency, however, and so the sub-
regions are made as large as possible. We currently use 5122

sub-regions when the level-set texture is 20482 and use a single
region when it is smaller.

V. VOLUME RENDERING OF PACKED DATA

The direct visualization of the level-set evolution is impor-
tant for a variety of level-set applications. For instance, in
the context of segmentation, direct visualization allows a user
to immediately assess the quality and accuracy of the pending
segmentation and steer the evolution toward the desired result.
Volume rendering is a natural choice for visualizing the level-
set surface model, because it does not require an intermediate
geometric extraction, which would severely limit interactivity.
If one were to use marching cubes, for instance, a distinct
triangle mesh would need to be created (and rendered) for each
iteration of the level-set solver. The proposed solver, therefore,
includes a volume renderer, which produces a full 3D (transfer-
function based) volume rendering of the evolving level set on
the GPU [28].

For rendering the evolving level-set model, we use a variant
of traditional 2D texture based volume rendering [25]. We
modify the conventional approach to render the level-set
solution directly from the packed physical memory layout,
which is physically stored in a single 2D texture. Because the
level-set data and physical page configuration are dynamic, it
would be inefficient to pre-compute and store three separate
versions of the data, sliced along cardinal views, as is typically
done with 2D texture approaches. Instead we reconstruct these
views each time the volume is rendered. This new technique
is thus both applicable to rendering compressed data as well
as traditional texture-based volume rendering from a single set
of 2D slices.

The volume rendering algorithm utilizes a two pass ap-
proach for reconstruction and rendering. Figure 9 illustrates
the steps involved. An additional off-screen buffer caches
two reconstructed neighboring slices containing the level-set
solution and its gradient (Figure 9 A). During the rendering
phase arbitrary slices along the preferred slice direction are
interpolated from these neighboring slices (Figure 9 B). Once
all interpolated slices between slice i and i−1 are rendered and
composited, the next slice (i+1) is reconstructed. This newly
reconstructed slice replaces the cached slice, i − 1. The GPU
then renders and composites the next set of interpolated slices
(i.e. those between slice i + 1 and i). This pattern continues
until all slices have been reconstructed and rendered.

When the preferred slice axis, based on the viewing angle, is
orthogonal to the virtual memory page layout, we reconstruct
2D slices of the level-set solution and its gradient using a
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Fig. 9. Two pass rendering of packed volume data. In step A, a 2D slice (i)
is reconstructed from the physical page (packed) layout, GP. In step B, one or
more intermediate slices between i and i−1 are interpolated, transformed into
optical properties (via the transfer function), lit, and rendered for the current
view. The next iteration begins by reconstructing slice i + 1, replacing i− 1,
and so on.
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Fig. 10. Reconstruction of a slice for volume rendering the packed level-set
model: (a) When the preferred slicing direction is orthogonal to the virtual
memory page layout, the pages (shown in alternating colors) are draw into a
pixel buffer as quadrilaterals. (b) For slicing directions parallel to the virtual
page layout, the pages are drawn onto a pixel buffer as either vertical or
horizontal lines.

textured quadrilateral for each page, as shown in Fig. 10 A.
On the other hand, if the preferred slice direction is parallel
to the virtual page layout, we render a row or column from
each page using textured line primitives, as in Fig. 10 B. In
both cases, slices are reconstructed into a pixel buffer which
is bound as a texture in the rendering pass. These slices are
reconstructed at the same resolution as level-set solution.

In the rendering phase, we leverage the hardware’s bilinear
filtering for in-plane interpolation of the reconstructed level-set
slice. Trilinear interpolation of an arbitrary slice between two
adjacent reconstructed slices is accomplished by combining
them, i.e. performing linear interpolation along the preferred
slice direction, in the fragment program. This same fragment
program also evaluates the transfer function and lighting
for the interpolated data. For efficiency, we also reuse data
wherever possible. For instance, lighting for the level-set
surface, evaluated in the rendering phase, uses gradient vectors
computed during the level-set update stage.

VI. APPLICATION AND RESULTS

This section describes an application for interactive volume
segmentation and visualization, which uses the level-set solver
and volume renderer described previously. We show pictures
from the system and present timing results relative to our

current benchmark for level-set deformations, which is a
highly optimized CPU solution [36].

A. Volume Segmentation With Level-Sets

For segmenting volume data with level sets, the speed
functions usually consists of a combination of two terms [4],
[37]

∂φ

∂t
= |∇φ|

[
αD(x̄) + (1 − α)∇ · ∇φ

|∇φ|
]

, (6)

where D is a data term that forces the model to expand or
contract toward desirable features in the input data (which
we also call the source data), the term ∇ · (∇φ/|∇φ|) is the
mean curvature H of the surface, which forces the surface
to have less area (and remain smooth), and α ∈ [0, 1] is a
free parameter that controls the degree of smoothness in the
solution.

This combination of a data-fitting speed function with the
curvature term is critical to the application of level sets to
volume segmentation. Most level-set data terms D from the
segmentation literature are equivalent to well-known algo-
rithms such as isosurfaces, flood fill, or edge detection when
used without the smoothing term (i.e. α = 1). The smoothing
term alleviates the effects of noise and small imperfections
in the data, and can prevent the model from leaking into
unwanted areas. Thus, the level-set surface models provide
several capabilities that complement volume rendering: local,
user-defined control; smooth surface normals for better ren-
dering of noisy data; and a closed surface model, which can
be used in subsequent processing or for quantitative shape
analysis.

For the work in this paper we have chosen a simple speed
function to demonstrate the effectiveness of interactivity and
real-time visualization in level-set solvers. The speed function
we use in this work depends solely on the greyscale value
input data I at the point x̄:

D(I) = ε − |I − T |, (7)

where T controls the brightness of the region to be segmented
and ε controls the range of greyscale values around T that
could be considered inside the object. In this way a model
situated on voxels with greyscale values in the interval T ± ε
will expand to enclose that voxel, whereas a model situated on
greyscale values outside that interval will contract to exclude
that voxel. The speed term is gradual, as shown in Fig. 11,
and thus the effects of D diminish as the model approaches
the boundaries of regions with greyscale levels within the
T ± ε range. This makes the effects of the curvature term
relatively larger. This choice of D corresponds to a simple,
one-dimensional statistical classifier on the volume intensity
[38].

To control the model a user specifies three free parameters,
T , ε, and α, as well as an initialization. The user generally
draws a spherical initialization inside the region to be seg-
mented. Note that the user can alternatively initialize the solver
with a pre-processed (thresholded, flood filled, etc.) version of
the source data.
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Fig. 11. A speed function based on image intensity causes the model to
expand over regions with greyscale values within the specified (positive) range
and contract otherwise.

Fig. 12. A depiction of the user interface for the volume analysis application.
Users interact via slice views, a 3D rendering, and a control panel.

B. Interface and Usage

The application in this paper consists of a graphical user in-
terface that presents the user with two slice viewing windows,
a volume renderer, and a control panel. (Fig. 12). Many of
the controls are duplicated throughout the windows to allow
the user to interact with the data and solver through these
various views. Two and three dimensional representations of
the level-set surface are displayed in real time as it evolves.

The first 2D window displays the current segmentation as a
yellow line overlaid on top of the source data. The second 2D
window displays a visualization of the level-set speed function
that clearly delineates the positive and negative regions. The
first window can be probed with the mouse to accomplish three
tasks: set the level-set speed function, set the volume rendering
transfer function, and draw 3D spherical initializations for
the level-set solver. The first two tasks are accomplished by
accumulating an average and variance for values probed with
the cursor. In the case of the speed function, the T is set to
the average and ε is set to the standard deviation. Users can
modify these values, via the GUI, while the level set deforms.
The spherical drawing tool is used to initialize and/or edit
the level-set surface. The user can add-to or subtract-from the
model by drawing white or black spheres, respectively. This
feature gives the user “3D paint” and “3D eraser” tools with
which to interactively edit the level-set solution.

The volume renderer displays a 3D reconstruction of the
current level set isosurface (see Section V) as well as the input
data. In addition, an arbitrary clipping plane, with texture-
mapped source data, can be enabled via the GUI (Figure 1).
Just as in the slice viewer, the speed function, transfer function,
and level-set initialization can be set through probing on this
clipping plane. The crossing of the level-set isosurface with
the clipping plane is also shown in bright yellow.

The volume renderer uses a 2D transfer function to render

Fig. 13. (top) Volume rendering of a 2563 MRI scan of a mouse thorax.
Note the level-set surface which is deformed to segment the liver. (bottom)
Volume rendering of the vasculature inside the liver using the same transfer
function as in (top) with the level-set surface is being used as a region-of-
interest specifier.

the level set surface and a 3D transfer function to render the
source data. The level-set transfer function axes are intensity
and distance from the clipping plane (if enabled). The transfer
function for rendering the original data is based on the source
data value, gradient magnitude, and the level-set data value.
The latter is included so that the level set model can function
as a region-of-interest specifier. All of the transfer functions
are evaluated on-the-fly in fragment programs rather than in
lookup tables. This approach permits the use of arbitrarily high
dimensional transfer functions, allows run-time flexibility, and
reduces memory requirements [39].

We demonstrate our interactive level-set solver and volume
rendering system with the following three data sets: a brain
tumor MRI (Fig. 1), an MRI scan of a mouse (Fig. 13)
and transmission electron tomography data of a gap junction
(Fig. 14). In all of these examples a user interactively controls
the level-set surface evolution and volume rendering via the
multi-view interface. The initializations for the tumor and
mouse were drawn via the user interface. The initialization
for Figure 14 was seeded with a thresholded version of the
source data.

C. Performance Analysis

Our GPU-based level-set solver achieves a speedup of ten
to fifteen times over a highly-optimized, sparse-field, CPU-
based implementation [36]. All benchmarks were run on an
Intel Xeon 1.7 GHz processor with 1 GB of RAM and an
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Fig. 14. Segmentation and volume rendering of 512 × 512 × 61 3D trans-
mission electron tomography data. The picture shows cytoskeletal membrane
extensions and connexins (pink surfaces extracted with the level-set models)
near the gap junction between two cells (volume rendered in cyan).

ATI Radeon 9800 Pro GPU. All timings include the complete
computation, i.e. both the virtual memory system update and
the level-set computation are included. For a 256× 256× 175
volume, the level-set solver runs at rates varying from 70 steps
per second for the tumor segmentation (Fig. 1) to 3.5 steps per
second for the final stages of the cortex segmentation from
the same data set. In contrast, the CPU-based, sparse field
implementation ran at 7 steps per second for the tumor and
0.25 steps per second for the cortex segmentation.

The speed of our solver is bound almost entirely by the
fragment stage of the GPU. In addition, the speed of our
solver scales linearly with the number of active voxels in
the computation. Creation of the bit vector message consumes
approximately 15% of the GPU arithmetic and texture instruc-
tions, but for most applications the speedup over a dense GPU-
based implementation far eclipses this additional overhead.

The amount of texture memory required for the level-set
computation is proportional to the surface area of the level-set
surface—i.e. the number of active pages. Our tests have shown
that for many applications, only 10%-30% of the volume is
active. To take full advantage of this savings, the total size
of physical memory, S[G], must increase when the number of
allocated pages grows beyond the physical memory’s capacity.
Our current implementation performs only static allocation
of the maximum physical memory space, but future versions
could easily realize the above memory savings. Section VII
discusses changes to GPU display drivers that will facilitate
the implementation of this feature.

In comparison to the depth-culling-based sparse volume
computation presented by Sherbondy et al. [21], our pack-
ing scheme guarantees that very few wasted fragments are
generated by the rasterization stage. This is especially im-
portant for sparse computations on large volumes—where the
rasterization and culling of unused fragments could consume
a significant portion of the execution time. In addition, the
packing strategy allows us to process the entire active data
set simultaneously, rather than slice-by-slice. This improves
the computationally efficiency by taking advantage of the
GPU’s deep pipelines and parallel execution. Our algorithm

should also be able to process larger volumes, due to the
memory savings discussed above. Our algorithm, however,
does incur overhead associated with maintaining the packed
tiles, and more experimentation is necessary to understand the
circumstances under which each approach is advantageous.
Furthermore, they are not mutually exclusive, and Sect. VII
discusses the possibility of using depth culling in combination
with our packed representation.

As with any sparse algorithm, it will be advantageous to
simply compute the entire (original) domain if the active do-
main becomes sufficiently large. Our experience with segmen-
tation thus far, however, has shown that the the computation
remains sufficiently sparse even for large structures such as
a cerebral cortex segmentation. The sparseness is due to the
fact that only the surface needs to represented, and the interior
regions need not be represented or computed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This papers demonstrates a new tool for interactive volume
exploration and analysis that combines the quantitative capa-
bilities of deformable isosurfaces with the qualitative power
of volume rendering. By relying on graphics hardware, the
level-set solver operates at interactive rates (approximately
15 times faster than previous solutions). This mapping relies
on an efficient multi-dimensional virtual memory system to
implement a time-dependent, sparse computation scheme. The
memory mappings are updated via a novel GPU-to-CPU
message passing algorithm. The GPU renders the level-set
surface model directly from a sparse, compressed texture
format. Future extensions and applications of the level-set
solver include the processing of multivariate data as well as
surface reconstruction and surface processing. Most of these
only involve changing only the speed functions.

There are a couple ways in which the memory and compu-
tational efficiency of our solver can be improved. First, it may
be worth achieving an even narrower band of computation
around the level-set model. This is possible by using depth
culling to avoid computation on inactive elements within each
active page [21]. Implementing this depth culling requires a
memory model in which an arbitrary number of data buffers
can access a single depth buffer. The second optimization is to
allow the total amount of physical memory to change at run
time and grow to the limits of GPU memory. This requires
spreading physical memory across multiple 2D textures (i.e.
creating a 3D physical memory space). The proposed super
buffer [40] OpenGL extension supports both of these proposed
optimizations.

The GPU virtual memory abstraction also indicate promis-
ing future research. We are currently beginning work on
a more general virtual memory implementation that fully
abstracts N -dimensional GPU memory. The goal is to provide
an API that allows a GPU application programmer to specify
an optimal physical and virtual memory layout for their prob-
lem, then write the computational kernels irrespective of the
physical layout. The kernels will specify memory accesses via
abstract memory access interfaces, and an operating-system-
like layer will replace these memory access calls with the
appropriate address translation code.
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APPENDIX A: DISCRETIZATION OF LEVEL-SET EQUATIONS

This appendix describes the discretization of equation 1 and
the curvature computation 3. We discretize equation 1 using
the up-wind scheme [1] and compute the curvature of the level-
set surface using the difference of normals method [41].

We begin by describing the finite difference derivatives re-
quired for the level-set update and curvature computation. The
neighborhood, u, from which these derivatives are computed
is specified with the numbering scheme

6 7 8
3 4 5
0 1 2

. (8)

Note that u4 denotes the center pixel, and u±z
i represents the

ith sample on the slice above or below the current one. The
derivatives of the level-set embedding, φ, are then defined as
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Curvature is then computed using the above derivatives. The

two normals, n+ and n−, are computed by
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respectively. The components of the divergence from equa-
tion 3 are then computed as

∂nx

∂x
= n+

x − n−
x , (12)

∂ny

∂y
= n+

y − n−
y , (13)

and

∂nz

∂z
= n+

z − n−
z , (14)

Finally, we estimate H with

H =
1
2
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). (15)

The upwind approximation to ∇φ is then computed using
D+

x , D+
y , D+
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y , and D−
z . To begin,
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is computed followed by

∇φmin =
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The final choice of ∇φ is defined by

∇φ =
{ ‖∇φmax‖2 if F > 0

‖∇φmin‖2 otherwise
, (18)

where F is the linear combination of all speed functions (e.g.
mean curvature, the rescaling term Gr, etc). Section VI-A de-
scribes the speed terms used in our segmentation application.

The last step in the upwind scheme computes φ(t+�t) by

φ(t + �t) = φ(t) + �tF |∇φ|. (19)
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APPENDIX B: GPU MEMORY ALLOCATION REQUEST

GENERATION

This appendix describes the details of the GPU memory al-
location/deallocation request scheme used by the GPU virtual
memory system. The algorithm is described first in terms of
an abstract client solver. Section IV and the B subsection of
this appendix describe the client-specific details.

A. General Allocation Request Algorithm

The allocation request algorithm consists of the following
steps (see the corresponding steps in Figure 8):

A. GPU computes VPN of requested active pages.
B,C. GPU compresses active-page request.
D. CPU processes memory request.

1. Reads compressed request image from GPU.
2. Decodes memory allocation/deallocation requests.
3. Releases newly deactivated pages.
4. Allocates/initializes newly activated pages.

Steps A, B, and C create the set of requested ac-
tive virtual pages. This set serves as the memory alloca-
tion/deallocation request to the CPU. The CPU then calls the
client’s ReleasePage function for each newly deallocated
page before deallocating the page. Similarly, the CPU calls
the client’s InitNewPage function for each newly activated
page.

In Step A, the GPU uses client-specific data to create two
RGBA (i.e. 4-tuple) buffers that hold eight true or false (e.g.
255 or 0) values for each active data element (Figure 8). The
first six values represent whether or not the virtual page in
each of the six cardinal directions should be active for the
next pass. The seventh value indicates if the active page itself
should be active, and the eighth value is free to be used by the
client. This eight-dimensional, active-page information vector,
J, is thus J = (+x,−x,+y,−y,+z,−z, self , clientSpecific),
where the first six elements refer to relative neighbor offsets
in the virtual page space, VP.

The eight-value code, J, is computed in eight substream
passes followed by a single standard (i.e. entire memory
page) pass. The substream passes compute whether the in-
plane adjacent memory pages need to be active (i.e. the
edge-adjacent pages (+x,−x,+y,−y)). Each substream pass
computes a client-specified function, IsNeighborActive,
across the page boundary orthogonal to the page edge being
rendered and writes the boolean result to the correspond-
ing output component of J. The second computation calls
IsNeighborActive for the pages above and below the
active one. Note, however, that because the neighboring pages
are face-adjacent, this computation is performed at all data
elements in the page instead of just the edges. The computation
also writes a true value to the J component representing the
active page itself if the client’s IsSelfActive function
returns true. The value of the eighth bit is filled by the result
of the client’s IsEighthBitTrue function.

Steps B and C of the allocation-request algorithm com-
press the two, J buffers into a small (≤ 64kB) active-page
message. This compressed message serves as the memory
allocation/deallocation request that is sent to the CPU. The

compression is accomplished by rendering a quadrilateral of
size S[GP] with the automatic mipmapping option enabled on
the neighbor-information buffers (Step B). The render pass
also uses a fragment program designed to create a bit code at
each pixel value (Step C). Each pixel in the resulting small
image corresponds to a physical memory page. The value of
each pixel contains an eight-bit code of the same form as
the eight-value code produced in step A (i.e. the J vector).
This eight-bit code completely determines if the memory page
and/or any of its six cardinal neighbors in virtual page space
are to be active on the next pass.

The automatic mipmapping performs a box-filter averaging
of the values written in Step A. The result is that if any data
element in the memory page set a value to true in Step A, the
down-sampled value will also be true. The fragment program
inspects these down-sampled values. It sets the corresponding
bit in the output value to true for each non-zero input. The
bits are set via an emulated bitwise OR operation. Current
fragment processors do not support bitwise operations, but an
OR is emulated by conditionally adding power-of-two values
to the output value.

In Step D.1, the CPU reads the bit-code message from the
GPU. Step D.2 begins by the CPU wrapping the message
buffer with a bit-vector accessor. The resulting bit vector
is a linear representation of the physical page space, GP,
where each byte represents the information for a page. Two
auxiliary bit-vectors are allocated–each a bit-addressed, linear
representation of the virtual memory page space, VP. The first
is the newActiveSet bit vector, and the second is the client-
specific eighthBitSet bit vector. After the allocation mes-
sage is decoded, a true bit in the newActiveSet bit vector
will denote an active virtual page.

In the next stage of Step D.2, the CPU decodes the bit-vector
message. For each 8-bit sequence, the current linear index
is converted to a physical page number (PPN). The inverse
page table then converts the PPN to a VPN. Because each
bit in the bit-code message represents an offset direction from
the current virtual page, the decoder can easily reconstruct
the VPN for each neighbor of each active page. The decoder
then reads the seven spatial page bits. It then computes the
VPN for the page represented by each true bit and sets the
corresponding bit in the newActiveSet bit vector to true.
If the eighth bit is true, the eighthBitSet is set to true for
the corresponding virtual page.

The virtual memory system next determines which virtual
memory pages to deallocate and which to allocate (Steps D.3
and D.4). The set of newly deactivated pages is constructed by
performing a set-subtraction of the newActiveSet from the
oldActiveSet. The set of pages that need to be allocated
for the next pass is created by computing the opposite set dif-
ference. Each deallocated memory page is pushed onto a stack
of free memory pages. The page table are updated based on
the client’s implementation of ReleasePage function. Each
newly activated page is mapped to a physical memory location
by popping a page from the free page stack. The physical
page is mapped in the page tables and the geometry engine
is appropriately updated. The new physical memory is then
initialized via the client’s InitNewPage implementation.
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B. Level-Set Solver Implementation Details

For Step A of the update algorithm described in Section IV-
D and the preceding subsection, the level-set solver defines the
functions IsNeighborActive and IsSelfActive. The
IsNeighborActive reads the previously computed, one-
side derivative that crosses a page boundary onto a specific
neighbor. The function returns true if the derivative is non-
zero. The IsSelfActive function returns true if any of the
six, cardinal, one-sided derivatives are non-zero. The level-
set solver simply writes the value of the level-set embedding
to the eighth data value. This is used to determine if a
newly deactivated page is inside or outside of the level-
set surface. The IsEigthBitTrue function used by the
fragment program in Step B returns true if the eighth data
value is greater than zero. If a page becomes inactive, it is
guaranteed to be either all black or all white. The down-
sampled level-set embedding for the page will thus be either
pure black or pure white.

The eighthBitSet used in the bit-code message decod-
ing stage (Step D.2) is used to determine if a newly deactivated
memory page is inside or outside the level-set surface. If the
bit for the page is true, then the page is inside the surface.
Otherwise it is outside. This information is used by the solver’s
ReleasePage function to map deactivated pages to the
correct static physical page (white or black). As described
in Section IV-A, these static mappings ensure that derivatives
across boundaries of the active domain are correct.

The solver’s InitNewPage function initializes newly al-
located physical memory. The memory is initialized to either
white or black depending on the inside/outside setting in the
page table entry. Note that no level-set data is transferred to
accomplish the update. The entire level-set solution resides
only on the GPU for the duration of the computation. Our
current implementation also has to send pre-computed speed
pages to the GPU when new pages are added. This could be
optimized for many speed functions, however, by computing
the function on the GPU.
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Abstract

While level sets have demonstrated a great potential for 3D medical image segmentation,
their usefulness has been limited by two problems. First, 3D level sets are relatively slow
to compute. Second, their formulation usually entails several free parameters which can be
very difficult to correctly tune for specific applications. The second problem is compounded
by the first. This paper describes a new tool for 3D segmentation that addresses these prob-
lems by computing level-set surface models at interactive rates. This tool employs two
important, novel technologies. First is the mapping of a 3D level-set solver onto a com-
modity graphics card (GPU). This mapping relies on a novel mechanism for GPU memory
management. The interactive rates level-set PDE solver give the user immediate feedback
on the parameter settings, and thus users can tune free parameters and control the shape of
the model in real time. The second technology is the use of region-based speed functions,
which allow a user to quickly and intuitively specify the behavior of the deformable model.
We have found that the combination of these interactive tools enables users to produce
good, reliable segmentations. To support this observation, this paper presents qualitative
results from several different datasets as well as a quantitative evaluation from a study of
brain tumor segmentations.
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Abstract. While level sets have demonstrated a great potential for 3D medical image segmentation,
their usefulness has been limited by two problems. First, 3D level sets are relatively slow to compute.
Second, their formulation usually entails several free parameters which can be very difficult to correctly
tune for specific applications. The second problem is compounded by the first. This paper describes a
new tool for 3D segmentation that addresses these problems by computing level-set surface models at
interactive rates. This tool employs two important, novel technologies. First is the mapping of a 3D level-
set solver onto a commodity graphics card (GPU). This mapping relies on a novel mechanism for GPU
memory management. The interactive rates level-set PDE solver give the user immediate feedback on
the parameter settings, and thus users can tune free parameters and control the shape of the model in real
time. The second technology is the use of region-based speed functions, which allow a user to quickly and
intuitively specify the behavior of the deformable model. We have found that the combination of these
interactive tools enables users to produce good, reliable segmentations. To support this observation, this
paper presents qualitative results from several different datasets as well as a quantitative evaluation from
a study of brain tumor segmentations.

1 Introduction

Image segmentation is arguably the most widely studied problem in image processing, and
the literature shows a plethora of image segmentation algorithms that rely on a diverse
range of strategies such as statistics, differential geometry, heuristics, graph theory, and
algebra. No one segmentation technique has emerged as being superior to all others in all
circumstances, and thus it seems that the field of medical image processing will evolve
to a state where researchers and clinicians have access to a set of segmentation tools, i.e. a
toolbox, from which they can choose the particular tool that is best suited for their particular
application.

A complete segmentation toolbox will include a set of general purpose tools as well as
various specialized segmentation tools. General purpose tools are those that can be quickly
launched and used as the need arises in a wide range of applications. Specialized tools
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rely on stronger assumptions about a specific modality, anatomy, or application. When
properly trained, tuned, and applied we would expect specialized tools to perform better
than general purpose tools—when all other factors, such as operator time and compute
time, are equal. Among general tools, the most popular example, and the goal standard for
many applications, is hand contouring, which entails a knowledgeable user (e.g. a medical
doctor) creating a 2D curve, drawn by manipulating a mouse, on a sequence of slices to
delineate the object of interest.

This paper describes a new, general-purpose segmentation tool that relies on interactive
deformable models implemented as level sets. While level sets have demonstrated a great
potential for 3D medical image segmentation, their usefulness has been limited by two
problems. First, 3D level sets are relatively slow to compute. Second, their formulation
usually entails several free parameters, which can be very difficult to correctly tune for
specific applications. The second problem is compounded by the first. That is, users find
it impractical to explore the space of possible parameter settings when an example result
from a point in that space requires minutes or hours to generate.

The software application described in this paper is called GIST (GPU-based Interactive
Segmentation Tool). GIST updates a level-set surface model at interactive rates on com-
modity graphics cards (GPUs), such as those that are commonly found on consumer-level
personal computers. It can be applied to a general set of medical and biological appli-
cations by tuning several free parameters. Despite its general nature, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of GIST by a quantitative comparison to a specialized tool and the associated
gold standard for a specific problem: brain tumor segmentation [1, 2]. This paper make the
following contributions:

– A 3D segmentation tool that uses a new level-set deformation solver to achieve interac-
tive rates (approximately 10-15 times faster than previous solutions).

– A interactive mechanism for defining a level-set speed function that works on both
scalar and multivalued (i.e. spectral) data.

– Quantitative and qualitative evidence that this interactive level-set approach is effective
for brain tumor segmentation.

The remainder of the paper, which is an extended version of [3], is organized as follows.
The next section gives some technical background and related work on level sets, GPUs,
and segmentation evaluation methods. Section 3 describes the formulation of the level-set
equations and the solution on the GPU. Section 5.2 presents qualitative results on vari-
ous datasets and a quantitative analysis of the performance of the method for brain tumor
segmentation. Section 6 summarizes this work.
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2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Level Sets

This paper relies on an implicit representation of deformable surface models called the
method of level sets, proposed by Osher and Sethian [4]. The level-set method (See also
Sect. 3) computes the motion of a moving interface by solving a partial differential equation
(PDE) on a volume. The use of level sets has been widely documented in the medical
imaging literature, and several works give more comprehensive reviews of the method and
the associated numerical techniques [5, 6].

For certain classes of applications level sets have several advantages over parametric mod-
els. Because they are implicit, level sets can change topology. This means that during a
deformation a user need not worry about surfaces colliding or pinching off. Also, level
sets do not require reparameterization as they deform far from their initial conditions—e.g.
deformable meshes typically require the insertion or deletion of triangles under such cir-
cumstances [7]. Finally, level sets allow for geometric surface deformations, which means
that the results of a deformation process depend on the shape of the surface and the in-
put data and not on some underlying parameterization. The level-set method is a general
framework that must be tuned to specific applications.

As with the original work on image segmentation by parametric deformable models [8], the
level-set approach to segmentation typically combines a data-fitting term with a smoothing
term. However, there are alternatives. For instance, Whitaker [9] proposes a formulation
that mimics parametric deformable models, in which level surfaces move toward edges
(high gradient magnitude) in volumes. In that formulation the model must be within a some-
what narrow band of attraction (defined by the second derivative) in order to lock onto such
edges, and therefore the author proposes a multiscale computational method to improve
convergence. Malladi et al. [10] describe a formulation in which level curves/surfaces ex-
pand (or contract) with a motion that slows at image edges. Because of the monotonic
expansion/contraction, convergence to local minima is less of a problem, but the results
tend to be biased either inward or outward. Caselles et al. [11] propose an alternative that
minimizes an edge-weighted area metric. In that case the data term is weighted more heav-
ily as the model approaches its target. These methods (and many others) focus on image
edges, but the the literature documents several other strategies for fitting level sets to image
data. For instance, several authors have propose using the statistics of the greyscale interior
of the model to control the motion [12, 13]. Alternatively, the motion of the level set can
depend on a variational formulation that positions the interface to create discontinuities that
best model the discontinuities in the input data [14–16]. In this paper we use a supervised,
statistical classifier to drive the motion of the level-set model.
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Virtually all of these methods include a form of mean curvature to keep the level-set smooth
as it converges on a solution. Whitaker [9] proposes a weighted sum of principle curvatures
to preserve cylindrical structures. Lorigio et al. [17] proposes the minimum curvature, in
the context of segmenting blood vessels; this is equivalent to a space-curvature shortening
for very thin objects. Recently, Tasdizen et al. propose the diffusion of normals in order to
approximate higher-order geometric flows [18, 19].

Solving level-set PDEs on a volume requires proper numerical schemes [20] and entails a
significant computational burden. Stability requires that the surface can progress at most a
distance of one voxel at each iteration, and thus a large number of iterations are required to
compute significant deformations. There is a special case of the level-set PDEs in which the
surface motion is strictly inward or outward. Such equations can be solved somewhat effi-
ciently using the fast marching method [5] and variations thereof [21]. However, this case
covers only a very small subset of interesting speed functions, and such speed functions are
inconsistent with interactive parameter tuning. In general we are concerned with problems
that include a surface curvature term and simultaneously require the model to expand and
contract to match the data.

Efficient algorithms for solving the more general level-set problem rely on the observation
that at any one time step the only parts of the solution that are important are those adjacent
to the moving surface. In light of this several authors have proposed numerical schemes that
compute solutions for only those voxels that lie in a small number of layers adjacent to the
surface as shown in Fig. 1b. Adalsteinsson and Sethian [22] have proposed the narrow band
method, which updates the embedding on a band of 10-20 pixels around the model, and
reinitializes that band whenever the model approaches the edge. Whitaker [23] proposed
the sparse-field method, which introduces a scheme in which updates are calculated only on
the wavefront, and several layers around that wavefront are updated via a distance transform
at each iteration. Peng et al. [24] present a similar local method. Even with this very narrow
band of computation, update rates using conventional processors on typical medical data
sets (e.g. 2563 voxels) are not interactive. This is the motivation behind the GPU-based
solver in GIST.

2.2 Graphics Processing Units for Scientific Computation

Graphics processing units have been developed primarily for the computer gaming industry,
but over the last several years researchers have come to recognize them as low cost, high
performance computing platforms. Two important trends in GPU development, increased
programmability and higher precision arithmetic processing, have helped to foster new
non-gaming applications.
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Graphics processors outperform central processing units (CPUs)—often by more than an
order of magnitude—because of their streaming architecture[25] and dedicated high-speed
memory. In the streaming model of computation, arrays of input data are processed iden-
tically by the same computation kernel to produce output data streams. The GPU takes
advantage of the data-level parallelism inherent in this model by having many identical
processors execute the computation in parallel. This computation model has been used by
a number of researchers to map a wide variety of computationally demanding problems
to GPUs. Examples include matrix multiplication, finite element methods, and multi-grid
solvers [26–28]. All of these examples demonstrate a homogeneous sequence of operations
over a densely populated grid structure.

Strzodka et al. [29] were the first to show that the level-set equations could be solved using a
graphics processor. Their solver implements the two-dimensional level-set method using a
time-invariant speed function for flood-fill-like image segmentation, without the associated
curvature. Their solver does not take advantage of the sparse nature of the level-set PDEs
and therefore performs only marginally better than a highly-optimized sparse-field CPU
implementation. The work in this paper relies on a three-dimensional generalization of
[29], which includes a second-order curvature computation, and a significantly improved
GPU solver that implements a narrow-band strategy. Also related is the work of Sherbondy
et al. [30], in which they identify regions of interest to solve a diffusion equation for volume
segmentation.

This paper describes a GPU computational model that supports time-dependent, sparse
grid problems. These problems are difficult to solve efficiently with GPUs for two reasons.
The first is that in order to take advantage of the GPU’s parallelism, the streams being
processed must be large, contiguous blocks of data, and thus grid points near the level-
set surface model must be packed into a small number of textures. The second difficulty
is that the level set moves with each time step, and thus the packed representation must
readily adapt to the changing position of the model. This requirement is in contrast to
the recent sparse matrix solvers [31, 32] and previous work on rendering with compressed
data [33, 34]. In the two sparse-matrix solvers[31, 32], a packed texture scheme is used to
efficiently compute sparse matrix-vector multiplications as well as compute values of the
sparse matrix elements on the GPU. The scheme is static, however, in the sense that the
nonzero matrix elements must be identified before the computation begins.

2.3 Segmentation Evaluation

This paper includes a systematic evaluation of the performance of GIST. The role of seg-
mentation evaluation is to understand the strengths, limitations, and potential applications
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of a particular segmentation algorithm. There are two strategies for evaluating segmen-
tation algorithms. One strategy is to study segmentation performance in the context of a
particular clinical or scientific question [35, 36]. For instance, the effectiveness of the algo-
rithm within a study that monitors the volumes or sizes of tumors. The second approach is
to study to evaluate segmentation in the absence of a specific clinical application by quan-
tifying the general behavior of the algorithm relative to an ideal solution. This paper takes
the second approach, and uses general shape metrics to compare watershed segmentation
results with the defacto gold standard for clinical applications, which is hand contouring
one slice at a time (which we will also call manual segmentation) by expert observers.

Segmentation evaluation is difficult because of the lack of standard metrics and the diffi-
culty of establishing ground truth in clinical data. Our evaluation methodology is derived
from ideas developed by [37], and others [38–40], who emphasize the importance of quan-
titative evaluation and statistical metrics. The study in this paper concerns a user-assisted
segmentation technique, which requires a user-based evaluation to capture variations in
the individual decision-making process. Experimental trials across a number of users and
images[41, 42] can generate data appropriate for statistical analysis that account for user
variability.

A combination of different factors determines the effectiveness of a segmentation. For in-
stance Udupa et. al[38] propose a quantification of performance based on validity of the
results (accuracy), reproducibility of the results (precision), and efficiency of the segmen-
tation method (time). Other researchers have studied the sensitivity of the technique to var-
ious disruptive factors such as data artifacts, pathology, or individual anatomical variation
(robustness) [43].

Accuracy metrics typically rely on a ground truth segmentation—segmentations that are
somehow close to this ground truth are considered better than those that are not. Studies
with digital or physical phantoms provide a ready definition of ground truth. However, for
biological or clinical data sets, ground truth is usually unknown. In such a case, researchers
typically rely on experts to delineate the ground truth by hand [43, 44]. Experts seldom
all agree, but a statistical combination (averaging) of several expert segmentations can ac-
count for expert variability. Averaging of multiple nonparametric shapes, however, is itself
a difficult problem. One technique for combining multiple segmentations is Simultaneous
Truth and Performance Level Estimation (STAPLE), [45]. This treats segmentation as a
pixelwise classification, which leads to an averaging scheme that accounts for systematic
biases in the behavior of experts

The accuracy of an individual experimental segmentation is usually given through some
measure of a region’s overlap and its distance from the ground truth. Common distance
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metrics include the Hausdorff distance [46] and the root mean squared distance between
selected boundary points [39, 40]. Often overlap is characterized by a similarity measure
between experimental and ground truth volumes. One common similarity measure is the
cardinality of the intersection (in pixels or voxels) of positive classifications in two volumes
volumes over the union of the positive classifications [41, 47], denoted s. Another overlap
metric is the total correct fraction, c, which is simply the percentage of correctly classified
pixels in the image volume (negative and positive) [1].

Another strategy for evaluating a single-object segmentation is to view each pixel as an
instance of a detection task, which gives rise to metrics for sensitivity and specificity. Sen-
sitivity, p, is the true positive fraction of the segmentation, the percentage of pixels in an
image correctly classified as lying inside the object boundary. Specificity, q, is the true neg-
ative fraction, the percentage of pixels in a segmentation correctly classified as lying outside
the object boundary. Because there is an explicit tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity,
researchers have proposed using receiver operator characterizations (ROC), which monitor
the behavior of this tradeoff for different segmentation algorithms or parameter settings
[48, 38].

The precision of a segmentation method is an indicator of how repeatable the results are
using that technique. Alternatively, precision is an indicator or the degree of randomness
inherent to the method. Precision does not rely on knowing ground truth and can be es-
timated by applying the similarity measure s within a set of experimental segmentations
[38]. The mean s value from these comparisons gives a characterization of the precision of
the method.

The efficiency of a segmentation technique is a measure of the time involved in achieving
a segmentation. This can include user interaction and compute times. These two character-
istics are usually considered individually, because each has a separate cost and will affect
the practicability of the method in a way that depends on the specific application.

3 Level-Set Formulation and Algorithms

We begin this section with a brief review of the notation and mathematics of level-set meth-
ods and describe the particular formulation that is relevant to this paper. Comprehensive
reviews of level-set methods are given the literature [5, 6].

An implicit model is a surface representation in which the surface consists of all points S ��
x̄ � φ � x̄ ��� 0 � , where φ : ℜ3 	
 ℜ. Level-set methods relate the motion of that surface to a

PDE on the volume, i.e. ∂φ � ∂t �� ∇φ � v̄ � t � , where describes the motion v̄ � t � of the surface.
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Within this framework one can implement a wide range of deformations by defining an
appropriate v̄. For segmentation, the velocity often consists of a combination of two terms
[9, 10]

∂φ
∂t

��� ∇φ � � αD � x̄ ����� 1 � α � ∇ � ∇φ� ∇φ ����� (1)

where D is a data term that forces the model toward desirable features in the input data, the
term ∇ ��� ∇φ ��� ∇φ ��� is the mean curvature of the surface, which forces the surface to have
less area (and remain smooth), and α ��� 0 � 1 � is a free parameter that controls the degree of
smoothness in the solution. There are several variations on this framework in the literature,
e.g. [11].

The behavior of the model is mostly characterized by the data term and how it relates to the
image. Invariably, the data term introduces free parameters, and the proper tuning of those
parameters, along with α, is critical to making the model behave in a desirable manner.

3.1 An Intensity-Based Speed Function

Our strategy is to construct a speed function D that causes the model to grow in regions
where the data is consistent with the desired segmentation and to contract in regions where
it is not. We can achieve this by letting D have positive or negative values depending on
whether or not the model is within a specified range of data values. In this case the speed
function at any one point is based solely on input value value I at the point x̄ in the image,
i.e D � x̄ ��� D � I � x̄ � � .
Such a simple scalar speed function is given by

D � I �!� ε �"� I � T � � (2)

where T controls the dominant intensity of the region to be segmented and ε controls the
range of greyscale values around T that could be considered inside the object. Thus when
the model lies on a voxel with a greyscale level between T � ε and T � ε, the model expands
and otherwise it contracts. The speed term is gradual, and thus the effects of the D diminish
as the model approaches the boundaries of regions whose greyscale levels lie within the T #
ε range. Even with this simple scheme a user would have to specify three free parameters,
T , ε, and α, as well as an initialization. Figure 1 shows a graph of D defined in this manner.
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Fig. 1. (a) A speed function based on image intensity causes the model to expand over regions with greyscale values within
the specified range and contract otherwise. (b) Efficient implementations of level sets entail computing the solution only
near the moving wavefront.

3.2 A Statistical Classifier

The speed term in (2) represents a simple one-dimensional, two-class statistical classifier. If
we let P � A � I � be the probability that a pixel lies in the object conditional on the pixel/voxel
value I and P � B � I � be the probability that the pixel is not in the object, then the Bayesian
decision variable is

D � P � A � I �
P � B � I � � P � I � A � P � A �

P � I � B � P � B �$� (3)

which should be compared to unity in order to decide on either A or B. If all intensities
in the background, B, are equally likely (the goal here is simplicity), the denominator is
constant, and the log of D is

logD � logP � I � A ��� logP � A �%� logP � I � B �%� logP � B �'& (4)

If we let the statistics of the inside of the object be Gaussian P � A � I ��� exp �(�)� I � µ � 2 � 2σ2 � ,
we have the following decision rule for a pixel x̄ with intensity I:

x̄ �+* A � I � T �-, ε
B otherwise � (5)

where ε �/.100 2σ2 � logP � A �2� logP � I � B �%� logP � B � �$0043 1
2 , and T � µ. Thus, we see that this

simple three parameter model allows a user to explore the possibilities of this simple sta-
tistical classifier and combine it with the geometric information embodied in the curvature
of the level set.

This analysis sheds some light on the proper interface for these parameters. For instance,
we can help the user choose these parameters by providing a interactive tool that allows a
user to select a set of points (e.g. by holding down a mouse button and moving the cursor
over the area of interest) that generate a mean and a variance, and use these values initialize
T and ε.
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3.3 A Speed Function for Spectral Volumes

This statistical classifier also extends to image/volumes with multiple values, i.e. spectral
images, with values denoted Ī � x̄ �5� ℜm. In this case the in-object condition probability is

P � A � Ī �!� exp
� � 1

2
� Ī � µ̄ � T Σ 6 1 � Ī � µ̄ � � � (6)

where Σ is the covariance. We can express the classifier in terms of Mahalanobis distance.
That is:

x̄ � * A D , ε
B otherwise � (7)

and D �7.8� Ī � µ̄ � T Σ 6 1 � Ī � µ̄ � 3 1
2 .

The graph of the speed function given in (7) is an ellipsoidal hypercone that crosses the zero
axis of the independent variable to form an ellipsoid, centered at µ̄, with a shape and orien-
tation given by the covariance. Figure 2 depicts this for m � 2. The free parameter ε defines
the width of the resulting ellipsoidal classifier in units of standard deviation. The model
expands when it lies on a pixel whose value is within the classifier range and contracts
elsewhere. This Mahalanobis classifier is a natural extension of the scalar speed function
that accounts for the correlation between different features of Ī and allows for curved de-
cision boundaries. In the case where all features are uncorrelated Mahalanobis distance is
equivalent to Euclidean distance.

D(I) µ
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Fig. 2. (a)A Mahalanobis distance classifier describes a mean and standard deviation of feature values that is normalized
with respect to the covariance of the features. (b) Image values within the classifier range are mapped to a positive speed.
Values outside the classifier range are mapped to a negative speed.

For three-channel data such as color RGB images, the covariance matrix and mean vector
entail a total of twelve free parameters. Thus, it is not feasible to provide a user interface
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to interactively control all of the parameters associated with the multivariate form of this
speed function. Instead, we allow the user to extract the mean and variance from a region
of interest and provide the user with a single free parameter ε, which controls the size of
the ellipsoidal region in the feature space and corresponds to the relative prior probabilities
between the object and background.

3.4 The Role of Surface Curvature

If a user were to initialize a model in a volume and use the speed terms in Eqs. (2–7) without
any curvature the results would be virtually the same as a simple flood fill over the region
bounded by the upper and lower thresholds (or the ellipsoid in the mD case). However,
the inclusion of the curvature term alleviates the critical leaking problem that arises when
using flood filling as a segmentation technique. The leaking effect is particularly acute in
3D segmentations and is easily demonstrated on a brain tumor data set, as shown in Fig. 3.
Furthermore in cases where the noise in the data corrupts the shapes of object boundaries,

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. Showing one slice of a MRI volume: (a) The spherical initialization. (b) A model expands to fill the tumor but
leaks through gaps and expands into other anatomy. (c) The same scenario with a degree of curvature prevents unwanted
leaking. The level set isosurface is shown in yellow.

the curvature term can provide smoother results. However, oversmoothing with curvature
can significantly distort the shapes of segmented objects, and if the weight of the curvature
is too large the model will pull away from the data and collapse to a point.

3.5 Rescaling the Distance Function

When solving the PDE associated with Eq. (1), the different level sets of the function
φ will tend to spread out in some regions of the volume (due to the curvature term and
numerical diffusion) and aggregate in other areas (due to the speed term). These phenomena
are characterized by a decreasing or increasing of � ∇φ � over time, respectively. Both of
these tendencies will undermine the effectiveness of narrow-band algorithms, and therefore
the literature describes mechanisms for maintaining φ with a relatively constant gradient
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magnitude. For instance, in [22], the authors stop the evolution of φ at regular intervals and
establish a new φ that corresponds to the signed distance transform of the zero level set.
In [23], the author updates the values of grid points around the zero-set of φ in layers that
maintain an approximation to the signed distance.

For the GPU-based solver, neither of this strategies is appropriate, because they entail dy-
namic data structures that cannot be easily implemented in the streaming architecture. In-
stead we maintain � ∇φ � , by the addition of an extra term to the update equation (PDE) that
governs the evolution of φ. This term will force the level sets of φ to spread out if the gra-
dient is too large and to move together if the gradient is too low. This rescaling term, Gr, is
of the form

Gr � φ 9 gφ �"� ∇φ �4: � (8)

where gφ, the target magnitude for the gradient.

This rescaling term has several properties that are important to the implementation of GIST.
First, the distance transform of the level set, scaled by gφ, is formally (i.e. ignore points
where ∇φ is undefined) a fixed point of (8). Second, because Gr is proportional to φ, it does
not affect the values of φ near the zero set, and therefore should not impact the evolution
of the surface model. Finally, when Gr is implemented with the upwind scheme, it will
maintain monotonicity, and therefore the fixed point of this term applied to updates of grid
representing φ will be a clamped distance transform with extreme values limited by those
in the initial conditions. Thus, Gr will maintain the narrow-band property, which is to say
that φ will have � ∇φ �<; gφ within a narrow band around the zero set and �∇φ �=; 0 elsewhere.

4 Software Application Design

This section describes GIST, an interactive level-set segmentation tool, and the GPU imple-
mentation that makes it possible. It begins with a brief review of the GPU-based level-set
solver (for a more complete description see [49]), describes the visualization of the volume
data and surface models, and then describes the user interface to GIST.

4.1 GPU Level-Set Solver

The efficient solution of the level-set PDEs relies on only updating voxels that are on or
near the isosurface. The sparse GPU level-set solver achieves this by decomposing the
volume into a set of small 2D tiles (e.g. 16 x 16 pixels each). Only those tiles with non-zero
derivatives are stored on the GPU (Fig. 4b). These active tiles are packed, in an arbitrary
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order, into a large 2D texture on the GPU. The 3D level-set PDE is computed directly
on this compressed format. Because active tiles are identified by non-zero gradients, it is
crucial that the volume in which the level-set surface is embedded, φ, resemble a clamped
distance transform. In this way regions on or near the model will have finite derivatives,
while tiles outside this narrow band will be flat, with derivative values of zero. Thus, the
rescaling term given in Eq. (8) is particularly important.
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Fig. 4. (a) The modern graphics processor computation pipeline. (b) The proposed method relies on packing active tiles
into 2D texture—a compressed format.

For each PDE time step update, the 3D neighborhoods of all pixels in the active tiles must
be sampled from the compressed 2D compressed format. For each active tile, the CPU
sends texture coordinates, i.e. memory addresses, to the GPU for each of the tiles that share
a side or an edge in the 3D volume. These texture coordinates are generated and maintained
on the CPU. Using these texture coordinates, the GPU can perform neighborhood lookups
to produce the complete set of partial derivatives (finite differences) used for the gradient
and curvature calculations, which are in turn used to update values of φ.

After the level-set embedding is updated, the GPU uses built-in, hardware accelerated,
mipmapping capabilities to create a bit vector image that summarizes the status of each
tile. Each pixel in this coarse texture contains a bit code that identifies if that tile, as well as
any of its six cardinal neighbors, need to be active for the next time step. This small image
( >@? 64KB) is read back by the CPU and used to update the data structures that track the
active volume regions. The texture coordinates are updated based on these structures and
the next time step is computed.

This GPU-based level-set solver achieves a speedup of ten to fifteen times over a highly-
optimized, sparse-field, CPU-based solver. All benchmarks were run on an Intel Xeon 1.7
GHz processor with 1 GB of RAM and an ATI Radeon 9700 Pro GPU. For the tumor
segmentations performed in the user study, the GPU-based solver ran at 60-70 time steps
per second while the CPU version ran at 7-8 steps per second. The final steps of the cerebral
cortex segmentation shown in Fig. 10 ran at 4 steps per second on the GPU and 0.25 steps
per second on the CPU.
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4.2 Interactive Visualization

An important aspect of GIST is the interactive visualization of the level-set surface, the vol-
ume data, and the speed function. This interactivity includes 2D slice-by-slice visualization
of data, model, and speed, as well as 3D volume/surface rendering with user-controlled
clipping planes to visualize and query the volume data.

GIST provides a simultaneous volume visualization of the input data with the evolving
level-set model. The volume renderer associated with GIST performs a full 3D (transfer-
function based) volume rendering of the greyscale data. For rendering the original volume,
the input data and its gradient vectors are kept on the GPU as 3D textures. This GPU-based
volume rendering incorporates multidimensional transfer functions as described in Kniss et
al. [50]. The current implementation of GIST renders only scalar volume data, and thus for
spectral data it renders only a derived scalar quantity (e.g. one component or magnitude).
Future work will include the use of multidimensional transfer functions to directly render
spectral data.

For rendering the evolving level-set model, we use a modification of the conventional 2D
sliced approach to texture-based volume rendering [51]. The modification to the conven-
tional approach is the rendering of the level-set solution directly from the packed tiles,
which are stored as a single 2D texture. The level-set data and tile configuration is dy-
namic, and therefore does not require separate precomputed versions of the data (e.g. sliced
along cardinal views) as is typically done with 2D texture approaches. Instead the renderer
reconstructs these views, as needed, each time the volume is rendered. For efficiency, the
renderer reuses data wherever possible. For instance, lighting for the level-set surface uses
gradient vectors computed during the level-set update stage. The rendering of the source
data relies on precomputed gradient data—the gradient magnitude is used by the transfer
function and the gradient direction is used in the lighting model. More details on this design
are given in [49].

4.3 Interface and Usage

GIST combines a graphical user interface (GUI), which controls the underlying GPU-based
level-set solver, with a volume renderer. The GUI presents the user with two volume slices,
a 3D rendering window, and a control panel. The first slice window displays the current
segmentation as a yellow line overlaid on top of the target data. The second slice viewing
window displays a visualization of the speed function that use color to clearly delineate
the positive and negative regions. The GUI has controls for scrolling through image slices,
starting and stopping the solver, and saving the 3D segmentation to file. The user can also
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query data values in the slice viewer and create spherical surface models to use as initial-
izations to the level-set solver. A screen capture of the slice-based interface is shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The main user interface of software application, called GIST. The center window shows a slice of an MRI volume
overlaid by a brain tumor segmentation in progress. The right window displays the sign of the speed function.

To set the free parameters of the speed function, the user samples image values by clicking
and dragging the mouse in regions of interest through the 2D slice view window (center
window of 5). As the user gathers statistical samples, GIST simultaneously updates the
mean value and the variance or covariance that defines the shape of the classifier. A user
will typically probe the object across a range of slices for a better representative sampling
than can be obtained in just one image slice. The remaining speed function parameter ε
is set manually in the GUI. The speed function is updated and displayed in real time as
parameters are modified to guide the process.

The volume renderer window displays a 3D rendering of the source data and a surface
rendering of the evolving level-set model. The opacity of each rendering can be controlled
by the user. A clipping plane with the original data can also be applied to the rendering in
any orientation and position. All of the interactions available in the 2D slice view are also
available on the clipping plane, e.g. the user can probe data to set the speed term parameters
and draw spheres for initializing the model directly into the 3D view. The intersection of
the level-set solution with the clipping plane is shown as a yellow band. Figure 6 shows
two views from the volume rendering window.

For a typical segmentation GIST, a user scrolls through slices until they find the location
of the target object and then queries values with the mouse to set the speed function pa-
rameters. Next, the user creates an initial model by drawing one or more spheres within
the object and then starts the solver. The user scrolls through slices as the model begins to
deform, observing its behavior and modifying curvature (model smoothness) and classifier
width as needed. The user may also stop the solver and resample the data to either refine
or replace the current statistical speed function parameters. Using the immediate feedback
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6. Two views of the volume rendering window from GIST. A brain cortex segmentation is shown at left with a cutting
plane applied to the rendering on the right. The intersection of the level-set surface with the cutting plane is shown as a
yellow band.

they get on the behavior of the model, they continue modifying parameters until the model
boundaries appear to align with those of the tumor. In a typical 5 minute session, a user
may modify the model parameters between 10 and 30 times.

5 Results

This section presents results from the application of our GPU-based level-set segmentation
tool to a range of scalar and spectral data. The evaluations in this section include qualitative
and quantitative comparisons with hand contouring as well as two other user-assisted meth-
ods. We choose hand contouring as the main focus of the comparison for several reasons.
First, it is (like the proposed method) a general purpose segmentation method. Second, the
field at large considers hand contouring (by experts) to be the de facto gold standard. Third,
hand contouring is, in many cases, the state of the art. That is, a large number of clinical
applications that require image segmentation still rely on hand contouring as their primary
segmentation technique.

Section 5.1 gives a qualitative analysis of several anatomical segmentations from MRI and
color cryosection data. A more rigorous, quantitative evaluation is presented in Sect. 5.2,
which describes a user study of our software and compares results of brain tumor segmen-
tations with ground truth obtained from experts.
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5.1 Qualitative Evaluation

As a preliminary evaluation of our segmentation tool, we segment a variety of anatomical
structures in several imaging modalities: scalar and spectral MRI, and color cryosection
data from the Visible Human Female (VHF) [52]. This section presents results and discus-
sion of those segmentations.

Figure 7(a) is a rendering of a cortical brain surface segmentation from a 256 x 256 x 175
MRI volume. The complete segmentation required no preprocessing (e.g. no filtering) of
the data and required five minutes using the one-dimensional classifier speed function with
a small, spherical surface (placed by the user) as the initial model. This type of segmen-
tation is impractical to compute on ordinary, CPU-based solvers because of the size and
complexity of the solution. In our experience with state-of-the art CPU-based solvers (e.g.
see the Insight Toolkit, www.itk.org) the same cortical segmentation typically takes more
than an hour.

(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Renderings of (a) brain cortical surface from scalar MRI and (b) white matter from spectral MRI show qualitatively
good results on large, complex structures computed at interactive rates.

For MRI spectral data, we use volumes consisting of co-registered T1, T2, and proton den-
sity data. This combination of image modalities requires the three-dimensional classifier,
given in Eq. (7), to take full advantage of the wider spectrum of information. Figure 7(b)
shows a rendering of a segmentation of the white matter of the brain. As with the corti-
cle segmentation, the results are encouraging because they can be obtained in only a few
minutes (no preprocessing) with a simple spherical seed point initialization. We have seen
similarly promising results with our tool segmenting skin and skull tissue from spectral
MRI data.

For the VHF color cryosection data, we use a region of interest (cropped volume) from
the head that contains two interesting structures: the right lateral rectus muscles, and an-
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terior portions of the right and left optic nerves. The texture information in this data set
posed a significant challenge, and therefore we preprocessed the data by smoothing with
10 iterations of modified-curvature diffusion [53]. This diffusion step blurs the more homo-
geneous regions of the data while preserving object boundaries. This nonlinear diffusion is
relatively computationally expensive, especially on spectral data, and it required approxi-
mately 20 minutes of computation on a two-processor Pentium IV desktop machine.

Figure 8 presents the results of our VHF anatomical segmentations and compares them with
results obtained using other general-purpose segmentation methods. Column (a) shows a
single slice of the original data with the target object for segmentation highlighted. Col-
umn (b) is a surface rendering of the results using our level-set tool. The results from (b)
are overlaid on the slice in column (a). Expert segmentations of the same structures are
shown in 8(b). The expert segmentations were obtained from multiple operators at Har-
vard Brigham and Women’s Hospital and at the University of Utah using the Slicer Tool
[54]. The renderings shown in (b) are of composite ground-truth volumes created with the
STAPLE method described in Sect. 5.2. Column (c) shows results obtained using another
general, interactive segmentation method based on morphological watersheds segmentation
method (for details see [55]).

(a) Original + GPU LS (b) GPU LS (c) Manual (d)WS assisted
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Fig. 8. Visual comparison of surface renderings of GPU level-set (b) and manual (c) segmentations of the Visible Human
Female color cryosection anatomy. The targeted anatomical structure is highlighted in column (a), which shows the
segmentation from (b) superimposed over a transverse slice through the original color data. Column (d) is a comparison
with the user-assisted watershed technique.

Visual inspection of the GPU level-set results show them to be of similar quality as the
hand-contour and watershed results. Anterior and posterior sections optic nerves in the
area of the optic chiasm are segmented separately in this example and combined prior
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to rendering. The current speed function implementation in GIST is limited to a single
statistical feature profile, and therefore distinct structures in color space such as the optic
chiasm must be segmented separately.

Because of the curvature term in (1), segmentations created using our tool are naturally
anti-aliased. The level-set technique also tends to produce a smoother boundary in the axial
direction than the hand-contour and watershed methods, which tend to more resemble a
stack of 2D slices with poor continuity of the boundary in the axial direction. The greatest
advantage to the GPU level-set segmentation is its relative efficiency. The time taken for the
VHF segmentations are up to 20 times faster than hand-contouring (several minutes versus
up to several hours) and were up to 6 times faster than using the watersheds method (full
processing time). As the following section will demonstrate, the level-set segmentation tool
can generally produce acceptable results on the raw image data, which is not possible with
many other algorithms, such watershed segmentation; therefore the level-set segmentation
tool is particularly useful for fast, impromptu segmentations of 3D data sets.

5.2 User Study

Motivation The purpose of this study is to determine if our level-set tool can produce vol-
umetric delineations of brain tumor boundaries comparable to those done by experts (e.g.
radiologists or neurosurgeons) using traditional hand-contouring. We apply our method to
the problem of brain tumor segmentation using data from the Brain Tumor Segmentation
Database, which is made available by the Harvard Medical School at the Brigham and
Women’s Hospital (HBW) [1, 2]. The HBW database consists of ten 3D 1.5T MRI brain
tumor patient datasets selected by a neurosurgeon as a representative sampling of a larger
clinical database. For each of the ten cases, there are also four independent expert hand
segmentations of one randomly selected 2D slice in the region of the tumor.

We use nine cases for our study: three meningioma (cases 1-3) and 6 low grade glioma (4-
6, 8-10). One case, number 7, is omitted because a quick inspection shows that its intensity
structure is too complicated to be segmented by the proposed tool—such a problem remains
as future work, as we will discuss in Sect. 6. For this study, there is no preprocessing on
the data and there are no hidden parameters in this study—all parameters in our system are
set by the users in real time, as they interact with the data and the models.

The subjects consist of five people from among the staff and students in our group who
have each been given a brief introduction on how to use the application. During the study,
each user is asked to delineate the full, 3D boundaries of the tumor in each of the nine
selected cases. We set no time limit on the users and record their time to complete each
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tumor. None of our users are experts in reading radiological data. It is not our intention to
test for tumor recognition (tissue classification), but rather to test whether parameters can
be selected for our algorithm to produce a segmentation which mimics those done by the
experts. To control for tumor recognition, we allow each user to refer to a single slice from
an expert segmentation. Users are told to treat this hand segmentation slice as a guide for
understanding the difference between tumor and non-tumor tissue. Our assumption is that
an expert would not need such an example.

Aggregation of Expert Segmentation Data The expert data serves two purposes in the
this study. First, it provides a mechanism for establishing a ground truth, against which we
can compare the level-set segmentation. Second, the set of expert segmentations establish
a performance benchmark for the accuracy, precision, and efficiency of hand contouring.

Ground truth is established from manual segmentations by the experts using the STAPLE
algorithm [2], an iterative EM algorithm that accounts for systematic biases in the behavior
of experts. The STAPLE algorithm generates a fuzzy ground truth as well as sensitivity and
specificity parameters for each expert and each case.

We denote a single subject within a population with the subscript j and the pixels within the
image/volume as i. An image of binary values Di j represents a segmentation for a particular
subject. Given sensitivities p j and specificities q j for each subject, the degree of confidence
that a particular pixel is in the target object is

Wi � giαi

giαi ��� 1 � gi � βi � (9)

where gi is the prior probability that any pixel would be classified as inside the target object
(usually taken to be the fraction of the image that is filled by the object). The values of α
and β are

α � . Π j p jDi j 3 . Π j � 1 � p j �A� 1 � Di j � 3 and β � . Πjqj � 1 � Dij � 3 . Πj � 1 � qj � Dij 3 & (10)

Given a probability image Wi, the sensitivity/specificity for each subject can be updated as

p j � ∑iWiDi j

∑iWi
and qj � ∑i � 1 � Wi �B� 1 � Dij �

∑i � 1 � Wi � & (11)

The full STAPLE algorithm entails iterating on these updates, back and forth between � p � q �and W , until the process converges.

Accuracy is evaluated against aggregate volumes created for each segmented object by
applying the STAPLE algorithm to the expert hand-contours. These aggregate (STAPLE)
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volumes consist of a graded membership function (zero to one). We analyze the accuracy
of the experimental, level-set results by evaluating the sensitivity and specificity of each
experimental subject, using Eq. (11), relative to these aggregate volumes. We can then
make comparisons by computing average sensitivity and specificity for the two groups—
subjects using hand contouring and subjects using the level-set GUI. Additionally, we can
combine values of p j and q j to compute a total correct fraction for a subject:

c j � ∑iWiDi j � ∑i � 1 � Wi �B� 1 � Di j �
∑i 1

& (12)

Ideally we would compute accuracy of hand-contour segmentations using aggregate data
from an independent group of expert segmenters. A characterization of the accuracy of a
small group of manual segmentations using ground truth generated as a complete aggregate
of those same segmentations contains an clear bias that over estimates the accuracy of the
expert segmentations. A second, less conservative measurement that produces a more unbi-
ased estimate of the manual segmentation accuracy is a round-robin leave-one-out strategy,
[56], where p, q, and c values for each Di j are computed using Wk generated by all segmen-
tations k C� j.

Accuracy metrics must be interpreted carefully. Note that where a segmentation technique
shows high sensitivity, there is a high confidence level in the results it produces for nega-
tively classified pixels, and where a technique shows high specificity, there is a high confi-
dence level for positively classified pixels. The magnitudes of p and q are incommensurate
because they are percentages of different populations of pixels. Total correct fraction is
particularly difficult to interpret because it is biased by the ratio of the size of the image
volume to the size of the target object. Where this ratio is high, c approaches q. Where the
ratio is low, c approaches p. Total correct fraction is used in this study only as a way to
compare our results with other published results on the same data.

We quantify precision in this study using the similarity s jk of results from subjects j and k,

s jk � 2∑i Di jDik

∑i Di j � Dik � (13)

and average similarity across all pairs of subjects j C� k. Accuracy, precision, and efficiency
metrics were also applied across subjects. Given the limited resources for this study and the
scarcity of manually segmented data, we were not able to make intra-subject comparisons,
which require multiple segmentations from the same subject.

Discussion and Analysis Figure 9 shows graphs of average p, q, and c values for the
experts and the users in our study. Error bars represent the standard deviations of the asso-
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ciated values. This figure shows the average accuracy across all experts using round-robin
ground truth.
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Fig. 9. A comparison of user study results (GPU LS) with expert and expert round-robin (RR) results reveal an overall
comparable performance with a tendency to underestimate the region of tumor.

The performance of the experts and our users varies case by case, but in almost all cases
the performance of our users was within the range of performances of the experts. A com-
parison with expert-biased ground truth shows similar results. The average correct fraction
of our users was better than the experts in 6 out of 9 cases. A general trend is that our users
tended to underestimate the tumor relative to the experts, as indicated by lower values of p
and higher values of q, especially when compared to the round-robin expert averages. This
is consistent with our experiences with hand segmentations and level set models— with
hand contouring users tend to overestimate structures, and with level sets the curvature
term tends to reduce the size of convex structures.

The segmentations in our study show a much higher degree of precision than the expert
hand segmentations. Mean precision [38] across all users and cases was 94 & 04% # 0 & 04%
while the mean precision across all experts and cases was 82 & 65% # 0 & 07%. Regarding effi-
ciency, the average time to complete a segmentation (all users, all cases) was 6 # 3minutes.
Only 5% � 10% of this time is spent processing the level-set surface. This compares favor-
ably with the 3-5 hours required for a typical 3D segmentation done by hand.

(a) (b)
Fig. 10. (a) An expert hand segmentation of a tumor from the HBW database shows significant interslice artifacts. (b) A
3D segmentation of the same tumor from one of the subjects in our study.
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The accuracy and precision of subjects using our tool also compares well with the auto-
mated brain tumor segmentation results of Kaus, et al. [1], who use a superset of the same
data used in our study. They report an average correct volume fraction of 99 & 68% # 0 & 29%
(using the expert-biased ground truth), while the average correct volume fraction of our
users was 99 & 78% # 0 & 13%. Their method required similar average operator times (5-10
minutes), but unlike the proposed method their classification approach required subsequent
processing times of approximately 75 minutes. That method, like many other segmentation
methods discussed in the literature, includes a number of hidden parameters, which were
not part of their analysis of timing or performance.

These quantitative comparisons with experts pertain to a only single 2D slice that was ex-
tracted from the 3D segmentations. This is a limitation due to the scarcity of expert data.
Our experience is that computer-aided segmentation tools perform relatively better for 3D
segmentations because the hand contours typically show signs of interslice inconsisten-
cies and fatigue. Figures 10a–b show a segmentation by an expert with hand contouring
compared with a segmentation done by one of our subjects.

6 Summary and Conclusions

A careful implementation of real-time visualization and a sparse level-set solver on a GPU
provides a new tool, called GIST, for interactive 3D segmentation. Users can manipulate
several parameters simultaneously in order to find a set of values that are appropriate for
a particular segmentation task. The quantitative results of using this tool for brain tumor
segmentation suggest that it is compares well with hand contouring and state-of-the-art
automated methods. However, the tool as built and tested is quite general, and it has no
hidden parameters. Thus, the same tool can be used to segment a variety of anatomy as was
show in Sect. 5.1.

The current limitations are mostly in the speed function and the interface. The speed func-
tion used in this paper is quite simple and easily extended, within the current framework, to
include image edges and more complicated statistical classifiers. Future work will include
development of a more intuitive 3D interface that could potentially improve user interaction
times and accuracy.
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Minimal Variance
• Decompose image into segments with piece-

wise constant intensities
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Segmentation With Edges

• Interface between boundary is located 
at edges – where the image gradient 
has an extrema:
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Problem Statement Assumptions And Limitations

• Registration is known! 
– Some are perfectly aligned
– Some are done by hand

Simple Merging or standard interpolation not feasible
– Highly non-uniform samplings – regular 

reconstruction filters won’t work
– Possible attenuation effects - gain-corrections needed
– Noisy input – no direct iso-surfacing

Segmentation With Edges

• Depends on derivatives of intensities
• No need for a global intensity reconstruction ☺
• Only local computation needed ☺
• 3D edge-detector is short-ranges 
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Approximate initial surface
– Low-order global uniform re-sampling of input volumes
– Compute union to form single uniform volume.

Pull surface close to edges
– High-order local approximation of derivatives by Moving 

Least Squares. (in narrow band only!)
– Attraction to the long-range binary Canny edges.

Final surface deformation
– Attraction to short-range 3D directional edges.
– Regularize with curvature based flow

Algorithm Overview
Three Non-Uniform MRI Scans

Of A 12 Day Old Mouse Embryo
12812826 ×× 12816256 ×× 13128256 ××

+ +

CSG Union
128128256 ××

After Canny edge refinement
128128256 ××

Final level set model
128128256 ××

Composite of mouse segmentation

+ +
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Three Non-Uniform CT 
Scans Of A  (Real) Teapot

188218244 ××18821828 ×× 18825244 ×× 21218244 ××

+ + =

Laser Scan Reconstruction Of Griffin

24312294 ×× 14452294 ×× 144312294 ××

+ =

Three MRI Scans Of A Zucchini
256x256x17
(4-chamber)

256x16x256
(long-axis)

24x256x256
(short-axis)

Three MRI Scans Of A Zucchini

Summary
• Relatively fast

– Global tri-linear re-sampling of individual low-
resolution input volumes.

– Local N-order polynomial approximation of derivatives 
in a narrow band of the CSG union.

– Complexity scales with the area of the model – not 
volume

• Flexible
– Deforming LS model can change topology
– Uses distance-weighting of irregular samplings
– Allow for local gain-correction

• Robust
– Using robust numerical algorithms like MLS and SVD
– Relatively stable with respect to noise and imperfect 

registration



Level Set Segmentation From Multiple Non-Uniform Volume Datasets

Ken Museth†∗ David E. Breen† Leonid Zhukov† Ross T. Whitaker‡
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Figure 1: 3D level set model of a griffin derived from two non-uniform laser scan reconstruction volume datasets. The two input
models with resolution 294×312×24 and 294×52×144 show severe aliasing effects from insufficient sampling, especially in the
wings. Our method merges information from both of the datasets to produce a high resolution 294×312×144 level set model. All
models throughout this paper are flat-shaded to highlight details.

ABSTRACT

Typically 3-D MR and CT scans have a relatively high resolution in
the scanning X−Y plane, but much lower resolution in the axial Z
direction. This non-uniform sampling of an object can miss small
or thin structures. One way to address this problem is to scan the
same object from multiple directions. In this paper we describe a
method for deforming a level set model using velocity information
derived from multiple volume datasets with non-uniform resolution
in order to produce a single high-resolution 3D model. The method
locally approximates the values of the multiple datasets by fitting
a distance-weighted polynomial using moving least-squares. The
proposed method has several advantageous properties: its compu-
tational cost is proportional to the object surface area, it is stable
with respect to noise, imperfect registrations and abrupt changes
in the data, it provides gain-correction, and it employs a distance-
based weighting to ensures that the contributions from each scan
are properly merged into the final result. We have demonstrated the
effectiveness of our approach on four multi-scan datasets, a griffin
laser scan reconstruction, a CT scan of a teapot and MR scans of a
mouse embryo and a zucchini.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Ge-
ometry and Object Modeling—Surface and object representations;

Keywords: Segmentation, visualization, level set models, 3D re-
construction.

∗kmu@caltech.edu

1 INTRODUCTION

Many of today’s volumetric datasets are generated by medical MR,
CT and other scanners. A typical 3-D scan has a relatively high res-
olution in the scanning X − Y plane, but much lower resolution in
the axial Z direction. The difference in resolution between the in-
plane and out-of-plane samplings can easily range between a factor
of 5 to 10, see figure 1. This occurs both because of physical con-
straints on the thickness of the tissue to be excited during scanning
(MR), total tissue irradiation (CT), and scanning time restrictions.
Even when time is not an issue, most scanners are by design inca-
pable of sampling with high resolution in the out-of-plane direction,
producing anisotropic “brick-like” voxels.

The non-uniform sampling of an object or a patient can create
certain problems. The inadequate resolution in the Z direction im-
plies that small or thin structures will not be properly sampled, mak-
ing it difficult to capture them during surface reconstruction and ob-
ject segmentation. One way to address this problem is to scan the
same object from multiple directions, with the hope that the small
structures will be adequately sampled in one of the scans. Generat-
ing several scans of the same object then raises the question of how
to properly combine the information contained in these multiple
datasets. Simply merging the individual scans does not necessarily
assemble enough samples to produce a high resolution volumet-
ric model. Normally a technique for filling in between samples is
needed.

We have previously developed a framework for extracting 3D
models from volume datasets [23] based on level set methods [13].
In this paper we describe a method for deforming a level set model
using velocity information derived from multiple volume datasets
with non-uniform resolution in order to produce a single high-
resolution 3D model. The method locally approximates the values
of the multiple datasets by fitting a distance-weighted polynomial



using moving least-squares (MLS) [19, 8]. Directional 3D edge in-
formation that may be used during a level set segmentation process
is readily derived from MLS.

The proposed method has several advantageous properties. In-
stead of merging all of the input volumes by global resampling (in-
terpolation), we locally approximate the derivatives of the intensity
values by MLS. This local versus global approach is feasible be-
cause the segmentation process is implemented with a deformable
level set model that requires only edge information in a narrow band
around the surface. Consequently the MLS calculation is only per-
formed in a small region of the volume, rather than throughout the
whole volume, making the computational cost proportional to the
object surface area [25]. As opposed to many interpolation schemes
the MLS method is stable with respect to noise and imperfect reg-
istrations [5]. Our implementation also allows for small intensity
attenuation artifacts between the multiple scans thereby providing
gain-correction. The distance-based weighting employed in our
method ensures that the contributions from each scan is properly
merged into the final result. If a slice of data from one scan is
closer to a point of interest on the model, the information from this
scan will contribute more heavily to determining the location of the
point.

To the best of our knowledge there is no previous work on cre-
ating deformable models directly from multiple volume datasets.
While there has been previous work on 3D level set segmentation
and reconstruction[24, 10, 9, 20, 26], it has not been based on mul-
tiple volume datasets. However, 3D models have been generated
from multiple range maps [22, 4, 25, 16], but the 2D nature of these
approaches is significantly different from the 3D problem being ad-
dressed in this paper. The most relevant related projects involve
merging multiple volumes to produce a single high-resolution vol-
ume dataset [21, 6], and extracting edge information from a single
non-uniform volume [2]. Our work does not attempt to produce a
high-resolution merging of the input data. Instead, our contribution
stands apart from previous work because it deforms a model based
on local edge information derived from multiple non-uniform vol-
ume datasets.

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach on four
multi-scan datasets. The first three examples are derived from sin-
gle high resolution volume datasets that have been sub-sampled in
the X , Y and Z directions respectively. Since the non-uniform
scans are extracted from a single dataset they are therefore perfectly
aligned. The first example is a volumetric laser scan reconstruc-
tion of a griffin model. The second example is a high resolution
MR scan of a 12-day-old mouse embryo, which has already had its
outer skin isolated with a previous segmentation process. The third
example is a preprocessed high resolution CT scan of a teapot, that
also only contains an outer surface. The final example consists of
multiple MR scans of a zucchini that have been imperfectly aligned
by hand. The first three examples show that our method is able to
perform level set segmentation from multiple non-uniform scans of
an object, picking up and merging features only found in one of
the scans. The final example demonstrates that our method gener-
ates satisfactory results, even when there are misalignments in the
registration.

The remainder of the paper has the following structure. In
Section 2 we outline the details of our method, and in section 3
we present the results obtained with this method. We close with
conclusions and an appendix describing the moving least-squares
method.

2 METHOD DESCRIPTION

We formulate our approach to 3D reconstruction of geometric mod-
els from multiple non-uniform volumetric datasets within a level-
set segmentation framework [23]. The level set models utilized

within this framework are deformable implicit surfaces whose de-
formation is controlled by a speed function in the level set partial
differential equation (PDE). The speed function describes the ve-
locity at each point on the evolving surface in the direction of the
local surface normal. All of the information needed to deform a
surface is encapsulated in the speed function, providing a simple,
unified computational framework. In this section we briefly de-
scribe our level set segmentation framework, review the fundamen-
tal level set PDE, and define speed functions that allow us to solve
the multiple-data segmentation problem. The key to constructing
suitable speed terms is 3D directional edge information derived
from the multiple datasets. This problem is solved using a mov-
ing least-squares scheme that extracts edge information by locally
fitting sampling points to high-order polynomials. This section con-
cludes by outlining the overall algorithm of the method.

2.1 Level Set Segmentation Framework
Level set segmentation relies on a surface-fitting strategy that cre-
ates a new volume from the input data by solving a partial differ-
ential equation (PDE) with user-defined feature-extracting terms.
Because the deformable models move using gradient descent, they
seek local solutions, and therefore the results are strongly depen-
dent on the starting position of the surface. Thus, level set deforma-
tions alone are not sufficient, they must be combined with powerful
initialization techniques in order to produce successful segmenta-
tions. Our level set segmentation framework consists of a set of
suitable pre-processing techniques for initialization, which are then
followed by the selection and tuning of different feature-extracting
terms in the level set algorithm, as seen in Figure 2 [23]. Once these
terms are defined the level set deformation proceeds to produce the
final result.

Each stage in this two-step process is equally important for gen-
erating a correct segmentation. A user must “mix-and-match” these
operations in order to produce the desired result. The operators
available for creating the initial model include high and low thresh-
olding, flood-filling, as well as CSG and morphological (opening
and closing) operators. These operators provide a rough initial es-
timate of the desired model. The level set surface deformation pro-
cess then moves the model toward specific features in the data while
balancing this movement with a regularizing smoothing term, in or-
der to prevent the surface from fitting too closely to noise-corrupted
data. The smoothing term utilizes a local mean curvature measure
in order to remove regions of high curvature. The inclusion of such
a regularization term is also a well known technique in most im-
plicit snake algorithms. Concurrently, the level set model may be
attracted to “Canny” edges [3], iso-surfaces and regions of maxi-
mum gradient magnitude in the input data.

2.2 The Level Set Method
The Level Set Method [13] is a mathematical tool for modeling
surface deformations. A deformable (i.e. time-dependent) surface,
S(t), is implicitly represented as an iso-surface of a time-varying
scalar function φ(x, t) embedded in 3D,1 i.e.

S(t) = {x(t) | φ(x(t), t) = k} , (1)

where k ∈ < is the iso-value, t ∈ <+ is time, and x(t) ∈ <3

is a point in space on the iso-surface. It might seem inefficient
to implicitly represent a surface with a 3D scalar function; how-
ever the higher dimensionality of the representation provides one

1Our work uses the dynamic level set equation, which is more flexible
than the corresponding stationary equation, φ(x) = k(t), see [18] for more
details.



Figure 2: Level set segmentation stages – initialization and surface deformation.

of the major advantages of the LS method: the flexible handling of
changes in the topological genus of the deformable surface. This
implies that LS surfaces can easily represent complicated surface
shapes that can form holes, split to form multiple objects, or merge
with other objects to form a single structure. This is an important
property when segmenting complex models with an unknown topo-
logical genus.

The fundamental level set equation of motion for φ(x(t), t) is
derived by differentiating Eq. (1) with respect to time t, and apply-
ing the chain rule giving:

∂φ

∂t
= −∇φ ·

dx

dt
= ‖∇φ‖ F(x, n, φ) (2a)

F(x, n, φ) ≡ n ·
dx

dt
, (2b)

where dx/dt and n ≡ −∇φ/‖∇φ‖ are the velocity and normal
vectors at x on the surface. We assume a positive-inside/negative-
outside sign convention for φ(x, t), i.e. n points outward. Eq. (2b)
introduces the speed function F , which is a user-defined scalar
function that can depend on any number of variables including x,
n, φ and its derivatives evaluated at x, as well as a variety of input
data. F() is a signed scalar function that defines the motion (i.e.
speed) of the level set surface in the direction of the local normal n

at x.
A number of numerical techniques [13, 1] make the initial value

problem of Eq. (2) computationally feasible. A complete discussion
of the details of the level set method is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. We instead refer the interested reader to [18, 12, 17]. However,
we will briefly mention two of the most important techniques: the
first is the so called “up-wind scheme” which addresses the problem
of overshooting when trying to integrate Eq. (2) in time by finite dif-
ferences. Specifically the upwind scheme is used to compute first
order partial derivatives by a single-sided finite difference which is
up-wind with respect to the motion of the level set surface. The sec-
ond important technique is related to the fact that one is typically
only interested in a single solution to Eq. (2), say the k = 0 level
set. This implies that the evaluation of φ is important only in the
vicinity of a particular level set. This forms the basis for “narrow-
band” schemes [1, 25, 14] that solve Eq. (2) in a narrow band of
voxels near the surface. The “up-wind scheme” makes the level set
method numerically robust, and the “narrow-band scheme” makes
its computational complexity proportional to the level set’s surface
area rather than the size of the volume in which it is embedded.

2.3 Level Set Speed Function for Seg-
mentation

Many different speed functions have been proposed over the years
for segmentation of a single volume dataset [24, 10, 9, 20]. Typ-
ically such speed functions consist of a (3D) image-based feature

attraction term and a smoothing term which serves as a regular-
ization term that lowers the curvature and suppresses noise in the
input data. From computer vision it is well known that features, i.e.
significant changes in the intensity function, are conveniently de-
scribed by an edge-detector [7]. There exists a very large body of
work devoted to the problem of designing optimal edge detectors
for 2D images [11, 3], most of which are readily generalized to 3D.
For the work presented in this paper we found it convenient to use
speed functions with the 3D directional edge term

Fedge(x, n, φ) = αn · ∇‖∇Vg‖ (3)

where α is a scaling factor for the image-based feature attraction
term ∇‖∇Vg‖. Vg symbolizes some global uniform merging of
the multiple non-uniform input volumes. This feature term is effec-
tively a 3D directional edge-detector of Vg . However there are two
problems associated with using this speed function exclusively. The
first is related to the fact that we cannot expect to compute reliable
3D directional edge information in all regions of space simply be-
cause of the nature of the non-uniform multiple volumes that serves
as input for our segmentation process. In other words Vg cannot be
interpolated reliably in regions of space where there are no nearby
sampling points. Hence the level set surface will not experience
any image-based forces in these regions. In other words the surface
fitting is an ill-posed problem in regions of space with no image-
based information. The solution is to use a regularization term that
imposes constraints on the mean curvature of the deforming level-
set surface. We include the following smoothing term in the speed
function in order to smooth the regions where no edge information
exists as well as suppress noise in the remaining regions thereby
preventing excessive aliasing;

Fsmooth(x, n, φ) = β∇ · [∇φ/‖∇φ‖] (4)

where β is a scaling factor for the mean curvature,∇· [∇φ/‖∇φ‖],
on the level set surface defined from φ.

However, one problem remains. Normally the feature attraction
term, ∇‖∇Vg‖, creates only a narrow range of influence. In other
words, this feature attraction term will only reliably move the por-
tion of the level set surface that is in close proximity to the actual
edges in Vg . Thus, a good initialization of the level set surface is
needed before solving Eq. (3). A reasonable initialization of the
level set surface may be obtained by computing the CSG union
of the multiple input volumes, which are first tri-linearly resam-
pled to give a uniform sampling. However, if the input volumes
are strongly non-uniform their union produces a poor initial model.
This occurs when the input volumes are severely undersampled in
one or more directions, as seen in Figure 3. Consequently we attract
the CSG union surface to the distance transform of the Canny edges
[3] computed from Vg . Canny edges are non-directional edges de-
fined from the zero-crossing of the second derivative of the image



Figure 3: The union of the first three teapot datasets from Figure 6.

in the direction of the local normal. In 3D this is

∂2

∂n2
g

Vg = 0 (5)

where ng ≡ ∇Vg/‖∇Vg‖ is the local normal vector of Vg . Using
the expressions ∂/∂ng = ng · ∇ we can rewrite Eq. (5) as

∂2

∂n2
g

Vg = ng · ∇ [ng · ∇Vg] = ng · ∇‖∇Vg‖. (6)

This expression highlights the relationship between the Canny edge
detector and the 3D directional edge detector defined in Eq. (3).
The initialization procedure is then completed by pulling the CSG
union of the multiple input volumes to the distance transform of the
zero-crossing scalar Canny edge detector defined in Eq. (6).

The next section focuses on the methods needed to reliably com-
pute the vectors ng and ∇‖∇Vg‖. In preparation, the latter may
be explicitly expressed in terms of the derivatives of the merged
volume Vg

∇‖∇Vg‖ =
∇Vg ĤVg

‖∇Vg‖
(7)

where we have defined the gradient vector and the Hessian matrix,

∇̂Vg = (
∂Vg

∂x
,
∂Vg

∂y
,
∂Vg

∂z
) (8a)

ĤVg =




∂2Vg

∂x2

∂2Vg

∂y∂x

∂2Vg

∂z∂x

∂2Vg

∂x∂y

∂2Vg

∂y2

∂2Vg

∂z∂y

∂2Vg

∂x∂z

∂2Vg

∂y∂z

∂2Vg

∂z2


 . (8b)

Thus, in closing we note that the level set propagation needed for
segmentation only needs information about the first and second or-
der partial derivatives of the input volumes, not the interpolated
intensity values themselves.

2.4 Computing Partial Derivatives
As outlined above the speed function F in the level-set equation,
Eq. (2), is based on edge information derived from the input vol-
umes. This requires estimating first and second order partial deriva-
tives from the multiple non-uniform input volumes. We do this by
means of moving least-squares (MLS), which is an effective and
well established numerical technique for computing derivatives of
functions whose values are known only on irregularly spaced points
[19, 8, 5].

Let us assume we are given the input volumes V̂d, d = 1, 2, .., D
which are volumetric samplings of an object on the non-uniform
grids {x̂d}. We shall also assume that the local coordinate frames
of {x̂d} are scaled, rotated and translated with respect to each other.
Hence, we define a world coordinate frame (typically one of the
local frames) in which we solve the level set equation. Now, let us
define the world sampling points {xd} as

xd ≡ T
(d)[x̂d] (9)

where T
(d) is the coordinate transformation from a local frame d to

the world frame. Next we locally approximate the intensity values
from the input volumes V̂d with a 3D polynomial expansion. Thus,
we define the N-order polynomials

V
(d)

N (x) = C
(d)
000 +

N∑

i+j+k=1

C
(0)
ijkxiyjzk, d = 1, 2, . . . , D (10)

where the C coefficients are unknown. Note that these local ap-
proximations to the intensity values share coefficients C

(0)
ijk of or-

der higher than zero, i.e. all of the functions V
(d)

N , d = 1, 2, .., D
have the same edges. The fact that the zero-order term in Eq. (10)
is input volume dependent means we allow for local constant off-
sets between the input volumes V̂d. This effectively provides built-
in gain-correction in the scheme, since it can handle small inten-
sity attenuation artifacts between the multiple scans. The details of
deriving a set of linear equations for the coefficients C by means
of the moving least-squares method is described in the Appendix.
The resulting system of linear equations can be solved using stan-
dard techniques from numerical analysis. Summarizing the results
from the Appendix, Eq. (18a) and Eq. (18b) can be conveniently
expressed as ∑

q

Ap,q cq = bp (11)

where A is a diagonal matrix, and b, c are vectors. In this equa-
tion we have also introduced the compact index notations p ≡
(i, j, k, r) and q ≡ (l, m, n, s) defined as

p ∈
{

i, j, k, r ∈ N+
∣∣ i = j = k = 0, 1≤r≤D

}

∪
{

i, j, k, r ∈ N+
∣∣ 1 ≤ i+j+k≤N, r = 0

}
(12a)

q ∈
{

l, m, n, s ∈ N+
∣∣ l = m = n = 0, 1≤s≤D

}

∪
{

l, m, n, s ∈ N+
∣∣ 1 ≤ l+m+n≤N, s = 0

}
. (12b)

The diagonal matrix A, and the vectors b, c in Eq. (11) are defined
as

Ap,q ≡
∑

d

(δr,d + δr,0) (δs,d + δs,0)
∑

xd

wd(xd−x0)

× (xd − x0)
i(yd − y0)

j(zd − z0)
k (13a)

× (xd − x0)
l(yd − y0)

m(zd − z0)
n

bp ≡
∑

d

(δr,d + δr,0) wd(xd−x0)V̂d(xd)

× (xd − x0)
i(yd − y0)

j(zd − z0)
k (13b)

cp ≡ C
(r)
ijk. (13c)

Next the matrix equation Ac = b must be solved for the vector c

of dimension
(

N+3
3

)
+D−1, where N is the order of the expansion

in Eq. (10) and D is the number of non-uniform input volumes. As
is well known for many moving least-square problems it is possi-
ble for the condition number of the matrix A to become very large.



Any matrix is singular if its condition number is infinite and can be
defined as ill-conditioned if the reciprocal of its condition number
approaches the computer’s floating-point precision. This can occur
if the problem is over-determined (number of sampling points, xd

greater than number of coefficients C) and under-determined (am-
biguous combinations of the coefficients C work equally well or
equally bad). To avoid such numerical problems, a singular value
decomposition (SVD) linear equation solver is recommended for
use in combination with the moving least-squares method. The
SVD solver identifies equations in the matrix A that are, within
a specified tolerance, redundant (i.e. linear combinations of the re-
maining equations) and eliminates them thereby improving the con-
dition number of the matrix. We refer the reader to reference [15]
for a helpful discussion of SVD pertinent to linear least-squares
problems.

Once we have the expansion coefficients c we can readily ex-
press the Hessian matrix and the gradient vector of the combined
input volumes as

∇V = (C
(0)
100, C

(0)
010, C

(0)
001) (14a)

HV =




2C
(0)
200 C

(0)
110 C

(0)
101

C
(0)
110 2C

(0)
020 C

(0)
011

C
(0)
101 C

(0)
011 2C

(0)
002


 (14b)

evaluated at the moving expansion point x0. This in turn is used in
Eq. (7) to compute the edge information needed to drive the level
set surface.

2.5 Algorithm Overview

The level set segmentation algorithm used in this paper is outlined
below. Algorithm 2.1 describes the main steps of our approach. The
initialization routine, Algorithm 2.2, is called for all of the multiple
non-uniform input volumes, Vd. Each non-uniform input dataset is
uniformly resampled using tri-linear interpolation. Edge informa-
tion and the union, V0, of the Vd’s is then computed. Algorithm 2.2
calculates Canny and 3D directional edge information using mov-
ing least-squares in a narrow band in each of the resampled input
volumes, Vd, and buffers this in Vedge and V edge. Next Algorithm
2.1 computes the distance transform of the zero-crossings of the
Canny edges and takes the gradient of this scalar volume to pro-
duce a vector field V F , which pulls the initial level set model to
the Canny edges. Finally the level set model is attracted to the
3D directional edges of the multiple input volumes, V edge, and a
Marching Cubes mesh is extracted for visualization. The level set
solver, described in Algorithm 2.3, solves Eq. (2) using the “up-
wind scheme” (not explicitly defined) and the sparse-field narrow-
band method of [25], with V0 as the initialization and V F as the
force field in the speed function.

Algorithm 2.1: MAIN(V1, . . . , VD)

comment: V1, . . . , VD are non-uniform samplings of object V

global Vedge, V edge

do





V0 ← uniform sampling of empty space
for d← 1 to D

do V0 ← V0 ∪ INITIALIZATION(Vd)
V F ←∇[distance transform[zero-crossing[Vedge]]]
V0 ← SOLVELEVELSETEQ(V0, V F , α, 0)
V0 ← SOLVELEVELSETEQ(V0, V edge, α, β)

return (Marching Cubes mesh of V0)

Algorithm 2.2: INITIALIZATION(Vd)

comment: Pre-processing to produce good LS initialization

do





Vd ← Uniform tri-linear resampling of Vd

Γd ← Set of voxels in narrow band of iso-surface of Vd

for each x0 ∈ Γd

do





Solve moving least-squares problem at x0

Vedge(x0)← scalar Canny edge, cf. Eq. (6)
V edge(x0)← 3D directional edge, cf. Eq. (7)

return (Vd)

Algorithm 2.3: SOLVELEVELSETEQ(V0, V F , α, β)

comment: Solve Eq. (2) with initial condition φ(t=0) = V0

do





φ← V0

repeat



Γ← Set of voxels in narrow band of iso-surface of φ
∆t← γ/ supx∈Γ ‖V F (x)‖, γ ≤ 1
for each x ∈ Γ

do





n← upwind scheme[−∇φ(x)/‖∇φ(x)‖]
φ̇(x)← ‖∇φ(x)‖(αV F (x) · n + β∇ · n)

φ(x)← φ(x) + φ̇(x)∆t

until supx∈Γ ‖φ̇(x)‖ ≤ ε
return (φ)

3 RESULTS

We have applied our segmentation method to several multi-scan
non-uniform datasets to produce high resolution level set models.
The parameters used for these segmentations are listed in Table 1.
α and β are weights that the user adjusts to balance attraction to
edges with curvature-based smoothing during the level set defor-
mation process.

Table 1: Maximum in-plane to out-of-plane sampling ratios of non-
uniform input datasets, and parameters for the two level set speed
terms defined in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4).

Model Origin Ratio α β
Griffin Laser scan 10:1 1.0 0.5
Mouse MR scan 10:1 1.0 0.5
Teapot CT scan 9:1 0.5 1.0
Zucchini MR scan 10:1 1.0 0.5

3.1 Griffin Dataset
The griffin dataset was created with a volumetric laser scan recon-
struction algorithm [4]. This algorithm creates a high resolution
volumetric representation of an object by merging multiple depth
maps produced via a laser scan. The original griffin dataset has a
resolution of 312×294×144. We have extracted three non-uniform
datasets from this high resolution representation by copying every
sixth plane of data in the X and Y directions and every tenth plane
of data in the Z direction. The three derived non-uniform griffin
datasets have the following resolution: 52×294×144, 312×30×144
and 312×294×24. Iso-surfaces have been extracted from these
datasets, appropriately scaled in the low resolution direction, and
are presented in the first three images in Figure 4. Each low resolu-
tion scan inadequately captures some important geometric feature
of the griffin. In the first scan the wing on the right contains numer-
ous holes. In the second scan the horns on the head are not prop-
erly represented, and in the third image the wing on the left con-
tains significant notches. Additionally, all three scans are severely



Figure 4: Three non-uniform samplings of a high resolution laser scan reconstruction of a griffin figurine, followed by a level set model
derived from the first three scans. Each input model is missing a particular feature - first: holes in right wing, second: jagged edges of both
wings, third: right horn not connected to wing (as it should be). The level set reconstruction contains all of these missing features.

Figure 5: Three non-uniform samplings of a high resolution MR scan of a mouse embryo, followed by a level set model derived from the first
three scans.

Figure 6: Three non-uniform samplings of a high resolution CT scan of a teapot, followed by a level set model derived from the first three
scans.



aliased. We have performed two reconstructions from the under-
sampled non-uniform scans. In Figure 1 a reconstruction produced
from just the first two scans is presented. The final image in Figure
4 presents the results of applying our segmentation method to all
three low resolution scans. The method produces high resolution
(312×294×144) level set models that contain all of the features
mentioned above and do not exhibit the aliasing seen in the low
resolution scans. Adding the third scan provides more information
around the edges of the wings. It should also be noted that the wing
on the right is connected to the right horn in the initial high resolu-
tion dataset.

3.2 Mouse Embryo Dataset
The first three scans in Figure 5 are derived from a high resolution
MR scan of a mouse embryo. They are subsampled versions of a
256×128×128 volume dataset, and have the following resolutions:
26×128×128, 256×16×128 and 256×128×13. The last image
in Figure 5 presents the result produced by our multi-scan segmen-
tation method. The information in the first three scans has been
successfully used to create a level set model of the embryo with
a resolution of 256×128×130. The finer features of the mouse
embryo, namely its hands and feet, have been reconstructed.

3.3 Teapot Dataset
The first three scans in Figure 6 are derived from a CT scan of a
teapot. They are subsampled versions of a 244×218×188 volume
dataset, and have the following resolutions: 28×218×188, 244×
25×188 and 244×218×21. The last image in Figure 6 presents
the result produced by our multi-scan segmentation method. The
information in the first three scans has been successfully used to
create a level set model of the original teapot with a resolution of
244×218×189. The finer features of the teapot, namely the handle
and the spout, have been reconstructed.

3.4 Zucchini Dataset
The zucchini dataset consists of three individual MRI scans of an
actual zucchini. The separate scans have been registered manually
and are presented on the left side of Figure 7, each with a differ-
ent color to demonstrate their imperfect alignment. The resolutions
of the individual scans are 28× 218× 188, 244× 25× 188 and
244×218×21. This image highlights the rough alignment of the
scans. The right side of Figure 7 presents the result of our level
set segmentation. It demonstrates that our approach is able to ex-
tract a reasonable model from multiple datasets that are imperfectly
aligned.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed a method that uses multiple vol-
ume datasets with non-uniform resolution acquired in different lo-
cal coordinate frames, but with known relative transformations, to
deform a level set model on a uniform grid. As described in section
2.4, the contribution from each of the datasets to the velocity of the
evolving level set model is weighted according to the quality (res-
olution) of the dataset near the propagating front. We obtain this
result by employing a moving least-squares (MLS) method. Our
method only performs the MLS calculation in the neighborhood of
the propagating front and thus has O(N 2) computational complex-
ity. Additionally, it is stable with respect to noise, imperfect regis-
tration and abrupt changes in the data, it provides gain-correction,
and employs a distance-based weighting to ensures that the contri-
butions from each scan are properly merged into the final result. We

Figure 7: Three low resolution MR scans of a zucchini that have
been individually colored and overlaid to demonstrate their imper-
fect alignment. The level set model on the right is derived from the
three low resolution scans.

have demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach on four multi-
scan datasets, a griffin laser scan reconstruction, a CT scan of a
teapot and MR scans of a mouse embryo and a zucchini. As future
work we plan to explore other integration techniques in the moving
least-squares method that might allow us to reduce the amount of
smoothing needed during segmentation.
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A MOVING LEAST-SQUARES

To solve for the expansion coefficients C in Eq. (10) we define the
moving least-squares functional

E(x0) =
D∑

d=1

∑

xd

wd(xd−x0)
[
V

(d)
N (xd−x0)− Vd(xd)

]2

(15)

where x0 is the expansion point from where we are seeking edge
information, Vd(xd) ≡ V̂d(x̂d) and where

w(x) ≡





1− 2(‖x‖/∆)2 for 0 ≤ ‖x‖ ≤ ∆/2

2(‖x‖/∆− 1)2 for ∆/2 < ‖x‖ < ∆

0 for ‖x‖ ≥ ∆

(16)

is a “moving filter” that weights the contribution of different sam-
pling points, xd, according to their Euclidean distance, ‖xd−x0‖,
to the expansion point, x0. Other expressions for this weighting
function could of course be used, but Eq. (16) is fast to compute,
has finite support (by the window parameter ∆), and its tangent is
zero at the endpoints. After substitution of Eq. (10) into Eq. (15)
we obtain the functional

E(x0) =

D∑

d=1

∑

xd

wd(xd − x0)
[
C

(d)
000 − V̂d(xd) (17)

+

N∑

i+j+k=1

C
(0)
ijk(xd − x0)

i(yd − y0)
j(zd − z0)

k
]2

.

The minimization of this moving least-squares functional with re-
spect to the expansion coefficients C requires the partial derivatives
to vanish, i.e.

∂Ê(x0)

∂C
(d)
000

= 0 = 2
∑

xd

wd(xd−x0)
[
C

(d)
000 − V̂d(xd) (18a)

+

N∑

i+j+k=1

C
(0)
ijk(xd − x0)

i(yd − y0)
j(zd − z0)

k
]

∂Ê(x0)

∂C
(0)
lnm

= 0 = 2

D∑

d=1

∑

xd

wd(xd − x0)
[
C

(d)
000 − V̂d(xd)

+
N∑

i+j+k=1

C
(0)
ijk(xd − x0)

i(yd − y0)
j(zd − z0)

k
]

× (xd − x0)
l(yd − y0)

m(zd − z0)
n. (18b)

This defines a system of linear equations in the expansion coef-
ficients C

(r)
ijk, that can be solved using standard techniques from

numerical analysis, see Eq. (11) and Eq. (13).
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Problem statement

● Surface reconstruction
• Creating surfaces from volumetric data-sets

• CT, MRI, ET scanners

• Physical slicing and imaging (histology)

• Non-uniform resolution
• Important structures identified in 2D by expert anatomists and outlined with a stylus
• Create a smooth surface from a stack of parallel contours

● Traditional surface reconstruction problems
• Topology changes difficult for explicit meshing algorithms
• Creating smooth surfaces from sparse data

● Propose to use robust and accurate 2D morphing  to sweep out a
smooth 3D surface

3

Sweeping reconstruction

● Sweep out the surface that connects
the contours
• Use 2D level set morphing
• Constrain the speed of the sweeping

motion
• Use a combination of Lagrangian and

Eulerian techniques

12 contours from a human model
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Sweeping reconstruction

● Sweep out the surface that connects
the contours
• Use 2D level set morphing
• Constrain the speed of the sweeping

motion
• Use a combination of Lagrangian and

Eulerian techniques

12 contours from a human model
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Level set method

● Level set method (Osher and Sethian 1988)
• Robust, accurate and fast
• Represent the interface as a time-dependent Euclidian distance function

embedded  in a Cartesian space that has co-dimension one

• Arbitrary deformation problems may be recast into a framework that solves the equation:

Speed function

• Each point on surface moves in the direction of local normal. Step-size
proportional to signed distance to target γB
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Level Set Morphing
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• Each point on surface moves in the direction of local normal. Step-size
proportional to signed distance to target γB

• Regions inside
   expand
• Regions outside
   contract
• Guaranteed
   convergence
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Level Set Morphing Complex Topology Change

Different Alignments Produce
Different Morphs Dart to Jet 1

Dart to Jet 2

●                                   only goes to zero at surface of B

●                                      goes to zero when A’s field equals B’s

● Produces a globally stable steady state
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Level set morphing contd.

● Multiple morphing to sweep out a surface
• Using previous method

• Jerky movement
• Discontinuous speed when crossing contours

Sweeping level set and
contours

ReconstructionColor coded speed
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Novel method

● Sweeping reconstruction
• Introduce time as a variable,  give input a “time-of-arrival”
• Speed is calculated by differentiating distance to target wrt

time
• Use particle tracing to find distances between contours

• Constrain the speed of the sweeping level set

Example of contours and swept surface
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Input/Preprocessing

● Input is manually outlined contours
● Has assigned time-of-arrivals (height)
● Convert to signed distance transform

• Fast sweeping, iterative PDE-based methods

Contour Signed distance transform

t=0 t=0
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Estimating distances

● In order to get speed we need distance information
● Could use the signed distance transform itself but...
• The shortest distance is not necessarily the correct distance
• Creates oscillations

● Need accurate measure of distance
• Augment the interface with tracker particles
• Do an intermediate morph between the current and the target to get the distance

A

B
Reconstruction using closest distance transform

Morphing from A to B

B

A
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Tracker particles

● Seeding strategies
• Brute force uniform static seeding

• A fixed number of particles per initial interface cell

• Adaptive seeding
• A fixed or dynamic number of particles per cell

● Advection
• Opposite to the Particle level set by Fedkiw et al.

1. Initial position 3. Propagated level set2. Advected particles 4. Corrected particles
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Construct speed function

● Distances and the time-of-arrivals known for particle trajectories
• Copy onto interface grid cells

● For every interface grid cell
• Use info to construct a 1D function of distance with respect to time

• Differentiate to get speed

● Wanted properties for speed function
• Smooth (continuous derivatives)
• Avoid over-shooting and oscillations (monotonicity)

● Use piecewise continuous polynomials (spline)

0 10 20
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● The speed function is only known for the interface grid cells (red)
• Needed throughout the narrow band

● Use velocity extension (transport eqn.)

• At steady state the speed function is constant along the normal direction

Velocity extension Reconstruction Overview
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“Boundary conditions”

● The swept surface is an open “tube”

● How should the open shape be terminated?
• Ill defined problem (extrapolation)

● Solutions
• Flat cap

• Simply cap the ends with a plane

• Extrapolation of the speed function (possibly with constraints) beyond boundary
contours
• Works best with terminating structures

• Manual insertion of contours
• Can create a terminating structure

26

Video
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Results

12 contours, 155 × 522 × 270, 220 sec
Sparse input, non-uniform spacing
Boundary condition: Extra inserted flat cap
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Results contd.

5 contours, 276 × 276 × 97, 260 sec
Very fine detail
Boundary condition: Speed extrapolation
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Results contd.

8 contours, 122 × 187 × 98, 220 sec
Sparse input, non-uniform spacing
Boundary condition: Speed extrapolation

30

Results contd.

35 contours, 420 × 300 × 347, 1100 sec
Dense, complex input
Boundary condition: Flat cap

Conclusions

● Contour-based surface reconstruction method based on
2D level set morphing

● Morph one contour into another
● Time maps into 3rd dimension
● Constrain times of arrival and velocities to create

smooth transitions
● Easily handles topology changes
● Creates smooth surfaces from sparse input
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Figure 1: Surface reconstruction with our new method. (left) 35 input contours from a CT scan of the pelvis area bones, resolution 420× 300.
(middle) Input contours overlaid on the surface reconstruction. (right) The reconstructed surface alone, resolution 420× 300× 347.

Abstract

We present a robust method for 3D reconstruction of closed
surfaces from sparsely sampled parallel contours. A solution
to this problem is especially important for medical segmen-
tation, where manual contouring of 2D imaging scans is still
extensively used. Our proposed method is based on a mor-
phing process applied to neighboring contours that sweeps
out a 3D surface. Our method is guaranteed to produce
closed surfaces that exactly pass through the input contours,
regardless of the topology of the reconstruction.

Our general approach consecutively morphs between sets of
input contours using an Eulerian formulation (i.e. fixed grid)
augmented with Lagrangian particles (i.e. interface track-
ing). This is numerically accomplished by propagating the
input contours as 2D level sets with carefully constructed
continuous speed functions. Specifically this involves parti-
cle advection to estimate distances between the contours,
monotonicity constrained spline interpolation to compute
continuous speed functions without overshooting, and state-
of-the-art numerical techniques for solving the level set equa-
tions. We demonstrate the robustness of our method on a
variety of medical, topographic and synthetic data sets.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-
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Computational Geometry and Object Modeling—Physically
Based Modeling;
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1 Introduction

A wide variety of objects, animals and specimens are scanned
for scientific purposes every day in imaging centers across
the globe, producing a steady stream of volumetric datasets.
Objects such as developing mouse and frog embryos, rat and
monkey brains, nerve cells of all types, bones and even fossils
are examined by MRI, CT, ET scanners, as well as physi-
cally sliced and imaged to produce these 3D samplings of
real objects. Once the objects/specimens have been imaged
the resulting volume datasets can be manually segmented.
In this process, an experienced anatomist goes over selected
slices (i.e. images) of the dataset, identifies relevant struc-
tures, and circles them with a stylus, producing a series of
parallel contours that outline the object of interest.

From these sets of contours it is usually required to produce
a high quality, smooth 3D surface model that reconstructs
the original object. The reconstructed surface is useful for
visualization and further processing, e.g. resampling and ge-
ometric calculations. An important issue that frequently
must be addressed during the reconstruction process is the
non-uniform resolution of the scanned datasets. Very often
the in-plane (X-Y) resolution of a dataset is greater than the
out-of-plane (Z) resolution. This difference can range from
a factor of 2 to 10. Many approaches have been proposed
that stitch the contours together in order to create a polygon
mesh. Another class of solutions takes an implicit approach,
where 3D fields are derived by stacking and interpolating 2D
distance fields constructed from the individual contours.

Contour stitching algorithms only create polygonal surfaces,
thus the resulting reconstructed surfaces have C0 continuity.
Additionally, this class of reconstruction algorithms has not
been shown to robustly cope with general, complex, branch-
ing structures. We have therefore taken a field-based ap-
proach to solving the contour-based reconstruction problem,
based on velocity-adjusted contour morphing. With this ap-
proach, morphing one contour into the next sweeps out a
3D surface. This is accomplished by equating time in the
2D contour morphing process with the third dimension in
the surface reconstruction process. Our approach easily ad-



Figure 2: Overview of the reconstruction pipeline described in Section 2.

dresses the branching problem, provides a superior technique
for interpolating between sparse slices, and produces closed
surfaces from contours with both smooth and sharp features.
Our work addresses the previously overlooked, but crucial,
problem of adjusting the local velocities of the morphing
contours in order to guarantee smooth surface transitions at
the contour boundaries.

Our approach consists of four major stages. The reconstruc-
tion process takes as input a stack of binary images that rep-
resents the contours. When completed, a volumetric model
is produced, which may be directly rendered or a mesh can
be extracted from it for interactive viewing. In the first stage
of our approach a 2D signed distance field is computed to
each input contour. The contours may also be smoothed be-
fore this stage, if desired. Next a 3D surface is produced by
performing a series of 2D level set morphs between adjacent
contours embedded in the distance fields. This stage is bro-
ken up into two steps. First distance estimates are produced
that correspond to the arc lengths of trajectories that con-
nect the adjacent contours in the image plane. Next these
distances, together with a time-of-arrival, are used to esti-
mate the speeds (in contour normal directions) needed to
produce a smooth morph when transitioning between sets
of contours. The 3D reconstruction is rendered in the final
stage. The complete process is summarized in Fig. 2.

1.1 Previous Work

In the past three decades many significant efforts have ad-
dressed the problem of creating surfaces from parallel con-
tours. This work falls into two general categories, contour
stitching and field-based methods, which can also be charac-
terized as Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches respectively.

1.1.1 Lagrangian approach: Contour Stitching

The contour stitching approach to surface reconstruction at-
tempts to generate a surface by connecting the vertices of
adjacent contours in order to produce a mesh that passes
through all contours. These approaches generally need to
address the correspondence (how to connect vertices between
contours), tiling (how to create meshes from these edges) and
branching (how to cope with slices with different numbers
of contours) problems.

Keppel [20] and Fuchs et al. [14] described the first algo-
rithms for creating polygonal meshes from a series of con-
tours. The Fuchs work defines the best reconstructed sur-
face as the one with minimal surface area. Many papers
have offered incremental improvements to these seminal ef-
forts. Several solutions to the correspondence problem have
been proposed, e.g. those based on parameterization of the

contours [16], contour decomposition [12], Minimum Span-
ning Trees [25], Angular Bisector Networks [29], medial axes
[21] and partial curve matching algorithms [3]. Boissonnat
[6] utilizes Delaunay triangulation to cope with branching
surfaces. Bajaj et al. [2] provide a unified approach to solv-
ing the correspondence, tiling and branching problems by
imposing three constraints on the surface when deriving the
reconstruction rules. Johnstone et al. [18] describe a method
for creating Bezier surfaces from contours with cylindrical
topology. Fujimura and Kuo [15] use isotopic deformations
to create non-self-intersecting surfaces from nested contours.

1.1.2 Eulerian Approach: Field-Based Methods

Levin [22] presents the seminal field-based approach to sur-
face reconstruction from a series of parallel contours. Given
a distance field for each contour, the 2D fields are stacked
and interpolated in the z-direction with cubic B-splines. The
reconstructed surface is extracted from the resulting 3D field
as the zero iso-surface, and in general will only be as smooth
as the distance field, i.e. C0. Raya and Udupa [34] extend
Levin’s approach to time-varying datasets. Jones and Chen
[19] suggest that Voronoi diagrams be used to minimize the
computation needed for calculating the 2D distance fields.
Barrett et al. [5] recursively apply morphological operators
(dilation and erosion) to contour images in order to interpo-
late intermediate gray level values. Cohen-Or et al. [9, 10]
introduce the concept, without supporting results, of cre-
ating a 3D object from contours by morphing one contour
into the next using warp-guided distance field interpolation.
Chai et al. [8] present a gradient-controlled partial differen-
tial equation method for producing C1 continuous surfaces
from nested contours.

1.2 Contributions

We present a novel approach to reconstructing closed 3D sur-
faces from closed 2D contours. The work described here is
the first to demonstrate that smooth 3D models can be cre-
ated from parallel contours by morphing the contours that
sweep out a 3D surface. We propose techniques, based on
processing all contours simultaneously, that address the con-
tinuity problem at contour boundaries, a problem that is
usually caused by connecting only two contours at a time;
thus producing smooth surface transitions at the contours.

The approach offers the following additional features:

• Robustness: Topology changes occurring between in-
put contours are easily handled. Horizontally overlap-
ping contours are guaranteed to be connected in the
reconstruction.



• Accuracy: The 3D reconstructions fit accurately to
the input contours. Furthermore the input contours
are generally not visible in the reconstruction. The 3D
surface is at least C1 continuous in the direction per-
pendicular to the plane of the contours.

• Flexibility: The reconstruction technique allows for
any number of input contours (≥ 2), as well as the
application of various constraints (e.g. derivative and
height information, etc.).

• Efficiency: The computational complexity of our ap-
proach is linear in the size (i.e. arc length) of the input
contours and thus not dependent on the size of the em-
bedding (i.e. images). It should also be emphasized
that all of the (level set) computations in our 3D re-
construction method are exclusively performed in 2D
employing a fast improved narrow band scheme (see
Appendix A).

• Stability: We employ proven finite difference schemes
for solving Hamilton-Jacobi equations. Additionally we
propose an improved equation for level set morphing.
Our modified formulation guarantees exact convergence
to within the numerical accuracy of the integration
scheme.

2 Surface Reconstruction Pipeline

In this section we present the details of the 3D reconstruction
pipeline outlined in Fig. 2. The goal of our approach is to
generate smooth surfaces that fit to an arbitrary number of
parallel contours. When completed it should not be possible
to identify the input contours in the final 3D reconstruction,
i.e. the final surface should be at least C1 continuous in the
direction perpendicular to the contours. However, to allow
for sharp features in the input contours, the cross sections of
the 3D reconstruction may be C0 continuous. Since our gen-
eral approach involves morphing one contour into another we
refer to the height dimension perpendicular to the contours
as time.

2.1 Novel Eulerian Approach: Level Set Model

Explicit curve and surface representations that use vertices
or control points can be regarded as Lagrangian approaches
since they essentially use body-fixed particles. While this
formulation offers many advantages for static geometry, it
suffers from significant limitations when representing dy-
namic geometry: aliasing (e.g. undersampling during expan-
sion), failure to easily handle topology changes (e.g. merg-
ing or bifurcations) and self-intersections (e.g. formation of
loops or swallowtails). Since our general approach for 3D
reconstruction is based on metamorphosis it must cope with
complex, changing geometry. A more robust approach to
processing dynamic geometric models utilizes an Eulerian
formulation, where the deforming interface (contour in 2D or
surface in 3D) is implicitly represented as a time-dependent
iso-surface or contour of a function discretized on a fixed
computational grid.

An elegant Eulerian formulation for deforming closed (i.e.
orientable) interfaces is the level set method [31]. It repre-
sents the interface as a time-dependent Euclidian distance
function embedded in a Cartesian space of dimension one
higher than the interface (i.e. co-dimension one). A con-
tour may then be conveniently represented as a 2D image
of real numbers that sample the shortest distance function,
φ, to the contour. A sign convention is used to distinguish
between grid points inside (negative) and outside (positive)
of the contour. Arbitrary deformation problems may then

be recast into a framework that solves the following partial
differential equations (PDE),

∂φ(x(t), t)

∂t
=

dx(t)

dt
·∇φ(x(t), t)

= F(x(t), φ(x(t), t), . . . ) |∇φ(x(t), t)| ,
(1)

where dx(t)/dt denotes the velocity vector of the deforming
interface and F() is the speed function that may depend on
a variety of arguments. The geometric interpretation of F()
defines it as the magnitude of the velocity dx(t)/dt in the
direction normal to the interface at x, i.e. F = n ·dx(t)/dt.
Also note that the local interface normal, n, is given by
∇φ/ |∇φ| and that the mean curvature is ∇ · n, see [26]
for details. The level set PDEs, Eq. (1), can be solved ef-
ficiently using several numerical techniques, e.g. the narrow
band schemes [1, 33, 41] and robust finite difference schemes
like WENO [23]. In Appendix A we present a fast and yet
relatively straightforward narrow band scheme based on an
improvement of [33]. This scheme guarantees that our final
level set reconstruction algorithm has a computational com-
plexity that is linearly proportional to the size of the input
contours, as opposed to the size of the images in which they
are embedded. For more general information on methods for
solving level set equations we refer the reader to [30, 37].

2.2 Euclidian Distance Fields From Input Contours

The input to our algorithm is a set of contours obtained from
parallel 2D slices of a closed surface. We assume that the
contours are registered in the same frame of reference and
that the individual slices each have an associated height.
These heights can be user defined or derived directly from
the data sets. For contours from topological maps the third
dimension normally corresponds to height values and for
medical contours the third dimension may be derived from
the distances between the slices.

Since the level set equation, Eq. (1), is a time-dependent Eu-
lerian PDE, it defines an initial value problem. Consequently
the first challenge is to derive the initial level sets from the
input contours. This amounts to computing Euclidian dis-
tance fields from the input contours, which mathematically
corresponds to solving the Eikonal equation |∇φ| = 1 with
associated boundary conditions [37]. This equation can in
turn be solved efficiently by a number of numerical meth-
ods. For the work presented in this paper we used the Fast
Sweeping Method of [43], which is more efficient than the
Fast Marching Method of [36, 40]. This stems from the fact
that the computational complexity of the former is O(N)
in the number of grid points N , as opposed to O(N log N)
for the Fast Marching Method. However we also found the
steady-state formulation of [33, 39] to be useful when the
input is binary contours, because the time-dependent PDE
approach (see Eq. (6)) provides a slight smoothing of the
interface, and hence may be used to anti-alias the binary
input. We stress, however, that this smoothing is optional.

2.3 Building Block: A Robust Level Set Morphing

The morph of an initial level set model, φ(x, 0) = φsource(x),
to a final level set, φtarget(x), can be formulated and solved
with the following PDE,

∂φ(x(t), t)

∂t
= [φ(x(t), t)− φtarget(x)] |∇φ(x(t), t)| , (2)

which is evolved to a steady-state where φ and φtarget are
identical. Eq. (2) directs the portions of the initial interface



that are inside the target to expand, and the portions outside
to contract. This behavior is produced by the sign conven-
tion of φtarget, and requires that φsource and φtarget overlap;
otherwise φsource will collapse to a point. Note that the pres-
ence of φ in the speed function, F = φ− φtarget, guarantees
an exact convergence (i.e. steady-state) within the numeri-
cal accuracy of the integration scheme. This speed function
is numerically more stable than the original formulations of
[7, 11] where F = −φtarget, which is unlikely to be exactly
zero for the samples in the discretized narrow band. Conse-
quently no true discretized steady-state solution exists, re-
quiring a manual termination of the propagation when the
interface is within a grid point’s distance to the target. The
improved formulation of Eq. (2) will on the other hand con-
verge accurately to the target level set.

It is possible to successively apply a 2D version of Eq. (2)
between all pairs of neighboring input contours to create
a 3D surface. Time would then correspond to the height
coordinate of the 3D surface that sweeps together the con-
tours. While this approach creates a closed surface it does
not necessarily produce a desirable result. The 2D morph is
not guaranteed to be C1 continuous in time across contour
boundaries. It will be C0, and in most cases will show ma-
jor discontinuities in the time derivatives across the input
contours. This in turn will lead to 3D reconstructions where
input contours are clearly visible, see Fig. 5 (left). To avoid
these artifacts a speed function that is at least C1, or better
yet C2, continuous over time must be defined. See Fig. 5
(right). This is accomplished by assuring that all portions
of the contour arrive at the target at the same time, and
that the velocity of the morphing contour is the same as it
approaches and departs from an input contour.

2.4 Estimating Distances Between Contours:
Lagrangian Particle Tracing

Each input contour is assigned a time-of-arrival, the time
when the morphing contour should reach the input contour.
Given our interpretation of time, this value is associated with
the height of the input contour. An estimate of the distance
traveled by each portion of the deforming contour is required
in order to adjust the speed function so that all portions of
the contour reach the target simultaneously. This follows
from the interpretation of F() as the speed of a point on a
deforming contour in the local normal direction.

Figure 3: Illustration of the distance estimates between two con-
tours, A and B. Distances are computed as arc-lengths of particle
trajectories connecting A and B during a morph defined by Eq. (2).

An effective approach to estimating distances for the speed-
function traces particle paths from one contour to the next.
The Eulerian morphing of A → B can be augmented with
Lagrangian particles that keep track of both the traveled
distance (i.e. the arc-lengths of trajectories between start
and end points on the two contours) as well as the point
correspondences between A and B.

Tracker particles are first seeded on the zero-crossing of the

interface. These particles are advected with an intermediate
level set using Eq. (2). When the intermediate morph has
reached a steady-state, we collect the length of the trajec-
tories traveled by the particles. These distances are then
signed (according to the inside/outside convention) and av-
eraged to produce a signed distance estimate for the discrete
zero-crossing grid points. A point-to-point correspondence
between consecutive contours is also cached making interme-
diate morphs unnecessary between all contours at all time-
steps.

The particle advection for a level set morph from φA to φB is
implemented by repeating the following steps until a steady-
state is reached, i.e. φA = φB :

1. Seed particles randomly on zero-crossing of φA.

2. Advect the particles in the following vector field:
(φB(x)− φA(x))∇φA(x)/|∇φA(x)|

3. Propagate φA(x) with F = φB(x)− φA(x).

4. Back-project particles into A using the vector field:
−φA(x)∇φA(x)/|∇φA(x)|

5. Accumulate the distances traveled to the particles.

Step 1 to 4 are illustrated in Fig. 4. The velocity fields
are derived from the geometric interpretation of F(), the
fact that the local normal field of φA is ∇φA(x)/|∇φA(x)|
and Eq. (2). We observe that the back projection step (4)
is necessary because discrete integration schemes for solv-
ing level set equations have a built-in numerical dispersion
[13]. This essentially means Lagrangian particles will almost
never follow the level set exactly. Hence the back projection
is needed as a correction. The seeding of particles can be
adaptive by dynamically adding or deleting particles as the
particle densities changes during contour expansion or con-
traction. However, for the examples presented in this paper
a simple over-sampling strategy with 10 initial particles per
zero-crossing pixel proved sufficient. Note also that not all
particles are guaranteed to reach a target contour. This cor-
responds to a situation where the particles are seeded on
parts of a contour that erode away. It should be emphasized
that this is a natural behavior and causes no problems for
our subsequent reconstruction. Finally it should be stressed
that the above procedure is repeated for each (CFL) time-
step which implies that our approximate distance metric will
converge to the correct distance as the sweeping level set ap-
proaches the input contours.

As a closing remark we note that even though our approach
resembles the particle level set method of [13], they are very
different. Our method is not designed to modify the level set
interface in order to compensate for the numerical dispersion
present in the integration scheme. Rather our particles are
used for tracking and estimating distances between contours.

2.5 1D Interpolation For The Speed Functions

The approximation of the distances traveled by each con-
tour during morphing is combined with the time-of-arrivals
to produce smooth speed functions. Consider a sequence of
morphs A → B → ... → N and a particular grid point on the
zero-crossing of the current level set. Using the particle trac-
ing technique described above we can estimate the associated
signed distances, Si, that this part of the contour must travel
to reach all the (past and future) contours with the time-of-
arrivals, ti, where i = 1, 2, . . . , N . We then fit a smooth
polynomial function through these discrete data points and
differentiate it to get a speed-function at the considered grid



Figure 4: Illustration of the particle advection steps in the narrow band of the level set. (left) Initial configuration with particles seeded on the
interface. (middle left) Particles advected in the normal direction. (middle right) Level set advected, and correction vector field used to project
particles back onto the interface. (right) Shows the particles projected back on the interface. Note that the zero-crossing pixels are shaded red.

point location. This 1D interpolation is repeated for the
remaining zero-crossing grid points on the current level set.

Many differentiable functions can be used to fit the distances
and times, using standard curve-fitting techniques. We have
investigated several different polynomials, as well as shape-
preserving measures. They include linear interpolation, cu-
bic splines and monotonicity constraints.

Figure 5: Reconstruction with linear interpolation (left) and a natural
cubic spline (right) for the corresponding speed functions. The inputs
are three circular contours, two large ones at the top and bottom and
a smaller one at the center.

Simple linear interpolation for the speed-function will cre-
ate a shape with straight lines connecting the corresponding
points on the contours. If instead the aim is to make a
smooth shape, a higher order polynomial is needed. One
possibility is the natural cubic spline, which is a third or-
der piecewise C2 polynomial that minimizes strain energy
[42]. Two reconstructions from the same input, one using
linear interpolation and the other a natural cubic spline, are
presented in Fig. 5.

Additional constraints can be applied to the cubic spline
in order to control the properties of the reconstruction. If
for example the shape is known or desired to be (piecewise)
monotonic in time, it is possible to apply a monotonicity
filter [17] to the splines. Such a filter imposes the constraint
that the spline becomes piecewise monotonic with the po-
tential loss of C2 continuity. See Fig. 6 for an example. The
field of constrained polynomials is vast and several, more
complex, methods exist, which may be used to create recon-
structions with a variety of shape properties.

Figure 6: Examples reconstructed with a natural cubic spline that
produces the indicated overshooting (left) and monotonicity con-
straint spline (right). The inputs are three circular contours, a small
one at the top and two equally large ones at the center and bottom.

2.6 Velocity Extension and Renormalization

The velocities obtained by interpolation of the particle tra-
jectories are only defined on the zero-crossing grid points.
However, the speed-function of Eq. (1) must be defined in

the full narrow band of φ. Therefore, to extend F() off of the
interface we solve the following transport equation [33, 39]:

∂F(x, t)

∂t
= S[φ(x, t)]∇F(x, t) ·∇φ(x(t), t) (3)

where

S[φ(x, t)] =
φ(x, t)√

φ(x, t)2 + |∇φ(x(t), t)|2
(4)

guarantees that information (i.e. the characteristics of
Eq. (3)) is propagated in the correct direction off of the
interface. S[φ] is essentially a smeared sign function of φ.

Note that when F() is defined by velocity extension (Eq. (3))
the corresponding level set propagation is in fact norm con-
serving, i.e. renormalization is not needed to guarantee sta-
bility of the numerical scheme. This follows from,

∂

∂t
|∇φ|2 = 2∇φ ·∇ ∂

∂t
φ = 2∇φ ·(∇F |∇φ|+ F∇ |∇φ|) = 0

(5)
which makes use of the fact that φ is initialized as a Euclidian
distance function (i.e. |∇φ| = 1 ⇒ ∇ |∇φ| = 0), and ∇φ ·
∇F = 0, since Eq. (3) is solved to a steady state.

When using Eq. (2) during advection of the Lagrangian
tracker particles, the speed function is derived from clos-
est distance transforms and therefore does not need to be
extended. Consequently we must explicitly renormalize φ to
a Euclidian distance function in order to ensure numerical
stability of the morph. For this renormalization we solve

∂φ(x, t)

∂t
= S[φ(x, t)] (|∇φ(x, t)| − 1) (6)

to a steady state. The sign function in Eq. (6) plays the
same role as in Eq. (3).

The third order accurate TVD Runge-Kutta scheme de-
scribed in [38] is used to accurately integrate these equa-
tions with appropriate CFL time steps. Godunov’s scheme
[35] with a fifth order WENO upwind scheme [23] is used for
the numerical discretization in space.

2.7 Closing the ends of the reconstructions

In order to complete the reconstruction the first and last
contours must be closed off. One approach is simply to cap
the ends with flat planes since no information is available
(from the input) beyond the first and last contours. This is
done in Figs. 5, 6 and 10. Another approach is to let extrap-
olation of the calculated speed-functions guide the morph
until the surface closes. This approach is used in Fig. 7 and
9. The success of this approach of course depends on the em-
ployed interpolation scheme and the fact that the first and
last contours are beginning to terminate (i.e. are shrinking).
The user may manually specify additional external contours



to form a cap. This is done in Fig. 8, where a top-most
contour is added and the speed-function is constrained to
produce a smooth result. Finally, these three approaches
can of course be used in combination.

3 Results

We have applied our reconstruction algorithm to a variety
of contour datasets. Fig. 1 presents a reconstruction of the
bones of the human pelvis region. It was produced from
35 contours represented by binary images with a resolution
of 420× 300, and clearly demonstrates our method’s ability
to produce reconstructions with complex topology. Fig. 7
presents a reconstruction of Mount Everest produced from
only five 276×276 binary topographic contour images. This
is a good example of how few contours our approach needs
to produce useful results. Note also that fine sharp details
present in the input contours are correctly captured in the
3D reconstruction. Fig. 8 shows a reconstruction of the up-
per half of a human figure produced from 12 155×522 binary
contour images. Remark that in this example the distances
between contours varies significantly, in particular in the fa-
cial area. Fig. 9 presents a reconstruction of a mouse embryo
produced from only eight 122 × 187 binary contour images.
In this example the first and last contours are rounded sim-
ply by extrapolating the level set morphs. Finally Fig. 10
shows an artificial example of a reconstruction from three
contour slices, one with two small circles, one with a square
and one with a single large circle. Observe how the resulting
morph accurately captures the sharp corners of the interme-
diate square as well as the changing topology.

All results presented in this paper were rendered using the
standard mesh extraction technique of [24]. The compu-
tational times on a 2.5GHz Macintosh G5 were 107 CPU-
seconds for Mt. Everest, 220 CPU-seconds for the mouse em-
bryo, 240 CPU-seconds for the human torso and 1100 CPU-
seconds for the pelvis data set. It should also be stressed that
none of the reconstructions required any user input other
than the initial contours with associated time-of-arrivals.

Figure 10: An artificial reconstruction with changing topology. Note
that our method accurately captures the difficult rectangular shape.
The interpolation scheme is using a natural cubic spline.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a robust method for 3D reconstruction
of closed surfaces from sparsely sampled parallel contours.
Our method is based on a morphing process applied to neigh-
boring contours that sweeps out a 3D surface as one contour
morphs into the next. The morph is performed with an Eule-
rian formulation (i.e. fixed grid) augmented with Lagrangian
particles (i.e. interface tracking). This is accomplished by
propagating the input contours as 2D level sets with care-
fully constructed continuous speed functions. We utilize
particle advection to estimate distances between the con-
tours, monotonicity constrained spline interpolation to com-
pute continuous speed functions without overshooting, and
state-of-the-art numerical techniques for solving the level set
equations. Our approach robustly reconstructs objects with

complex branching structures, provides a superior technique
for interpolating between sparse slices, and produces closed
surfaces from contours with both smooth and sharp features.
It addresses the previously overlooked, but crucial, problem
of adjusting the local velocities of the morphing contours in
order to guarantee smooth surface transitions at the contour
boundaries.

Future work includes implementing user interaction tech-
niques for processing datasets with non-overlapping con-
tours, similar to [10]. This will allow the user to control
the direction of the morph, thus offering an approach to
applying expert knowledge about anatomically correct re-
lationships between different segments of the reconstructed
object. As described in [27] multiple non-aligned datasets
may be generated from a single scanning session for a partic-
ular specimen. Our approach may be extended to create 3D
surfaces from the contours of these non-uniform, arbitrarily-
oriented, multiple datasets. Finally we plan to extend our
level set method with the more efficient data structures and
algorithms of [28] which will allow for reconstruction at ex-
treme resolutions.
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A A Fast Narrow Band Implementation

For optimal computational complexity we use a modified
version of the narrow band scheme presented in [33]. It
employs two dynamic tubes that enclose the level set
interface; a T tube of width γ and an N tube that is
one pixel wider than the T tube. We employ simple
C-style arrays as defined in the following pseudo-code
to implement efficient data structures for these tubes.

int dim = 1,X[m],Y [m],Mask[m][m];
foreach pixel (i, j) do

Mask[i][j] = 0; /* outside both tubes */
if |φ(i, j)| < γ then

Mask[i][j] = 2; /* inside both tubes */
X[dim] = i; Y [dim++] = j;

else if |φ(i± 1, j ± 1)| < γ then
Mask[i][j] = 1; /* inside the N tube */
X[dim] = i; Y [dim++] = j;

end
end

m is always chosen to be larger then the number of pixels
in the narrow band (dim). The level set equation is
then solved exclusively in the T tube by looping over
all elements in the arrays, for k = 1, . . . , dim, and only
updating elements for which Mask[X[k]][Y [k]] = 2. Next,
renormalization is performed by solving Eq. (6) in the N
tube, i.e. for pixels where Mask[X[k]][Y [k]] ≥ 1. This
implies that the overall computational complexity of
solving the level set equation is linear in the size of the
interface and not of the embedding. To rebuild N and
T after each time propagation we could apply the above
algorithm again (as suggested in [33]), but this is inefficient
since it visits all pixels. To maintain a linear computa-
tional complexity we instead use the following algorithm.



Figure 7: Reconstructed model of Mt Everest from only five topographic contours. The interpolation scheme for the speed-function is a natural
cubic spline and the top of the reconstruction is closed with speed function extrapolation. The final resolution is 276× 276× 97.

Figure 8: Reconstructed human model from 12 input contours. Note that the method nicely sweeps out the face even the though the input is
very sparse. The resolution is 155 × 522 × 270. The interpolation scheme for the speed-function is a natural cubic spline and the top of the
reconstruction is closed by manually adding an extra contour combined with spline extrapolation.

foreach pixel (i, j) ∈ Nold do
if |φ(i, j)| < γ then

add (i, j) to Tnew and Nnew;
else

foreach (i, j)’s neighbors (p, q) /∈ Nnew do
if |φ(p, q)| < γ then add (i, j) to Nnew;

end
end
if (i, j) /∈ Told but (i, j) ∈ Tnew then

foreach (i, j)’s neighbors (p, q) /∈ Nnew do
add (p, q) to Nnew

end
end

end
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